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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1-1. Scope
a. This manual covers direct and general support and depot maintenance for Multiplexers TD-352/U and
TD353/U. It includes instructions for troubleshooting, testing, aligning, and repairing the equipment, replacing
maintenance parts, and repairing specified maintenance parts. It also lists tools, materials, and test equipment
required for direct and general support and depot maintenance. Detailed functions of the equipment are covered
in paragraphs 2-1 through 2-9.
b. The complete technical instructions for this equipment include TM 11-5805-367-12.
c. Throughout this manual, reference to panel 1A6/2A6 also applies to panel 1A6A/2A6A. Reference to
1A14/2A14 also applies to panel 1A14A/2A14A and reference to panel 1A12/2A12 also applies to panel 1A12
unless otherwise specified. Reference to panel 1A2/2A2 also applies to·1A2A/2A2A.
1-2. Consolidated Index of Army Publications and Blank Forms.
Refer to the latest issue of DA Pam 310-1 to determine whether there are new editions, changes or
additional publications pertaining to the equipment.
1-3. Maintenance Forms, Records and Reports
a. Reports of Maintenance and Unsatisfactory Equipment. Department of the Army forms and procedures
used for equipment maintenance will be those prescribed by DA PAM 738-750 as contained in Management
Maintenance Update.
b. Report of Packaging and Handling Deficiencies. Fill out and forward SF 364 (Report of Discrepancy
(ROD)) as prescribed in AR-735-11-2/DLAR 4140.55/NAV-MATINST 4355.73B/AFR 400-54/MCO 4430.3H.
c. Discrepancy in Shipment Report (DISREP)(SF361). Fill out and forward Discrepancy in Shipment Report
(DISREP){SF361) as prescribed in AR55-38/NAVSUPINST 4610.33C/AFR 75-18MCO P4610.19D/DLAR
4500.15.
1-4. Deleted.
1-5. Reporting Equipment Improvement Recommendations (EIR)
If your multiplexer TD-352/U or TD-353/U needs improvement, let us know. Send us an EIR. You, the user, are
the only one who can tell us what you don't like about the design. Put it on an SF 368 (Quality Deficiency
Report). Mail it to Commander, US Army Communications-Electronics Command and Fort Monmouth, ATTN:
AMSEL-PA-MA-D, Fort Monmouth, NJ 07703-5000.
1-6. Differences Between Semiconductor Subassemblies
This paragraph contains information covering redesigned multiplexer subassemblies 1A2/2A2, 1A2A/2A2A, and
1A6A/2A6A used in the TD-352/U and TD-353/U Multiplexers. These redesigned subassemblies use silicon
semiconductors in lieu of germanium devices. Subassemblies equipped with silicon semiconductors have a
black anodized frame and are identified by the suffix letter A. For example, 1A6A denotes a silicon version and
1A6 denotes a germanium version of the same multiplexer subassembly. It is possible that multiplexers in the
field might be equipped with a combination of germanium and silicon subassemblies. The germanium
subassemblies and the silicon subassemblies can be used interchangeably.
Note
Unless otherwise noted in this manual, data relating to the
subassemblies containing germanium semiconductors apply to the
subassemblies containing the silicon subassemblies.
Silicon subassemblies are considered to be non-repairable and should be returned to depot for final disposition.

Change 5 1-1/(1-2 Blank)
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CHAPTER 2
FUNCTIONING
Section I. BLOCK DIAGRAM ANALYSIS, MULTIPLEXER TD-352/U
2-1. General
In conjunction with other terminal equipment, Multiplexer TD-352/U delivers audio signals over radio relay or
cable lines. The TD-352/U accepts 12 audio channels, samples each channel at an 8-kilocycle (kc) rate, and
combines the resultant pulse amplitude modulated (pam) samples on a time division basis. It then codes the
samples with a six-digit binary code and delivers the resulting pulse code modulated (pcm) output signal to either
Multiplexer TD-202/U (radio interface unit) or TD-204/U (cable interface unit) for transmission. In the receive
traffic direction, the TD-352/U accepts an incoming pcm pulse train from either the TD-202/U or TD-204/U and
decodes it, thereby restoring the original Pam signals. The Pam signals are finally demodulated into the 12 audio
channels.
2-2. Transmit Circuits for TD-352/U
(fig.6-33)
a. Audio Circuits. The audio input for each channel is applied to a separate pam modulator. Six double
modem panels 1A2/2A2, each containing two modulator circuits, are used. In the modulators, the audio signals
are sequentially sampled at an 8-kc rate by timing signals developed by the modem timing matrix in panel 2A10.
In this manner, the sampled audio signals are placed on the common transmit pam line and applied to panel 2A7
in proper time sequence. In panel 2A7, the pam signals are resampled at a 96-kc rate and reshaped in the
sample and store circuits. The 96-kc timing signal, TFF5, is also obtained from panel 2A10. At this point, a
cupped noise signal, obtained from noise generator panel 1A11/2A11 is inserted to insure a random one-level
code change on the pam line in the absence of any audio input. This masks low level random noise caused by
crosstalk between channels and prevents interference with audio reception. The output of the sample and store
circuits is amplified and then applied to the pam-pcm converter circuits on panel 1A6/2A6.
b. Coding Circuits. In panel 1A6/2A6, the pam signals are either amplified or attenuated, depending on their
individual input amplitude. The amplifier-attenuator (compander) circuit compresses high-level pam samples
relative to the low-level pam samples under control of the compander control and compander control signals
developed on panels 2A5 and 1A6/2A6. The pam signal, properly attenuated or amplified, is then applied to the
coder circuits on panel 1A6/2A6. The coder, a sequential feedback circuit, consists of a decision network,
storage flip-flops, and ladder network with associated clamping flip-flops. The clamping flip-flops and ladder
network form a digital-to-analog converter. The coder timing signals (T pulses) are generated on panel 2A7
using timing signal inputs from panel 2A8. Six T pulses (T1 through T6) are used to drive the clamping flip-flops
in proper sequence. Panel 2A8 also supplies the necessary decision pulses for operation of the decision circuit.
The output of the decision circuit is a six-bit binary pulse equivalent in amplitude to the input pam pulse after
amplification or attenuation. The output of the decision circuit is stored in a flip-flop that supplies half-width pam
with a digit rate of 1,152 kc, applied from coder panel 1A6/2A6 to output panel 2A5.
c. Output Circuits. The half-width pcm signal is applied to a shift register on panel 2A5 where it is retimed
under the control of the parallel shift, shift 1, and shift 2 signals. The output of the panel 2A5 shift register is
retimed full-width pcm (570 kc). The retimed pcm is next applied to panel 1A3/2A3 where the selected master
(4-kc) or slave (2-kc) address is inserted. After address insertion, the pcm signal is applied through the output
circuit to the front panel PCM OUT connector.
d. Transmit Timing Circuits. Panels 2A8, 2A9, and 2A10 comprise the transmit timing circuits. A crystal
oscillator in panel 2A8 generates the basic 2,304-kc master clock signal from which all transmit timing signals in
the TD-352/U are derived.
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derived. In multichannel systems, the transmit timing signals of both master and slave multiplexers must be in
synchronization. This condition is accomplished by synchronizing the basic clock in the multiplexer acting as
the slave unit with a 576-kc signal obtained from the multiplexer acting as the master unit. The 576-kc signal
used for this purpose originates in the master clock countdown circuits of panel 2A8 where it is termed TFF2
(576-kc). This signal is buffered in panel 2A9 and applied to a front panel output connector as the SYNC OUT
XMTR signal. The 576-kc SYNC OUT XMTR signal from the master unit is applied to the SYNC IN connector
on the slave unit. The SYNC IN signal is applied to an automatic switch circuit in panel 2A8 which
synchronizes the output of the basic clock. When the TD-352/U is used in a 12-channel system,
synchronization of the basic clock is unnecessary since all transmit timing signals in the unit are-referenced to
the master 2,304-kc signal. Principal among the transmit timing signals generated in the countdown circuit of
panel 2A8 is the modem timing (384-kc) signal. This signal is used to drive a second countdown chain on
panel 2A10, the outputs of which are applied to the modem timing matrix. The outputs of the matrix are the 8kc modulator timing signals which control audio channel sampling-activity in modem panels 1A2/2A2. Other
transmit timing signals are used in the pam sample and store, and coder timing circuits of panel 2A7; the pampcm conversion circuits of panels 1A6/2A6 and 2A5; and the pcm address and output circuits of panel 1A3/2A3.
A timing diagram, using idealized transmit timing signal waveforms, is shown in figure 6-34.
2-3. Receive Circuits for TD-352/U
(fig 6-35)
a. Pcm Input, Decoding, and Demodulating Circuits. The pcm input signal is applied to the front panel
PCM IN connector and is fed to three sampler gates in panel 1A12/2A12. In 12-channel operation, the input
signal consists of one pcm train and contains a 4-kc address. In 24-channel operation, the input signal consists
of two interleaved pcm signal trains, one with a 4-kc address and one with a 2-kc address. The address is
inserted in the pcm signal by operating the ADDRESS switch in the unit at the transmitting terminal to MASTER
(4-kc) or SLAVE (2-kc), depending on whether the multiplexer is acting as a master or slave unit in the
transmitting system. In 12-channel systems the ADDRESS switch is always in the MASTER position. The pcm
train, which will be decoded, is determined by the setting of the ADDRESS switch in the unit at the receiving
terminal. This signal is always sampled in sampler gate A and is designated pcm A. The other train,
designated pcm B. is sampled in sampler gate B and is delivered directly to the front panel ALT PCM connector
without being decoded. The pcm signal is also fed to sampler gate C for extraction of the address signal.
Timing A, B. and C signals, from the receive timing circuits, are responsible for the operation of the sampler
gates. The pcm A output of sampler gate A is reshaped and sent to decoder panel 1A14/2A14 through-either
the auxiliary unit or an internal delay line in panel 2A15. The delay line compensates for the delay introduced
by the auxiliary unit. In panel 1A14/2A14, the pcm signal is converted from a digital to an analog signal. The
pcm signal is then shifted into a six-stage serial register by the 576-kc decoder clock signal generated in panel
2A13. The last digit of the 12th channel has a 2- or a 4-kc frame sync signal. This signal is removed (becomes
inaudible) when the pcm is shifted from the serial to the parallel set of registers by the address digit gate. The
decoder pam output is fed to expander panel 2A16, which expands the peaks of the signal. The pam expander
output corresponds to the pam signal fed into the transmit coder circuit (para 2-2b). The decoder pam output is
sent to the demodulator section of double modem panels 1A2/2A2 where it is sampled and stored to lengthen
the pulse, filtered, and amplified. The amplified outputs are 600-ohm, balanced audio output signals and are
applied to the front panel AUDIO CHAN receptacle. Demodulator timing signals from panel 2A10 control the
sample and store circuits in panels 1A2/2A2.
b. Receiver Timing. The 576-kc timing in signal enters the front panel receptacle and is fed to a frequency
doubler in panel 2A13. The 1,152-kc doubler output is fed to a pulse inhibitor. A skip pulse is also fed to the
inhibitor from the skip-pulse gate on panel 1A12/2A12. When an out-of-frame condition occurs, the skip pulse
causes one
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pulse at a time to be dropped from the 1,152-kc input until the multiplexer frames in. The modified 1,152-kc
output train is fed to the timing signal countdown circuits, where most of the timing signals for the receive
section are generated. Timing A and timing B signals, which sample the incoming pcm signal, are generated
here also. The 1,152-kc signal is counted down to provide the 8-kc timing signal C, which is sent to sampler
gate C on panel 1A12/2A12. When the unit is in frame, the timing C pulse coincides with the frame pulse in the
incoming pcm train. When the unit is in frame, the timing C signal samples the incoming pcm signal at the
address digit rate. This information is fed to one side of an address comparator circuit. A local 2- or a 4-kc
signal, selected through the ADDRESS switch, is fed to the other side of the comparator. When the unit is in
frame, a number of 2- or 4-kc identical square wave pulses will exist on each side of the comparator, thereby
causing no output to be generated. This action prevents the skip-pulse gate from generating skip pulses and
the phase of the timing in signal is not changed. If the unit is not in, frame, the address digit will not be
detected in sampler gate C and a 2- or 4-kc square wave will not be generated. A different signal will now exist
on the two sides of the comparator circuit. When this condition exists, a signal is sent to the skip-pulse gate,
causing it to pass one pulse of the 8-kc RFF9 signal to the 1,152-kc clock pulse inhibitor circuit in panel 2A13.
The skip pulse drops out one pulse from the 1,152-kc signal, causing the phase of the receive timing signals to
change by a time corresponding to one-digit width in the 24-channel operation. Therefore, this action continues
until the timing C signal is coincident with the address digit. Therefore, when the timing C signal samples the
proper address digit in the incoming pcm train, the skip pulses cease and the receive section of the TD-352/U is
framed to the incoming pcm signal. The clock timing and countdown circuits also feed a 384-kc modem timing
signal to panel 2A10. Panel 2A10 on the receive side is interchangeable with the 2A10 panel on the transmit
side of the unit and performs the same functions (para 2-2d). The receive section timing diagram is shown in
figure 6-36.
2-4. Monitoring and Alarm Circuits for TD-352/U
(fig.6-37)
Alarm and monitoring circuits located on panel 1A16/2A16 provide visual and audible indications of
incoming traffic framing failure and for monitoring the audio signal channels. Loss of the incoming pcm signal,
or an out-of-frame condition, activates the tragic alarms and frame detector circuits, causing the FRAME
indicator lamp (located on the front panel) to light and the buzzer to sound. Loss of frame due to an internal
unit fault will also cause the FRAME lamp to light and the buzzer to sound. The 1,100-cycle per second (cps)
test tone oscillator (nonsynchronous with system) generates a test tone for the purpose of aligning and testing
the audio channel modems (panels 1A2/2A2). This is done by adjusting the OSC ADJUST knob on the service
facility panel while observing the indication on the front panel TEST ALIGN meter. During normal operation,
the BUZZER switch is ON and the FRAME lamp is extinguished. During normal operation, no alarm control
signal is generated. If the TD-352/U drops out of frame, the alarm timing and the alarm control signals are
applied to panel 1A16/2A16. This causes the FRAME lamp to light and relay K1 to energize, causing the
buzzer to sound. Operating the BUZZER OFF switch (S2) connects the relay driver to the other output of the
frame detector; silencing the buzzer. Loss of frame also causes a squelch signal to be sent to panels
1A14/2A14 and 2A15, preventing the pcm in signal from passing through to the demodulators while the unit is
out of frame. This eliminates a disagreeable sound on the audio channels while the unit is out of frame.
However, when the unit is in frame again, the flip-flop reverts to its original position, causing the buzzer to
sound again. Operating the BUZZER OFF switch sets the relay to the deenergized condition and silences the
buzzer. The microphone and earphone amplifiers on panel 1A16/2A16 are used in conjunction with HeadsetMicrophone H-91A/U. A bridging circuit is used to switch the headset in and out of a channel to prevent loading
of the modem. These circuits are used for communicating over any channel selected by the SERV SEL
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switch. In the audio measure circuits on panel 1A16/2A16, the audio output from any modem selected by the
SERV SEL switch is amplified, buffered, and applied to the TEST ALIGN meter for alignment purposes.
2-5. Fault Locator Circuits for TD-352/U
(figs.2-1 and 2-2)
All the receive fault locator circuits and one transmit fault locator circuit (coder pam) are contained on panel
2A18. The remaining transmit fault locator circuits are on panel 2A17. Each fault locator circuit samples one
or more critical signal outputs from a panel. These signals are buffered, amplified, retimed if necessary,
detected and then combined so they may be fed to the TEST ALIGN meter as one signal representing the
overall operation of a panel. The fault locator circuits provide a green TEST ALIGN meter reading when the
panel is good. When one or more signals from a panel are absent, the combined output of the fault locator
circuit is slightly lower and the TEST METER reads out of the green area, indicating a faulty panel. In practice,
the outputs of all fault locator circuits are first fed to the SERV SEL switch, which controls application of the
individual fault locator signals to the TEST ALIGN meter.
2-6. Power Supply Circuits for TD-352/U
(fig.2-3)
a. General. The unregulated and regulated power supply subassemblies, panels 1A19/2A19 and 1A1/2A1
are two separate units. Alternating current (ac) power at 115 volts ± 5, 50-60 cycles per second (cps), is
applied to panel 1A19/2A19, and the unregulated pulsating direct current (dc) outputs are applied to panel
1A1/2A1, where they are regulated and distributed to the transmit and receive circuits. Six regulated output
circuits are provided, one of which is a highly regulated -5.2-volt supply for the coder and decoder circuits. If a
short circuit occurs in any of the regulated output lines, a circuit is activated to cut off all voltage regulators.
After the short circuit is, removed, power is restored by operating the front panel AC POWER switch to OFF
momentarily.
b. Operations. There are five similar series-type voltage regulators. For positive voltages, the negative
side of the regulator circuit is grounded. For negative voltages, the positive side of the regulator circuit is
grounded. The -5.2-volt supply is obtained by additional regulation from the -12-volt supply. The primary 115volt ac input to panel 1A19/2A19 is fed to transformer T1. The five outputs from transformer T1 are applied to
full-wave rectifiers and individually filtered through inductance-capacitance (1c)-type filters. The 1c filter
outputs are applied to subassemblies on panel 1A1/2A1, where they are regulated in series-type current
regulator circuits. Each of the regulator outputs is controlled by a differential amplifier, which compares
variations in the regulated output voltage to a reference voltage. If a short circuit condition occurs, the short
circuit protector cuts off the -12-volt supply which, in turn, outs off all other regulated supplies. The-5.2-volt
circuit is also disabled when the -12-volt supply is cut off. The 28-volt ac output from transformer T1 is used to
energize the relay in the buzzer circuit and to light the FRAME indicator lamp.
Section II. BLOCK DIAGRAM ANALYSIS, MULTIPLEXER TD-353/U
2-7. General
In conjunction with other terminal equipment, Multiplexer TD-353/U delivers audio signals over radio relay
or cable lines. The TD-353/U accepts 48 audio channels, samples each channel at an 8-kc rate, and combines
the resultant pam samples on a time division basis. It then codes the samples with a six-digit binary code and
delivers the resulting pcm output signal to either Multiplexer TD-203/U (radio interface unit) or TD-204/U (cable
interface unit) for transmission. In the receive traffic direction, the TD-353/U accepts an incoming pcm pulse
train from either the TD-203/U or TD-204/U and decodes it, thereby restoring the original pam signals. The
pam signals are finally demodulated into the 48 audio channels.
2-8. Transmit Circuits for TD-353/U
(fig.6-38)
a. Audio Circuits. The audio input for each channel is applied to a separate pam modulator.
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Figure 2-1. Multiplexer TD-352/U transmit fault locator circuits, block diagram.
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Figure 2-2. Multiplexer TD-352/U receive fault locator -circuits, block diagram.
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Figure 2-3. Multiplexers TD-352/U and TD-353/U power supply circuits, block diagram
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Twenty-four double modem panels 1A2/2A2, each containing two modulator circuits, are used. In the
modulators, the audio signals are sequentially sampled at an 8-kc rate by timing signals developed by the
modem timing matrix in panel 1A10. In this manner, the odd and even channels are sampled and the pam
signals placed on their respective transmit pam lines and applied to panel 1A7 in proper time sequence. In
panel 1A7, the odd and even channel pam signals are alternately sampled and stored under control of two 192kc timing signals generated in panel 1A9. A clipped noise signal, obtained from noise generator panel
1A11/2A11, is inserted on both pam lines to insure a random one-level code change on the pam line in the
absence of any audio input. This also masks low level and random noise caused by crosstalk between
channels, and prevents interference with audio reception. The outputs of the two sample and store circuits are
alternately amplified and then applied to the pam-pcm converter circuits on panel 1A6/2A6.
b. Coding Circuits. In panel 1A6/2A6, the pam signals are either amplified or attenuated, depending on
their individual input amplitude. The amplifier-attenuator (compander) circuit compresses high-level pam
samples relating to the low-level pam samples under control of the compander control and compander control
signals developed on panels 1A5 and 1A6/2A6. The pam signal, properly attenuated or amplified, is then
applied to the coder circuits on panel 1A6/2A6. The coder, a sequential feedback circuit, consists of a decision
network, storage flip-flops, and a ladder network with associated clamping flip-flops. The clamping flip-flops
and ladder network form a digital-to-analog converter. The coder timing signals (T pulses) are generated on
panel 1A5 using the P1 timing signal output of panel 1A8. Six T pulses (T1 through T6) are used to drive the
clamping flip-flops in proper sequence. Panel 1A8 also supplies the reshaped clock signal from which the
decision pulses on panel, 1A5 are generated. The output of the decision circuit is a six-bit binary pulse
equivalent in amplitude to the input pam pulse after amplification or attenuation. The output of the decision
circuit is stored in a flip-flop that supplies a pcm output signal at a digit rate of 2,304 kc. This signal is appIied
to output panel 1A3/2A3.
c. Output Circuits. On panel 1A3/2A3, the selected master (4-kc) or slave (2-kc) address is inserted, and
the pcm signal is applied through the pcm output circuit to the front panel PCM OUT connector.
d. Transit Timing Circuits. Panels 1A8, 1A9, and 1A10 comprise the transmit timing circuits. A crystal
oscillator in panel 1A8 generates the master clock signal from which all transmit timing signals in the TD-353/U
are derived. In multichannel systems, the transmit timing signals of both master and slave multiplexers must
be in synchronization. This is accomplished by synchronizing the basic clock in the multiplexer acting as the
slave unit with a 2,304-kc signal obtained from the multiplexer acting as the master unit. The 2,304-kc signal
used for this purpose originates in the master clock countdown circuits of panel 1A8 where it is termed SYNC
OUT XMTR. The SYNC OUT XMTR signal from the master unit is applied to the SYNC IN connector on the
slave unit. The SYNC IN signal is applied to an automatic switch circuit in panel 1A8 which synchronizes the
output of the basic clock. When the TD-353/U is used in a 48-channel system, synchronization of the basic
clock is unnecessary since all transmit timing signals in the unit are referenced to the master clock signal.
Principal among the transmit timing signals generated in the countdown circuit of panel 1A8 is the FF3B xmtr
(384-kc) signal. This signal is buffered in panel 1A9 and termed the modem timing signal. This signal is used
to drive a second countdown chain on panel 1A10, the outputs of which are applied to the modem timing
matrix. The outputs of the matrix are the 8-kc modulator timing signals which control audio channel sampling
activity in modem panels 1A2/2A2. Other transmit timing signals are used in the pam sample and store circuits
of panel 1A7, the pam-pcm conversion circuits of panels 1A6/2A8 and 1A5, and the pcm address and output
circuits of panel 1A3/2A3. A timing diagram, using idealized transmit timing signal waveforms, is shown in
figure 6-39.
2-9. Receive Circuits for TD-353/U
(fig. 6-40)
a. Pcm Input, Decoding, and Demodulating Circuits. The pcm input signal is applied to the front panel
PCM IN connector and is fed to three
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sampler gates in panel 1A12/2A12. In 48-channel operation, the input signal consists of one pcm train and
contains a 4-kc address. In 96channel operation, the input signal consists of two interleaved pcm signal trains,
one with a 4-kc address and one with a 2-kc address. The address is inserted in the pcm signal by operating
the ADDRESS switch in the unit at the transmitting terminal to MASTER (4-kc) or SLAVE (2-ke), depending on
whether the multiplexer is acting as a master or slave unit in the transmitting system. In 48-channel systems,
the ADDRESS switch is always in the MASTER position. The pcm train which will be decoded is determined by
the setting of the ADDRESS switch in the unit at the receiving terminal. This signal is sampled in sampler gate
A and is designated pcm A. The pcm signal is also fed to sampler gate C for extraction of the address signal.
Timing A and C signals from the receive timing circuits are responsible for the operation of the sampler gates.
(Timing signal B and sample gate B are not used in this unit.) The pcm A output of sampler gate A is reshaped
and sent to decoder panel lAl4/2Al4 through either the auxiliary unit or an internal delay line in panel 1A15.
The delay line compensates for the-delay introduced by the auxiliary unit. In panel lAl4/2Al4, the pcm signal is
converted from a digital to an analog signal. The-pcm signal is then shifted into a six-stage serial register by
the decoder clock signal generated- in panel 1A13. The last digit of the 48th channel has a 2- or a 4-kc frame
sync signal. This signal is removed (becomes in audible) when the pcm is shifted from the serial to the parallel
set of registers by the address digit gate. The decoder pam output is fed to expander panel 1A15, which
expands the peaks of the signal. The pam expander output corresponds to the pam signal fed into the transmit
coder t circuit (pare 2-8b). The decoder pam output is sent to the demodulator section of double modem
panels 1A2/2A2 where it is sampled and stored to lengthen the pulse, filtered, and amplified. The amplified
outputs are 600-ohm, balanced audio output signals and are applied to the front panel AUDIO CHAN
receptacle. Demodulator timing signals from panel 1A1O control the sample and store circuits in panels
1A2/2A2.
b. Receiver Timing. The 2,304-kc timing in signal enters the front panel receptacle and is fed to the signal
shaping and delay circuits on pane 2A13. The delayed and undelayed timing signs outputs of this circuit are
applied to a gating circuit that operates under the control of the skip pulse output of panel 1A12/2A12. When
an out of-frame condition occurs, the skip pulse causes the delayed and undelayed signals to be interchanged
This drops the timing signals back until the multiplexer frames in. The timing signal countdown circuits
generate most of the timing signals for the receive section. The timing A signal, which samples the incoming
pcm signal, is generated here also. The timing in signal is counted down to provide the 8-kc timing signal C,
which is sent to sampler gate C on panel 1A12/2A12. When the unit is in frame, the timing a pulse coincides
will the frame pulse in the incoming pcm train. Whet the unit is in frame; the timing C signal samples the
incoming pcm signal at the address digit rate. This information is fed to one side of an address comparator
circuit. A local 2- or a 4-kc signal selected through the ADDRESS switch, is fed to the other side of the
comparator. When the unit is in frame; a number of 2- or 4-kc identical square wave pulses will exist on each
side of the comparator, thereby causing no output to be generated. This action prevents the skip-pulse gate
from generating skip pulses and the phase of the timing in signal is not changed. If the unit is not if frame, the
address digit will not be detected in sampler gate C and a 2- or 4-kc square wave will not be generated. A
different signal will now exist on the two sides of the comparator circuit. When this condition exists, a signal is
sent to the skip-pulse gate, causing it to pass one pulse of the 8-kc RFF9 signal to the delayed-undelayed gate
circuit on panel 1A13. When the timing C signal is coincident with the address digit, the skip pulses cease and
the receive section of the TD-353/U is framed to the incoming pcm signal. The clock timing and countdown
circuits also apply a 384-kc timing signal to panel 1A14/2A14, where it is reshaped and fed to panel 1A1O as
the modem timing signal. Panel 1A1O on the receive side is interchangeable with the 1A1O panel on the
transmit side of the unit and performs the same functions (para 2-8d). The receive section timing diagram is
shown in figure 6-41.
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2-10. Monitoring Alarm Circuit. for TD-353/U
(fig. 6-42)
Alarm and monitoring circuits located on panel 1A16/2A16 provide visual and audible indications of
incoming traffic framing failure and for monitoring the odd and even audio signal channels. Loss of the
incoming pcm signal, or an out-of-frame condition, activates the traffic alarms and frame detector circuits,
causing the FRAME indicator lamp (located on the front panel) to light and the buzzer to sound. Loss of frame
due to an internal unit fault will also cause the FRAME lamp to light and the buzzer to sound. The 1,100-cps
test tone oscillator (nonsynchronous with system) generates a test tone for the purpose of aligning and testing
the odd and even audio channel modems (panels 1A2/2A2). This is done by adjusting the OSC ADJUST knob
on the service facility panel while observing the indication on the front panel TEST ALIGN meter. During
normal operation, the BUZZER switch is ON and the FRAME lamp is extinguished. During normal operation no
alarm control signal is generated. If the TD-353/U drops out of frame, the alarm timing and the alarm control
signals are applied to panel 1A16/2A16. This causes the FRAME lamp to light and relay K1 to energize,
causing the buzzer to sound. Operating the BUZZER OFF switch (S2) connects the relay driver to the other
output of the frame detector, silencing the buzzer. Loss of frame also causes a squelch signal to be sent to
panels 1A14/2A14 and 1A15, preventing the pcm in signal from passing through to the demodulators while the
unit is out of frame. This eliminates a disagreeable sound on the audio channels while the unit is out of frame.
However, when the unit is in frame again, the flip-flop reverts to its original position, causing the buzzer to
sound again. Operating the BUZZER OFF switch sets the relay to the deenergized condition and silences the
buzzer. The microphone and earphone amplifiers on panel 1A16/2A16 are used in conjunction with HeadsetMicrophone H-91A/U. A bridging circuit is used to switch the headset in and out of a channel-prevent loading
of the modem. These circuits are used for communicating over any odd or even channel selected by the SERV
SEL switches. In the audio measure circuits on panel 1A16/2A16, the audio output from any modem selected
by the SERV SEL switches is amplified, buffered, and applied to the TEST ALIGN meter for alignment
purposes.
2-11. Fault Locator Circuit for TD-353/U
(figs. 2-4 and 2-5)
All receive fault locator circuits are contained on panel 1A18. The transmit fault locator circuits are on
panel 1A17. The operation of the fault locator circuits for the TD-353/U is similar to that described for the TD352/U (para 2-5).
2-12. Power Supply Circuits for TD-353/U
The power supply circuits for the TD-353/U are identical with the power supply circuits described for the
TD-352/U (para 2-6).
Section III. MODULE SCHEMATIC ANALYSIS
Note. In discussion pertaining to pulse levels, a negative-going pulse is defined as starting at O-volt
and decreasing toward -4.5 volts and a positive-going pulse is defined as starting at -4.5 volt and increasing
toward O volt. Also, where there are differences in circuit parameters because the module is used in both the
TD-352/U and TD-353/U, the value for the TD-353/U (high traffic) is given first followed by the value for the TD352/U (medium traffic) in parentheses.
2-13. Gate Module 01
(fig. 2-6)
Gate module 01 performs a logical AND function for two positive-going input signals and produces one
balanced output gate signal which is used to control the operation of an external bridge-type switching circuit.
The input signals are applied, through pins 2 and 3, to the AND gate, consisting of diodes CR1 and CR2, and
resistor R1. When the two input signals are in coincidence, the positive and negative excursions of the
combined signal turn transistor Q1 on and off therefore switching the signal into the primary winding of output
pulse transformer T1. In the TD-352/U, the parameters of the two input signals are such that the output signal
appearing across pins 9 and 6 of the module is 5.2 microseconds (µsec) in duration, at a pulse repetition rate of
125 µsec. In the TD-353/U, the parameters of
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Figure 2-4. Multiplexer TD-353/U transmit fault locator circuits, block diagram.
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Figure 2-5. Multiplexer TD-353/U receive fault locator circuits, block diagram.
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the two signals, when gated, provide an output signal which is 2.6 µsec in duration, at a pulse repetition rate of
125 µsec.
2-14. Sampler Module 08
(fig.2-7)
a. Function. The inputs to sampler module 08 are the signal to be sampled and a gate signal which
controls the time of the sampling period. The signal to be sampled (in-1) consists of a random-frequency,
square wave pulse train varying between O and-2.0 volts. The gate signal (in-2) is a train of 100-nanosecond
(µsec) pulses at an amplitude of -4.5 volts and a pulse repetition rate of 2,304 mc (576 kc). The output signals
appear at pins 6 and 10, and consist of positive-going 100-nsec pulses which are in synchronization with the
input gating signal. When a gating pulse occurs, an output will appear at either pin 6 or 10, but not both. If the
sampled signal is at O-volt level, the output pulse will appear at pin 10. If the sampled signal is at -2.0-volt
level, the output pulse will appear at pin 6.
b. Circuit Description. The module consists of gated switch transistor Q1, pulse complementary output
transistor Q2, and transistor Q3. Switch transistor Q1 controls the time at which transistors Q2 or Q3 can
conduct. The collectors of transistors Q2 and Q3 are clamped to -4.5 volts by diodes CR3 and CR4,
respectively. A voltage divider network, consisting of resistors R6 and R7, holds the base of transistor Q3 at
approximately -1.05 volts at all times. Capacitor C2 reduces digital crosstalk which may appear as a ripple
voltage at the base of transistor Q3. Voltage divider resistors R1 and R2, plus the low forward impedance of
diode CR1, hold the base of transistor Q1 at a quiescent +1.0 volt, which keeps transistor Q1 cut off. The high
reverse impedance of diode CR1 prevents shunting of incoming negative signals. Diode CR2 (normally
conducting) and transistor Q1 (normally cut off) operate together as a current switch, providing more rapid
conduction through

TM 5805-367-35/3-18

Figure 2-6. Gate module 01, schematic diagram.
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Figure 2-7. Sampler module 08 schematic diagram.
transistor Q1 when it conducts. With no input gating signal at pin 2, regardless of the signal level at input pin 7,
transistors Q1, Q2, and Q3 remain cut off. With a gating signal applied to input pin 2, transistor Q1 conducts,
causing transistor Q2 or transistor Q3 to conduct also, depending on which transistor has the more negative
base.
2-15. Flip-Flop Module 09
(fig.2-8)
a. Function.. Flip-flop module 09 is a high-speed bistable multivibrator, capable of switching states at a
2.3 mc rate in response to 4.5-volt positive-going trigger pulses applied to the collector of the cutoff-transistor.
These pulses are fed to the collector through input triggering circuits from input pins 3 and 9. Outputs are taken
from the collector of either transistor and are available to external circuitry through output pins 2 and 10. When
the output at one pin is -0.2 volt, the output at the opposite pin is -4.3 volts.
b. Circuit Description. The module consists of multivibrator transistors Q1 and Q2, steering diodes CR2
and CR5, and trigger loading diode CR1. The bases of transistors Q1 and Q2 are clamped slightly positive by
diodes CR3 and CR4, respectively. Both set-reset input triggering are complemented input triggering are used
to switch the multivibrator.
2-16. NAND Gate Module 11
(fig.2-9)
a. Function. NAND gate module 11 generates positive-going 4.5-volt pulses under control of
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Figure 2-8. Flip-flop module 09 schematic diagram.
three gate input signals. The positive-going pulses appear at the anode of steering diode CR1. The cathode of
diode CR1 is connected to the input circuit of an external flip-flop.
b. Circuit Description. The module consists of series-connected switching transistors Q1, Q2, and Q3,
controlled by the respective gate input signals appearing at pins 5, 7, and 10. These input signals are negativegoing square waves of different frequencies which are derived by flip-flop countdown circuits and coincide in
phase.
2-17. Emitter Follower Module 15
(fig. 2-10)
a. Function.
Emitter follower module 15 contains four identical buffer circuits, each operating
independently, and are used to provide isolation and to prevent loading of various circuits.
b. Circuit Description. The module consists of buffer transistors Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4. Input signals to the
buffers are negative-going square-pulse signals of various frequencies.
2-18. Matrix Module 16
(fig. 2-11)
a. Function. Matrix module 16 accepts six square-pulse input signals of various frequencies, all having
amplitude levels of 0 or -4.5 volts. These signals are combined in a matrix of eight three-input AND gates,
producing eight negative going square-pulse output signals on eight separate lines.
b. Circuit Descriptions. The module consists of 24 diodes and 8 resistors. The resistors and diodes form
eight conventional three-input AND gates.
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Figure 2-9. NAND gate module 11, schematic diagram.
Two signals are gated in diodes CR1 through CR8. The output of these gates is gated in another two-input
AND gate consisting of diodes CR9 through CR24. The eight AND gates operate identically. The components
forming the eight AND gates are listed below with the module input and output terminals associated with each
gate.
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Figure 2-10. Emitter-follower module 15, schematic diagram.
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Figure 2-11. Matrix module 16, schematic diagram.
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Input (module terminals)
12, 13, 15
11, 13, 15
12, 14, 15
11, 14, 15
11, 14, 9
12, 14, 9
11, 13, 9
12, 13, 9

AND gate components

Output (module
terminals)

CR5, CR1, CR10, CR23, R7
CR7, CR2, CR11, CR21, R5
CR6, CR3, CR12, CR19, R3
CR8, CR4, CR13, CR9, R1
CR8, CR4, CR14, CR18, R2
CR6, CR3, CR15, CR20, R4
CR7, CR2, CR16, CR22, R6
CR5, CR1, CR17, CR24, R8

8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

2-19. Matrix Module 17
(fig. 2-12)
a. Function. Matrix module 17 accepts six negative-going square-pulse input signals of various
frequencies. These signals are combined in a matrix of six three-input AND gates, producing six square-pulse
output signals on six separate lines.
b. Circuit Description. Matrix module 17 consists of 18 diodes and 6 resistors. The resistors and diodes
form six conventional three-input AND gates. Two signals are gated in diodes CR1 through CR8. The output
of these gates is gated in another two-input AND gate consisting of diodes CR9 through CR18. The six AND
gates operate identically. A simplified schematic diagram of one gate is shown in figure 2-13. The components
forming the six AND gates are listed below with the module input and output terminals associated with each
gate.
Input (module terminals)
12, 13, 15
11, 13, 15
11, 14, 15
11, 14, 9
12, 14, 9
12, 13, 9

AND gate components

Output (module
terminals)

CR5, CR1, CR10, CR17, R5
CR7, CR2, CR11, R4
CR8, CR4, CR12, CR9, R1
CR8, CR4, CR13, CR16, R2
CR6, CR3, CR14, R3
CR5, CR1, CR15, CR18, R6

8
7
5
4
3
1

2-20. Flip-Flop Module 18
(fig. 2-14)
a. Function. Flip-flop module 18 is a bistable multivibrator with provisions for set-reset or complemented
input triggering. The multivibrator switches states in response to input trigger pulses. These trigger pulses are
applied to the base of either transistor through external input triggering circuits on pin 5 or 8. In addition, a -4.5volt positive-going pulse applied to pin 3 will switch the flip-flop when pins 1 and 11 are tied to pins 2 and 10,
respectively. Outputs are taken from either collector and are applied to external circuits through pins 2 and 10.
When the output at one pin is 0 volt, the output of the opposite pin is -4.5 volts.
b. Circuit Description. The module consists of multivibrator transistors Q1 and Q2 and a complemented
input triggering- circuit consisting of two biased steering gates. The inputs to both steering gates are through
pin 3. The collectors of transistors Q1 and Q2 are clamped at -4.5 volts by diodes CR1 and CR2, respectively.
2-21. Oscillator Module 22
(fig. 2-15)
a. Function. Oscillator module 22 generates positive-going pulses occurring at a 2,304-kc
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Figure 2-12. Matrix module 17, schematic diagram.
(516-kc) rate. The pulses are 7 volts in amplitude with a 100-nsec duration and are applied to pin 5.
b. Circuit Description. The module consists of oscillator transistors Q1 and Q2 and buffer transistor Q3.
The oscillator is controlled by an external crystal connected across pins 1 and 3. The frequency of the external
crystal is 2,304 kc (576 kc). Transistor Q1 is connected to a buffer circuit that supplies feedback to the
oscillator circuit and isolates the output. Transistor Q2 is a peaked amplifier having a voltage gain greater than
one and provides the basic feedback and output signal. The inductance of coil L2 in the collector circuit of
transistor Q2 provides a high impedance to the signal appearing at the collector. Capacitor C2 and resistors R4
and CR5, form a bias network that holds the base of transistor Q2 at +2.76 volts. Capacitor C2 reduces any
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Figure 2-13. Matrix modules 16 and 17, AND gate form.
ripple that may appear at the base of transistor Q2. Inductor L1, connected between the -4.5-volt line and the
collector of transistor Q3, and capacitor C1 form a filter that prevents the oscillator from inducing a ripple signal
into the -4.5-volt power supply.
2-22. Gate Module 23
(fig. 2-16)
a. Function. Gate module 23 accepts up to four gate signals and one control signal. These signals
combine to generate an output train of positive-going pulses the duration (100 or 200 nsec) of which is
determined by the width of the control input signal, and the pulse repetition rate of which is determined by the
rate of the gate input signals. The control signal is applied to pin 2, and the gate inputs (three or four in
number, depending on module application) are applied to pins 8 (G1), 9 (G2), 10 (G3), and 11 (G4),
respectively. The output is taken from pin 4.
b. Circuit Description. The module consists of OR gate diodes CRT, CR2, and CR3; resistor R4; buffer
transistor Q1; switch transistor Q2; and buffer transistor Q3. Transistor Q1 is used as a buffer with an external
load connected to its emitter. In module applications requiring four gate inputs, pin 11 (G4) is connected to the
cathode of the external diode. The input to the fourth gate is the anode of the external diode. Resistors R1 and
R2 form a voltage divider that establishes the voltage at the base of transistor Q2 during saturation or cutoff.
2-23. Clamping Flip-Flop Module 25 or 125
(fig. 2-17)
a. Function. Clamping flip-flop module 25 provides bistable multivibrator output with stable states of 0 and
-5.2 volts. The -5.2-volt level is held to within ±0.1 volt by clamping circuits. The output switches states in
response to 4.5-volt positive-going input pulses. The pulses are fed from external circuitry through pin 3, 4, 10,
or 11 to the base of the low-output (saturated) transistor. The output is taken from the collector of transistors
Q1 and/or Q2, and is available to external circuitry through pins 6 and/or 7.
b. Circuit Description. The flip-flop consists of multivibrator transistors Q1 and Q2, - 5.1- to -5.3-volt clamp
transistor Q3, diode CR3, and steering diodes CR1 and CR2. These circuits are used in conjunction with
external circuitry in two applications discussed below. The -5.1- to -5.3-volt clamp circuit (Q3, CR3) insures
that when transistor Q1 is cut off, the collector of transistor Q1 will clamp to -5.2 volts :~:0.1. In this condition,
diode CR3 is biased off, and transistor Q3 is saturated and becomes the load for the collector of transistor Q1.
When transistor Q1 is saturated, diode CR3 is conducting, transistor Q3 is cut off, and R7 becomes the load
resistor for the collector of transistor Q1.
(1) In one application, the external circuitry
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Figure 2-14. Flip-flop module 18, schematic diagram.
is connected to pin 6, as shown in A, figure 2-18. This circuitry provides transistor Q2 with a collector load,
power, and a clamp. In this arrangement, output is obtained from pin 7.
(2) In the other application, the external circuitry is connected to pins 6 and 7, as shown in B. figure 2-18.
This circuitry provides transistor Q2 with a collector load, power, and a -5.1- to -5.3-volt clamp. In this
arrangement, output is obtained from pins 6 and 7.
2-24. Pulse Shaper Module 30
(fig. 2-19)
a. Function. The input to pulse shaper module 30 is a negative square-pulse signal having a frequency of
from 8-kc to 2.3-mc and at an amplitude of approximately 4.5 volts. The output of the pulse shaper is a sharp,
positive pulse of fixed duration, in synchronization with the negative edge of the input signal. The output pulse
is 100 nsec in duration and with a level of 4.5 or 9.0 volts.
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Figure 2-15. Oscillator module 22, schematic diagram.
b. Circuit Description. The module consists of emitter follower transistor Q1, differentiator capacitor C1,
resistors R2 and R3, pulse amplifier transistor Q2, and output driver transistor Q3. The output is applied to
external circuitry from either the collector of transistor Q2 or the emitter of transistor Q3.
2-25. Amplifier Module 31
(fig. 2-20)
a. Function. Amplifier module 31 is used as the first stage of a three-stage audio-feedback amplifier. In
conjunction with the other two stages it provides a gain of approximately five over the range of 0.3- to 3.5-kc
when the external feedback circuit is connected. The module also provides a filtered -11.7-volt source for the
collector of transistor Q1 and the collector of an external amplifier. The 11.7-volt power is connected to pins 4
and 5 for external use.
b. Circuit Description. The input signal to the module is applied through pin 2 to the base of amplifier
transistor Q1, and the output, which is taken from the collector of transistor Q1 is at pin 3. Resistors R3 and R4
provide the feedback path for transistor Q1. Degenerative voltage
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Figure 2-16. Gate module 23, schematic diagram.
feedback is applied to the emitter circuit of transistor Q1 through pins 10 and 8 and appears across resistor R4.
Resistor R5, and capacitor C2 limit the emitter current of transistor Q1, therefore providing the proper operating
point for the transistor.
2-26. Amplifier Module 32
(fig. 2-21)
a. Function. Amplifier module 32 is used as the second stage of a three-stage audio-feedback amplifier.
b. Circuit Description. The input signal to amplifier module 32 is applied through pin 3 to dc blocking
capacitor C1 and then to the base of transistor Q1. The output signal appears at pin 10 and is taken from the
collector of transistor Q1. Capacitor, C2, connected between the collector and base of transistor Q1, provides
high frequency (above 3.5 kc) negative feedback, preventing any circuit oscillations. Resistor R3 and capacitor
C3 limit the emitter current of transistor Q1. Resistors R1 and R4 provide biasing voltages.
2-27. Pulse Amplifier Module 33
(fig. 2-22)
a. Function. Pulse amplifier module 33 provides a fixed-amplitude in response to an input consisting of
100-nsec, 2.0-volt positive pulses. This input signal is applied to pin 2. Amplified outputs are available at pins
1 and 9. The output at pin 1 is a 4.5-volt inverted input signal. The output at pin 9 is a 60-nsec, 4.5-volt pulse.
b. Circuit Description. The pulse amplifier module is a two-stage circuit consisting of amplifier transistors
Q1 and Q2. The collector of transistor Q1 is clamped to -4.5 volts by diode CR3. This provides a negative 4.5volt fixed amplitude output. Transistor Q2 is a peaked amplifier since the inductance of coil L1 in the collector
circuit provides high impedance to the pulse appearing in that circuit. With the col2-24
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Figure 2-17. Clamping flip-flop module 25 or 125, schematic diagram.
lector of Q2 clamped to -4.5 volts by diode CR1, a positive 4.5-volt fixed-amplitude output is provided. Diode
CR2, which conducts between input pulses, and transistor Q2, which is cut off between input pulses, operate as
a current switch. The current switch provides a uniform width pulse at the collector of transistor Q2. Pins 3 and
7 are externally connected to ground potential, and pin 8 has no external connection.
2-28. Gate Module 35
(fig. 2-23)
a. Function. Gate module 35 is used to decrease the pulse width of two input signals by an amount equal to
the pulse width of a third input signal.
b. Circuit Description'.
(1) Gate module 35 comprises two identical AND gate circuits: one consisting of diodes CR1 and CR2,
resistor R1, and buffer transistor Q1; and the other consisting of diodes CR3 and CR4, resistor R3, and
buffer transistor Q2. The first circuit is used to decrease the width of pulses contained in the signal
applied to pin 2 (in-1). The second circuit performs the same function for the signal applied to pin 10
(in-2). The input signals applied to pin 2 and pin 10 are 2.6-,usec positive-going pulses of -4.5 and 0
volts at a 48-kc pulse repetition rate.
(2) The third or controlling input signal, applied to the module through pin 9 (in-3),
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Figure 2-18. Clamping flip-flop module 25, external circuitry for one-and two-terminal outputs.
determines the decrease in pulse width of the two inputs described in (1) above. This third signal consists of a
384-kc train of 225-nsec negative-going pulses. Outputs are obtained from the module at pin 3 (out-1) and pin
8 (out-2). Each output consists of a train of 2.375-usec positive-going pulses at a 48-kc rate.
2-29. Detectors Module 36
(fig. 2-24)
a. Function. Detectors module 36 provides two separate and identical circuits, each used to convert input
pulse signals to a positive dc level. The dc level is used to bias a diode which is part of an external AND gate
circuit.
b. Circuit Description. The module consists of peak detector diodes CR1 and CR2, capacitors C1 and C2,
and buffer transistor Q1, plus a second identical and separate circuit consisting of peak detector diodes CR3
and CR4, capacitors C3 and C4, and buffer transistor Q2. Input signals are applied to the circuits through pins
2 and 10. These inputs consist of negative-going pulse trains of various frequencies and pulse durations.
Outputs are taken from pins 6 and 7.
2-30. Sampler Module 37
(fig. 2-25)
a. Function. Sampler module 37 provides a means of gating samples of a random-like pam input signal to
form an unfiltered coherent audio output signal. This is accomplished using two input signals: a gating signal
and the pam signal to be sampled. The gating signal is a train of 2.6-,usec ( 5.2-usec) pulses occurring at 125usec intervals and is obtained from the secondary of an external transformer. The pulses are positive going at
one end of the transformer, and negative going at the other end. The positive pulses are applied to pin 3, the
negative to pin 6. When a pulse appears, clamping diodes CR5 and CR6 open and the bridge diodes conduct
during the 2.6-,usec (5.2-usec) interval. The signal to be sampled appears at pin 4 and varies among 64
predetermined levels in a random manner and at 2.6-usec ( 5.2-usec ) intervals. The start of a gating pulse is
synchronous with the start of pulse amplitude level.
b. Circuit Description. Module 37 consists of bridge diodes CR1 through CR4, buffer transistor Q1, and
transistor Q2. Diode CR5 clamps the anodes of diodes CR1 and CR3 to -4.5 volts. Diode CR6 clamps the
cathodes of diodes CR2 and CR4 to +4.5 volts. Buffer transistor Q1 operates conventionally and is always
conducting. Transistor Q2 operates in conjunction with external circuitry to form an audio amplifier. This
amplifier provides a gain of approximately 3.3 over the range: 0.3- to 3.5-kc. An external 4,300-picofarad (pf)
capacitor is connected to the base of transistor Q1 through pin 5. This capacitor serves as a means of storing
the sampled pulse-amplitude level between gating pulses.
2-31. Sampler Module 38
(fig. 2-26)
a. Function. Sampler module 38 provides a means of gating samples of an audio signal to
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Figure 2-19. Pulse shaper module 30, schematic diagram.
form portions of a pam-time division multiplex (tdm) signal at the output. This is accomplished with two input
signals: a gating signal and a signal to be sampled. The gating signal is a train of 2.6-usec (5.2-usec) pulses,
occurring at 125-usec intervals and is obtained from the secondary of an external transformer. The pulses are
positive going at one end of the transformer and negative going at the other end. The positive pulses are
applied to pin 3, the negative to pin 6. This opens clamping diodes CR5 and CR6, and the bridge diodes
conduct during the 2.6-usec ( 5.2-usec) interval. The frequency of the signal to be sampled varies from 0.3- to
3.5-kc and its input level is 2.0 volts root mean square (rms). This signal appears at pin 7. The output signal,
which consists of pam samples of the audio input signal, appears at pin 4.
b. Circuit Description. The module consists of buffer transistor Q1 and switching-bridge diodes CR1 through
CR4. Diodes CR5 clamps the anode of diodes CR1 and CR3 to 4.5 volts. Diode CR6 clamps the cathodes of
diodes CR2 and CR4 to +4.5 volts. Buffer transistor Q1 operates conventionally and is always conducting.
2-32. Decision Circuit Module 42 (fig. 2-27)
a. Function. Decision circuit module 42 provides two output signals, each consisting of a train of 100-nsec, 4volt positive-going pulses. These pulse trains are produced under control of three input signals: a train of
decision pulses, a pam signal, and a ladder reference signal, applied to pins 3, 1, and d 2, respectively. The
output signals are complementary and are applied to external circuitry through pins 4 and 5. Pulses at output
pin 4 represent logic 1's, and pulses at output pin 5 represent logic 0's. These pulses are generated in
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Figure 2-20. Audio preamplifier module 31, schematic diagram.
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Figure 2-21. Audio amplifier module 32, schematic diagram.
synchronization with in-coming decision pulses. During any given decision pulse, an output pulse appears at
either pin 4 or 5, but not at both. When the pam current level at pin I is less than the reference ladder current
at pin 2, a logic 1 is generated at pin 4. When the pam current exceeds the reference ladder current, a log 0 is
generated at pin 5. Decision pulse are generated in groups of six, with a group repetition rate of 96 kc, a pulse
repetition rate of 1,152 kc, and a pulse duration of 100-nsec (for medium traffic).
b. Circuit Description. The module consists of differential feedback amplifier transistors Q2 and Q4 and
pulse buffer transistors Q1 and Q3. Buffer transistor Q1 isolates the collector of transistor Q2 from the base
input circuit of transistor Q4 and from external circuitry connected to pin 4. Buffer transistor Q3 isolates the
collector of transistor Q4 from the base input circuit of transistor Q2 and from external circuitry connected to pin
5. An external 0.01-microfarad (uf) capacitor is connected between pin 8 and ground to reduce ripple at the
junction of resistors R1, R2, and R9, maintaining a steady -11.9 volts. In the presence of a decision pulse,
differential feedback amplifier transistors Q2 and Q3 operate similarly to a flip-flop: they will assume one of two
states, depending on the relative input current levels at pins 1 and 2.
2-32.1. Gate Module 46 (fig.2-27.1)
Gate module 46 is identical to Gate Module 23 except for the addition of diode CR5 in module 46. Diode
CR5 provides additional emitter bias for transistor Q2. Otherwise the operation of module 46 is identical to
module 23.
2-32.2. Integrated Circuit Modules
a. General.
(1) Eight integrated module types are used in various quantities in panel 1A14A/2A14A of the TD-352/U
and TD-353/U. The integrated circuit element used in each type of module consists of a circuit built into a
single chip of silicon by a planar process. This chip is mounted in a ten-lead TO-5 package.
(2) The circuits in all modules are high-speed low-power integrated arrays of various configurations of a
basic NAND gate shown in figure 2-27.2. As shown, the NAND circuit comprises a diode AND gate and a
transistor inverter. Each AND gate input drives the cathode of one diode. The gate output drives the base of
the transistor inverter which provides an output at the collector in accordance with the truth table in figure 227.2. When the gate input is at -4.5 volts (logic 0 (zero) level) the diode conducts. When the gate input is at
ground potential (logic 1 (one) level) the diode is cut off. When all gate inputs are at ground potential the gate
output and transistor base are held near ground potential. This maintains the transistor conducting, giving a
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Figure 2-22. Pulse amplifier module 33, schematic diagram.
4.5 volt output (logic 0) at the collector. If -4.5 volts (logic 0) is applied to any gate input the corresponding
diode conducts setting the gate output and transistor base at -4.5 volts. This keeps the transistor cut off, giving
ground potential (logic 1) at the transistor collector. Thus the NAND gate output is a logic 1 if any gate input is
at the logic 0 level, or a logic 0 if, and only if, all the gate inputs are logic 1.
b. NAND Gate SE 101K (fig. 2-27.3). NAND gate SE101K comprises a four input NAND gate with inputs
applied via pins 7 through 10. In addition to the diode inputs, the gate node is accessible externally via pin 2 to
expand gate fan-in. An external resistor is connected to pin 3 to provide the collector load for the inverter
transistor. Output is taken from pin 3.
c. High Fan-out Dual NAND Gate SE113K (fig. 2-27.4). High fan-out dual NAND gate SE113K consists of
two identical 3 input NAND gates. In each gate the node drives the high fan-out inverter through a two stage
emitter-follower. Input to one gate is via pins 3, 4, and 5; output is via pin 2. Input to the other gate is via Dins
7, 8, and 9: output is via pin 10.
d. Flip-flop SE124K (fig. 2-27.5). Flip-flop SE124K is a bistable multivibrator used as a clocked set-reset
storage element. The flip-flop changes state in response to negative clock pulses applied at the T input. The
outputs at Q and Q are determined by the levels present at the S and C inputs and are in accordance with the
truth table in figure 2-27.5.
e. Line Driver (Buffer) SE150K (fig. 2-27.6). Line driver (buffer) SE150K comprises a two input NAND gate
used for driving a heavy dc load. The gate node drives a multistage inverter buffer circuit having a two
transistor pull-up pull-down output stage. Gate inputs are via pins 8 and 10; output is via pin 3.
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Figure 2-23. Dual and gate module 35, schematic diagram.
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Figure 2-24. Detectors module 36, schematic diagram.
f. Dual NAND Gate (Buffer) SE157K (fig. 2-27.7). Dual NAND gate (buffer) SE157K consists of two
identical 3 input NAND gates. In each gate, the node drives a three stage inverter buffer circuit having a two
transistor, pull-up pull-down output stage. Input to one gate is via pins 3, 4, and, 5; output is via pin 2. Input to
the other gate is via pins 7, 8, and 9; output is via pin 10.
g. Monostable Multivibrator SE160K (fig. 2-27.8). Monostable multivibrator SE160K is used as a gated
pulse shaper producing complementary buffered outputs appearing at pins 7 and 10. The circuit is triggered at
the gated input (pin 9) on the negative-going edge of the input pulse . Upon being triggered, the input at pin 7
falls to the 0 level while that at pin 10 rises to the 1 level. Ninety microseconds or less later, with the exact time
determined by a fixed internal timing resistor ad capacitor and the external resistance connected at pin 3, the
outputs at pins 7 and 10 start to switch. The output at pin 7 rises to the 1 level while pin 10 output falls to the 0
level.
h. NAND gates SE181K (fig. 2-27.9). NAND gate SE181K consists of four identical single input NAND
gates. Input and
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Figure 2-25. Receive sampler module 37, schematic diagram.
output terminals are as shown in figure 2-27.9.
i. Flip-flop CS704K. (fig. 2-27. 10). Flip-flop is a bistable multivibrator used as a clocked set-reset storage
element. The circuit is identical to the SE124K circuit except that CS704L has a split clock input, has no direct
reset input, and contains some different input pin connections.

Section IV. PANEL SCHEMATIC ANALYSIS
2-33. Regulated Power Supply, Panel 1A1/2A1
(fig. 6-44)
a. General.
(1) Regulated power supply panel 1A1/2A1 provides six series regulator circuits: one for each of the five
unregulated output voltages (+ 10, - 4.5, +4.5, +25, and -12 volts) of panel 1A19/2A19, and a sixth ( 5.2 volts) using a portion of the -12-volt supply. These regulated voltages furnish all the operative dc
power for either the TD-352/U or the TD353/U.
(2) The six regulator circuits are of conventional design and consist of a differential amplifier, driver, and
series regulator. Automatic short circuit protection is also incorporated.
b. Circuit Analysis.
(1) General. Unregulated dc input voltages are applied through jack J1 to the various series regulator
circuits. The procedures given in (2), (3), and (4) below give a detailed description of the -4.5-volt
regulator, which is typical of the other five regulators. This is followed by a discussion of the overload
and protection circuits. The regulated output voltages are applied from the regulator circuits, through
jack J1, to external circuitry. The input and output voltages and terminal designations of the six series
voltage regulators are as follows:
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Series voltage regulator
circuit
+10 v
-4.5 v
+4.5 v
+25 v
-12 v
-5.2 v

Input
(vdc)
13.5
7
7.5
34
16
b -2

Input terminals, jack J1
Positive terminal
Negative terminal
4
Ground
6
2
Ground
Ground

a Output voltages are between indicated output terminal and ground.
b Supplied by -12-volt series voltage regulator output terminal.

3
12
5
1
8
-12 V(B)

c

Output
(vdc)
+10
-4.5
+4.5
+25
-12
-5.2

c -12 volt series voltage regulator output terminal.
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Figure 2-26. Transmit sampler module 38 schematic diagram.
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Figure 2-27. Decision circuit module 42, schematic diagram.
(2) Series regulated circuit.
(a) Input power to the -4.5-volt regulator is a -7.0-volt unregulated supply applied through terminal 12 (W2)
of jack J1 to the collector of transistor Q6. The output of the regulator is taken from the emitter of
transistor Q6 and appears at terminal 22 of jack J1. The output voltage is controlled by the current flow
through transistor Q6 which, in turn is controlled by the voltage applied to its base. If the base voltage
of transistor Q6 is at -4.5 volts, the output line will also be at -4.5 volts.
(b) Breakdown diode VR2, resistor R14, and potentiometer R12 form a voltage divider, the output of which
serves as a reference voltage in controlling the regulator output voltage. The reference voltage is stable
and free of fluctuations in the -4.5-volt line because it obtains its power from the -12volt regulated
supply. Break-down diode VR2 adds to the stability by regulating the voltage applied across
potentiometer R12
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Figure 2-27.1. NOR gate module 46, schematic diagram
(c) The output of the reference voltage divider is applied to the base of transistor Q8, which is one side of a
conventional two-input differential amplifier. The second input to the differential amplifier is obtained
from a voltage divider consisting of resistors R18 and R19Q9,, which are connected in series across the
-4.5-volt regulator output. The junction of the two resistors in the divider is connected to the base of
transistor Q9, which is the other side of the differential amplifier. Since the voltage divider is connected
across the output of the regulator, any variations in the regulated output line produced by changing load
conditions will cause a proportional voltage variation across the voltage divider. Therefore, the two
inputs to the differential amplifier are a reference voltage, which remains constant. and the output of
the voltage divider, which varies with changing output voltage conditions. If the voltage on the base of
transistor Q9, (divider voltage) is more negative than the voltage on the base of transistor Q8 (reference
voltage), conduction through transistor Q9 win increase and conduction through transistor Q8 will
decrease. If the voltage on the base of transistor Q9 is more positive (less negative) than the base of
transistor Q8, then the reverse condition will exist. The output of the differential amplifier appears at the
collector of transistor Q9, and is connected to the base of transistor Q7, which acts as a buffer and
driver. The output of transistor Q7 is taken from the emitter and is connected to the base of series
regulator transistor Q6. Transistor Q6 determines the output voltage of the regulator because it acts as
a variable
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Figure 2-27.2. Basic NAND gate
resistance in series with the output line.
1. Voltage increase. When the voltage on the regulated output line increases, a proportional increase in
voltage appears across the voltage divider (resistors R18 and R19) and is applied directly to the base of
transistor Q9. If the base of transistor Q9 is more negative than the base of transistor Q8, transistor Q9
will conduct more heavily, causing its collector voltage to lower. This lower negative voltage is applied
through driver transistor Q7 to the base of series regulator transistor Q6, causing it to conduct less and
therefore lowering the voltage on its emitter. The decrease in the output voltage will be sufficient to
cancel the voltage increase, thereby maintaining a constant -4.5-volt output.
2. Voltage decrease. When the output of the regulator is below -4.5 volts, the circuit operates as described
in l above, except that the lower negative voltage causes transistor Q9 to conduct less. The higher
negative collector voltage on Q9, in turn, causes transistor Q6 to conduct more heavily, increasing the
output to -4.5 volts.
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Figure 2-27.3. NAND gate SE101K, basic application and schematic diagram
(3) -5.2-volt series voltage regulator over- protection. A fault in the -5.2volt series voltage regulator circuit
can drive series regulator transistor Q31 into saturation. This would normally cause, the output voltage
at terminal 24 of jack J1 to rise from -5.2 volts to nearly -12 volts, resulting in damage to externally
connected circuits. To prevent damage, breakdown diode VR5 is included in the -5.2-volt series voltage
regulator and acts to limit the maximum output voltage to -6.2 volts in the event of circuit failure.
(4) Automatic short circuit protection circuit.
(a) If the -12-volt power fails, the six series voltage regulators become inoperative because they require
inputs from the -12-volt source. A short circuit across the output of one or more series voltage
regulators (except for the -5.2-volt series voltage regulator) is detected by the automatic short circuit
protection circuit. This circuit immediately cuts off the -12 volt series voltage regulator, cutting off all
regulated dc power (including -5.2 volts) to external circuitry.
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Figure 2-27.4. High fan-out dual NAND gate SE113K, basic application and schematic diagram
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Figure 2-27.5. Flip-flop SE124K, basic application and schematic diagram
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Figure 2-27.6. Line driver SE150K, basic application and schematic diagram
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Figure 2-27.7. NAND gate module SE157K, basic application and schematic diagram
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Figure 2-27.8. Monostable multivibrator SE160K, basic application and schematic diagram
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Figure 2-27.9. NAND gates SE181K, basic application and schematic diagram
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Figure 2-27.10. Flip-flop CS704K, basic application
and schematic diagram
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(b) Figure 2-28 is a schematic diagram of the automatic short circuit protection circuit. This circuit
controls driver transistor Q28. As an added means of protecting external circuitry, the automatic
short circuit protection circuit provides a separate gate (transistor Q20) to control driver transistor
Q17 of the +25-volt series voltage regulator. This gate insures rapid cutoff of the +25-volt power
when a short occurs.
(c) Gate driver transistor Q22 controls power from the +10-volt shunt regulated power supply to gate
transistors Q5, Q10, Q15, Q20, Q21, and Q31. This power provides forward bias for the emitterbase junction of these gates. During normal operation, the gates are cut off and each of their
emitter-base junctions is reverse-biased by one of the series voltage regulator outputs. The gates,
when cut off, have no effect on the bases of driver transistor Q28 or Q17. The base of driver
transistor Q28 is held at approximately -12.6 volts, controlled by the collector of transistor Q29 (part
of differential amplifier transistors Q29 and Q30). This holds the emitter of driver transistor Q28
and the base of series regulator transistor Q27 at approximately -12.3 volts and the series regulator
output at -12 volts.
(d) The base of driver transistor Q17 is held at approximately -0.8 volt by the associated differential
amplifier. This maintains the +25-volt series voltage regulator operating normally.
(e) Assume that a short circuit occurs across the -4.5-volt series voltage regulator output, reducing it to
0 volt. With the -4.5-volt bias now removed from resistor R20, the emitter of gate transistor Q10
shifts positive. This positive shift forward biases the emitter-base junction of gate transistor Q10,
causing it to turn on and approach saturation. This action shifts the voltage at the base of driver
transistor Q28 from -12.6 volts to approximately +2 volts. The +volt level cases the emitter of
driver transistor Q28 and the base of series regulator transistor Q27 to shift to approximately +1.7
volts, cutting off series regulator transistor Q27 and driving the -12-volt series voltage regulator
output toward 0 volt. This action causes the remaining five series voltage regulator outputs to shift
toward 0 volt.
(f) With the +25-volt bias at resistor R39 now decreasing, the emitter-base junction of gate transistor
Q20 shifts from reverse to forward bias, causing gate transistor Q20 to turn on and approach
saturation. When the +25 volts at R39 decreases to 0 volt, the collector of gate transistor Q20 and
the base of driver transistor Q17 shift from -0.6 volt to approximately +2 volts. The action of gate
transistor Q20 now insures rapid cutoff of the +25-volt power.
(g) When the -12-volt power decreases to 0 volt, all series voltage regulators are disabled and their
outputs reduced to 0 volt.
(h) To restore normal operation to the series voltage regulators after removing the short circuit across
the -4.5-volt series voltage regulator output, it is necessary to momentarily defeat the automatic
short circuit protection circuit. This is accomplished by briefly interrupting the main power to the
unit.
(i) When the main power is removed, capacitor C14, connected between the base of gate driver
transistor Q22 and ground, is rapidly discharged through diode CR5 and the +10-volt shunt
regulated supply. When power is reapplied, capacitor C14 starts to charge through resistor R50.
Because of the increase in resistance capacitance (rc) chargetime (compared to the discharge
time), capacitor C14 charges slower than it discharged. During this chargetime, the six series
voltage
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Figure 2-28. Automatic short circuit protection circuit, simplified schematic diagram.
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regulators attain normal operation and full output voltage. This immediately reverse biases all
gates, cutting them off before bias power from the emitter of gate driver transistor Q22 can attain
its operating value of + 10 volts and again disable the series voltage regulators.
2-34. Double Modem Panel 1A2/2A2
(fig. 6-45)
a. General. Each 1A2/2A2 panel provides modulation and demodulation for two 2-way audio channels.
When there is a difference in pulse repetition rates, frequencies, voltages, or figure references depending on
whether the panel is used in Multiplexer TD-352/U or TD-353/U, the information for the TD-353/U is given first,
followed by a parenthetic reference applicable to the TD-352/U. The interrelationships between the panel input
and output signals are shown in figures 6-38 and 6-40 (figs. 6-33 and 6-35).
(1) Each demodulating circuit accepts a 0.3 to 3.5-kc audio signal at a level of -4 decibels (referred to 1
milliwatt in 600 ohms) (dbm) and converts it to a train of 2.5-microsecond (5.2-microsecond) pam
samples occurring at an 8-kc rate. These samples assume the instantaneous peak amplitude of the
audio signal at the time of sampling and can be any value from +2.8 to -2.8 volts at the modulating
circuit output.
(2) Each demodulating circuit samples a tdm-pam signal and extracts a train of 2.6-microsecond (5.2microsecond) sam pies at an 8-kc rate. These audio samples have peak amplitudes at any one of 64
levels between -1.24 and + 1.24 volts. The demodulating circuits convert these samples to a 0.3- to
3.5-kc audio signal, with a nominal 0.5-volt rms level at the demodulator output. This output is
adjustable up to 1.5 volts.
(3) The double modem consists of two identical assemblies, MDM1 (modem 1) and MDM2 (modem 2),
each containing modulating and demodulating circuits.
(4) The MDM1 modulator circuit consists of input transformer T1, PAM potentiometer R1 and resistor R2,
sampler 21 (module 38), and gate Z2 (module 01).
(5) The MDM1 demodulator circuit consists of gate Z3 (module 01), sampler Z4 (module 37), low-pass
filter FL1, AG potentiometer R7, feedback amplifiers Z5 (module 31) and Z6 (module 32), buffer
transistor Q1, and output transformer (2),.
(6) The MDM2 modulator circuit consists of input transformer T3, PAM potentiometer R11 and resistor
R12, sampler Z7 Z7 (module 38), and gate Z8 (module 01).
(7) The MDM2 demodulator circuit consists of gate Z9 (module 01), sampler Z10 (module 37), low-pass
filter FL2, AG potentiometer R17, feedback amplifiers Z11 (module 31) and Z12 (module 32), buffer
transistor Q2, and output transformer T4.
b. Theory. Since assemblies MDM1 and MDM2 are identical, the following discussion applies to both.
(1) Modulator section.
(a) The audio signal is applied through terminals 1 and 2 of jack J5 to the balanced primary of
transformer T1. Transformer T1 steps up the audio signal by a factor of 4.
(b) At terminal 3 of transformer T1, the dc level of the audio signal is set to a value between 0 and 0.45 volt by PAM potentiometer R1. This dc level adjustment insures that, when no audio signal is
present at terminals 1 and 2 of jack J5, the pam output at terminal 4 of sampler Z1 (module 38
para 2-31) will be at 0 volt.
(c) The audio signal at terminal 3 of transformer T1 is applied to terminal 7 of sampler Z1. Capacitor
C1 is a low-pass filter that attenuates all signals above 50 kc.
(d) Two timing signals are also applied to the modulator section. One timing signal, consisting of
4.5-volt positive going pulses of 2.6-microsecond (5.2 microsecond) duration occurring at 20.8microsecond intervals, is coupled through terminal 11 of jack J7 to terminal 2 of gate Z2 (module
01, para 2-13). The other timing signal, consisting of 4.5-volt positive-going pulses of 20.8microsecond duration occurring at 125-microsecond intervals, is coupled through terminal 12 of
jack J5 to terminal 2 of gate Z2.
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(e) The audio signal to terminal 7 of sampler Z1 is normally cut off from reaching terminal 4 of sampler
Z1 and modulator output terminal 9 of jack -J5. When the two timing signals to gate Z2 are
simultaneously at a positive level, a bias signal is produced across terminals 9 and 6 of gate Z2.
This bias signal occurs once every 125 microseconds for a duration of 2.6 microseconds (5.2
microseconds) and is applied across terminals 3 and 6 of sampler Z1. Terminals 7 and 4 of
sampler Z1 are now electrically shorted together, causing the audio signal to be applied to terminal
9 of jack J5.
(f) After 2.6 microseconds (5.2 microseconds), the timing signal at terminal 2 of gate Z2 shifts
negative, sharply cutting off the bias signal from gate Z2 to sampler Z1. Terminals 4 and 7 of
sampler Z3 again appear open circuited, therefore removing the incoming audio signal from the
modulator output at terminal 9 of jack J5. When succeeding gated bias signals occur, new audio
samples are gated to the modulator output.
(2) Demodulator section.
(a) A tdm-pam signal is fed through terminal 7 of jack J5 to terminal 4 of sampler Z4 (module 37, para
2-30). Two timing signals are supplied to the demodulator section simultaneously. One timing
signal, consisting of 4.5-volt positive-going pulses of 2.6-microsecond (5.2-microsecond) duration
occurring at 20.8-microsecond intervals, is coupled through terminal 8 of jack J5 to terminal 3 of
gate Z3. The other timing signal, consisting of +4.5volt positive-going pulses of 20.8 microsecond
duration occurring at 125-microsecond intervals, is coupled through terminal 21 of jack J5 to
terminal 2 of gate Z3.
(b) Between samplings, the tdm-pam signal appearing at terminal 4 of sampler Z4 is prevented from
reaching terminal 10 of sampler Z4. During this time, capacitor C2 (connected between terminal 5
of sampler Z4 and ground) stores the last pam sample as a dc voltage.
(c) When the two timing signals to gate Z3 are simultaneously at a positive level, a bias signal is
produced across terminals 6 and 9 of gate Z3. This signal occurs once every 125 microseconds for
a duration of 2.8 microseconds (5.2 microseconds) and is applied across terminals 3 and 6 of
sampler Z4.
(d) When a bias signal occurs, terminals 4 and 5 of sampler Z4 are shorted together. The voltage
across capacitor C2 now assumes the level of the pam signal appearing at terminal 4 of sampler
Z4. After 2.6 microseconds (5.2 microseconds), the timing signal at terminal 2 of gate Z3 shifts
sharply negative, cutting off the bias signal from gate Z5 to sampler Z4. Terminals 4 and 5 of
sampler Z4 again appear open-circuited, removing the incoming pam signal from storage capacitor
C2. The stored voltage across capacitor C2 now remains almost constant (due to the high rc
discharge time of C2), until succeeding bias signals are applied to sampler Z4. When the
succeeding bias signals occur, new pam samples are gated to the output of sampler Z7. These
samples serially form an unfiltered, coherent audio signal.
(e) The voltage across capacitor C2, representing the pam sample, is amplified in sampler Z4 and fedout of terminal 10 to low-pass filter FL1. Low-pass filter FL1 limits the high frequency response of
the pam samples to 3.5 kc, removing the steplike character of the signal and leaving
audiofrequency voltages only.
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(f) The audio signal is coupled from lowpass filter FL1 to AG potentiometer R7. This control is adjusted
to produce a 0.1414-volt rms level (at its wiper arm) which is applied to terminal 2 of amplifier Z5
(module 31, para 2-25). The audio signal is amplified in amplifier Z5 and fed from terminal 3 of
amplifier Z5 to terminal 3 of amplifier Z6 (module 32, para 2-26). Module Z6 amplifies the audio
signal, which then appears at terminal 10 of amplifier Z6 with a 1.0-volt rms level. The audio
output of amplifier Z6 is coupled through buffer transistor Q1 and appears at its emitter at the same
1.0-volt rms level.
(g) The signal is coupled from buffer transistor Q1 to the output circuitry and, in addition, is fed back to
amplifier Z5 along two parallel paths. Both feedback signals stabilize the gain through amplifiers
Z5 and Z6.
(h) The signal from buffer transistor Q1 to the output circuitry is divided between resistor CR9, and the
primary of output transformer (2),. A 0.5-volt rms signal appears across the primary of output
transformer (2),. The stepped-up signal which appears across the secondary of output transformer
(2), is coupled to terminals 3 and 4 of jack J5 as a balanced signal.
(i) The 1.0-volt rms audio signal, appearing at the junction of capacitor C7 and resistor CR9,, is also fed
through resistor CR10 and terminal 5 of jack J5 to output-level-measuring circuits for monitoring
purposes.
2-35. Pcm Output Circuits, Panel 1A3/2A3
(fig. 6-47)
a. General. Panel 1A3/2A3 pcm output circuits inserts the address information as the last digit of each frame
in the pcm pulse train to be transmitted.
b. Address Insertion. Pcm A pulses are applied from the coder via terminal 4 of jack J6 to diode CR1 in
AND gate CR1-CR2. The address pulse at terminal 30 of jack J6 occurs at the same time as the last digit in
the pcm frame. The address pulse is inverted by transistor Q9 and applied to AND gate diode CR2. This pulse
inhibits the AND gate, effectively blanking out the last digit of the pcm frame. The pcm output of the AND gate,
with the last digit blank, is buffered by transistor Q1 and applied to diode CR4 in OR gate CR4-CR6.
c. Development of Transmit 2-kc or 4-kc Address Signal. The transmit 2-kc or 4-kc address digit- to be
inserted at the end of each frame of the pcm pulse train is derived from an 8-kc signal. The application of this
input signal to panel 1A3/2A3 is controlled by the ADDRESS switch. When the switch is set to the SLAVE
position, the 8-kc signal is applied to terminal 17 of J6. From this point the signal is applied to pin 3 of flip-flop
Z1 (module 18, para 2-20). This module divides the signal by two, producing a 4-kc signal at pins 10 and 11.
This 4-kc signal is applied to pin 3 of a second flip-flop Z2 (module 18, para 2-20) where it is again divided by 2
to produce the desired 2-kc signal required for gating with the address pulse. The output of flip flop Z2
appearing at pins 10 and 11 is applied to diode CR6. which is part of the transmit address digit gate consisting
of CR6. and CR9 (d below). When the ADDRESS switch is set to the MASTER position, the 8-kc signal is
applied to terminal 24 of J6. From this point the signal is applied to pins 5 and 8 of flip-flop Z2 via steering
diodes CR10 and CR11 respectively. Flip-flop Z2 divides the 8-kc signal by 2, producing at pins 10 and 11 the
desired 4-kc-signal required for gating with the address pulse. This signal is also applied to diode CR6. in the
transmit address digit gate.
d. Transmit Address Digit Gate. The transmit address digit gate consists of diodes CR6. and CR9. The
inputs to this diode AND gate are the address signal which is applied to CR6. and is either a 2-kc or 4-kc
signal, and the address pulse applied to CR9 from terminal 30 of J6. This gate produces an output only when
the address pulse and either the 2-kc or 4-kc address signal are coincident, which occurs at the end of each
frame. The gate output is the transmit address digit which is buffered by transistor Q4 and applied to diode
CR6 in OR gate CR4-CR6. This gate inserts the transmit address digit in the last digit position of the pcm
frame.
e. Final Development of Pcm Output. The pcm A signal with the transmit address digit is buffered by
transistor Q2. From the output of transistor Q2, the signal takes two paths, one to diode CR13 in AND gate
CR13-CR14, and the other through inverter transistor Q3 to diode CR15 in AND gate CR14-CR15. The
sampling clock at terminal 3 of jack J6 is connected to diode CR12 in AND gate CR12-CR13, enabling this
AND gate whenever the pcm A signal is positive, and to diode CR14 in AND gate CR14-CR16, enabling this
AND gate whenever the inverted pcm A signal is positive.
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The sampled pcm A signal is buffered by transistor Q5 and applied to terminal 3 of flip-flop Z3; the sampled
inverted pcm A signal is buffered by transistor Q6 and applied to terminal 8 of flip-flop Z3. The output at
terminals 1 and 2 of flip-flop Z3, which is the retimed pcm A signal with transmit address, is applied via driver
transistor Q7 and buffer transistor Q8 to terminal 1 of jack J6 as the pcm out signal.
f Monitoring F Signal. A portion of the output of flip-flop Z2 appearing at pins 10 and 11 is applied to terminal
14 of J6 through resistor R3. This signal is termed MONITOR F and gives an indication of address digit activity
by causing the front panel TEST ALIGN meter pointer to register in the green area when the meter selector
switch is set to SERV FAC and the SERV SEL switch is set to the F position.
2-36. Coder Timing (HT), Panel 1A5
(fig. 6-49)
a. General. Coder timing panel 1A5 is used in conjunction with coder panel 1A6/2A6 to convert the pam
signal to a pcm signal. There are three separate circuits on the panel: one for generating the decision pulses,
one for generating timing signals T1 through T6, and one for generating the compander control signals. In
addition, a T6B signal is developed from the T6 signal. All of the outputs of panel 1A5 are applied to coder
panel 1A6/2A6. The procedures given in b, c, and d below describe the development of the various outputs of
panel 1A5.
b. Development of Decision Pulses Signal. The reshaped clock signal is a continuous train of pulses at a
2.304-mc rate and is applied from terminal 5 of jack J4 to the base of emitter follower transistor Q1. The output
of transistor Q1 is delayed 0.1 µsec) by delay line DL1 and is then buffered by transistor Q2. The signal is next
inverted by transistor Q3 and applied to buffer transistor Q4. The output of transistor Q4 is thus a delayed,
inverted, and buffered version of the reshaped clock signal. This signs is applied from transistor Q4 through
resistor R39 to terminal 9 of jack J4 and is designated as the decision pulses signal.
c. Development of T1 Through T6 and T6B Signals. The P1 signal, a 384-kc positive-going pulse train, is
applied from terminal 28 of jack J4 to diode CR4, which is part of a two-input AND gate consisting of diodes
CR4 and CR12. The input to diode CR12 is the; coder clock signal When the coder clock signal and the P1
signs] coincide, which will occur for approximately 100 nsec (or the pulse width of the coder clock signal), the
signal is applied to the base of buffer transistor Q8. Diode CR13 functions to insure that only the P1 signal is
applied to the AND gate. Any extraneous signals are grounded out through diode CR13. The output of buffer
transistor Q8 is applied through capacitor C11 and diode CR5 to pin 8 of flip-flop Z1 (module 18, para 2-20).
The coder clock signal is applied to pin 3 of flip-flop Z1. When the output of transistor Q8 and the coder clock
signal coincide, flip-flop Z1 is triggered, producing a positive-going signal on pin 2. This signal is applied
through buffer transistor Q13 to terminal 27 of jack J4 as the leading edge of the T2, signal. The flip-flop will
remain in the same state until the next coder clock pulse is applied to pin 3 of flip-flop Z1. At that time, the flipflop reverts back to its original condition and the signal on pin 2 will be -4.5 volts. This is applied through
transistor Q13 to terminal 27 as the trailing edge of the T2, signal. The result is a 0.43-µsec signal which
coincides with the coder clock signal. The output from pin 2 of flip-flop Z1 is also applied to pin 11 of flip-flop
Z2 (module 18). Its complement on pin 10 of flip-flop Z1 is applied to pin 1 of flip-flop Z2. The coder clock
signal is applied to pin 3 of flip-flop Z2. Flip-flop Z2 develops the T3 signal in essentially the same as flip flop
Z1 developed T2, except that the inputs to pins 1 and 8 are from flip-flop Z1. When pin 2 of flip-flop Z1 goes to
-4.5 volts, pin 10 goes to 0 volt and this 0-volt signal is applied to pin 1 of flip-flop Z2. When a coder clock
signal coincides with the signal applied to pin 1 of of flip-flop Z2, a positive-going signal is produced
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at pin 2 Of flip-flop Z2 and applied to terminal 26 of jack J4 as the leading edge of the T3 signal. When the
next coder clock signal is applied to pin 3, the flip-flop reverses states, producing the trailing edge of the T3
signal. Flip-flops Z3, Z4, Z5, and Z6 operate identically to form signals T4, T5, T6, and T1, respectively. The
T6 signal is also applied to the compander control circuits (d below) and to inverter transistor Q9. The output of
inverter transistor Q9 is applied to flip-flop Z7 (d below) and through buffer transistor Q10 to terminal 19 of jack
J4 as the T6B signal.
d. Development of Compander Control and Compander Control Signals. The compander control circuits
control the bridge circuits on panel 1A6/ 2A6 which, in turn, determine whether the pam signal is to be amplified
or attenuated. The main input to the compander control circuits is the compander reset signal on terminal 13 of
jack J4, which comes from the compander control circuits on panel 1A6/2A6. This signal indicates whether the
amplifier or attenuator should pass the signal, while the bridge circuit on panel 1A6/2A6 does the actual
controlling. The signal from terminal 13 is applied through resistor R20 to diode CR6. It forms one part of an
AND gate with capacitor C16. When this signal is a logic 1 (ground level), the diode will pass the coder clock
signal which is present, therefore resetting the flip-flop. Also applied to flip-flop Z7 (at pin 3) is the T6B signal,
which is derived from the T6 signal as described in c above. The T6B signal appears at the beginning of the
coding cycle. It sets flip-flop Z7 in the state that allows the pam signal to pass through the amplifier on panel
1A6/2A6. The outputs of flip-flop Z7 are on pins 2 and 10 and complement each other. These flip-flop outputs
are applied to a differential amplifier consisting of transistors Q11 and Q12. The outputs of the differential
amplifier are applied to buffer transistors Q15 and Q16 and then to terminal 17 of jack J4 as the compander
control signal, and to terminal 15 of jack J4 as the compander control signal.
2-37. Coder Timing (M.T.), Panel 2A5
(fig. 6-51)
a. General. Coder timing panel 2A5 is used in conjunction with various other panels to convert the pam
signal to a pcm signal. There are two main circuits on the panel: one generates the compander control signals
which are applied to panel 2A6, and one generates pcm A and pcm B which are applied to panel 2A3. In
addition, T6B is developed, and a third circuit on the panel develops the 8-kc aux signal.
b. Development of Compander Cont and Compander Cont Signals. The compander control circuits control
the bridge circuit on panel 1A6/2A6 which, in turn, determines whether the pam signal is to be amplified or
attenuated. The main input to the compander circuits is the compander reset signal which is applied to terminal
31 of jack J6 from panel 1A6/2A6. This signal will indicate whether the amplifier or attenuator should pass the
pam signal, while the bridge circuit on panel 1A6/2A6 does the actual controlling. The signal from terminal 31
is applied through resistor R1 to diode CR1 and forms one part of an AND gate with capacitor C1. When this
signal is a logic 1 (ground level), the diode will pass the coder clock signal which is present on terminal 30 of
jack J6, therefore resetting the flip-flop. In addition to the compander reset signal, the T6B signal is applied to
flip-flop Z1. The T6B signal is developed from the T6 signal, which is applied to terminal 22 of jack J6. From
terminal 22, the signal is applied through inverter transistor Q2 and buffer transistor Q1 to pin 3 of flip-flop Z1.
This signal occurs at the beginning of the coding eyelet It sets flip-flop Z1 in the state that allows the pam signal
to pass through the amplifier on the 1A6/2A6 panel. The outputs of flip-flop Z1 are on pins 2 and 10 and
complement each other. The flip-flop outputs are applied to a differential amplifier consisting of transistors Q3
and Q4. The output of differential amplifier transistor Q3 is applied through buffer transistor Q8 to terminal 23
of jack J6 as the compander cont signal. The output of differential amplifier transistor Q4 is applied through
buffer transistor Q9 to terminal 29 of jack J6 as the compander cont signal.
c. Development of Pcm A and Pcm B Signals. The pcm A and pcm B signals are developed from five input
signals: FF9-1, FF-0, shift 1, shift 2, and parallel shift, all applied to jack J6. The FF9-1 and FF-0, signals are
applied from panel 1A6/2A6 and indicate whether each pcm bit is a logic 1 or a logic 0. The shift 2 and parallel
shift signals are applied from panel 2A8 and are developed as described in paragraph 2-42. The shift 1 signal
is applied from panel 2A9 and is developed as described in paragraph 2-44. The
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complete circuit consists of six flip-flops, five located on panel 2A5 (flip-flops Z2 through Z6) and one located
on panel 1A6/2A6 (Z2). The signals are developed from the output of the decision circuit, and are applied to
pins 1 and 8 of flip-flop Z2 on panel 1A6/2A6 (fig. 6-53). Flip flop Z2 is one of three flip-flops into which the first
three bits of the six-bit pcm train are loaded. The output of flip-flop Z2 is on pins 2 and 10 and is applied to
terminals 2 and 28 of jack J18 and designated the FF9-1 or Pcm A and FF-0, or Pcm B signals. These signals
are applied through terminals 10 and 2 of jack J6 on panel 2A5 (fig. 6-51) to pins 1 and 11 of flip-flop Z4. The
output of flip-flop Z4 is on pins 2 and 10 and is applied to pins 1 and 11 of flip-flop Z6. The pcm bits are serially
shifted into these three Flip flops by the shift 1 signal from terminal 4 of jack J6. When flip-flops Z2 (panel
1A6/2A6) (fig. 6-53), Z4, and Z6 are loaded with the first three bits, the parallel shift signal is applied to terminal
3 (fig. 6-51) of flip-flops Z2, Z3, and Z5. This signal parallel shifts the three bits in flip-flops Z2 (1A6/2A6), Z4,
and Z6 into flip-flops Z2, Z3, and Z5, respectively. At this time, the fourth, fifth, and sixth bits are loaded into
flip-flops Z2 1A6/ 2A6), Z4, and Z6 the same as the first three bits. The first three bits are serially shifted out of
Flip flops Z2, Z3, and Z5 by the shift 2 signal and applied from pins 2 and 10 of flip-flop Z5 to terminals 1 and
13, respectively. The pcm A signal appears at terminal 1, and the pcm B signal-at terminal 13. When the first
three bits are shifted out, the parallel shift signal is again applied to shift the fourth, fifth, and sixth bits from flipflops Z2 (1A6/2A6), Z4, and Z6 to flip-flops Z2, Z3, and Z5. These signals are then shifted out of the circuit the
same as the first three bits. This process is repeated for each six-bit pcm signal. Because of the rate at which
the shift 2 pulses occur (576 kc), the output pcm pulses are twice as wide as the input pcm pulses.
d. Development of 8-Kc Aux Signal. The 8-kc aux signal is developed from the address pulse, sampling
clock, and address pulse signals which are applied to terminals 20, 19, and 17, respectively, of jack J6. These
signals trigger flip-flop Z7 (module 18) to produce a pulse similar to the input address pulse shifted by the
sampling clock at pin 10 of flip-flop Z7. The signal is 1.736 µsec wide and occurs every 125 µsec. The signal
is buffered by transistors Q5 and Q6, which are connected in parallel, and applied through capacitor C17 and
resistor R21 to output buffer transistor Q7. The output of buffer transistor Q7 is applied to terminal 18 of jack
J6 and designated 8-kc aux This signal is applied to the TO AUX connector for use by an auxiliary unit.
e. Development of T6B Signal. The T6B signal is developed from the T6 signal which is applied from
terminal 22 of jack J6 to inverter transistor Q2. The output of transistor Q2 is applied through buffer transistor
Q1 to terminal 27 of jack J6 and designated T6B. The T6B signal is also applied to pin 3 of flip-flop Z1 as
described in b above.
2-38. Coder Circuits, Panel 1A6/2A6
(fig. 6-53)
a. General. The coder circuits operate to convert the pam signal into a pcm signal compatible with
Multiplexers TD-352/U and TD-353/U. Four main coder circuits are located on panel 1A6/2A6: the
amplifier/attenuator circuit, decision circuit, compander control circuit, and ladder network. These are
described in b through e below.
b. Amplifier/Attenuator Circuits. The main input to the panel is the coder pam signal on terminal 31 of jack
J18. This signal is applied to two feedback dc amplifiers with a common input. Both amplifiers are dc
amplifiers with gains of 6.67 and 0.333, respectively (the ratio of gain between the amplifier and attenuator
being 20 to 1). The coder pam signal is applied to the amplifier through resistor R1, part of a feedback network
(consisting of resistors R1 and R2 and capacitor C1) which controls the gain of the amplifier. From resistor R1,
the signal is applied to the base (pin 2) of transistor Q1 which amplifies the signal and applies it to amplifier
transistor Q2. From transistor Q2, the signal is applied through buffer transistor Q3 to the bridge circuit.
Located in the base circuit of one transistor Q1 is potentiometer CR6, labeled CCL. Its function is to shift the
output of the amplifier to center it midway in the coding range, that is, between levels 31 and 32. The coder
pam signal is applied to the attenuator through resistor R22, which together with resistor R21 is part of a
feedback network controlling the gain of the circuit. From resistor R22, the signal is applied to the differential
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amplifier stages composed of transistors Q6 and Q7. From transistor Q6 the signal is applied through diode
VR1 to buffer transistor Q8. From buffer transistor Q8, the signal is applied to the bridge circuit. ID, the base
circuit of Q7 is a potentiometer R26 labeled CA. Its function is to center the attenuator with respect to the
amplifier output so that all pcm levels are obtained. The attenuator is switched in when the pam amplitude is
between pcm levels 0 to 15 or 48 to 63. The amplifier is switched in when the pam amplitude is between pcm
levels 16 to 47. The CA potentiometer shifts the output of the attenuator so that a continuous transition is
made between levels occurring in the amplify region and attenuate region. Therefore, it is adjusted so that pcm
levels 16 and 16 and 47 and 48 are obtained. The bridge circuit contains two separate bridges: one consisting
of diodes CR7 through CR10 in the amplifier line, and one consisting of diodes CR12 through CR15 in the
attenuator line. The compander control and compander control signals, which are complements of each other,
are applied through steering diodes CR16 through CR19 to control the current flow in the two bridge circuits. If
the compander control signal is negative and the compander control signal is positive, steering diodes CR16
and CR19 will conduct, therefore applying a negative voltage at the junction of diodes CR7 and CR8. and a
positive voltage at the junction of diodes CR9 and CR10. This causes the bridge circuit to be cut off,
preventing the amplifier signal from getting through. Steering diodes CR17 and CR18 are cut off so that the
attenuator signal is allowed to pass through transistor Q8, capacitor C6, and resistor R33 to buffer transistor
Q9, from where it is applied to the decision circuit (c below). If the compander control signal is positive and the
compander control signal is negative, steering diodes CR17 and CR18 conduct and CR16 and CR19 are cut off
so the bridge in the amplifier line is conducting and the signal from transistor Q3 is applied through capacitor
C6 and resistor R33 to buffer transistor Q9 for application to the decision circuit.
c. Decision Circuit. The decision circuit consists of pulse shaper transistors Q4 and Q5, differential amplifier
transistors Q10 and Q11, and decision circuit module Z1 (module 42, para 2-32). The decision circuit develops
the pcm signal by applying the output of the decision circuit on pins 4 and 5 of Z1 to pins 3 and 8 of flip-flop Z2
(module 18), depending on whether the signal from the amplifier/attenuator circuits or the ladder circuits is
higher in amplitude. The decision pulses are applied through terminal 8 of jack J18 to the pulse shaper circuit,
consisting of transistors Q4 and Q5. From the pulse shaper circuit the decision pulses are applied to pin 3 of
decision circuit Z1. The input to pin 3 is the main input to the decision circuit; the two inputs applied to the
module from the differential amplifier will act to apply this input either to pin 4 or 5 of decision circuit Z1,
depending on which input is higher. The signal from the amplifier/attenuator circuit is applied to the base of
differential amplifier transistor Q10, and the signal from the ladder network is applied to differential amplifier
transistor Q11, If the signal applied to the differential amplifier from the ladder network is higher than that
applied from the attenuator/amplifier circuit, transistor Q10 will conduct, causing decision circuit Z1 to apply no
pulse to pin 4 and a pulse to pin 5 in coincidence with the decision pulses. These signals are applied to pins 3
and 8, respectively, flip-flop Z2 (module 18, para 2-20). If the attenuator/amplifier signal is higher than the
ladder network signal, the opposite occurs.
d. Companding Control Circuits. The companding control circuits operate to generate the compander reset
signal which is applied to panel 1A5 or 2A5 to generate the compander control and compander control signals
(b above). The circuit consists of buffer transistors Q15, Q16, and Q17 and AND gets diodes CR30 through
CR35. Basically, the circuit consists of two 3-input AND gates. If either AND gets has three logic 1 (0-volt)
inputs, an output is applied to buffer transistor Q15 or Q16, for application to terminal 4 of jack J18 as the
compander reset signal. The pcm A and pcm B signals are applied from the decision circuit to AND gets
diodes CR30 and CR33, respectively. For the development of these signals refer to c above. Two signals are
applied from clamping flip-flop Z3 (in the ladder network), which essentially indicate if the first decision was a
logic 1 (pcm A) or a logic 0 (pcm B). If it was a logic 1, a logic 1 signal is applied from terminal 7 of module Z3
through buffer transistor Q17 to AND gate diode CR31. If it was a logic 0, a logic 1 signal is applied from
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terminal 6 of module Z3 to AND gets diode CR34. The T2, signal is applied from terminal 11 of jack J18 to an
AND gate diode in each gets (CR32 and CR35). The compander circuits operate to compress the pcm signal if
it exceeds a predetermined limit. This limit is equal to a level indicated by the first two bits of the pcm train (11
or 00, the upper limit and lower limits, respectively). The compander circuits are designed to produce a logic 1
signal if either one of these conditions is met. The AND gate consisting of diodes CR30, CR31. and CR32
produces an output if the first two bits are logic 1's, the AND gate consisting of diodes CR33, CR34, and CR35
produces an output if the first two bits are logic 0's. If there is an output from either of the gates, the
compander reset signal is a logic 1. This will cause the bridge in the amplifier/attenuator circuits to pass the
attenuated signal. However, the AND gates in the compander circuits do not operate until signal T2 (or after
the second decision is made). Therefore, initially the bridge circuit will always pass the amplified signal. If the
compander reset signal is a logic 1, once the bridge is in the attenuate position it will remain there until coding
of that channel is completed. In the gate consisting of diodes CR30, CR31, and CR32, if the input to diode
CR30 from the decision circuit is a logic 1 during time T2, (indicating that pcm A is a logic 1) and the input to
diode CR31 from the ladder network is a logic 1 (indicating that pcm A was logic 1 during time T1) when the T2
signal is applied to diode CR32 a logic 1 is applied to buffer transistor Q15. The output of transistor Q15 is
applied to terminal 4 of jack J18 as the compander reset signal. In the second gate (consisting of diodes CR33,
CR34, and CR35), if the input to diode CR33 is a logic 1 during time T2 (indicating that pcm A is a logic 0) and
the input to diode CR34 is a logic 1 (indicating that pcm A was a logic 0 during time T1) when the T2 signal is
applied, an output is applied from the AND gate to buffer transistor Q16. The output of transistor' Q16 is
applied to terminal 4 of jack J18 as the compander reset signal.
e. Ladder Network. The ladder network consists of a series of binary weighted resistors and associated
components. If the input to the first leg of the ladder network is 1 volt the output is ½ volt, and if the input to
the second leg is 1 volt the output is ¼ volt, and so on. Since there are six legs in the ladder, the total number
of discrete levels available (using the outputs from the ladder network in every possible combination) is 64. In
actual practice,-5.2 volts is applied to each leg, so that the output from the first resistor is -2.6 volts, from the
second -1.3 volts, and so on. The output from the ladder network is shifted 2.6 volts by a level shifter
consisting of resistors R39 through R42, capacitor C6, and breakdown diode VR2. Because of the level shift,
level 32 (the 32d of the 64 possible levels) is equal to 0 volt when the signal is applied to the decision circuit.
The voltages applied to each of the six resistors are cumulative. Generally, the voltage is applied to each
resistor in the network as long as the total voltage from the ladder does not exceed the voltage level of the pam
signal applied to the decision circuit. If the ladder voltage exceeds the pam level, the voltage is removed from
the resistor that raised the ladder voltage above the pam level, This occurs for signals T1, T2, T3, T4, and T5
(resistors R43, R45, R45, R47, and R48, respectively). During time T6 there is always a voltage applied to
resistor R49 in the ladder network because this is the last decision to be made; all-that is to be determined is
whether the pam signal is above or below the ladder voltage. The result of the operation of the ladder network
is that after the coding operation is completed, the output of the ladder network is the one level of the 64 levels
that is closest to the pam signal. The circuitry that applies the voltage to the ladder network is described in (1)
through (4) below.
(1) Development- of T1 level. The first level in the ladder network is developed by resistor R43. The
voltage is applied to this resistor from clamping flip-flop Z3 (module 25). Initially, module Z3 is
triggered by the T6 signal applied to pin 14; this causes a 0-volt level at pin 7 which is connected to
resistor R43. The signal from resistor R43 is applied through the level shifter to one side of the
differential amplifier in the decision circuit. The pam signal is applied to the-other side. If the pam
input is higher than the ladder network signal, then the decision circuit develops a logic 1 at pin 10 of
flip-flop Z2
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(pcm A) and a logic 0 at pin 2 (pcm B). The signal from pin 2 is applied to the AND gate consisting of
diodes CR39 and CR40. The coder clock signal is also applied to this AND gate. Since the signal
applied from module Z2 is a logic 0, the output of the AND gate is also a logic 0. At this time, 0 volt is
still applied to resistor R43; to remove it, module Z3 must be triggered at pin 4 by a logic 1. A signal
is applied to pin 4 only when there is an output from the AND gate consisting of CR39 and CR40 and
when the T1 signal is applied to resistor R93. When the pam signal is higher than the ladder network
signal, there is no input to this gate and module Z3 is not triggered. As a result, during time T1 the
first bit of the pcm signal will be a logic 1. If the ladder network is higher than the pam signal, then the
signal applied. to the AND gate from the decision circuit is a logic 1. When the other input to the gate
is a logic 1 (coder clock), there is a logic 1 output from the AND gate which is applied through
capacitor C34 to pin 4 of module Z3, when the T1 signal is also present. This signal will trigger
module Z3, removing 0 volt from resistor R43; this voltage level in turn is applied to the decision
circuit, causing the first pcm bit to be a logic 0.
(2) Development of T2, level. Initially, 0 volt is applied to resistor R45. As soon as the first decision is
completed, -5.2 volts is applied to resistor R45 and the second decision is made. If the first decision
was a logic 1, a logic 0 is applied to pin 6 of module Z3. This signal is applied to diode CR36 of an
OR gate consisting of diodes CR36 and CR37. The other input to the OR gate (at diode CR37) is the
T2, signal. The output of the OR gate is applied to inverter transistor Q19 and buffer transistor Q18.
From buffer transistor Q18, the signal is applied to inverter transistor Q14 and current clamp Q13,
from which it is applied to resistor R45 in the ladder network. Therefore, during time T2,, -5.2 volts is
applied to resistor R45. Now the second decision is made, and one of four situations can arise
depending on the first decision.
(3) Development of T3 through T5 levels. The T3 through T5 levels are developed essentially the same as
the T1 pulse ((1) above). Initially, each clamping flip-flop is triggered to apply a 0 volt to the resistor
connected to pin 7 of each module by the T6B signal previous to the one being generated. For
example, module Z4 generates the T3 level for application to the decision circuits. Before the
decision circuits generate a signal-to control it, the T2, signal applied to pin 11 triggers module Z4
which applies a 0-volt signal to resistor R45. After the decision circuit generates a signal, that signal is
applied through the AND gate consisting of CR39 and CR40, where it is gated with the coder clock
signal and applied to pin 4 of each module. Also applied to each module is the T3 signal for module
Z4, the T4 signal for module Z5, and the T5 signal for module Z6. These signals are applied to pin 4
of each module, also. Since each of these modules was initially in the zero state and applying -5.2
volts to the ladder resistors, the pcm B signal must be logic 1 and the coder clock signal and the
correct T signal must be present, for the module to switch and remove the -5.2 volts from the ladder
network.
(4) Development of T6 level. The T6 level is developed from the T6B signal applied to terminal 15 of jack
J18. The signal is applied through current clamp Q21, Q22 to resistor R49 and is at -5.2 volts (a logic
0). This signal is a logic 1 only during time T6.
f. Idealized Waveforms. Idealized waveforms for the panel are shown in figure 2-29.
2-39. Pam Reshaper (H.T.), Panel 1A7
(fig. 6-55)
a. General. Pam reshaper panel 1A7 is part of the transmit section of the TD-353/U. The function of the
panel is to alternately sample one channel, while it is storing and feeding to the coder the
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Figure 2-29 . Panel 1A6/2A6, idealized waveforms (part I of 2).
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C2

Figure 2-29 . Panel 1A6/2A6, idealized waveforms (part 1 of 2).
sample from the previous channel. The circuit then reverses and feeds to the coder the sampled channel and
proceeds to sample a new channel. There are two similar circuits on the panel, one for the odd channels and
one for the even channels. At any one time, when one circuit is sampling, the other is feeding out the
previously stored sample.
b. Transmit Pam (Even Channels). One of the two principal inputs to the panel is the transmit pam (even
channels) signal which is applied to
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terminal 25 of jack J4. This signal consists of a wavetrain of pam pulses with a 2.6- µsec width and a rate of
142 kc. The transmit pam signal is not flat as it enters the panel. To reduce the possibility or errors in the
coder, the signal must be flat before being coded. To accomplish this, a capacitor is charged to the final value
of the sampled signal, and this level is held constant throughout the coding cycle.
(1) The pam input signal is applied through resistor R1 to the base of buffer transistor Q1 along with the
clipped noise signal which is applied from terminal 24 of jack J4 through resistor R2 to the base of
transistor Q1. This signal is buffered through transistor Q1 and applied to a bridge network consisting
of diodes CR1, CR2, CR3, and CR4. The bridge acts as a switch. When it conducts, it rapidly
charges capacitor C2 to the final value of the transmit pam signal. When the bridge cuts off, it
presents a high impedance to the capacitor so that the stored charge takes a long time to leak off.
The switching of the bridge network is controlled by the FF4 signal, which causes it to bridge
alternately to conduct and cut off. The FF4 signal is applied from the secondary of transformer T1
across the bridge, and consists of 192-kc square waves. The development of this signal is described
in c below. During the 2.6-µsec positive excursions of the FF4 signal, the bridge network conducts
and samples the pam signal entering at the junction of diodes CR1 and CR4. Capacitor C2, which
receives the output of the bridge network, stores the output for the required 2.6-µsec interval. The
pam pulses charge the capacitor at a rapid rate, but once the bridge is turned off, the capacitor will
discharge at a slow rate. This delay in the discharge will tend to hold the amplitude of the stored
signal on capacitor C2 at a constant level during the coding process. To overcome any inbalance in
the bridge circuit, a feedback circuit (d below) is provided.
(2) The potential across capacitor C2 is applied to buffer transistors Q2 and Q3. The output of the emitter
of transistor Q3 is divided into two branches: one branch provides a feedback signal to the base of
transistor Q9 (d below), and the other branch (the principal one) goes to gate transistor Q4. Transistor
Q4 operates in conjunction with gate transistor Q5 to either pass or not pass the pam signal to
transistor Q10. This is controlled by the FF4 signal which enters the circuit at the base of transistor
Q5 (c below). The bias for the base of transistor Q5 is provided by the output of transistor Q6 and
varies from +4.5 to -4.5 volts. The gate circuit passes the pam signal during the positive-going
excursions of the FF4 signal applied to the base of transistor Q5. The output, from the emitters of
transistors Q4 and Q5, is applied through capacitor C5 to the base of buffer transistor Q10. The bias
on the base of buffer transistor Q10 is controlled by ECL potentiometer R30. This potentiometer is
adjusted to minimize the dc differences between the odd channel pcm and the even channel pcm
signals.
(3) The output of transistor Q10 is taken from the emitter and is combined with the pam (odd) signal (e
below). The combined pair is coupled through capacitor C31 to the base (pin 2) of differential
amplifier transistor Q17, which consists of two matched transistors in one case. The output of the
differential amplifier is from pin 6 of transistor Q17 (the collector of the second transistor) and is
applied through breakdown diode VR3 to the base of buffer transistor Q18. The output of the buffer
transistor is from the emitter and is applied to terminal 22 of jack J4 as the coder pam signal. The
output is also applied through resistor R61 to terminal 26 of jack J4 as the coder pam mon signal. The
output signal will consist of a continuous train of pulses alternating between even channels and odd
channels.
c. FF4 Signal. The FF4 signal is applied through terminal 15 of jack J4 to the base of buffer transistor Q7.
The output of the buffer is from the emitter and is applied to two circuit points. One branch is coupled through
capacitor C6 to the base of driver transistor Q8. The output from the driver is coupled from the emitter through
capacitor C10 to pin 3 of transformer T1. The secondary of the transformer (pins 1 and 2) is connected across
the bridge circuit as described in b above. A feedback circuit is also added to the input of the bridge circuit as
described in d below. The other output from buffer transistor Q7 is applied to the base of inverter transistor Q6.
The output of transistor Q6 is an inverted and amplified version of the input and is applied to the base of
transistor Q5 as described in b(2) above.
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d. Feedback Signal. The feedback network keeps diodes CR2 and CR3 in the bridge circuit cut off by the
same amount, regardless of the voltage stored on capacitor C2. If one were cut off more than the other, then
(particularly at high temperatures) the leakage current through one diode would exceed that through the other
and would charge or discharge capacitor C2 to an erroneous level. One branch of the output from transistor Q3
is applied to the base of transistor Q9. The output of transistor Q9 is from the emitter and is applied to a
voltage divider consisting of resistors R24 through R27. Two outputs are tapped from the voltage divider which
are regulated by breakdown diode VR1. The outputs are applied to the bridge network through diodes CR9 and
CR10. These diodes isolate the voltage divider from the transformer signal when it is applied. Breakdown
diode VR1 (across the voltage divider) keeps the bridge cut off by 6 volts. The voltage divider output signal
varies with the signal to the base of transistor Q9 to keep the cutoff voltage across the bridge diodes the same.
e. Transmit Pam (Odd Channels) Signal. The transmit pam (odd channels) signal is applied to the panel
through terminal 5 of jack J4 and is processed the same as the transmit pam (even channels) signal. The
timing signal for the transmit pam (odd channels) signal is the FF4 signal which enters the panel through
terminal 9 of jack J4. After processing, the transmit pam (odd channels) signal is applied from the emitter of
buffer transistor Q22 through capacitor C31 to pin 2 of transistor Q17, where it is combined with the transmit
pam (even channels) signal as described in b(3) above.
f. Clipped Noise Signal. The clipped noise signal enters the panel at terminal 24 of jack J4 and is added to
both transmit pam signals through resistors R2 and R36. The signal is applied through resistor R37 to terminal
23 of jack J4 and designated noise genmon.
2-40. Coder Timing and Pam Reshaper Circuits, Panel 2A7
(fig. 6-56)
a. General. The coder timing and pam reshaper circuits panel is used in the transmit portion of Multiplexer
TD-352/U. The coder timing portion provides most of the timing signals for coder No. 2 panel 2A6. The pam
reshaper section reshapes the pam signal applied to panel 2A6.
b. Transmit Pam Input. The transmit pam input applied to terminal 23 of jack J11 consists of relatively wide
(5.2 µsec) pulses. A large portion of the audio wave shape is picked off by the sampler circuit to represent the
amplitude of the pam pulse. Since the amplitude of the pam signal is irregular, it must be flattened so that it
may be coded properly. To provide a pam flat-topped signal that does not vary more than 0.1 percent in
amplitude during coding, the transmit pam input is sampled by a bridge network consisting of diodes CR43,
CR44, CR45, and CR46. The pam input is sampled during the initial 5.2-µsec period and then stored for an
additional 5.2 µsec by capacitor C34. The sampling is accomplished by applying a train of 96-kc square wave
pulses (TFF5 signal) through buffer transistor Q22 to driver transistor Q23, the output of which is coupled to
transformer T1. The output of transformer T1 is applied across the bridge circuit causing it to turn on and off
every 5.2 µsec). To offset any unbalance in cutoff voltage across bridge diodes CR45 and CR46, a feedback
circuit is provided. The feedback signal is developed across transistor Q26 and applied to buffer transistor Q27
through resistor R67. The emitter of transistor Q27 is applied to a voltage divider consisting of resistors R62,
R63, R64, and R65, the output of which is connected across the bridge through diodes CR47 and CR48. When
the feedback voltage across transistor Q26 varies, the voltage applied to the bridge through diodes CR47 and
CR48 also varies to offset the unbalance in cutoff voltage across diodes CR45 and CR46. The output of the
bridge is applied through capacitor C34 to buffer transistors Q25 and Q26. The output of transistor Q26 is
applied to a highgain amplifier consisting of dual transistor Q28 and buffer Q29. The output at the emitter of
buffer Q29 is applied to terminal 31 of jack J11 as the coder pam signal, and through resistor R78 to terminal
28 of jack J11 as the coder pam mon signal.
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c. Coder Timing Signals. Five basic signals are used to develop the coder timing signals: FF2 on terminal
12 of jack J11, FF3 on terminal 10, FF4 on terminal 11, FF5 on terminal 13 and T pulse clock on terminal 17.
These signals are applied directly or through flip-flops to various AND and OR gates to form the T1 through T6,
T1’, T6’, coder clock, and FF5B signals.
(1) Coder clock Signal. The T pulse clock signal on terminal 17 is applied to buffer transistor Q1 and then
to pulse shaper transistor Q2. Transistor Q2 reshapes the waveform and applies it to complementary
buffer transistors Q3 and Q4. The output of the buffer transistors is applied to terminal 18 as the
coder clock pulse and is also used to generate the T1’and T6’signals ((4) below).
(2) T1 signal. The T1 signal is formed by applying four signals to an OR gate consisting of diodes CR7,
CR6., CR9, and CR10. As long as one of the inputs to the OR gate is at 0 volt, the output is 0 volt,
but if all four signals are at -4.5 volts, the output will be -4.5 volts. The inputs to the OR gate are FF2
from flip-flop Z1, pin 10 (module 18, para 2-20) to diode CR7; FF4 from flip-flop Z2, pin 10 (module
18) to diode CR8; FF3 from flip-flop Z3, pin 10 (module 18) to diode CR9; and FF5 through
complementary buffer transistors Q20 and Q21. The output of the OR gate is applied through
amplifier and inverter transistor Q7 and buffer transistor Q8 to terminal 9 of jack J11 as the T1 signal.
This signal is also used to form the T1’signal as described in (4) below.
(3) T6 through T6 signals. These signals are formed essentially the same as the T1 signal, except for
different inputs to different OR gates. The inputs used to form signals T2, through T6 are listed in the
chart below:
Signal
T2

T3

T4

T5

T6

Input
FF2 from pin 2 of Z1 to diode CR3.
FF3 from pin 10 of Z3 to diode CR5.
FF4 from pin 10 of Z2 to diode CR4.
FF5 from buffer transistors Q20, Q21 to diode CR6.
FF2 from pin 10 of Z1 to diode CR13.
FF3 from pin 2 of Z3 to diode CR15.
FF4 from pin 10 of Z2 to diode CR14
FF5 from buffer t ransistors Q20, Q21 to diode CR16.
FF2 from pin 2 of Z1 to diode CR20.
FF3 from pin 10 of Z3 to diode CR22.
FF4 from pin 2 of Z2 to diode CR21.
FF5 from buffer transistors Q20, Q21 to diode CR23.
FF2 from pin 10 of Z1 to diode CR26.
FF3 from pin 2 of Z3 to diode CR27.
FF4 from pin 2 of Z2 to diode CR28.
FF5 from buffer transistors Q20, Q21 to diode CR29.
FF2 from pin 2 of Z1 to diode CR30,
FF3 from pin 2 of Z3 to diode CR32.
FF4 from pin 2 of Z2 to diode CR31.
FF5 from buffer t ransistors Q20, Q21 to diode CR33.
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(4) T1’and T6’signals. The T1’signal is formed -by gating the coder clock and T1 signals together in an
AND-gate consisting of diodes CR17 and CR18. The output of the AND gate is applied to buffer
transistor Q9 and then to terminal 15 of jack J11 The T6’signal is formed by gating the coder clock
and T6 signals together in an AND gate consisting of diodes CR34 and CR35. The output of the AND
gate is applied to buffer transistor Q16 and then to terminal 19 of jack J11.
(5) FF5B signal. The FF5B signal is essentially a buffered version of the FF5 signal applied to terminal 13
of jack J11. The FF5B signal is applied to terminal 16 of jack J11 for application to external circuits.
2-41. Transmit Timing No. 1, Panel 1 A8
(fig. 6-58)
a. General. Transmit timing No. 1, panel 1A8 provides the miscellaneous timing signals for the transmitting
operations of the TD-353/U. The miscellaneous frequencies are developed from the output of a crystalcontrolled master oscillator within the panel or from a synchronizing signal from another TD-353/U, when two
such units are used in conjunction with one another during 96-channel operation. The TD-353/U providing the
synchronizing for another unit is called the master multiplexer; the dependent unit is called the slave
multiplexer.
b. Types of Basic Timing Operation.
(1) Master unit. Whenever a TD-353/U is used as a master unit during 48- or 96 channel operation, the
master oscillator is the primary source for transmitter timing. One of the outputs of the timing circuits
is a 2,304-kc signal, which is used as the timing source for the slave unit. The timing signal is applied
from the SYNC OUT XMTR connector of the master unit to SYNC IN connector of the slave unit.
(2) Slave unit. When the slave unit receives a 2,304-kc timing signal from the master unit, the output from
the master oscillator in slave unit 1A8 panel is automatically cut off as the primary source of
transmitter timing. The incoming timing signal becomes the primary source of transmitter timing.
(3) Drop-and-insert (d/i operation). When two TD-353/U units are used in conjunction with one another
during d/i operation, both units operate as slave units. One unit receives its timing signal by
connecting its SYNC IN to the SYNC OUT RCVR of the second unit. The second unit receives its
timing by connecting its SYNC IN to the SYNC OUT RCVR of the first unit.
c. Master Oscillator. The master oscillator consists of crystal oscillator Z1 (module 22, para 2-21), crystal
Y1, and amplifier transistor Q1. Crystal oscillator module Z1 operates at 2,304 kc, its exact frequency being
determined by the 2,304-kc series-resonant mode of crystal Y1. The output of crystal 'oscillator Z1 appears at
pin 5 of Z1 and is a train of 100-~sec 7-volt positive going pulses occurring at a 2,304-kc rate. This signal is
applied to amplifier transistor Q1 where the pulses are amplified to 9 volts peak-to-peak (+4.6 to -4.5 volt),
inverted, and applied to the base of gate transistor Q2, and (if there is no SYNC IN signal) through diodes CR2
and CR3 to pulse shaper module Z2 (module 30, para 2-24). Diode CR2 is in the emitter circuit of transistor Q2
to protect the emitter-base junction from exceeding its rated back-bias voltage.
d. Slave Circuit.
(1) The slave circuit consists of inverter transistor Q6, buffer transistor Q5, and buffer transistor Q4.
When the 1A8 panel is operating in a slave unit, the sync in signal (100-µsec, 2-volt positive going
pulses occurring at a 2,304-kc rate) is applied as an input signal to terminal 29 of jack J6. This signal
is coupled through capacitor C10 to the base of inserter transistor Q6. Transistor Q6 inverts the
incoming pulses, and they are applied to the base of buffer transistor Q5 as negative-going pulses
which vary between +4.5 and -4.5 volts. The output of buffer transistor Q5 is applied to OR gate diode
CR5 and the base of buffer transistor Q4. Diode CR5 is part of an OR gate circuit consisting of diodes
CR3 and CR5. Diode CR3 normally conducts
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the signal from the master oscillator circuit to pulse shaper Z2; however, if there is a sync in signal
applied to the circuit, diode CR3 is cut off and diode CR5 conducts the sync in signal to pulse shaper
Z2 instead. Diode CR3 is cut off by the sync in signal by applying the sync in signal through buffer
transistor Q4 to the base circuit of gate transistor Q3. Capacitor C5 charges to a positive value with
respect to the emitter of transistor Q3. Therefore, transistor Q3 conducts and causes the input to
diode CR3 to be at -4.2 volts. This back biases diode CR3 and prevents it from conducting.
(2) The inverted sync in signal at the emitter of buffer transistor Q4 is coupled through capacitor C7 to a
clamping circuit consisting of diode CR4. and resistor CR9,. The clamping circuit clamps the
negative peak of the sync in signal to ground. The signal is then fed through resistor CR9, to terminal
19 of jack J6 as the sync in monitor signal.
e. Development of Master Clock Signal. Pulse shaper Z2 (module 30, para 2-24) develops the final master
clock signal from which all the timing outputs of panel 1A8 (except sync in monitor) are derived. The input to
pin 2 of pulse shaper Z2 is a train of 100-µsec, negative-going 2,304-kc pulses. The output is a train of
positive-going pulses on pins 8 and 9 occurring synchronous with the leading edge of the input pulses. This
output signal is applied to buffer transistor Q7 and buffer transistor Q12. From transistor Q12 the signal is
applied to terminal 17 as the reset clock signal. From transistor Q7 the signal is developed as shown in f
below.
f. Flip-Flop Z3 Trigger Circuit. This Circuit consists of buffer transistor Q7, pulse shaper Q8, delay line DL1,
buffer transistor Q9, and flip-flop Z3 (module 18, para 2-20). The circuit develops the reshaped clock signal
which is used with its complement to generate the remaining timing signals from panel 1A8.
(1) The master clock signal from pulse shaper Z2 (A, fig. 2-30) is applied to the base of buffer transistor
Q7. The output of transistor Q7 (fig. 6-58) is coupled through capacitor C11 to pulse shaper transistor
Q8. Transistor Q8 is normally cut off; however, a positive-going pulse applied to its emitter will turn
the transistor on, causing a positive pulse of 4.5-volt amplitude to be applied from the collector of
transistor Q8 to the out terminal of delay line DL1 and to the base of buffer transistor Q9.
(2) The positive 4.5-volt pulse from transistor Q8 travels down delay line DL1 and arrives at the in terminal
0.1 µsec after leaving the out terminal. At this point, the in terminal is shorted to ground. This will
cause the pulse to be reflected back down the delay line. The reflected pulses are inverted by the
delay line and arrive back at the out terminal as negative pulses delayed an additional 0.1 µsec from
those at the in terminal of the delay line. The total delay between the pulses going into the out
terminal of the delay line and those reflected back out of the out terminal is 0.2 µsec. The combined
waveform (B, fig. 2-30) is applied to the base of buffer transistor Q9.
(3) The signal at the base of transistor Q9 is a train of alternately positive and negative pulses, with the
negative pulses occurring 0.2 µsec after the positive pulses (B. fig. 2-30). This signal is buffered by
transistor Q9 (fig. 6-58) and coupled through capacitor C12 to terminal 5 of flip-flop Z3 (module 18,
para 2-20).
(4) The positive and negative pulses at terminal 5 of flip-flop Z3 trigger the module, resulting in
complement square wave outputs at terminals 10 and 2 (C and D, respectively, fig. 2-30).
(5) The output at terminal 10 of flip-flop Z3 (fig. 6-58) is applied to three points: to buffer transistor Q11,
from which it is applied to terminal 13 of jack J6 as the reshaped clock signal; to the base of buffer
transistor Q10; and to terminal 2 of gate Z6.
(6) The output at pin 2 of flip-flop Z3 is coupled- through capacitor C23 to terminals 3 and 9 of flip-flop Z7,
the first stage of the countdown circuit.
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Figure 2-30. Panel 1A8, idealized waveforms.
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g. Development of Sampling Clock, Timing Out, and Sync Out Xmtr Signals.
(1) Sampling clock signal. The signal applied to the base of buffer transistor Q10 from flip-flop Z3 is
buffered by transistor Q10 and applied to pin 2 of pulse shaper Z4 (module 30). The negative-going
portion of the signal from transistor Q10 triggers the pulse shaper Z4 module. The output of pulse
shaper Z4 is a train of 100-µsec positive-going pulses occurring synchronous with the negative edge
of the input signal. The output is from pin 9 (E, fig. 2-30). This signal is applied to three circuit points:
buffer transistors Q13 (fig. 6-58) and Q14 which feed terminal 26 of jack J6 as the sampling clock
signal, a biasing network consisting of capacitor C13 and resistors R23 and R24, and a biasing
network consisting of capacitor C14 and resistors R27 and R28.
(2) Timing out signal. The output of pulse shaper Z4 is applied through a biasing network consisting of
capacitor C13 and resistors R23 and R24 to buffer transistor Q15. The output of transistor Q15 is
applied to terminal 11 as the timing out signal. This signal is essentially the same as that shown for
the output of pulse shaper Z4 (E, fig. 2-30).
(3) Sync out xmtr signal. The output of pulse shaper Z4 (fig. 6-58) is applied through a biasing network
consisting of capacitor C14 and resistors R27 and R28 to buffer transistor Q16. The output of
transistor Q16 is applied to terminal 31 of jack J6 as the sync out xmtr signal. The signal is also
essentially the same as that shown for terminal 9 of pulse shaper Z4 (E, fig. 2-30).
h. Countdowm Circuit.
(1) General. The countdown circuit basically consists of flip-flop Z7 (module 09, para 2-15), flip-flop Z8
(module 09), flip-flop Z9 (module 09), AND inhibitor Z10 (module 11, para 2-16), and their associated
buffers. The countdown circuit divides the 2,304-kc input frequency by 6 to produce a 384-kc square
wave output signal. Intermediate signals generated in the countdown circuit are used as gate signals
for other circuits.
(2) Flip-flop Z7. The input to the countdown chain is the clock signal from flip flop Z3 (D, fig. 2-30). This
signal is applied to toggle input terminals 3 and 9 of flip-flop Z7 (module 09, para 2-15). Flip-flop Z7
will divide the 2,304-kc input signal in half and the output signal will be 1,152-kc square wave pulses
(F, fig. 2-30). The output of flip-flop Z7 (fig. 6-58) is applied to two circuits: buffer transistor Q17 (for
application to gate Z6 and AND inhibitor Z10) and through capacitor C24 to complement input
triggering terminals 3 and 9 of flip-flop Z8.
(3) AND inhibitor Z10.
(a) The output of flip-flop Z8 (module 09, para 2-15) would normally be a 576-kc square wave.
However, to obtain a total division-by-6 in the countdown circuit, a feedback circuit is incorporated
which causes flip-flop Z8 to divide by 1½ instead of by 2. Flip-flop Z8 produces a 768-kc wavetrain
with pulses of unequal duration.
(b) The feedback circuit consists of AND inhibitor Z10 (module 11, para 2-16), driven by gate signals
through buffers from the countdown flip-flops.
(c) The gate signals applied to AND inhibitor Z10 cause a positive-going inhibit signal occurring at a
384-kc rate to be generated at the AND inhibitor output on pin 2. This pulse train is fed back to flipflop Z8, inhibiting the normal divide-by-2 operation to produce division by 1½ of the 1,152-kc input
to the flip-flop.
(d) The gate input waveforms to AND inhibitor Z10 are as listed in the chart below. An inhibit signal is
produced at terminal 2 of AND inhibitor Z10 when the gate inputs at pins 5 and 7 are at a negative
peak (-4.5 volts) and a negative shift occurs at pin 10.
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AND inhibitor
input pin

Gate. input signals
(fig. 2-30)

5 -------------------------- Waveform G.
7 -------------------------- Waveform H.
10 ------------------------ Waveform F.
(e) In figure 2-30, just before time t 1, waveforms G and H are at a negative peak. At time t,, a negative
shift is produced in waveform F. This causes the inhibit signal to appear at pin 2 of AND inhibitor
Z10. This positive going inhibit signal is applied to pin 2 of flip-flop Z8 and through capacitor C25
to complement input trigger pins 3 and 9 of flip-flop Z9. This causes both flip-flops to change
states just after time t 1 (G and H, fig. 2-30). The inhibit signal is generated at a 384-kc rate at times
t2, t3, t4, and t5.
(4) Flip-flop Z8.
(a) Flip-flop Z8 (module 09) is triggered by the 1,152-kc square wave at pins 3 and 9. As previously
explained, flip-flop Z8 is triggered also by the 384-kc inhibit signal, which is applied to pin 2 of the
flip-flop. These input triggers cause flip-flop Z8 to divide the 1,152-kc square wave by 1½ . The
output of the flip-flop is a 768kc wavetrain with pulses of unequal duration. This signal appears as
complement outputs at pins 2 and 10 of the flip-flop (G and H, respectively, fig. 2-30).
(b) The output at pin 2 is applied to two circuit points: through capacitor C25 to toggle input pins 3 and
9 of flip flop Z9, and through buffer transistor Q18 to pin 5 of AND inhibitor Z10.
(c) The output at pin 10 is fed through buffer transistor Q19 to two circuit points: terminal 10 of jack J6
(where it is designated FF2B XMTR and fed out of the panel) and pin 9 of GATE Z6.
(5) Flip-flop Z9.
(a) Flip-flop Z9 (module 09, para 2-15) is triggered by the 768-kc wavetrain input at toggle input pins 3
and FF2B The flip-flop divides the input by 2, producing a 384-kc square wave. This signal
appears as complement outputs at pins 2 and 10 of the flip flop (H and J, respectively, fig. 2-30).
(b) The output at pin 2 is fed through BUFFER transistor Q20 to three circuit points: terminal 5 of jack
J6 (where it is designated FF3B XMTR and fed out of the panel), pin 10 of gate Z6, and pin 7 of
AND inhibitor Z10.
i. Gate Z6.
(1) Gate Z6 (module 23, para 2-22) is used to produce the P1 signal which is applied to terminal 25 of jack
J6. This signal is a train of 200-nsec positive-going pulses occurring at a 384-kc rate (K, fig. 2-30).
(2) The inputs to pins 8, 9, and 10 of gate Z6 are gating signals (F, I, and H, respectively, fig. 2-30). The
signals are used to control the input signal applied to pin 2. When the three gate signals are
simultaneously at a negative peak (-4.5 volts), the signal at pin 2 is conducted to pin 4 and out to
terminal -25 of jack J6 as the P1 signal.
2-42. Transmit Timing No. 1, Panel 2A8
(fig. 6-59)
a. General. Transmit timing No. 1, panel 2A8, provides the miscellaneous timing signals for the transmitting
operations of Multiplexer TD-352/U. The miscellaneous frequencies are developed from the output of a crystalcontrolled master oscillator within the panel or from a synchronizing signal from another TD-352/U when two
such units are used in conjunction with one another during 24 channel operation. The TD-352/U providing the
synchronizing for another unit is called the master multiplexer; the dependent unit is called the slave
multiplexer.
b. Types of Operation.
(1) Master unit. Whenever a TD-352/U is used as a master unit during 12- or 24 channel operation, the master
oscillator is the primary source for transmitter timing. One of the outputs of the timing circuits is a 576-kc signal
which is used as the timing source for the slave unit. The timing signal is applied from the SYNC OUT XMTR
connector of the master unit to SYNC IN connector of the slave unit.
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(2) Slave unit. When the slave unit receives a 576-kc timing signal from the master unit, a feedback loop
of the slave unit oscillator is automatically opened to prevent master operation. The 576-kc timing
input is applied to the oscillator circuit and oscillator crystal Y1 generates the fourth harmonic of the
576-kc signal. The fourth harmonic (2,304 kc) is filtered out and applied to the succeeding stages as
in master operation.
(3) Drop-and-insert (d/i) operation. When two TD-352/U units are used in conjunction with one another
during d/i operation, both units operate as slave units. One unit receives its timing signal by
connecting its SYNC IN to the SYNC OUT RCVR of the second unit. The second unit receives its
timing by connecting its SYNC IN to the SYNC OUT RCVR of the first unit.
c. Oscillator operation. The frequency of the oscillator circuit is controlled by a quartz crystal with a
mechanical resonant frequency of 2,304 kc. Procedures given in (1), (2), and (3) below give a detailed
operation of the oscillator circuit in the various modes.
(1) Oscillator components. Crystal Y1 operates in the series-resonant mode with transistor Q1. Gate
transistor Q2 is inserted in the feedback circuit to prevent feedback to the crystal when the selfgenerating characteristics of the oscillator are not required. Coil L1 and capacitor C3 prevent
oscillations from entering the -4.5-volt dc power supply, and the network consisting of coil L2 and
resistor R1 peaks the output of transistor Q1. Capacitor C2 passes the lower frequencies to ground.
(2) Master oscillator operation. The bias for the base of transistor Q1 is provided by the voltage divider
consisting of resistors R2 and R3. The emitter of transistor Q1 is connected to one side of crystal Y1.
When power is applied to the circuit, an initial surge of current from the +4.5volt dc source flows
through resistor R4, transistor Q1, coil L2, resistor R1, and coil L1 to the -4.5-volt dc source to start the
circuit oscillating. A positive going voltage is produced at the collector and is applied to the bases of
gate transistor Q2 and buffer transistor Q4. The path through transistor Q4 is the output path, and the
path to transistor Q2 is the feedback path. Transistors Q2 and Q3 operate as an inhibit gate circuit.
Transistor Q3 is normally cut off for master operation; therefore, during this mode transistor Q2 will act
like an emitter follower. The positive-going input at the base of transistor Q2 is produced at the
emitter and is applied through diodes CR3 and CR1 to one side of crystal Y1. Diode CR3 is in the
emitter circuit of transistor Q2 to protect the emitter-base junction from exceeding its back-bias
voltage. This input to crystal Y1 acts as feedback to sustain operation. When the output from the
other side of crystal Y1 to the emitter of transistor Q1 begins to go negative, the cycle described
above is reversed and all the voltages go in a negative direction. The cycle is repeated synchronous
with the mechanical vibration of crystal Y1.
(3) Slave oscillator operation. When a TD362/U is used as a slave unit, the oscillator is externally
synchronized by the 576-kc sync in signal applied at terminal 17 of jack J9. This signal is applied to
pin 2 of pulse amplifier Z4 (module 33, para 2-27). One output of pulse amplifier Z4 in on pin 1 and is
a train of negative-going spike pulses; another output is on pin 9 and is a train of positive going spike
pulses. Both signals have a 576-kc rate. The output at pin I is used to develop a signal which inhibits
the feedback in the oscillator circuit and will override the self-generating characteristics of the
oscillator. The output at pin 9 is used to excite crystal Y1 and is applied to it through transistor Q9 and
diode CR2. For master operation, the feedback signal keeps the crystal vibrating; for slave operation,
the 576-kc input keeps the crystal vibrating. The fourth harmonic of the 576-kc frequency (2,304 kc) is
developed at the emitter of transistor Q1, amplified at the collector, and applied to the base of
transistor Q4. This signal is the same as that produced by the self-generating method during master
operations.
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(4) Inhibiting gate. The input to the inhibiting gate circuit is from pin 1 of pulse amplifier Z4 and is applied
to the base of buffer transistor Q10. With no input from pulse amplifier Z4, the base of transistor Q10
is at 0 volt and the base of transistor Q11 is at -4.5 volts. Since transistor Q11 is an emitter follower,
the -4.5-volt potential on its base is coupled to its emitter. However, because of an internal voltage
drop in the transistor, the emitter voltage will be -4.2 volts. The current flow from the emitter of
transistor Q11 is from the emitter through resistors R7 and R8 to the -12-volt source. Since the
junction of resistors R7 and R8 is connected to the base of transistor Q3, the junction voltage (-5.6
volts) is applied to bias transistor Q3. As a result of these biases, transistors Q10 and Q11 are
conducting and transistor Q3 is cut off. When the train of negative-going spike pulses appears at the
base of transistor Q10, transistor Q10 acts as an emitter follower, and the signal is applied to the
emitter without change of polarity. The signal passes through capacitor C9 and is applied to the base
of buffer transistor Q11 and appears at its emitter. The point between resistors R17 and R8 is driven
more positive, as a result of the clamping action of capacitor C9, resistor R16, and transistor Q11.
Therefore, the point between resistors R8 and R7 goes more positive, causing the base of transistor
Q3 to become more positive and transistor Q3 to conduct. Capacitor C4 stores a charge to maintain
the bias between pulses. When transistor Q3 conducts, it shorts out the output of transistor Q2 and
diode CR3 so that the anode of diode CR3 assumes a -4.5-volt potential. The -12-volt dc signal
applied to resistor R5 causes the junction of diodes CR1 and CR2 to follow the more positive potential
at the anodes of diodes CR1 and CR2. Because the potential at the anode of diode CR1 is -4.5 volts
and the potential at the anode of diode CR2 goes to 0 volt with each positive-going pulse of the 576-kc
output of transistor Q9, diode CR2 conducts and a positive-going pulse is applied to the crystal to
sustain the oscillation.
d. Countdown Chain Input. The 2,304-kc pulse output of the oscillator is applied through transistor Q4 to
pins 3 and 9 of flip-flop Z1 (module 09, para 2-15). From the 2,304-kc pulse output, flip-flop Z1 produces two
complementary squarewave signal trains with a 1,152-kc frequency.
(1) 1,152-kc outputs. The two 1,152-kc outputs of flip-flop Z1 are designated TFF1 and TFF1.
(a) TFF1 output. The TFF1 output is taken from pin 10 of flip-flop Z1 and is applied through buffer
transistor Q16 and buffer transistor Q25 to terminal 1 of jack J11. Another branch of this output is
passed through a delay circuit consisting of transistors Q17, Q18, and delay line DL2, where the
signal is delayed 0.2 µsec. The output of the delay network is applied to terminal 4 of jack J11 and
designated T pulse clock.
(b) TFF1 output. The complement of the TFF1 signal is taken from pin 2 of flip-flop Z1 and passed
through buffer transistor Q12 to terminal 20 of jack J9, where the signal is designated TFF1
Another branch of the signal, applied to the base of gate transistor Q28, is described in k below.
(2) Forward feed. The input to the next stage of the countdown chain is taken from pin 10 of flip-flop Z1
and is passed through capacitor C5 to terminals 3 and 9 of flip-flop Z2 (module 09).
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e. Flip-Flop Z2 Outputs. Flip-flop Z2 divides the 1,152-kc input by 2 to provide a 576-kc square wave output.
Flip-flop Z2 also acts as the first flip-flop of a divide-by-6 countdown chain, as shown in f below.
(1) TFF2 output. One output is taken from pin 10 of flip-flop Z2 and applied to buffer transistor Q8. The
output of transistor Q8 is divided into three branches. One branch goes to pin 10 of AND gate Z6
(module 11, para 2-16); a second branch is applied to pin 2 of pulse shaper Z8 (module 30, para 224); the third branch of the signal is applied to terminal 2 of jack J9 and designated TFF2.
(2) TFF2 output. The complement signal of TFF2 is taken from pin 2 of flip-flop Z2, applied through buffer
transistor Q7 to terminal 19 of jack J9, and designated TFF2.
(3) Forward feed. The signal input for the next stage of the countdown chain is taken from pin 10 of flipflop Z2 and applied to pins 3 and 9 of flip-flop Z3 (module 09, para 2-15).
f. Divide by-6 Countdown Chain. The divide by -6 countdown chain consists of three flip-flop modules and
an AND gate module. Flip-flops Z2 and Z3 (module 09, para 2-15) are located on panel 2A8, and the last flipflop in the chain (flip-flop Z1, module 09) is located on panel 2A10. The divide-by-6 circuit operates to reduce a
1,152-kc square wave input to a 192-kc square wave output. The circuit also produces intermediate signals in
the countdown process. The circuit operates as described below.
(1) General. The division by 6 is accomplished by using a countdown chain in which the outputs of some
stages are fed back into the circuit. Normally, the flip-flops would divide the input signal by 2 and
apply it to the output circuit. However, by feeding the outputs of succeeding stages into an AND gate
circuit (Z6) and applying the output of the AND gate to the inputs of the flip-flops, it is possible to get a
division by 1 1/2. The total effect of the circuit is division by two in 2 flip-flops and a division by 1 1/2
in one flip-flop, for an overall division by 6 of the total input frequency.
(2) Inputs to flip-flops and AND gate.
Module
Z2 ------------------------Z3 ------------------------Z1 (2A10) --------------Z6 ------------------------Z6 ------------------------Z6 -------------------------

Pin
3
3
3
5
7
10

Input signal
1,152 kc from flip-flop Z1 (2A8).
576 kc from flip-flop Z2.
384 kc from AND gate Z6.
192 kc from flip-flop Z1 (2A10).
384 kc from flip-flop Z3.
576 kc from flip-flop Z2.

(3) Outputs of divide-by-6 countdown chain. The main output from panel 2A8 for the divide-by-6
countdown chain is from pin 10 of flip-flop Z3 and is applied through buffer transistor Q5 as the TFF3
signal. This signal is applied to panel 2A10 through terminal 23 of jack J6 for application to flip-flop
Z1 for completion of the countdown function. The other signals produced by the countdown chain are
the TFF3 signal, which is applied from pin 2 of flip-flop Z3 through buffer transistor Q6 to terminal 21
of jack J9, and the TFF2 and TFF2 signals. The TFF2 signal is applied from pin 2 of flip-flop Z2
through buffer transistor Q7 to terminal 19 of jack J9. The TFF2 signal is applied from pin 10 of flipflop Z2 through buffer transistor Q8 to terminal 2 of jack J9. In addition to these outputs from the
panel, the TFF3 signal is also applied to pin 2 of pulse shaper Z9 and pin 3 of flip-flop Z7.
g. Synchronization of Countdown Chain. As the signal passes through the countdown process, undesirable
delays are introduced which could produce a phase shift between the input and output signals. To offset this
phase shift when a TD-352/U is operated as a slave unit, the externally produced sync in, signal is injected into
the countdown at various points. The sync in signal will reset the various flip-flops in the countdown-chain so
that the output is in phase with the sync in signal.
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(1) Origin of synchronizing signal. The synchronizing signal is taken from pin 1 of pulse amplifier Z4 and is
applied to the base of delay circuit transistor Q13.
(2) Delay circuit. The 576-kc train of negative-going pulses is applied from the emitter of transistor Q13
through resistor R23 to delay line DL1. The negative 4.5-volt signal travels down delay line DL1 and
arrives at the in terminal 0.1 µsec after leaving the out terminal. At this point, the in terminal is
shorted to ground. Since the characteristic impedance of the delay line is high, this will cause the
pulse to be reflected back down the delay line. The reflected pulses are inverted by the delay line and
arrive back at the out terminal as positive pulses delayed 0.1 µsec more than those at the in terminal
of the delay line. The pulses going into the out terminal are delayed a total of 0.2 µsec more than
those reflected back from the out terminal. The delayed signal is applied to buffer transistor Q14.
The output of the buffer is applied to diode CR6. At this point, the signal consists of alternately
negative and positive pulses with the positive going pulses occurring 0.2 µsec after the negative-going
pulses. Diode CR6 will only pass the positive-going pulses; therefore, only the delayed signal will
reach inverter transistor Q18, which is in the output circuit of the delay circuit. Diode CR7 acts as a
termination to insure that the negative-going signal is not passed through the circuit. The 0.2 µsec
delay produced by this circuit insures that enough time has elapsed in the countdown circuits before
they are reset by the synchronizing pulses. The delay circuit output is applied through inverter
transistor Q15 to pin 5 of pulse shaper Z5 (module 30, para 2-24). The negative-going input pulses to
the pulse shaper are inverted and spiked and applied to output pins 8 and 9. From pin 8, the pulses
are applied to pin 10 of flip-flop Z1, and from pin 9, they are applied to pin 10 of flip-flop Z2. These
pulses will reset the flip-flops at a 576-kc rate. The 576-kc rate will reset every other cycle of
operation of flip-flop Z1 and every cycle of operation of flip-flop Z2.
h. Development of FF12 Signal. The FF12 signal is developed by flip-flop Z7 (module 18, - para 2-20). Two
inputs are applied to flip-flop Z7: a 384-kc square wave signal from the emitter of buffer transistor Q6 is applied
to pin 3, and a 192-kc signal (TFF4) is applied from terminal 11 of jack J9 through diode CR13 to pin 8. The
output is a 192-kc signal taken from pins 1 and 2, which are tied together, and applied to terminal 31 of jack J9
as the FF12 signal. In addition, the signal is also supplied to gate transistor Q20.
i. Development of Shift 9 Signal. The shift 2 signal is developed in the gate circuit consisting of transistors
Q19 and Q20. The input to gate transistor Q20 is a 192-kc signal as developed in h above. The input to gate
transistor Q19 is the FF2 signal from buffer transistor Q8, which is first applied to pin 2 of pulse shaper Z8
(module 30, para 2-24) and then from pin 9 of the pulse shaper to transistor Q19 The two signals are gated
together, and the output of the gate circuit is applied to terminal 24 of jack J9 as the shift 2 signal.
j. Development of Parallel Shift Signal. The parallel shift signal is developed by the gate circuit consisting of
transistors Q21 and Q22. The input to gate transistor Q21 is a 192-kc signal from pin 1 1 of flip-flop Z7; this is
the complement of the 192-kc signal described in i above. The input to gate transistor Q22 is a 576-kc signal
from pin 9 of pulse shaper Z8. The two signals are gated together, and the output of the gate circuit is applied
through buffer transistors Q24 and Q25 to terminal 30 of jack J9 as the parallel shift signal.
k. Development of Coder Decision Signal. The coder decision signal is developed in the gate circuit
consisting of transistors Q27 and Q28 The input to gate transistor Q28 is the FF1 signal, which is a 1,152-kc
square wave taken from buffer transistor Q12. The input to gate transistor Q27 is the FF5B signal which is
applied externally to terminal 29 of jack J9. In the gate circuit, six pulses are blanked out of the 1,152-kc
square wave signal by each of the 192-kc square waves. The resultant signal consists of six pulses of the
1,152kc signal, then no signal for a period equivalent to six pulses of the 1,152-kc signal, after which this cycle
is repeated. The output of the gate signal is taken from the emitters of the gate transistors and applied to
terminal 22 of jack J9 as the coder decision signal.
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l. Development of Modem Timing Signal. The modem timing signal is developed from the 384-kc TFF3
signal. The 384-kc signal is applied from buffer transistor Q6 and to pin 2 of pulse shaper Z9 (module 30, para
2-24). The output of pulse shaper Z9 is a wavetrain of positive-going 384-kc pulses which are applied through
buffer transistor Q26 to terminal 28 of jack J9 as the modem timing signal.
2-43. Transmit Timing No. 2, Panel 1 A9
(fig. 6-61)
a. GeneraI. Transmit timing No. 2 panel 1A9 provides miscellaneous timing signals for the transmit section
of the TD-353/U. The procedures given in b through f below give a detailed description of how the various
outputs are formed. The interrelationships between the input and output signals are shown in figure 6-38. This
diagram helps explain the function of the panel in the transmit section of Multiplexer TD-353/U.
b. Development of Modem Timing Signal. The FF3B xmtr signal appearing at terminal 19 of jack J5 is
applied to pin 2 of the input of pulse shaper Z1 (module 30, para 2-24). -This signal is a 384-kc square wave;
its negative level triggers pulse shaper Z1. The output of the pulse shaper is taken from pin 9 and consists of
100-nanosecond positive-going pulses at a 384-kc rate. This signal is applied through buffer transistor Q1 to
terminal 22 of jack J5 as the modem timing signal.
c. Address Pulse and Auxiliary Address Circuit. The address pulse and aux address circuit consists of flipflop Z4 (module 18, para 2-20); flip-flop Z5 (module 09, para 2-15); AND gate diodes CR9, CR10, CR11, and
CR12; and buffer transistors Q6, Q7, Q8, Q9, Q10, and Q11.
(1) Development of address pulse output signal.
(a) The FF9 signal appearing at terminal 2 of jack J5 is fed through capacitor C6 and steering diode
CR7 to pin 5 of flip-flop Z4. This signal is an 8-kc square wave (C, fig. 2-31). Simultaneously, the
reshaped clock signal appearing at terminal 3 of jack J5 is fed through buffer transistor Q6,
capacitor C7, and steering diode ORB to pin 8 of flip-flop Z4. This signal is a 2,304-kc train of 100nanosecond positive-going pulses (A, fig. 2-31).
(b) The pulses at pins 5 and 8 of flip-flop Z4 drive the flip-flop, causing a train of positive-going pulses
(E, fig. 2-31) to appear at pin 10 and a complementary signal (D, fig. 2-31) to appear at pin 2 of the
flip-flop. The signal at pin 10 of the flip-flop is applied to terminal 14 of jack J5, where it is
designated as the address pulse signal, and to diode CR12. The signal at pin 2 of flip-flop Z4 is
applied to diode CR9, Diodes CR12 and CR9 are used in the aux address gate circuit described
below.
(2) Development of aux address output signal. The sampling clock signal appearing at terminal 15 of jack
J5 is fed to diodes CR10 and CR11 as a gate signal. This signal is a 2,304-kc train of 100nanosecond positive-going pulses (B, fig. 2-31).
(a) AND gate CR9, CR10, and R18. This circuit operates as a conventional AND gate, with the voltage
at the base of buffer transistor Q7 following the more negative gate input signal. The input signals
to diodes CR9 and CR10 (D and B, fig. 2-31) are gated, forming a train of 2,304-kc pulses having
one pulse blanked every 125 microseconds. This signal (G, fig. 2-31) appears at the base of buffer
transistor Q7 and is fed through transistor Q7 and capacitor C8 to pin 9 of flip flop Z5.
(b) AND gate CR11, CR12, and R19. This circuit also operates as a conventional AND gate, with the
voltage at the base of buffer transistor Q8 following the more negative gate input signal. The input
signals to diodes CR11 and CR12 (E and B, respectively, fig. 2-31) are gated, forming a train of 8kc pulses. This signal (F, fig. 2-31) appears at the base of buffer transistor Q8 and is fed through
transistor Q8 and capacitor C9 to pin 3 of flip-flop Z5.
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Figure 2-31. Panel 1A9, address pulse and aux address circuit idealized waveforms.
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(c) Flip-flop Z5. The pulses at pins 3 and 9 of flip-flop Z5 drive the flip-flop, causing a train of 8-kc
negative-going pulses to appear at pin 10. This pulse train is fed through a parallel circuit,
consisting of buffer transistors Q9 and Q10, to dc shifting network resistors R23 and R24 and
capacitor C10. The parallel transistors are required to provide adequate driving current for the
input circuit of of buffer transistor Q11. The pulse train is coupled from the emitter of buffer
transistor Q11 to terminal 18 of jack J5, where it is designated as the aux address signal (H, fig. 231).
d. Development of Transmit Pam (Even Channels) Signal. The FF4. input signal, a 192-kc square wave
appearing at terminal 29 of jack J5, is fed through buffer transistor Q12 to the base of inverter transistor Q13.
(1) When the FF4 input signal is at a negative peak (-4.5 volts), transistor Q13 is conducting. At this time,
any signal at terminal 30 of jack J5 is shorted to ground potential through transistor Q13. When the
FF4 input signal is at a positive peak (0 volt), transistor Q13 is cut off. At this time, any signal at
terminal 30 of jack J5 is unaffected by circuitry in panel 1A8.
(2) The collector of transistor Q13 is connected through terminal 30 of jack J5 to the pam samples from
the even numbered audio channels. These pam samples occur only when transistor Q13 is cut off.
This action helps eliminate unwanted channel crosstalk between adjacent even-numbered channels.
e. Development of Transmit Pam (Odd Channels) Signal. The FF4 input signal (opposite in polarity to TFF4)
is a 192-kc square wave and appears at terminal 28 of jack J5. It is fed through buffer transistor Q14 to the
base of inverter transistor Q15.
(1) When the FF4 input signal is at a negative peak (-4.5 volts), transistor Q15 is conducting. At this time,
any signal at terminal 31 of jack J6 is shorted to ground potential through transistor Q15. When the
FF4 input signal is at a positive peak (0 volt), transistor Q15 is cut off. At this time, any signal at
terminal 31 of jack J5 is unaffected by circuitry in panel 1A8.
(2) The collector of transistor Q15 is connected through terminal 30 of jack J5 to the pam samples from
the odd-numbered audio channels. These pam samples occur only when transistor Q15 is cut off.
This action helps eliminate unwanted channel crosstalk between adjacent odd-numbered channels.
f. Development of Transmit Address Timing Output Signal. The FF9 input signal, an 8-kc square wave
appearing at terminal 17 of jack J5, is fed through buffer transistor Q16 to terminal 16 of jack J5, where it is
designated as the transmit address timing signal.
2-44. Transmit Timing No. 2, Panel 2A9
(fig. 6-63)
a. General. Transmit timing No. 2 panel 2A9 provides miscellaneous timing signals for the transmit section
of the TD-353/U. The procedures given in b through e below give a detailed description of how the various
outputs are formed. The interrelationships between the input and output signals are shown in figure 6-33. This
diagram helps explain the function of the panel in the transmit section of Multiplexer TD-352/U.
b. Development of Shift No. 1 Signal. A 1,152-kc signal, designated TFF1, is applied from terminal 25 of jack
J7 to pin 2 of pulse shaper Z1 (module 30, para 2-24). The output of pulse shaper Z1 at pin 9 in conjunction
with gating transistor Q1 forms a wavetrain of five positive-going trigger pulses occurring at a group rate of 96
kc. This signal is applied to terminal 24 of jack J7 as the shift No. 1 signal. A 96-kc signal, designated T6, is
applied from terminal 27 of jack J7 to pin 5 of flip-flop Z3. A 96-kc signal, shifted in time from T6 and
designated T1, is applied from terminal 23 of jack J7 to pin 8 of flip-flop Z3. The output of Z3 at pin 10 is an
asymmetrical 96-kc gating signal. It is applied from the output of flip-flop Z3 to the base of Q1 to turn it on and
off. The application of the -4.5-volt gate signal from flip flop Z3 causes transistor Q1 to cut off for a period of
4.34 µsec. This allows five trigger pulses from pulse shaper Z1 to reach the shift No. 1 output terminal. The
gate signal then switches to 0-volt level, causing transistor Q1 to conduct for 6.06 µsec, blocking the next
seven trigger pulses from being applied to the output. The resultant output is a series of five positive-going
pulses at a 1,152-kc rate, having a group rate of 96 kc.
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c. Development of Timing Out, Sync Out Xmtr, and Sampling Clock Signals. A 576-kc signal (TFF2) is
applied from terminal 16 of J7 to pin 2 of pulse shaper Z2 (module 30, para 2-24). The output of pulse shaper
Z2 is a wavetrain of 576-kc positive-going trigger pulses appearing at pin 9. The output of pulse shaper Z2 is
applied to three circuit points to provide a variety of output signals as tasted below:
(1) Timing out signal. The signal from pin 9 of pulse shaper Z2 is applied through buffer transistor Q3 to
terminal 31 of jack J7, where it is designated as the timing out signal. When terminated in a 91-ohm
load, the output is a 576-kc signal of -2.0- to 0-volt pulses.
(2) Sync out xmtr signal. The signal from pin 9 of pulse shaper Z2 is applied through buffer transistor Q4
to terminal 7 of jack J7 and designated the sync out xmtr signal. This signal is the same as the timing
out signal.
(3) Sampling clock signal. The signal from pin 9 of pulse shaper Z2 is applied through buffer transistor Q8
to terminal 14 of jack J7, where it is designated as the sampling clock signal. It is used to retime the
pcm signal before transmission to external equipment.
d. Development of Address Pulse and Address Pulse Signals. A 192-kc signal, designated parallel shift, is
applied from terminal 30 of jack J7 to pin 5 of flip-flop Z4 (module 18, para 2-20). An 8-kc signal from gate
transistors Q10 and Q11 ((2) below) is applied to pin 8 of flip-flop Z4. The output from flip-flop Z4 appears at
pins 2 and 10. The output on pin 2 is a train of 8-kc positive going pulses 1.73 µsec wide, which are applied to
terminal 29 of jack J7 as the address pulse signal. The output on pin 10 is a train of 8-kc negative going pulses
(the complement of signal on pin 2), which are applied to terminal 18 as the address pulse signal.
(1) The parallel shift pulse has a repetition rate of 192 kc and is applied to pin 5 of Z4. This sets the flipflop output at pin 10 to a 0-volt level.
(2) The 8-kc signal applied to ipn 8 of flip flop Z4 is derived from a gate circuit consisting of transistors
Q10 and Q11. A signal designated M21 is applied from terminal 3 of jack J7 through inverter
transistor Q9 and diode CR7 to the base of gate transistor Q10 as one of the inputs. The FF5B signal
from terminal 1 of jack J7 is applied through diode CR6. to the base of transistor Q10. The TFF6
signal from terminal 13 of jack J7 is applied to buffer Q28 and then through diode CR9 to the base of
transistor Q10. The T1 signal from terminal 23 of jack J7 is applied to the base of transistor Q11.
These signals are gated together by transistors Q10 and Q11. the result is an 8-kc pulse occurring at
time T1’. This resets flip-flop Z4.
e. Development of 8 Kc Address Signal. An 8kc Signal. designated TFF9 is applied from terminal 22 of jack
J7 to buffer transistor Q24. The output of transistor Q24 is applied to terminal 26 of jack J7 and designated the
8-kc address signal.
2-45. Transmit Timing No. 3/Receive Timing No. 2, Panel 1A10
(fig. 6-65)
a. General. Transmit timing No. 3/receive timing No. 2 panel 1A10 divides the 384-kc modem timing signal
into various submultiple frequencies used in the transmit and receive sections of the TD-353/U. The prefixes T
and M (transmit and modulate) are used with the timing signal designators when the panel is used in the
transmit section of the multiplexer. The prefixes R and D (receive and demodulate) are used with the timing
signal designators when the panel is used in the receive section of the multiplexer. The frequencies of the
timing signals generated are: 192 kc, 96 kc, 48 kc, 24 kc, 16 kc, and 8 kc. The frequency division is
accomplished by a conventional countdown chain consisting of flip-flops Z1 through Z6 (module 18, para 2-20)
and associated gate circuits. Flip-flops Z1 through Z4 are divide by -2 circuits, and flip-flops Z5 and Z6 and the
sixth gate Q11. Q12) form a divide-by-3 circuit. The gate circuits and their associated buffer transistors (Q1
through Q12) are used to retime the outputs of each of the flip-flops after each frequency division. This is done
to prevent accumulation of delays in the countdown circuitry and to insure proper formation of the output signal
matrix. Procedures given in b through i below describe how the various outputs are formed. The
interrelationships between the input and output signals are shown in figure 6-38.
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b. Development of TFF4 (or RFF4) and TFF4 (or RFF4) Outputs. A 384-kc input pulse, designated modem
timing, is applied through terminal 29 of jack J13 to the of buffer transistor of each gate circuit and also to pin 3
of flip-flop Z1. flip flop Z1 (module 18, para 2-20) divides the input frequency by a factor of 2. The output, pin
2, is applied to terminal 14 of jack J13 as the TFF4 (or RFF4) signal. The complement of this signal is obtained
from pin 10 of flip-flop Z1, and is applied to terminal 27 of jack J13 as the ( TFF2) (or RFF4) signal. The TFF4
(or RFF4) signal is also applied to each OR gate (diodes CR1, CR3, CR6, CR10, and CR15) and to gate
transistor Q2. The signals from pins 2 and 10 of flip-flop Z1 are also applied to pins 9 and 15, respectively, of
diode matrix Z9.
c. Development of TFF6 (or RFF5) and, TFF5 or RFF5) Outputs. When coincidence occurs in the first gate
(transistor Q2), a 192-kc pulse is produced at the junction of the emitter of transistor Q1 and the collector of
transistor Q2. This signal is applied to pin 3 of flip-flop Z2. Flip-flop Z2 (module 18, para 2-20) divides the
input by 2 and applies a 96-kc signal from pin 2 of the flip-flop to terminal 17 of jack J13. This is designated as
the TFF5 (or RFF5) signal. The complement of this signal appears at pin 10 and is applied to terrninal 20 of
jack J13 as the TFF3 (or RFF5) signal. The signal from pin 10 is also applied to each OR gate (diodes CR2,
CR4, CR7, CR11 and CR16). The signals from pins 2 and 10 are also applied to pins 11 and 12, respectively,
of diode matrix Z9.
d. Development of TFF6 (or RFF5) Output. When coincidence occurs in the second gate (transistor Q4), a
96-kc pulse is produced at the junction of the emitter of transistor Q3 and the collector of transistor Q4. This
signal is applied to pin 3 of flip-flop Z3. Flip-flop Z3 (module 18, para 2-20) divides the input by 2 and applies a
48-kc signal from pin 10 of the flip-flop to terminal 21 of jack J13, where it is designated as the TFF6 (or RFF6)
signal. This signal is also applied to OR gate diodes CR5, CR6. CR12, and CR17. The signals from pins 2
and 10 are also applied to pins 14 and 13, respectively, of diode matrix Z9.
e. Development of TFF8 (or RFF8) Output. When coincidence occurs in the third gate (transistor Q6), a 48kc signal is produced at the junction of the emitter of transistor Q5 and the collector of transistor Q6. This
signal is applied to pin 3 of flip-flop Z4. Flip-flop Z4 (module 18, para 2-20) divides the input by 2 and applies a
24-kc signal from pin 10 of the flip-flop to the third and fourth OR gates (diodes CR9 and CR13). The
complement of this signal is applied from pin 2 of the flip-flop to the fifth OR gate (CR19). The signals from
pins 2 and 10 are also applied to pins 9 and 15, respectively, of diode matrix Z7. When coincidence occurs in
the fourth gate (transistor Q8), a 24-kc signal is produced at the junction of the emitter of transistor Q7 and the
collector of transistor Q8. This signal is applied to pin 3 of flip-flop Z5. The 8-kc signal from the last gate (f
below) is also applied to flip-flop Z5 (module 18, para 2-20) through capacitor C11 and diode CR21. Normally,
a 12-kc signal would be developed at the output of flip-flop Z5. However, the feedback signal applied to pin 5
causes a wavetrain of nonidentical pulses with alternate negative-going edges having a period of 16 kc. This
output is applied from pin 2 of flip-flop Z5 to terminal 5 of jack J13, where it is designated as the FFF8 (or
RFF8) signal. This signal is also applied to pin 11 of diode matrix Z7. The complement of this signal is applied
from pin 10 of the flip-flop to the last two OR gates (CR14 and CR18).
f. Development of TFF9 (or RFF9) and TFF9 (or RFF9) Outputs. When coincidence occurs in the fifth gate
(transistor Q10), a 16-kc pulse is produced at the junction of the emitter of transistor Q9 and the collector of
transistor Q10. This signal is applied to pin 3 of flip-flop Z6. The 8-kc fixed-phase output of the last gate
(transistor Q12) is also applied to flip-flop Z6 through pin 8, to insure that the output is the correct phase. Flipflop Z6 (module 18, para 2-20) divides the input by 2 and applies an 8-kc pulse from pin 2 of the flip-flop to
terminal 11 of jack J13, where it is designated as the TFF9 (or RFF9) signal. This signal is also applied to the
last OR gate (diode CR20). The complement of this signal is applied from. pin 10 of the flip-flop to terminal 9
of jack J13 and is designated TFF9 (or RFF9). This signal is also applied to pin 13 of diode matrix Z7.
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g. Development of M21 Through M26 (or D21 Through D26) Signals. Diode matrix Z7 (module 17, para 219) accepts six-inputs (two each from flip-flops Z4, Z5, and Z6) and combines them in a matrix of six 3-input
AND gates. The output of each gate is a wavetrain of 20.8-µsec positive going pulses occurring at an 8-kc rate.
The pulses in the different outputs occur in sequence starting with signal M21 or D21 (that is, the leading edge
of M22 or D22 occurs at the time of the trailing edge of M21 or D21, etc.). From diode matrix Z7, the M21 or
D21 and M23 or D23 pulses. are applied to the output terminals through buffer transistors Q14 and Q13,
respectively. The M22 or D22, M24 or D24, M25 or D25 and M26 or D26 signals are fed through buffer module
Z8 (module 15, para 2-17) to the output. The outputs and
their terminals are listed below:
Designation
Diode matrix
Jack 13 output
Z7 output pin
terminal
M21 or D21 --------8
13
M22 or D22 --------1
1
M23 or D23 --------7
12
M24 or D24 --------3
4
M25 or D25 --------5
10
M26 or D26 --------4
7
h. Development of M11 Through M18 (or D11 Through D18) Signals. Diode matrix Z9 (module 16, para 218) accepts six inputs (two each from flip-flops Z1, Z2, and Z3) and combines them in a matrix of eight 3-input
AND gates.
(1) The matrix outputs at pins 2 through 7 are wavetrains of 2.375-µsec pulses occurring at a 48-kc rate.
The pulses in these wavetrains occur in sequence and are 225 µsec apart.
(2) The matrix outputs at pins 1 and 8 are wavetrains of 2.6-µsec, positive-going pulses occurring at a 48kc rate. Pulses in these wavetrains occur in sequence. When the trailing edge of a pulse at pin 8
occurs, the leading edge of the pulse at pin 1 occurs.
(3) Six of the eight matrix outputs (pins 2 through 7) are also gated with an additional signal by diodes
CR23 through CR28. When panel 1A10 is used in the receive section of the TD-353/U, this additional
signal is a train of 225-nanosecond, negative-going pulses occurring at a 384-kc rate. The signal
appears at terminal 8 of jack J13 and is designated as the modem gate timing signal. When this panel
is used in the transmit section of the TD-353/U, terminal 8 of jack J13 is grounded.
(4) The eight outputs from diode matrix Z9 are applied through buffer modules Z10 and Z11 (module 15,
para 2-17) to the terminals listed below:
Diode
Jack J13
Designation
matrix Z9
Buffer
output
output pin
terminal
M or D11 ---------------8
Z10
26
M or D12 ---------------1
Z11
16
M or D13 ---------------7
Z10
25
M or D14 ---------------2
Z11
16
M or D15 ---------------6
Z10
24
M or D16 ---------------3
Z11
18
M or D17 ---------------5
Z10
22
M or D18 ---------------4
Z11
19
i. Development of M11 and M12 Outputs. The M11 and M12 signals are identical with the D'11 and D'12
outputs except that the pulses in the M11 and M12 trains are 2.375 µsec in duration versus 2.6 µsec for M’11
and M’12. The leading edges of the M11 and M12 outputs are synchronous with the leading edges of pulses in
the D’11 and M’12 outputs.
(1) Development of M11 Output. The M11 signal is developed by gating the M'11 signal, with the 384-kc
modem gate timing signal appearing at signal terminal 8 of jack J13. This is accomplished by gate
Z12 (module 35, para 2-28). The resultant signal is applied from pin 3 of gate Z12 to terminal 3 of
jack J13 and designated M11.
(2) Development of. M12 Output. The M12 signal is developed by gating the M'12 signal with the 384-kc
modem timing gate appearing at terminal 8 of jack J13.
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This is accomplished by gate Z12 (module 35, para 2-28). The resultant signal is applied from pin 8 of
gate Z12 to terminal 6 of jack J13 and designated M12.
2-46. Transmit Timing No. 3/Receive Timing No. 2, Panel 2A10
(fig. 6-67)
a. General. Transmit timing No. 3/receive timing No. 2 panel 2A10 divides the 384-kc modem timing signal
into various submultiple frequencies used in the transmit and receive sections of the TD-352/U. The prefixes T
and M (transmit and modulate) are used with the timing signal designators when the panel is used in the
transmit section of the multiplexer. The prefixes R and D (receive and demodulate) are used with the timing
signal designators when the panel is used in the receive section of the multiplexer. The frequencies of the
timing signals generated are: 192 kc, 96 kc, 48 kc, 24 kc, 16 kc, and 8 kc. The frequency division is
accomplished by a conventional countdown chain consisting of flip-flops Z1 through Z6 (module 18, para 2-20)
and associated gate circuits. Flip-flops Z1 through Z4 are divide-by-2 circuits. Flip flops Z5 and Z6 and the
sixth gate (Q12) form a divide-by-3 circuit. The gate circuits and their associated buffers (transistors Q1
through Q12) are used to retime the outputs of each of the flip-flops after each frequency division. This is done
to prevent accumulation of delays in the countdown circuitry and to insure proper formation of the output signal
matrix. The circuits on panel 2A10 are essentially the same as the circuits described for panel 1A10 in
paragraph 2-45, except for the use of different signal designations and the deletion of some circuits because
there are fewer channels in the TD-352/U. The interrelationships between the input and output signals are
shown in figure 6-33.
b. Development of TFF4 (or RFF4) and TFF4 (or RFF4) Outputs. The TFF4 (or RFF4) signal and its
complement, TFF4 (or RFF4), are developed as described in paragraph 2-45b.
c. Development of TFF5 (or RFF5) and TFF5 (or RFF5) Outputs. The TFF5 (or RFF5) signal and its
complement, TFF5 (or RFF5), are developed as described in paragraph 2-45c.
d. Development of TFF6 (or RFF6) and TFF6 (or RFF6) Outputs. The TFF6 (or RFF6) signal is developed
in the manner as described in paragraph 2-45d. Its complement, the TFF6 (or RFF6) signal, appears at pin 2
of flip-flop Z3 and is applied to terminal 19 of jack J13.
e. Development of TFF8 (or RFF8) Output. The TFF8 (or RFF8) signal is developed as described in
paragraph 2-45e.
f. Development of TFF9 (or RFF9) and TFF9 (or RFF9) Outputs. The TFF9 (or RFF9) signal and its
complement, TFF9 (or RFF9) are developed as described in paragraph 2-45f.
g. Development of M21 through M26 (or D21 through D26) Outputs. The M21 through M26 (or D21 through
D26) signals are developed as described in paragraph 2-45g.
h. Development of M11 and M12 Outputs. The M11 and M12 signals are wavetrains of 5.2-µsec of positivegoing pulses occurring at a 48-kc rate. The pulses of M11 occur midway between the pulses M12; therefore,
the two signals are not in phase. The M11 and M12; signals are developed as follows:
(1) Development of M11 Output. A 96-kc output from pin 11 of flip-flop Z2 and a 48-kc output from pin 11
of flip-flop Z3 are gated in diode AND gate CR23 and CR24. The output of the AND gate is applied
through buffer transistor Q14 to terminal 24 of jack J13 and designated M11.
(2) Development of M12 Output. A 96-kc output from pin 11 of flip-flop Z2 and a 48-kc output from pin 1
of flip-flop Z3 are gated in diode AND gate CR21 and CR22. The output of the AND gate is applied
through buffer transistor Q13 to terminal 25 and designated M11 or D12.
2-47. Noise Generator, Panel 1A11/2A11
(fig. 6 69)
a. General. Noise generator panel 1A11/2A11 provides a clipped, random-noise output signal containing
frequencies from below 15 to above 500 kc and with amplitude peaks between 0 and -4.5 volts. The circuit
consists of a noise source Q1, an eight stage amplifier (Q2 through Q9), and an output circuit (Q10, Q11, and
Q12). The interrelationships between the input and output signals are shown in figures 6-33 and 6-38. These
diagrams help describe the function of panel 1A11/2A11 in the transmit section of Multiplexers TD-352/U and
TD-353/U.
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b. Operating Principles. Noise source buffer transistor Q1 operates as a conventional grounded-collector
amplifier. Noise voltage, produced by normal conduction through transistor Q1 and resistor R1, is applied to an
eight stage amplifier consisting of transistors Q2 through Q9. The total gain of the amplifier is 120 decibels
(db), and the output at the emitter of Q9 is a noise signal with amplitude of about 7 volts peak to peak.
Coupling capacitor C7, between the second and third stages of the amplifier, provides amplitude equalization
and high-pass filtering for the noise signal. Diodes CR1 and CR2 prevent possible damage to polarized
capacitors C19 and C24, respectively, if the wrong voltage is applied to them from a defective transistor. The
output from the eight stage amplifier is applied to a differential amplifier consisting of transistors Q10 and Q11.
Here, the random noise signal is amplified and clipped to a peak-to-peak amplitude ranging between (0 and 4.5 volts. This signal is buffered by transistor Q12 and then applied to terminal 19 of jack J5, where it is
designated as the clipped noise signal.
2-48. Receive Input and Framing, Panel 1A12/2A12
(fig. 6-70)
a. General. Panel 1A12/2A12 is used in the receive input section of both the TD-352/U and TD-353/U.
When a difference exists in pulse repetition rates, frequencies, voltages, or figure references depending on
whether the panel is used in Multiplexer TD-352/U or TD-353/U, the information for the TD-353/U is given first,
followed by a parenthetic reference to the TD352/U. During 48-channel (12-channel) operation, the panel
receives and regenerates a single pcm binary train. During 96-channel (24 channel) operation, the panel
receives, separates, and regenerates two interleaved 48-channel (12 channel) pcm binary trains. The panel
also generates a skip pulse that is applied to panel 1A13 (2A13) to frame the locally generated receiver timing
signals with the incoming pcm. Panel 1A12/2A12 also generates signals used in the framing alarm circuits of
panel 1A16/2A16. The interrelationships between the input and output signals are shown in figure 6-41 (fig.
636). These diagrams help describe the function of 1A12/2A12 panel in the receive section of the two
multiplexers.
b. Separation of Pcm. The pcm in signal is applied to panel 1A12/2A12 at terminal 14 of jack J11. The pcm
in signal has the rates and pulse widths listed in the chart below. From terminal 14, the pcm in signal is applied
to pin 7 of sampler modules Z1, Z3, and Z5 (module 08, para 2-14). The timing signal for sampler Z1 appears
at terminal 18 of jack J11. and is designated timing A. This signal consists of a train of positive-going spike
pulses with a rate of 2,304 kc (576 kc) and is applied, through dc shifting network resistors R1 and R2 and
capacitor C1, to the base of inverter transistor Q1. Transistor Q1 inverts the signal and applies the output to
pin 2 of sampler Z1. The timing signal for sampler Z3 appears at terminal 2 of jack J11. and is designated
timing B. The timing A and timing B signals are similar, except for their phase relationship; timing B signal
pulses occur halfway between the pulses of the timing A signal, or approximately 0.22 , µsec (0.87 µsec) after
the pulses of the timing A signals. The timing A and timing B signals sample the same pulse in 48-channel (12channel) operation; however, only the output of the timing A circuit is used. In 96-channel 24 channel
operation, the timing A signal samples the pulses in one binary train, while the timing B signal samples the
pulses in the other train of the interleaved pair. The timing for sampler Z5 is discussed in e(2) below.
Number of
Pulse width
Rate (kc)
channels operating
( sec)
12
576
1.73
24
1,152
.87
48
2,304
.43
96
4,608
.22
c. Development of Sampled Pcm and Pcm to Aux Outputs. The outputs of sampler Z1 are the pcm logic 1
pulses (pin 10) and the logic 0 pulses (pin 6). These outputs are present only during the time that the timing A
signal is present at pin 2. When this occurs, these outputs are applied to pins 9 and3 of flip-flop Z2 (module 09,
para 2-15). In flip flop Z2, the logic 1 and logic 0 pulses are used to regenerate the binary train. The
regenerated output is applied from pin 10 of flip-flop Z2 through buffer transistor Q4 to terminal 10 of jack J11
where it is designated as the sampled pcm signal. The regenerated output from pin 10 is also applied to the
bases of output driver transistors Q2 and Q3. The output of these transistors, connected in parallel to increase
the current-carrying capacity of the circuit, is applied through a dc-shifting network to the base of output buffer
transistor Q5. The output of transistor Q5 is applied to terminal 4 of jack J11, where it is designated as the pcm
to aux signal.
Change 3
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d. Development of Alt Pcm Out Output. The output of sampler Z3 is developed the same as the output of
sampler Z1, with the exception that the output of sampler Z3 is delayed 0.2 µsec by delay line DL1. This output
is applied to terminal 1 of jack J11 and is designated as the alt pcm out signal.
e. Development of Skip-Pulse Output. Panel 1A12/2A12 contains a circuit for framing the receive timing
section of the multiplexer to the incoming pcm signal. This function is controlled by a skip-pulse circuit which is
described in (1) through (4) below.
(1) General. The sampler circuit will select the correct binary train of an interleaved pair only when its
timing signal is correctly phased with the incoming pcm signal. A skip pulse generated in panel
1A12/2A12 is used to shift the timing signals generated in panel 2A13 1A13 until correct phasing is
attained. The skip pulse is developed in an exclusive OR circuit by comparing a constant reference
signal with the pcm address signal. Circuit operation is normal when the reference signal is of
opposite phase to the address signal. When an out-of-phase condition exists, the circuit will generate
skip pulses until the correct address pulse is found. This circuit is described in more detail in (3)
below. The output of the exclusive OR circuit is applied to the skip-pulse gating circuit ((4) below) as
a negative error signal. The other input to this circuit is an 8-kc reference signal derived from the FF9
signal. The gate circuit passes the 8-kc reference signal whenever 8 or 10 consecutive error signals
are present. In addition, an alarm control signal is generated by applying the signal from the skippulse gate circuit to control a differential amplifier, the output of which is applied through an inverter to
terminal 29 of jack J11. ((4) below). The complement of the reference signal applied to the exclusive
OR circuit is also applied through a buffer transistor to terminal 5 of jack J11. as the alarm timing
signal ((4) below).
(2) Inputs to exclusive OR circuit.
(a) Address signal input. The pcm in signal from terminal 14 of jack J11. is applied to pin 7 of sampler
Z6 (module 08, para 2-14). The other input to the sampler is the timing C signal which consists of
positive-going 8-kc spikes. This signal is applied from terminal 19 of jack J11. through pulse
shaper Q27 to buffer transistor Q26. The pulse shaper transistor sharpens the timing C signal and
removes any noise spikes. The output of buffer transistor Q26 is applied to pin 2 of sampler Z6
through inverter Q21. The output of buffer Q26 is also applied to terminal 20 of jack J11. and
designated as the receive address signal (b) below). In sampler Z6, the 8-kc timing pulses sample
the pcm signal until the address pulses are found. The outputs of sampler Z5 appear at pins 6 and
10 and are applied to pins 9 and 3, respectively, of flip-flop Z6 (module 09, para 2-15). Flip-flop Z6
produces a 4-kc square wave when the transmit and receive sections are operating with a 4-kc
address and the receive section is in frame. Flip-flop Z6 produces a 2-kc square wave if the
transmit and receive sections are operating with a 2-kc address and the receiver is in frame. If the
receive section is not in frame, with either address, the output of Z5 will be a train of random
rectangular pulses. The output of flip flop Z6 is taken from pin 10 and is applied to buffer transistor
Q22 as one of the inputs to the exclusive OR gate.
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(b) Reference signal input. The constant reference signal for the exclusive OR circuit is a 2-kc or 4-kc
signal, depending on the position of ADDRESS switch S8, mounted on the service facility panel. If
the desired pcm signal contains a 2-kc address signal, the ADDRESS switch is operated to the
SLAVE position. If the desired pcm signal contains a 4-kc address, the ADDRESS switch is
operated to the MASTER position. When the ADDRESS switch is in the MASTER position, the 8kc train of positive going output pulses from terminal 20 of jack J11 (receive address signal) is
applied back into terminal 8 of jack J11 through the external ADDRESS switch. From terminal 8,
the 8-kc receive address signal (now called 4-kc RCVR address) is applied to pins 3 and 9 of flipflop Z8 (module 09, para 2-15). Flip-flop Z8 develops a 4-kc square wave at pin 2 and a
complementary signal at pin 10. The output from pin 2 is applied to buffer transistor Q25 as the
reference input to the exclusive OR gate. The complementary signal on pin 10 is applied through
buffer transistor Q28 to terminal 5 of jack J11 as the alarm timing signal. When the ADDRESS
switch is in the SLAVE position, the 8-kc receive address signal output from terminal 20 of jack J11
is applied through the external ADDRESS switch back into terminal 9 of jack J11. From terminal 9,
the signal (now called 2-kc rcvr address) is applied to pins 3 and 9 of flip-flop Z7 (module 09). Flipflop Z7 produces a 4-kc square wave (at pin 2), which is applied through diodes CR13 and CR14 to
pins 2 and 10 of flip-flop Z8. Flip-flop Z8 then divides the 4-kc input by 2 and applies a 2-kc signal
from pin 2 of the flip-flop to buffer transistor Q25 as the reference input to the exclusive OR circuit.
(3) Operation of exclusive OR circuit. As described in (2) above, the inputs to the exclusive OR circuit are
an address signal and a constant reference signal. These signals are applied to buffer transistors Q22
and Q25, respectively. The exclusive OR circuit, consisting of transistors Q23 and Q24, produces an
output signal of -4.5 volts only when the two input signals are in phase. When the signals are out of
phase, the output is 0 volt. When the two inputs from buffer transistors Q22 and Q25 are both at a 0volt level, both transistors in the exclusive OR circuit are cut off; because there is no current flow, the
collectors are at a -4.5-volt level. This level is applied through buffer transistor Q15 as the output. If
both inputs to Q22 and Q25 are at a -4.5volt level, the transistors in the exclusive OR circuit will be
cut off. This happens because the input to the base of each transistor is also applied to the emitter of
the other transistor, biasing the transistors into cutoff, and the signal applied to the bases is not
sufficient to make the transistors conduct. In this case, the output at the collectors is again at -4.5
volts. If one input is at a 0-volt level and the other is at a -4.5volt level, one transistor will conduct and
the other will be cut off. The current flow through the conducting transistor will cause the collectors of
the exclusive OR gate to go to the 0-volt level, which is applied to buffer transistor Q15. A summary
of these exclusive OR circuit conditions follows:
Address input,
base of Q22
0
-4.5
-4.5
0

Reference input,
base of Q25
-4.5
0
-4.5
0

Collectors output,
Q23 and Q24
0
0
-4.5
-4.5
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(4) Skip-pulse gating circuit. The output circuit used to develop the skip pulse consists of AND gate diodes
CR6 and CR7; buffer transistors Q14, Q15, and Q17; inverter transistor Q16; storage capacitor C17;
and differential amplifier transistors Q18 and Q19. The output of the exclusive OR circuit represents
one single error. Since single random errors would continually tend to drive the unit into the alarm
condition, the skip pulse is produced only after 8 or 10 consecutive errors. Random errors do not
appreciably affect the operation of the unit, but if 8 or 10 errors occur, the unit is definitely out-offrame. The circuit controlling this function operates as follows. The negative-going output of the
exclusive OR circuit is applied through buffer transistor Q15 to storage capacitor C17. The stored
voltage on the capacitor controls the operation of differential amplifier Q18, Q19, which controls the
output of AND gate diodes CR6 and CR7. The two inputs to the AND gate diodes are the error signal
from the exclusive OR circuit (applied through transistor Q15 to AND gate diode CR7) and the RFF9
signal (applied to AND gate diode CR6 through the following circuit). The RFF9 signal is an 8-kc
pulse which is applied from terminal 17 of jack J11 to buffer transistor Q11. The output of - transistor
Q11 is applied through buffer transistor Q12 to pulse shaper Q13. The output of pulse shaper Q13 is
a train of 8-kc spikes and is applied through buffer transistor Q14 to AND gate diode CR6. The AND
gate diodes pass the 8-kc spike pulse signal to the base of buffer transistor Q26 when the negative
error signal is present. When the error signal is applied to the AND gate, it is also applied to capacitor
C17. If the error is a single pulse, capacitor C17 will not charge to a sufficient level to drive normally
cutoff differential amplifier transistor Q18 into conduction, and the charge on C17; will leak off.
However, if there is a train of 8 to 10 error pulses, the resulting charge on capacitor C17 will drive
transistor Q18 into conduction. When this occurs, transistor Q16 (in series with Q18) will also conduct,
passing the error signal applied to its base to output buffer transistor Q17. The signal at the emitter of
transistor Q17 is applied to terminal 25 of jack J11 and is designated as the skip-pulse signal. The
complement of the control signal from the differential amplifier is applied from the collector of
transistor Q19, through inverter transistor Q20, to terminal 29 of jack J11 where it is designated as the
alarm control signal.
2-49. Receive Timing No. 1, Panel 1A13
(fig. 6-72)
a. General. Panel 1A13 provides timing signals for the receive section of the TD-353/U. The main input to
the panel is the timing in signal which appears at terminal 1 of jack J6 and consists of a 2,304-kc train of
positive-going spike pulses. The timing signals supplied by panel 1A13 are developed from this signal and the
skip pulse (terminal 15) and receive address (terminal 10) signals discussed in b through f below. The
interrelationships between the input and output signals are shown in figure 6-41.
b. Skip-Pulse Circuit.
(1) The timing in signal is applied to the base of buffer transistor Q1 and inverter transistor Q2. The output
of transistor Q1 is detected by (?R4 and CR6 and applied to terminal 9 of jack J6 as the timing in
monitor signal. The output of transistor Q2 is applied through delay circuit L3, L4 to pin 2 of pulse
shaper Z3 (module 30, para 2-24). The output appearing at pin 9 of module Z3 is a 2,304-kc positivegoing spike pulse signal and is applied to the bases of gate transistors Q4 and Q11. The output
appearing at pin 3 of pulse shaper Z5 is a 2,304-kc negative-going spike pulse signal and is applied to
pin 2 of pulse shaper Z5 (module 30) through delay line DL1. The delay line introduces a 0.2-µsec
delay in the negative-going signal, causing it to occur approximately midway between the pulses of
the positive-going signal.
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Figure 2-32. Delayed/undelayed timing signal gate circuit.
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The output of pulse shaper Z6 is applied from pin 9 to the bases of gate transistors Q7 and Q8.
Transistors Q4 through Q8 effectively operate as a double-pole, double-throw switch (fig. 2-32), which
delivers the output of pulse shapers' Z3 and Z5 to pulse shapers Z4 and Z6.
(2), The gate circuit, consisting of transistors Q4 through Q11. acts to automatically shift the timing back a
half bit (0.2 µsec) each time the circuit receives a skip pulse. A skip pulse is applied to the panel
when the unit drops out of frame (para 2-48e). By dropping the timing back a half bit, the square wave
address signal developed by the timing pulses is shifted along its base. The process repeats itself
until the resulting address signal coincides' with the pcm train. The shifting of the timing train is
accomplished by applying the undelayed and delayed timing signals from modules Z3 and Z5 to the
gate circuit, which applies them to the two output circuits and interchanges them each time a skip
pulse is applied to the gate circuit.
(3) The skip-pulse signal is applied to the panel through terminal 15 of jack J6 to pulse amplifier Z1
(module 33, para 2-27). The output of module Z1 appears at pin 9 and is applied to pin 3 of flip flop
Z2 (module 18, para 2-20). This signal is positive-going and controls the state of the flip-flop. In one
state, the signal causes a positive voltage to appear at pin 2 and a negative voltage to appear at pin
10. The positive voltage is applied to the bases of transistors Q5 Q6 and cuts them off. When
transistors Q5 and Q6 are cut off, transistors Q4 and Q7 conduct. The negative voltage at pin 10 of
flip-flop Z2 is applied to the bases of transistors Q9 and Q10, turning them on. When transistors Q9
and Q10 are conducting, transistors Q8 and Q11 are cut off. In this condition (A, fig. 2-32), transistors
Q4 and Q7 act as emitter followers. Transistor Q4 passes the undelayed timing signal through
inverter Q15 to pulse shaper Z6, and transistor Q7 passes the delayed timing signal through inverter
Q13 to pulse shaper Z4. When the next skip pulse changes the state of flip-flop Z2 so that pin 2 is
negative and pin 10 is positive, transistors Q5 and Q6 will conduct, turning transistors Q4 and Q7 off.
Transistors Q8 and Q10 will be turned off and transistors Q8 and Q11 will be turned on. The
undelayed timing signal will therefore be conducted to pulse shaper Z4 and the delayed signal to pulse
shaper Z6 (B. fig. 2-32).
(4) One of the outputs of the gating circuit is applied to inverter transistor Q13, and one is applied to
inverter transistor Q16. The output from inverter transistor Q13 is applied through buffer transistor
Q14 to terminal 17 of jack J6 and is designated as the decoder clock signal. In addition, the output of
transistor Q14 is applied to pin 2 of pulse shaper Z4 (module 30, para 2-24). The output of module Z4
appears at pin 9 and is applied through buffer transistor Q15 to terminal 18 FF4 jack J6, where it is
designated as the receive aux clock signal. Also, the output of module Z4 is applied to terminal 22 of
jack J6 as the timing A signal and to pin 2 on gate modules Z10 and Z11 (module 23, para 2-22). The
output from inverter transistor Q16 is applied to pin 2 of pulse shaper Z6 (module 30, para 2-24). The
output of module Z6 appears at pin 9 and is applied through transistor Q17 to terminal 2 of jack J6,
where it is designated as the sync out rcvr signal. The output of module Z6 is also applied to terminal
19 of jack J6 as the timing B signal and to pins 3 and 9 of flip-flop Z7 (module 09, para 2-15).
c. Development of address Digit Gate Signal. The address digit gate signal is produced by gating the M17
and M26 signals together in an AND gate consisting of diodes CR24 and CR23. The M17 signal is applied to
terminal 26 of jack J6 and consists of a train of 48-kc positive-going pulses, 2.6-µsec wide. The D26 signal
consists of a train of 8-kc positive-going pulses, 20.8-µsec wide. The result of the gating action is that the 8-kc
pulse blanks out five of every six FF4 the 48-kc pulses. The resulting positive-going signal is applied to the
base of inverter transistor Q18. The output of inverter transistor Q18 is applied through buffer transistor Q29 to
terminal 24 of jack J6 and is designated as the address digit gate signal. The output of transistor Q18 is also
applied to pin 11 of module Z10.
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d. Divide-By-6 Countdown Chain. Flip-flops Z7, Z8, and Z9 operate in conjunction with AND inhibitor Z12 as
a divide-by-6 countdown chain. The countdown chain operates similar to the one described in paragraph 2-42f.
The input to the countdown chain is 2,304 kc, and a 384-kc output is taken from pin 2 of flip-flop Z9. This
signal is applied through buffer transistor Q26 to terminal 21 of jack J6 and designated as the 384-kc s.w.
signal. The signal from pin 10 of flip-flop Z8 is applied through buffer transistor Q24 to terminal 20 of jack J6
and designated as the RFF2B signal Other outputs of the countdown chain are described in e end f below.
e. Development of Timing C Signal. The timing C signal is developed by gate Z10 (module 23, para 2-22).
The output of gate Z10, pin 4, is applied through buffer transistor Q28 to terminal 30 of jack J6 and is
designated as the timing C signal. This signal consists of a wavetrain of positive going spike pulses at an 8-kc
rate. The chart below shows the source of the inputs to gate Z10.
Input
pin of
gate
Z10
384-kc square wave
Pin 10, flip-flop Z9 a
8
768-kc rectangular wave Pin 2, flip-flop Z8 a
9
1,152-kc square wave
Pin 10, fllp-flop Z7 a
10
Address digit gate
Inverter transistor Q18
11
2,304-kc spike pulses
Pin 9, pulse shaper Z4
2
a
Through associated buffer transistors shown in figure 6-72.
Signal

Source

f. Development of Matrix FF4 Signal. The matrix FF4 signal is developed by gate Z11 (module 23, para 222). Matrix FF4 signal is a series of narrow pulses which occur at a 384-kc rate. The chart below shows the
source of the inputs to gate Z11.
Input
pin of
gate
Z10
1,152-kc square wave
Pin 2, flip-flop Z7 a
8
768-kc rectangular wave Pin 2, flip-flop Z8 a
9
384-kc square wave
Pin 10, fllp-flop Z9 a
10
2,304-kc spike pulses
Pin 9, pulse shaper Z4
2
a
Through associated buffer transistors shown in figure 6-72.
Signal

Source

2-50. Receive Timing No. 1, Panel 2A13
(fig. 6-74)
a. General. Panel 2A13 provides tuning signals for the receive section of Multiplexer TD-362/U. The
interrelationships of the input and output signals are shown in figure 8-38.
b. Basic Timing Signal Input. Most of the timing signals generated by panel 2A13 are developed from the
timing in signal which appears at terminal 2 of jack J6 and consists of a 576-kc train of positive-going spike
pulses. This signal is applied to delay line DL1 as described in c below. It is also applied through resistor R1 to
a peak detector where a dc monitoring signal is developed. This signal is applied to terminal 23 of jack J6
where it is designated as the timing in monitor signal.
c. Development and Phasing of 1,152-kc Pulse. The 576-kc timing in signal is applied to delay line DL1
where a 0.2-µsec delay is introduced. The output of delay line DL1 is coupled through capacitors C3 and C4 to
the base of inverter transistor Q1. The output of transistor Q1 is coupled through capacitor C5 to the base of
delay circuit transistor Q2. Transistor Q2 conducts each time a pulse is applied to its base, producing positivegoing pulses at its collector.
(1) Frequency doubling. The positive-going pulses at the collector of transistor Q2 cause current to flow in
delay line DL2. Diode CR4 presents an open circuit to the negative reflections of the output of delay
DL2. The positive reflections from delay DL2, however, join the original signal, therefore doubling the
frequency. The resultant output is an 1,152-kc train of positive-going spike pulses, coupled through
capacitor C6 to the base of inverter transistor Q3.
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(2) Pulse shaper Z1. The pulses at the base of transistor Q3 are amplified, inverted, and applied to pin 2
of pulse shaper Z1 (module 30, para 2-24). Pulse shaper Z1 produces a train of 1,152-kc positive
going spike pulses at pin FF2B During normal operation, inhibitor transistor Q4 is shut off and permits
the output of pulse shaper Z1 (pin 9) to pass to pins 3 and 9 of flip-flop Z2 (module fig, para 2-15). If
the circuit is out of frame, transistor Q4 is turned on to inhibit the output of pulse shaper Z1 (pin 9) by
shorting it to -4.5 volts. Refer to m below for development of the inhibit signal. The output, pin 8, of
pulse shaper Z1 is applied to pin 8 of flip-flop Z5 (module 18, para 2-20). Flip-flop Z5 is part of the
skip-pulse circuit (0 below).
d. Divide-By-6 Countdown Chain. Most of the timing outputs from the panel are developed from frequencies
developed in the divide-by-6 circuit. (Refer to paragraph 2-42f for a similar divide-by-8 circuit.) The divide-by-8
circuit consists of AND gate Z8 (module 11, para 2-18), flip-flops Z2 and Z7 (module 09, para 2-15), and flipflop Z1 on panel 2A10. The input to the divide-by-8 circuit is 1,152 kc and the output is 192 kc. The inputs and
the outputs to the circuit are described in (1) through (5) below.
(1) Basic input frequency. The basic input frequency to the divide-by-8 circuit is a train of 1,152-kc
positive-going spike pulses from pin 9 of pulse shaper Z1 (c above).
(2) Inputs to AND gate Z6. AND gate Z6 module in the countdown chain has three inputs as described in
(a), (b) and (c) below.
(a) 576-kc input. A branch of the 576-kc square wave output of buffer transistor Q12 is applied to pin
10 of AND gate Z6. This is developed from the 1,152kc signal applied to flip-flop Z2.
(b) 384-kc input. A 384-kc signal is applied from the emitter of buffer transistor Q16 to pin 7 of AND
gate Z6.
(c) 192-kc input. A 192-kc signal is developed by flip-flop Z1 on panel 2A10, which is part of the
countdown chain. The 192-kc input to AND gate Z6 is applied from pin 2 of flip-flop Z1 to terminal
14 of jack J13 on panel 2A10. This signal is designated RFF4 and is applied to terminal 15 of jack
J9 From terminal 15, the signal is applied to pin 5 of AND gate Z6.
(3) 576-kc output of countdown chain. The input to flip-flop Z2 is at 1,152 kc and the output on pins 2 and
10 is at 576 kc. The output from pin 10 is used to develop the decoder clock and RFF1 signals (e and
f) below) and the timing A and rcvr aux clock signals (g and h below). The output from pin 2 is 'used to
develop the timing B and sync out rcvr signals (j and k below), and the RFF1 signal (i below).
(4) 384-kc output of countdown chain. The output of pin 2 of AND gate Z6 is applied to pin 2 of flip-flop Z7,
which is similar to flip-flop Z2 and divides the input by 2. The output of Z7, which is a 384-kc signal is taken
from pins 2 and 10. The output from pin 10 is applied through buffer transistor Q13 to terminal 13 of jack J6
where it is designated as the RFF2 signal. The output from pin 10 is also applied through capacitor C14 and
resistors R38 and R39 to the base of pulse shaper transistor Q14. The network at the col" rector of transistor
Q14 reshapes the input, while diode CR13 removes any negative overshoot in the signal, leaving a 384-kc
positive-spike output. This output is applied through buffer transistor Q15 to terminal 14 of jack J6 and is
designated as the modem timing signal. The output from pin 2 of Sip-flop Z7 is applied through buffer
transistor Q16 to terminal 27 of jack J6 where it is designated RFF2. Another output from transistor Q16 is
applied to pin 7 of AND gate Z6 as part of the feedback circuit, and to pin 2 of pulse shaper Z8 as described in
m below.
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(5) 190-kc output of countdown chain. The 192-kc outputs of the Divide-By-6 chain are obtained from flipflop Z1 on panel 2A10 (para 2-46).
e. Development of Decoder Clock Signal. Flip flop Z2 (module 09, para 2-15) produces a 576-kc square
wave output at pin 10 and a complementary signal at pin 2 (d above). The output from pin 10 is applied to the
bass of driver transistor Q6. The output of transistor Q6 is taken from the emitter and is applied to delay line
DL3, where the signal is delayed 0.15 µsec, The output of delay line DL3 is applied through buffer transistor Q7
to terminal 31 of jack J6 where it is designated as the decoder clock signal.
f. Development of RFF1 Signal. The 576-kc square wave output at pin 10 of Sip-flop Z2 is also applied
through buffer transistor Q5 to terminal 24 of jack J6 where it is designated as the RFF1 signal.
g. Development of Timing A Signal. The 576-kc output from the emitter of transistor Q5 is also applied to pin
2 of pulse shaper Z3 (module 30, para 2-24). Pulse shaper Z3 converts the square wave signal to a train of
576-kc positive-going spike pulses. This signal is taken from pin 9 of pulse shaper Z3 and is applied to terminal
30 of jack J6 where it is designated as the timing A signal.
h. Development of Receive Aux Clock Signal. The output at pin 9 of pulse shaper Z3 is also applied to the
base of gate transistor Q8 through resistor R20, capacitor C10, and diode CR9. Transistors Q8, Q9, and Q10
form a squelch circuit, which controls the application of the rcvr aux dock signal to terminal 11 of jack J6 in
conjunction with the alarm on signal appearing at terminal 16 of jack J6 The alarm on signal is applied to the
base of transistor Q9. When the alarm on signal is at +10 volts, which is the case when there is no alarm, Q9
will conduct, applying a negative going signal- to the base of Q8. Transistor Q8 will then conduct, applying the
signal from pulse shaper Z3 through buffer transistor Q10 to terminal 11 of jack J6 where it is designated as the
rcvr aux clock signal. When the alarm on signal is at 0-volt which is the case when there is an alarm, Q9 is cut
off. A positive going signal is therefore applied to the base of transistor Q8 which, in turn, cuts off and inhibits
the signal applied to its emitter from reaching buffer transistor Q10. In this case, there is no rcvr aux clock
signal at terminal 11 of jack J6
i. Development of RFF1 Signal. The 576-kc square wave output of pin 2 of flip-flop Z2 is applied- through of
buffer transistor Q12 to terminal 10 of jack J6 where it is designated as the RFF1 signal.
j. Development of Timing B Signal. The 576-kc square wave output of buffer transistor Q12 is also applied to
pin 2 of pulse shaper Z1. (module 30, para 2-24). Pulse shaper Z9 converts the square wave to a train of 576kc positive-going pulses. The output appearing at pin 9 of pulse shaper Z9 is applied to terminal 26 of jack J6
where it is designated as the timing B signal.
k. Development of Sync Out rcvr Signal. The 576-kc pulse output at pin 9 of pulse shaper Z1. is also
applied through buffer transistor Q21 to terminal 28 of jack J6 where it is designated as the sync out rcvr signal.
l. Development of Monitoring M Signal. The monitoring M signal gives a visible indication that the receive
section is searching for the address signal when the unit is out of frame. This signal is developed from the
output of pin 10 of flip-flop Z1. which is -4.5 volts during normal operation. When a skip pulse appears at pin $
of flip-flop Z1. pin 10 goes to ground potential until a pulse from pin 8 of pulse shaper Z1 resets the flip-flop.
The output from pin 10 of flip-flop Z1. is applied through buffer transistor Q20 to a peak detector. The dc
output of the peak detector is applied through resistor R56 to terminal 9 of jack J6 where it is designated as the
monitoring M signal.
m. Developemnt of liming A. The timing C signal is a wavetrain of positive-going trigger pulses at an 8-kc
rate. The train is developed by eliminating pulses from the 384-kc output of flip flop Z7. The 384-kc signal
from the flip-flop is applied to pin 2 of pulse shaper Z8 (module 30, para 2-24). The output of pulse shaper Z8
is a pulse which repeats every 125 µsec and is applied directly to terminal 25 of jack J6 as the timing C signal.
However, the signal is applied to terminal 25 only when the inhibiting circuit ((1) below) operates to allow it to
pass. The inhibiting circuit allows only every 48th pulse to pass;
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therefore, the resulting frequency of the timing C signal is 8 kc.
(1) The inhibiting circuit contains a two-input AND gate consisting of diodes CR18 and CR19; a three-input
AND gate consisting of diodes CR15; CR16; and CR17; and transistors Q17, Q18, and Q19. The
circuit accepts four input signals; RFF4 (192 kc), RFF5 (96 kc), D26 (8 kc), and RFF6 (48 kc). It
produces an 8-kc signal which is inverted and used as a blanking signal to inhibit the output of pulse
shaper Z8.
(2) The inputs to the AND gate consisting of diodes CR18 and CR19 are the D26 signal appearing at
terminal 21 of jack J8 and the RFF6 signal appearing at terminal 22 of jack J8. The D26 signal is an
8-kc wavetrain of positive going pulses with a duration of 20.8 usec. The RFF6 signal is a 48-kc
wavetrain of positive-going pulses with a duration of 10.4 usec. The output of the AND gate is an 8-kc
wavetrain with a pulse duration of 10.4 usec. This signal is applied to diode CR17 which is part of the
three-input AND gate ((3) below).
(3) The inputs to the AND gate consisting of diodes CR15, CR16, and CR17 are the RFF4 signal
appearing at terminal 15 of jack J8, the RFF5 signal appearing at terminal 24 of jack J8, and the
output of the first AND gate described in (2) above. There is an output from the AND gate whenever
all three inputs are in coincidence; this occurs at an 8-kc rate for duration of 2.6 usec for each pulse.
The output of the AND gate is applied through a dc-shifting network, consisting of resistors R47 and
R48 and capacitor C23, to the base of inverter transistor Q18. The inverted output of transistor Q18 is
clamped to a -4.5-volt level by diode CR20 and then applied through a dc-shifting network, consisting
of resistors R50 and R51 and capacitor C24, to the base of inverter transistor Q19. The inverted
output of transistor Q19 is applied to pin 9 of pulse shaper Z8 to inhibit its output. When the input to
transistor Q19 is at a -4.5-volt level, the output of pulse shaper Z8 is allowed to pass to terminal 26 of
jack J8. When the output of transistor Q19 is at a 0-volt level, the output of pulse shaper Z8 is
clamped to -4.5 volts and there is no output.
n. Development of Address Digit Gate. The output of the AND gate consisting of diodes CR18 and CR19
mentioned in m above is also used to develop the address digit gate signal. The output of the AND gate is
applied through buffer transistors Q17 and Q22 to terminal 17 of jack J8, where it is designated as the address
digit gate signal.
O. Skipping Operation. As explained in paragraph 2-48, address signals are incorporated in the pcm signal
to assure that the timing signals are coincident with their related pcm signals. If noncoincidence occurs, one of
the address signals develops skip pulses to shift the timing until coincidence does occur. The positive-going
skip pulse enters the panel at terminal 7 of jack J8 and is applied through a dc-shifting network, consisting of
resistors R28 and R29 and capacitor C11, to the base of inverter transistor Q11. The output of transistor Q11 is
applied to pin 2 of pulse shaper Z4 (module 30, para 2-24). The output of pulse shaper Z4 appears at pin 9 and
is applied through capacitor C12 and diode CR11 to pin 5 of flip-flop Z5 (module 18, para 2-20). During normal
operation the output of flip-flop Z5 keeps the base of transistor Q4 biased at cutoff ( - 4.5 volts), allowing the
1,152-kc square wave signal (c above) to pass unaffected. When a skip pulse is applied to terminal 7 of jack
J8, flip-flop Z5 changes state and applies a 0-volt potential to the base of transistor Q4. This turns transistor
Q4 on and one pulse of the 1,152-kc signal is short circuited to -4.5-volt supply. As a result, there is one
missing pulse in the train entering pins 3 and 9 of flip-flop Z2. The next pulse from pin 8 of pulse shaper Z1 is
applied to pin 8 of flip-flop Z5 and immediately resets the flip-flop. This cuts off transistor Q4 so that only one
pulse of the 1,152-kc train is blanked for each skip pulse. By eliminating one pulse at a time from the 1,152-kc
train, the timing is shifted one pulse width, or 0.86 usec. The shifting is repeated until the correct coincidence is
established and no more skip pulses are applied to the panel.
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2-51. Decoder No. 1, Panel 1A14/2A14
(fig. 6-76)
a. General. Decoder No. 1 panel 1A14/2A14 operates in conjunction with decoder No. 2 panels 1A15 (TD353/U) and 2A15 (TD-352/U) to convert the incoming pcm signal to a pam signal. This operation also restores
the original dynamic range to those portions of the signal that are compressed by the compander at the point of
origin. Where there are differences in operating frequencies or figure references, depending on whether the
panel is used in Multiplexer TD-353/ U or TD-352/U, the information for the TD-353/ U is given first, followed by
a parenthetic reference applicable to the TD-352/U, The interrelationships of the input and output signals are
shown in figure 6-41 (fig. 6-36).
b. Serial Shift Register. The primary input to panel 1A14/2A14 is the decoder pcm signal, which is applied
to terminal 31 of jack J10. This signal has a 2,304-kc (576-kc) rate and pulse width of 0.434 usec (1.732 usec)
and normally varies between -2.0 and 0 volts. From terminal 31, the signal is applied through a dc-shifting
network, consisting of resistors R3 and R4 and capacitor C3, to the base of driver transistor Q1. During normal
operation, gate driver transistor Q2 is saturated, driving transistor Q1 into conduction. The output of gate
transistor Q1 is applied through differentiating capacitor C4 to pin 8 of flip-flop Z2 (module 18, para 2-20).
Flip-flops Z2 through Z7 make up a conventional serial shift register.
(1) Serial shift. The pcm data is fed into the shift register with the aid of the decoder clock signal, which is
applied through terminal 26 on jack J10 to pin 2 of pulse shaper Z1 (module 30, para 2-24). In pulse
shaper Z1, this 2,304-kc (576-kc) square wave input is converted to a train of positive-going pulses at
the same frequency. This signal is applied to pin 3 of each of shift-register flip-flops Z3 through Z7.
The pcm signal is also applied directly to flip-flop Z2 from transistor Q1. The 2,304-kc (576-kc) serial
shift pulses sample the pcm signal in the flip-flops and cause the pcm pulses to feed into the register
until the most significant digit (msd) is stored in flip-flop Z7, and least significant digit (lsd) is in flip-flop
Z2. The time required for shifting the data into the serial shift register is approximately 2.6 (10.4) usec
(2) Parallel shift. When the most significant digit has reached flip-flop Z7, the data in the serial register is
parallel-shifted into the register consisting of flip-flops Z8 through Z13. Parallel shifting is
accomplished by a 384-kc (96-kc) signal, which is designated FF5 or 384-kc s.w. and enters the panel
at terminal 22 of jack J10. This signal is applied to pin 2 of pulse shaper Z14, which then develops a
wavetrain of positive-going pulses with a 384-kc (96-kc) rate. The output is taken from pin 9 of pulse
shaper Z14 and applied to the bases of buffer transistors Q3 and Q4. Transistors Q3 and Q4 operate
in push-pull fashion; the signal at their emitters is applied to pins 4 and 11 of shift register flip-flops Z9,
Z10, Z11, and Z13 and to pin 3 of flip-flop Z12. The 384-kc (96-kc) pulse shaper Z14 output signal is
also applied to the two address inhibit gate circuits ((3) below). The 384-kc (96-kc) parallel readout
pulse transfers the data in the serial shift register to the parallel shift register. The most significant
digit is now in flip flop Z13 and the next most significant digit is in flip-flop Z12. The binary information
is held in the parallel shift register for 2.6 usec (10.4 usec) while the data is read out into a summing
circuit. The summing network consists of a resistive ladder containing resistors R40, R41, R42, R44,
R45, R47, R48, and R50 through R54. The pam output is obtained from the junction of resistors R53
and R54 and is applied to terminal 1 of jack J10, where it is designated as the decoder pam signal and
applied to panel 1A15 (2A15). Four additional signals are sent to panel 1A15 (2A15) to control the
pam decoder amplifier/attenuator circuits (para 2-53). These signals are taken from the last two flipflops of the parallel shift register and are applied to the terminals of jack J10 as follows:
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Signal designation

From

To

A--------------------------------------------

Pin 7 of Z13 ------------------------------

Terminal 3 of J10

A--------------------------------------------

Pin 6 of Z13 ------------------------------

Terminal 4 of J10

B--------------------------------------------

Pin 10 of Z12 ----------------------------

Terminal 2 of J10

B--------------------------------------------

Pin 2 of Z12 ------------------------------

Terminal 5 of J10

(3) Elimination of address pulses. If the 2- or 4-kc address pulses were permitted to remain in the pcm
signal, they would cause an annoying hum in the audio output. This condition is prevented by
removing the address pulses before the pcm signal enters the parallel shift register. The logic 1
pulses of the address signal are removed, so that when the operation is completed, each 288th (72d)
pulse of each frame is a logic 0 pulse. This function is accomplished by the use of complementary
address inhibit 1 and address inhibit 2 signals. The pulse width of these signals is 2.6 usec (10.4 usec)
and they occur at an 8-kc rate, or every 125 usec. The address inhibit 1 signal appears at terminal 9
of jack J10 and is applied through resistor R11 to the base of gate transistor Q5. The address inhibit 2
signal appears at terminal 7 of jack J10 and is applied through resistor R34 to the base of gate
transistor Q7. Transistors Q5 and Q6 form a two-input gate circuit, and transistors Q7 and Q8 function
similarly. The 384-kc (96-kc) parallel shift pulses are applied to the bases of transistors Q6 and Q8 as
the second input to these gates. In each gate circuit, the first 47 (11) parallel shift pulses of a frame
are permitted to transfer the least significant digit from flip-flop Z2 to dip-flop Z8. The 48th (12th)
parallel shift pulse, however, is rerouted by the gate circuits and applied as a reset pulse to flip-flop Z8
to blank out any logic 1 address pulse that may be present. If the address pulse is already at logic 0,
the shift pulse is ineffective. The 47 ( 11) parallel shift pulses are applied from the emitter of transistor
Q6 through capacitor C11 and C12 to pins 4 and 11 on flip-flop Z8. When a positive-going address
inhibit 1 pulse is applied to the base of gate transistor Q5, the transistor conducts, causing its collector
(also connected to the emitter of Q6) to go to a potential of -4.5 volts. With -4.5 volts applied to the
emitter of transistor Q6, that transistor is cut off long enough to blank one pulse from the parallel shift
signal. At the same time, the negative going complementary pulse of address inhibit 2 signal is
applied to the base of transistor Q7, cutting it off. Therefore, transistor Q8 conducts, and the parallel
shift pulse appearing at its emitter is applied through capacitor C25 to pin 3 of flip-flop Z8. This resets
the flip-flop if it is not already in the desired state.
(4) Squelch circuit. During normal operation, +10 volts dc is applied from terminal 25 of jack J10 through
a dc-shifting network, consisting of resistors R6 and R8 and capacitor C5, to the base of gate transistor
Q2. This voltage keeps transistor Q2 turned on and the base of transistor Q1 at ground potential.
With the base of transistor Q1 at ground potential, it conducts and the decoder pcm signal appearing
at its collector is applied to the serial shift register circuits. If the receive section drops out of frame
the +10 volts is removed and a zero potential squelch signal is applied to terminal 25 of jack J10,
turning transistor Q2 off. This places the base of transistor Q1 at -4.5 volts, cutting it off and
preventing the decoder pcm signal from being applied to the serial shift register circuits.
Objectionable noise is prevented from entering the audio circuits by removing the decoder pcm signal
during the time the receiver drops out of frame.
(5) High traffic modem timing signal. In addition to being used as the parallel readout signal, the 384-kc
(96-kc) signal from pin 9 of pulse shaper Z14 is applied to terminal 21 of jack J10, where it is
designated as the high traffic modem timing signal.
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2-52. Decoder No. 2, Panel 1 A15
(fig. 6-78)
a. General. Decoder No. 2 panel 1A15 is used in conjunction with panel 1A14/2A14 in Multiplexer TD353/U. In panel 1A15, the outer portions of the pam signal are expanded to compensate for any compression
at the point of signal origin. This function is accomplished under control of signals developed in panel
1A14/2A14. Decoder No. 2 panel also develops the address inhibit 1 and 2 signals, the 384-kc modem gate
timing signal, the main pcm signal, and the pcm from aux monitor signal. The interrelationships of the input and
output signals are shown in figure 6-41.
b. Decoder Pam Signal. The decoder pam signal enters panel 1A15 at terminal 25 of jack J9 and is applied
to the bases of gate transistors Q5 and Q10. Depending upon the collector outputs of gate transistors Q4 and
Q9 (c below), the signal passes through either transistor Q5 or Q10. The signal path through transistor Q10 is
not attenuated. When transistor Q5 is conducting, however, the pam signal is first attenuated by a ratio of 20 to
1 in the network consisting of resistors R10 and R11. The pam signal is then applied either from transistor Q5
to gate transistor Q6 or from transistor Q10 to gate transistor Q11. Transistors Q6 and Q11 form an OR gate.
When there is an attenuated pam signal at the base of transistor Q6, it conducts and the signal is applied
through buffer transistor Q12 to terminal 23 of jack J9, where it is designated as the receive pam signal. When
there is an unattenuated pam signal at the base of transistor Q11 it conducts and the signal is similarly applied
through transistor Q12 to terminal 23 of jack J9.
c. Gate Circuits. When the pam decoder signal is applied to panel 1A15 a decision is made in the gating
circuits as to whether or not the signal should be attenuated. A pam decoder signal with level from 16 to 47 is
applied to the attenuator circuit; levels above 47 and below 16 are applied through the unattenuated circuit. In
the attenuated circuit, the signal passes through a 20-to-1 attenuator where the signals are compressed to a
level proportionate to that which existed before companding.
(1) Application of the pam decoder signal to the attenuated or unattenuated circuit is controlled by
transistor gates Q1, Q7, Q2, and Q8. Four signals developed on panel 1A14/2A14 are applied to
transistors Q1, Q2, Q7, and Q8 on panel 1A15. These signals are designated as A, A, B, and B and
are applied to terminals 29, 27, 28, and 31, respectively, of jack J9. Signal A represents the most
significant digit (msd) of the signal being decoded; signal A as its complement. Signal B represents
the next most significant digit of the signal being decoded, and B is its complement. Signals A, A, B
and B are applied to the bases of transistors Q1, Q8, Q2, and Q7, respectively. The first two digits of
all levels from 16 to 47 are either 0, 1 or 1, 0. This property is the key for identifying the levels to be
attenuated. When the level of the signal' being decoded has either one of these two combinations of
digits (that is, signals A and B in opposite states), the gate circuit produces an output that steers the
decoded signal through the attenuator.
(2) Assume that a signal with a level of 47 is presented to the gates. The two most significant digits for
level 47 are 1 and 0. Signal A (msd) is a logic 1, a positive going signal. Signal B (the next msd) is a
logic 0; however, its complement signal B is a positive-going signal. Since positive-going signals A
and B arrive simultaneously at the bases of transistors Q1 and Q7, both transistors conduct and set
the collector of transistor Q1 at a -4.5-volt potential. This -4.5-volt potential is applied to the base of
inverter transistor Q3 and to the base of gate transistor Q9. Transistor Q9 conducts and applies a
+4.5-volt potential to the base of gate transistor Q11 and to the emitter of gate transistor Q10, cutting
off both transistors. This prevents passage of the unattenuated signal to the output circuit. Transistor
Q3 also conducts, its collector goes to +4.5 volts, and a more positive bias is applied to the base of
gate transistor Q4. This cuts off transistor Q4 and allows gate transistor Q5 to conduct.
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2-51 .1 Decoder No. 1 Panel 1A14A/2A14A
(fig. 6-76.1)
a. General. Decoder No. 1 panel 1A14A/2A14A operates in conjunction with decoder panel 1A15 (TD353/U) and 2A25 (TD-352/U) to convert the incoming pcm signal to a pam signal. Where there are differences
in operating frequencies or figure references, depending on whether the panel is used in Multiplexer TD-353/U
or TD-352/U, the information for the TD-353/U is given first, followed by a parenthetic reference applicable to
the TD-352/U. The interrelationships of the input and output signals are shown in figure 6-41 (fig. 6-36). The
decoder is basically a digital-to-analog converter. The 6-bit pulse code being decoded, consisting of some
sequence of 6 binary digits ("1's" and "0's"), is serially read into a six flip-flop shift register. A parallel readout
pulse then occurs which shifts all the digits into what is basically a six flip-flop parallel shift register. The
parallel shift register stores and reads out the pulse code digits while the next 6-bit pulse code is being read into
the serial shift register. Depending on the digits in the parallel shift registers, each register drives a voltage
clamp either to a precision dc reference voltage or to ground potential. The six voltage clamps parallel-feed
their dc output to steps on a resistive ladder network with binary weighting on its inputs. The ladder network
combines the inputs, forming the analog pam sample at its output. To match the decoder expanding
characteristic closer to the coder compressing characteristic, two additional clamps are fed into the resistive
ladder. Each clamp has the binary weighting of one-half pam level at the ladder output. When level 15 occurs,
one of the clamps goes from a logic "1" to a "0", subtracting a one-half pam level from the ladder output; when
level 48 occurs, the other clamp goes from a logic "0" to a "1", adding a one half pam level to the ladder output.
Each clamp is controlled by gates which have the correct output at the correct time for pcm codes 15 and 48.
Address inhibit circuitry removes the address digit by inhibiting the least significant flip-flop in the parallel shift
register during readout to the ladder network of the last word in each frame. Variable resistor R5 establishes
the correct time delay between the decoder clock signal at terminal 26 of jack J8, and the signal at J3; variable
resistor R106 establishes the correct time delay between the 384 kc sw (FF5) signal and the signal at jack J7 of
the panel. Switch S1 is operated to MT when panel 1A14A/2A14A is used in the TD-352/U and to HT in the
TD-353/U. In addition to the pam output, the 1A14A/2A14A panel provides five other outputs; four (A, A B and
B) to drive the decoder pam amplifier/attenuator circuits in the 1A15 and 2A15 panel, and one to provide the
high traffic modem timing.
b. Serial Shift Registers.
(1) Decoder pcm. A 2,304 kc (576 kc) full width pcm train (see main pcm waveform fig. 6-41) (fig. 6-36)
varying nominally between -2.0 and 0 volts feeds into the panel via terminal 31 of jack J8 to pulse
shaper Q5, Q6. The pulse shaper restores the pcm pulse form and shifts the incoming "1" and "0"
digits to their proper logic level of 0 and -4.5 volts, respectively. Pcm output from Q6 feeds through
an inverter from pin 3 to pin 2 in Z12 and is applied to two branches. One branch feeds back through
a second inverter in Z12 from pin 5 to pin 4 and then is applied directly to one-shot Z9. The second
branch is applied to pin 9 of one-shot Z13. Complement pcm trains are now formed at the inputs of
one-shots Z9 and Z13. Any negative going edge of a pulse appearing in one or the other complement
pcm trains trigger Z9 or 13 to generate a positive going output pulse. The outputs of Z9 and Z13 are
applied to the set and complement-trigger inputs of the first register Z10.
(2) Squelch. During normal operation a +10 volt dc level is applied from terminal 25 of jack J8 through
voltage dividing resistor R42 to the base of Q9. This saturates Q9, maintaining its collector at -4.5
volts. The -4.5volt potential at the collector of Q9, connected to the set (S-pin 2) and clear (C-pin 8)
gates of Z10, maintains these gates enabled, allowing the decoder pcm to pass through Z10 to the
remaining serial shift register flip-flops. If the receive section of the TD-352/U or TD-353/U
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associated with the 1A14A/2A14A drops out of frame, the +10 volts is removed and a zero potential
squelch signal is applied to terminal 10 of J8, turning off transistor Q9. This places the collector of Q9
at ground and disables the set and clear gates in Z10, preventing Z10 from being triggered. Thus any
random pulses appearing on the pcm decoder line are prevented from being applied to the shift
register, preventing objectionable noise from entering the audio circuits.
(3) Decoder clock. A 2,304 kc (576 kc) train of sharp negative going pulses (see decoder clock waveform
fig. 6-41) (fig. 6-36) varying nominally between -4.5 and 0 volts feeds into the panel via terminal 26
of jack J8 to pulse shaper Q1, Q2. The pulse shaper restores the clock pulse form and dc level and
applies the output to one-shot Z1. Z1 is triggered on the leading edge of the negative pulse,
generating a positive pulse output which is applied to pin 9 of Z2. Variable resistor R5 sets the output
pulse to the required width, insuring that one-shot Z2 will be triggered at the proper time. One-shot Z2
is triggered by the trailing edge of the positive pulse appearing at pin 9, generating a positive pulse
which feeds through complement buffer Q3, Q4, to the trigger input of flip-flops Z3 through Z7.
(4) Serial read-in. Flip-flops Z2 through Z7, and Z10 comprise a conventional serial shift register. The
pcm data is serially read through flip-flop Z10 into the remaining five flip-flops as follows: After the first
pcm digit appears at the output of flip-top Z10 the trailing edge of the first clock pulse appears at the
trigger input (T) of the shift registers, transferring the state of Z10 to the second flip-flop, Z3. The
second clock pulse occurs 0.43 usec (1.74 ,usec) after the first, transferring the state of flip-flop Z3 to
flip-flop Z4, and that of flip-flop Z10 to flip-flop Z3. In like manner the remainder of the pcm word is
serially read into the shift register with the third, fourth, and fifth shift clock pulses, such that after the
fifth clock pulse, a 6-digit pcm word has been stored in the shift register with the most significant digit
in flip-flop Z7 and the least significant digit in flip-flop Z10.
c. Parallel Shift Registers.
(1) Parallel shift pulse. A 384-kc (96 kc) full width pulse train (see 384 kc sw waveform fig. 6-41) (RFF5
waveform fig. 6-36), varying nominally between -4.5 and 0 volts, feeds into the panel via terminal 22
of jack J8 to pulse shaper Q10, Q11. The pulse shaper restores the form and dc level of the signal
and applies the output to switch S1 and one-shot Z26. With switch S1 operated to HT the output of
pulse shaper Q10, Q11 is applied to one-shot Z26. One-shot Z26 is triggered on the negative going
pulse transitions, generating a positive going pulse output which feeds through switch S1 to one-shot
Z16. Variable resistor R106 adjusts the output pulse width of Z26 to insure correct delay of the hightraffic parallel shift pulse at jack J7 with respect to the input signal at terminal 22 of jack J8. With
switch S1 operated to MT the output of pulse shaper Q10, Q11 is fed through switch S1 to one-shot
Z16. One-shot Z16 is triggered by the negative trailing edge of its input pulse, generating a positive
going pulse which feeds serially through an inverter in Z15 (in, pin 7; out, pin 8) and through singleinput NAND gate Z28, thus forming the parallel shift pulse (see decoder parallel shift waveform fig. 641) (fig. 6 36).
(2) Parallel shift. Just before the sixth serial shift pulse occurs on the decoder clock line, the trailing edge
of a 384-kc positive pulse from NAND gate Z28 is applied to parallel shift register flip-flops Z22
through Z25 and from Z27 to parallel shift register flip-flop Z21. This transfers the pcm digits in the
serial shift register to the parallel shift register with the most significant digit in flip-flop Z25 and the
least significant in flip-flop Z21. The pcm digits are stored for 2.6 usec (10.4 usec) while the data is
read into a summing circuit. During this period, another pcm word is read into the serial shift register
flip-flops.
(8) Elimination of address digits (fig. 2-32.1). If the 2-or 4-kc address digits were permitted to remain in
the pcm signal, they would cause an annoying hum in the audio output. This condition is prevented by
removing the address digit in the least significant digit of the last channel in each frame before it
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enters parallel shift register flip-flop Z21. The logic "1" digits of the address signal are removed so
that the least significant digit position in the last channel in each frame always contains a logic "0."
This is accomplished as follows: An 8-kc train of negative going pulses (see address inhibit 2
waveform fig. 6-41. (fig. 6-36) varying nominally between -4.5 and 0 volts feeds into the panel via
terminal 7 of jack J8 to pulse shaper Q16, Q17. The pulse shaper restores the form and dc level of
the signal, feeds it through buffer transistor Q18, from where the signal is applied to two branches.
One branch inverts the signal through assembly Z15 (in, pin 5; out, pin 4) and applies the resulting
positive going pulse output to pin 3 of dual NAND gate Z17 (waveform 2); the second branch is
applied to pin 8 of dual NAND gate Z17. The trigger (T) input (waveform 7) to parallel shift register
flip-flop Z21 is generated by gating the parallel shift pulse (waveform 3) with address inhibit-2 signal
(waveform 1) in dual NAND gate Z17, and inverting the resulting signal (waveform 5) in dual NAND
gate Z27. The direct clear (CD) input (waveform 4) to parallel shift register flip-flop Z21 is generated
by gating the parallel shift pulse (waveform 3) with address inhibit-2 signal (waveform 2) in dual NAND
gate Z17, and buffering the resulting signal in buffer transistor Q12. During all channels except the
last, the trigger (T) input to flip-flop Z21 from pin 2 of NAND gate Z27 is identical to the parallel shift
pulse signal, allowing flip flop Z21 to operate as a standard parallel shift register. The direct clear
(CD) input remains at the "1" level producing no affect on flip-flop Z21. During the last channel, the
parallel shift pulse to the trigger (T) input of flip-flop Z21 is inhibited in NAND gate Z17 preventing
reading of the address digit from flip-flop Z10 to flip flop Z21. At the same time a negative going pulse
to the direct clear (CD) input resets flip flop Z21, clearing it of any previous data and causing its
associated voltage clamp transistor Q21 to always produce a logic "0" output to the resistive ladder
network during the address digit.
(4) Digital-to-analog conversion circuit.
(a) The pcm digits, once read into the parallel shift register flip-flops Z21 through Z25, ar e converted to
their equivalent pam level (analog signal) in this circuit as follows: The "1" and "0" outputs of flipflops Z21 through Z24 are connected to voltage clamp transistors Q21 through Q24, respectively.
The "1" and "0" outputs of flip-flop Z25 are connected to voltage clamp transistors Q26 and Q25,
respectively. The voltage clamp transistors are each connected to a different step on resistive
ladder network R79, R80, R84, R85, R89, R90, R94, R95, R99, R100, and R104. When a flip-flop
is set during operation, the associated voltage clamp produces a precision -5.2-volt reference to its
ladder network step; when a flip-flop is cleared, the associated voltage clamp produces ground
potential. An exception to this is flip-flop Z25, connected to drive voltage clamp transistors Q25
and Q26 so that they are always in the opposite condition. Thus when flip-flop Z25 is set, voltage
clamp transistors Q26 and Q25 produce a precision -5.2-volt reference and ground potential
respectively to their ladder network steps, and a ground potential and -5.2-volt reference
respectively when flip-flop Z25 is cleared.
(b) The resistive ladder network binary-weights the voltage clamp inputs to produce an analog voltage
output as follows. When provided with a -5.2-volt input from the associated voltage clamp, each
step on the ladder adds a voltage to the ladder output that decreases in binary fashion from the
most significant ladder step at the output of clamp Q26 to the least significant ladder step at the
output of Q21, so that the ratios between these voltages are 32:16:8:4:2:1. When a clamp is
providing ground potential to a ladder step, the step adds no voltage to the ladder output. The
ladder sums its binary weighted inputs, forming the analog pam sample output at terminal 1 of jack
J8.
(5) Level 15 and 48 matching circuit. This circuit functions to match the decoder pam levels generated for
pulse codes 15 and 48 to the coder quantizing steps associated with these codes. Matching is
accomplished by detecting receipt of codes 15 and 48 in the serial shift register and adding one-half
pam level to the decoder pam in the ladder network when the code is 48, and subtracting one-half pam
level when the code is 15.
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The circuit operation follows: The "1" and "0" outputs of serial shift register flip-flops Z3 through Z7,
and Z10 are connected to NAND gates Z11 and Z14 as indicated in the table below.
NAND

Serial shift register flip-flop output terminals

gates inputs

Z7

Z6

Z5

Z4

Z3

Z10

Z11

1

1

0

0

0

0

Z14

0

0

1

1

1

1

Flip-flops Z19 and Z20, connected as storage elements in the parallel shift register, are each driven by
a direct and inverted output from NAND gates Z11 and Z14 respectively, and are triggered by the
regenerated parallel shift pulse from pin 10 of Z27 (waveform 6, fig. 2-32.1). Flip-flops Z19 and Z20,
with their respective voltage clamp transistors Q19 and Q20, are connected to the resistive ladder
network. During receipt of any pulse code except 15 and 48, and when storing the last bit of a word
into the top shift register, the serial shift register outputs maintain a logic "1" output from NAND gates
Z11 and Z14, and a logic 0 from their associated inverters. These outputs are applied to flip-flop Z19
and Z20 as shown in condition 1 of the table below.
Pulse code
Conditions

Parallel shift register inputs

in serial shift

Z19

Z20

registers

S

C

S

C

Any pulse code
except 15 and
48.

0

1

1

0

2

Pulse Code 15

1

0

1

0

3

Pulse Code 48

0

1

0

1

1

Under condition 1 when a parallel shift pulse occurs, flip-flop Z19 is cleared and Z20 is set, driving
voltage clamp transistor Q19 to ground and Q20 to -5.2 volts. Flip-flops Z19 and Z20 thus reference
the ladder output, and provide a means of subtracting one-half pam level from the ladder during
receipt of pulse code 15 and adding one-half pam level to the ladder during receipt of pulse code 48.
This addition and subtraction process takes place as follows: During receipt of pulse code 15, the
serial shift register produces all logic "1" inputs to NAND gate Z11 at the time that the last bit of a word
is being stored in the top shift register, producing a logic 0 output from Z11, and all logic 0 inputs to
NAND gate Z14, keeping the same logic "1" output. These outputs and their inverted replica are
applied to flip-flops Z19 and Z20 as shown in condition 2 of the preceding table. Under this condition,
when a parallel shift pulse occurs the output of flip-flop Z19 goes to a logic 0 at ladder resistor R67,
consequently subtracting the required one-half pam level from the ladder output. During receipt of
pulse code 48, the serial shift register produces all logic "1" inputs to NAND gate Z14 at the time that
the last bit of a word is being stored in the top shift register, producing a logic 0 output from Z14, and
all logic 0 inputs to NAND gate Z11, keeping the same logic "1" output. These outputs and their
inverted replica are applied to flip-flops Z19 and Z20 as shown in condition 3 of the preceding table.
Under this condition, when a parallel shift pulse occurs, the output of flip-flop Z20 goes to a logic "1" at
ladder resistor R73, consequently adding the required one-half pam level to the ladder output.
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(6) Development of A, A, B, B. The A, A, B. and B signals are generated in this panel for use in the
companding circuits in panel 1A15 or 2A15.
(a) The most significant digit of the parallel shift register, taken from the "I" output of flip-flop Z25, is
inverted through inverter assembly Z12 and applied to terminal 3 of jack J8 where it is designated
A. The second most significant digit of the parallel shift register, taken from the “0” output of flipflop Z25, is inverted through inverter assembly Z12 and applied to terminal 4 of jack J8 where it is
designated A.
(b) The "1" and "0" outputs from the second most significant digit of flip-flop Z6 in the serial shift
register are applied to the S and C inputs respectively of flip-flop Z8. flip flop Z8, triggered by the
parallel shift pulse, applies its "1" and "0" output to terminals 5 and 2 respectively of jack J8, where
they are designated B and B. respectively.
(7) Development of H. T. modem timing. For high-traffic applications only, the negative going edge of
the 384 kc parallel shift pulse signal from pin 3 of NAND gate Z28 is used to trigger pulse-shaper Z18,
generating a train of sharp, positive going pulses which is fed through buffer transistor Q15 to terminal
21 of jack J10, where it is designated H.T. Modem Timing.
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When transistor Q5 conducts, the decoder pam signal is applied to the base of gate transistor Q6.
Since the base of transistor Q6 is now more negative than the +4.5-volt potential placed on the base
of transistor Q11 transistor Q6 conducts and applies the attenuated pam signal to the output circuit (b
above).
(3) Assume that a signal with a level of 16 is presented to the gating circuits. The first two most
significant digits are 0 and 1. Signal B is a logic 1, and is positive going Signal A is a logic 0; however,
its complement signal A is positive-going. Signal B at the base of gate transistor Q2 and signal A at
the base of gate transistor Q8 cause the two transistors to conduct and produce the same results as
described in (2) above for level 47.
(4) Now assume a signal above level 47 or below level 16. The first two most significant digits for these
levels are 1,1 or 0,0, respectively. In the case of a signal above level 47, signals A and B are positivegoing; however, signals A and B are zero. Since only one of the inputs to transistors Q1 and Q7 is
positive-going, these transistors do not conduct. The same is true for the inputs to transistors Q2 and
Q8. As a result, both gate circuits are cut off and a +10 volt potential is applied to transistors Q3 and
Q4, cutting off both. This causes transistor Q4 to conduct, placing a +4.5volt potential at the base of
transistor Q6 and the emitter of Q5, cutting off both transistors. This also causes transistor Q10 to
conduct and to apply the pam signal to the base of gate transistor Q11. Since the voltage on the base
of transistor Q11 is more negative than that on the base of transistor Q6, transistor Q11 will conduct
and apply the unattenuated pam signal through buffer transistor Q12 to terminal 23 of jack J9 where it
is designated as the receive pam signal.
d. Squelch Circuit. The squelch signal is applied to terminal 24 of Jack J9 and consists of a + 10-volt signal
during normal operation and a 0-volt signal when the unit is out of frame. When the + 10-volt signal is applied
to terminal 24, diodes CR1 and CR5 conduct, beak-biasing diodes CR2 and CR6 so that transistors Q3 and Q4
operate normally. When the squelch signal goes to 0 volt, diodes CR1 and CR5 are back-biased and diodes
CR2 and CR6 conduct. This keeps the bases of transistors Q3 and Q9 at a 0-volt level. Transistors Q3 and
Q9 therefore conduct and the circuit operates the same as if one of the two gating circuits (consisting of
transistors Q1 and Q7, and Q2 and Q8) were conducting (c above). When this occurs the signal is steered
through the attenuated path. Therefore, when the squelch signal is 0 volt, all levels of the pam signal are
always applied through the attenuated path, reducing the chance of unwanted noise reaching the output circuits
where the unit is out of frame.
e. Pam Center Adjust Control. The potential at the bases of transistors Q5 and Q10 is controlled by CTR
potentiometer R16. This control is adjusted so that the center half of the pam signal falls within its allotted
range. If the potentiometer is not properly adjusted, level 16 will overlap level 15, or level 47 will overlap level
48. Since this adjustment is critical, the transistor base voltage supply (+18 volts dc) is partially regulated to
provide more stability. The +18-volt supply is obtained from a network consisting of resistor R42; capacitor
C21; and breakdown diodes CR17, CR18, and CR19. The input to the network is +25 volts, which enters the
panel at terminal 11 of jack dc The +25-volt supply is applied across a voltage divider consisting of resistor R42
and the three breakdown diodes. The output of the divider is controlled by the breakdown voltage of the three
breakdown diodes, which is 18 volts.
f. Development of Address Inhibit 1 and A Signals. The address digit gate signal is applied to the panel
through terminal 5 of jack J9 and consists of a train of positive-going square pulses with a duration of 2.6 usec
and a frequency of 8 kc. The signal is applied through resistor R26 to delay line DL1 where it is delayed by 0.3
usec. From the delay line, the signal is applied through buffer transistor Q13 to slicer transistor Q14. Slicer
transistors Q14 and Q16 operate similar to a differential amplifier. The base of transistor Q16 is biased at a
ground potential. The slicer circuit produces a push-pull output. One output consists of a train of positive-going
square pulses and in applied from the collector of transistor Q14
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to terminal 7 of jack J9 and designated address inhibit 1. The other output consists of a train of negative-going
square pulses and is applied from the collector of transistor Q15 to terminal 6 of jack J9 and designated
address inhibit 2. These pulses are used in panel 1A14/2A14 to inhibit the address pulses, preventing them
from entering the last channel.
g. Development of Main pam Signal. The sampled pcm signal, which is a pcm signal that has been
sampled and restored, is applied to the panel through terminal 3 of jack J9. From terminal 3, the signal is
applied through delay line DL2, where it is delayed 0.4 usec, to buffer transistor Q20. From transistor Q20 the
signal is applied to terminal 1 of jack J9 where it is designated as the main pcm signal.
h. Development of Pcm from Aux Monitor Signal. The pam from aux signal is applied from terminal 8 of
jack J9 to buffer transistor Q19. The output of transistor Q19 is dc shifted by a network consisting of capacitor
C22 and diode CR20. The dc level produced by the network is applied through resistor R45 to terminal 9 of
jack J9 where it is designated pcm from aux monitor. This signal is applied to the front panel TEST ALIGN
meter switching circuit for measurement purposes.
i. Development of 884 Kc Modem Gate Timing. The 384-kc modem gate timing signal is developed in a
flip-flop consisting of transistors Q16 and Q17. One input to the flip-flop is the modem timing signal, which
consists of a train of positive-going trigger pulses with a 384-kc rate. This signal enters the panel at terminal 17
of jack J9 and is applied to transistor Q16. The other input to the flip-flop is the matrix FF signal, which consists
of pulses gated at a 384-kc rate. This signal enters the panel at terminal 13 of jack J9 and is applied through
buffer transistor Q18 to transistor Q17. The modem timing signal sets the flip-flop, and the matrix FF signal
resets it. The output of the flip-flop is taken from the collector of transistor Q17 and applied to terminal 20 of
jack dc where it is designated 384-kc modem gate timing. This signal consists of a wavetrain of square pulses
with a 384-kc rate.
2-53. Decoder No. 2, Panel 2A15
(fig. 6-80)
a. General. Decoder No. 2 panel 2A15 is used in conjunction with panel 1A14/2A14 in Multiplexer
TD352/U. In panel 2A15, the outer portions of the pam signal are expanded to compensate for any
compression at the point of signal origin. This function is accomplished under the control of signals developed
in panel 1A14/2A14. Decoder No. 2 panel also develops the address inhibit 1 and 2 signals, the main pcm
signal, the pcm from aux monitor signal, and the rcvr aux address or rcvr frame pulse signal. The
interrelationships of the input and output signals are shown in figure 6-36.
b. Decoder Pam Signal. The decoder pam signal enters panel 2A15 at terminal 25 of jack J9 and is applied
to the bases of gate transistors Q7 and Q9. Depending on the collector outputs of gate transistors Q6 and Q8
(c below), the signal passes through either transistor Q7 or transistor Q9. The signal path through transistor Q9
is not attenuated. When transistor Q7 is conducting, however, the pam signal is first attenuated by a ratio of 20
to 1 in the network consisting of resistors R10 and R11. The pam signal is then applied from either transistor
Q7 to gate transistor Q10 or from transistor Q9 to gate transistor Q11. Transistors Q10 and Q11 form an OR
gate. When there is an attenuated pam signal at the base of transistor Q10, it conducts and the signal is
applied through buffer transistor Q12 to terminal 23 of jack J9 where it is designated receive pam. When there
is an unattenuated pam signal at the base of transistor Q11, it conducts and the signal is similarly applied
through transistor Q12 to terminal 23 of jack J9.
c. Gate Circuits. When the pam decoder signal is applied to panel 2A15, a decision is made in the gating
circuits as to whether or not the signal should be attenuated. A pam decoder signal with a level of 16 to 47 is
applied to the attenuator circuit; levels above 47 and below 16 are applied through the unattenuated circuit. In
the attenuated circuit the signal passes through a 20 to 1 attenuator where the signals are compressed to a
level proportionate to that which existed before companding.
(1) Application of the pam decoder signal to the attenuated or unattenuated circuit is controlled by
transistor gates Q1, Q3 and Q2, Q4. Four signals developed on panel 1A14/2A14 are applied to
transistors Q1 through Q4 on panel 2A15. These signals are designated as A, A, B, and B and are
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applied to terminals 28, 27, 28, and 31, respectively, of jack J8. Signal A represents the most
significant digit (msd) of the signal being decoded: signal A is its complement. Signal B represents the
next most significant digit of the signal being decoded, and B is its complement. Signals A, A, B. and
B are applied to the bases of transistors Q1, Q4, Q2, and Q3, respectively. The first two digits of all
levels from 16 to 47 are either 0, 1 or 1, 0, this property is the key for identifying the levels to be
attenuated. When the level of the signal being decoded has either one of the two combinations of
digits (that is, signals A and B in opposite states), the gate circuit produces an output that steers the
decoded signal through the attenuator.
(2) Assume that a signal with a level of 47 is presented to the gates. The two most significant digits for
level 47 are 1 and 0. Signal A (msd) is a logic 1, a positive going signal. Signal B (the next (msd) is a
logic 0 however, its complement signal B is a positive-going signal. Since positive-going signals A
and B arrive simultaneously at the bases of transistors Q1 and Q3, both transistors conduct and set
the collector of transistor Q1 at a -4.5-volt potential. This -4.5-volt potential is applied to the base of
inverter transistor Q5 and to the base of gate transistor Q8. Transistor Q8 conducts and applies a
+4.5-volt potential to the base of gate transistor Q11 and to the emitter of gate transistor Q5 cutting off
both transistors. This prevents passage of the unattenuated signal to the output circuit. Transistor Q5
also conducts, its collector goes to +4.5 volts, and a more positive bias is applied to the base of
transistor Q6. This cuts off transistor Q4 and allows transistor Q7 to conduct. When transistor Q7
conducts, the decoder pam signal is applied to the base of transistor Q10. Since the base of transistor
Q10 is now more negative than the +4.5-volt potential placed on the base of transistor Q11, Q10 will
conduct and apply the attenuated pam signal to the output circuit (b above).
(3) Assume that a signal with a level of 16 is presented to the gating circuits. The first two most
significant digits are 0 and 1. Signal B is a logic 1 and is positive-going. Signal A is a logic 0
however, its complement signal A is positive-going. Signal B at the base of gate transistor Q2 and
signal A at the base of gate transistor Q4 cause the two transistors to conduct and produce the same
results as described in (2) above for level 47.
(4) Now assume a signal above level 47 or below level 16. The first two most significant digits for these
levels are 1,1 or 0,0, respectively. In the case of a signal above level 47, signals A and B are positivegoing; however, signals A and B are zero. Since only one of the inputs to transistors Q1 and Q3 is
positive-going, these transistors do not conduct. The same is true for the inputs to transistors Q2 and
Q4. As a result, both gate circuits are cut off and a + 10-volt potential is applied to transistors Q5 and
Q8, cutting off both. This causes transistor Q6 to conduct and place a +4.5-volt potential at the base
of transistor Q10 and the emitter of transistor Q7, cutting both transistors off. This also causes
transistor Q9 to conduct and apply the pam signal to the base of gate transistor Q11. Since the
voltage on the base of transistor Q11 is more negative than that on the base of transistor Q10,
transistor Q11 will conduct and apply the unattenuated pam signal through buffer transistor Q12 to
terminal 23 of jack J9, where it is designated as the receive pam signal.
d. Squelch Circuit. The squelch signal is applied to terminal 24 of jack J9 and consists of a +10-volt signal
during normal operation and a 0-volt signal when the unit is out of frame. When the +10-volt signal is applied
to terminal 24, diodes CR1 and CR4 conduct, back-biasing diodes CR2 and CR5 so that transistors Q5 and Q8
operate normally. When the squelch signal goes to 0 volt, diodes CR1 and CR4 are back-biased
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and diodes CR2 and CR5 conduct. This keeps the bases of transistors Q5 and Q8 at a 0-volt level.
Transistors Q5 and Q8 therefore conduct and the circuit operates the same as if one of the two gating circuits
(consisting of transistors Q1 and Q3, and Q2 and Q4) were conducting (c above). When this occurs, the signal
is steered through the attenuated path. Therefore, when the squelch signal is 0 volt, all levels of the pam signal
are always applied through the attenuated path, reducing the chance of unwanted noise of reaching the output
circuits when the unit is out of frame.
e. Pam Center Adjust Control. The potential at the bases of transistors Q7 and Q9 is controlled by the CTR
potentiometer R19. This control is adjusted so the center half of the pam signal falls within its allotted range. If
the potentiometer is not properly adjusted, level 16 will overlap level 15, or level 47 will overlap level 48. Since
this adjustment is critical, the transistor base voltage supply (+18 volts dc is partially regulated to provide more
stability. The +18-volt supply is obtained from a network consisting of resistor R31; capacitor C11; and
breakdown diodes CR1, CR2, and CR3. The input to the network is +25 volts, which enters the panel at
terminal 19 of jack J9. The +25-volt supply is applied across a voltage divider consisting of resistor R31 and
the three breakdown diodes. The output of the divider is controlled by the breakdown voltage of the three
breakdown diodes, which is 18 volts.
f. Development of Address Inhibit A and A Signals. The address digit gate signal is applied to the panel
through terminal 7 of jack J9 and consists of a train of positive-going square pulses with a duration of 2.6 usec
and a frequency of 8 kc. The signal is applied through resistor R26 to delay line DL1, where it is delayed by 0.3
usec. From the delay line, the signal is applied through buffer transistor Q13 to slicer transistor Q14. Slicer
transistors Q14 and Q15 operate similar to a differential amplifier. The base of transistor Q15 is biased at a
ground potential. The slicer circuit produces a push-pull output. One output consists of a train of positive-going
square pulses and is applied from the collector of transistor Q14 to terminal 8 of jack J9 and designated
address inhibit 2. The other output consists of a train of negative-going square pulses and is applied from the
collector of transistor Q15 to terminal 1 of jack J9 and designated address inhibit 1. These pulses are used in
panel 1A14/2A14 to inhibit the address pulses, preventing them from entering the last channel.
g. Development of Main pcm Signal. The sampled pcm signal, which is a pcm signal that has been
sampled and restored, is applied to the panel through terminal 3 of jack J9. From terminal 3, the signal is
applied through delay line DL2, where it A delayed 0.4 usec. to buffer transistor Q21. From transistor Q21 the
signal is applied to terminal 6 of jack A where it is designated as the main pcm signal.
h. Development of pcm From Aux Monitor Signal. The pcm from aux signal is applied from terminal A of
jack J9 to buffer transistor Q20. The output of transistor Q20 is dc shifted by a network consisting of capacitor
C21 and diode CR11. The dc level produced by the network is applied through resistor R45 to terminal 10 of
jack J9 where it is designated pcm from aux monitor. This signal is applied to the front panel TEST ALIGN
meter switching circuit for measurement purposes.
i. Development of Rcvr Aux Address (or Rcvr Frame Pulse) Signal. The receive address signal appearing
at terminal 17 of jack A is buffered by transistor Q18 and applied to terminal 15 of jack J19 as the rcvr aux
address or rcvr frame pulse signal.
2-54. Monitoring and Alarm, Panel 1A16/2A16
(fig. 6-82)
a. General. Monitoring and alarm panel 1A15 2A16 provides various circuits for monitoring and
troubleshooting Multiplexers TD-352/U and TD353/U. Included are a pcm in monitor circuit, a 1,100-cps test
tone used for testing and aligning panels 1A2/2A2, associated microphone and earphone amplifier circuits, a
squelch circuit, and the frame alarm circuit.
b. Development of Traffic pcm in Mon Signal. The high or medium traffic pcm in mon signal is developed
from the pcm in signal applied to terminal 28 of jack J7. From terminal 28, the pcm in signal is applied through
buffer transistor Q1 to a level restorer circuit consisting of capacitor C1 and diode CRT. As long as a train of
pulses is applied to the level restorer, it will produce a dc level which is applied through resistor R3 to terminal
29 and designated H traffic pcm in mon. This output is used with Multiplexer TD-353/U
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only. For the TD-352/U, the output of the level restorer is applied through resistor R4 to terminal 30 of jack J7
and designated med traffic pcm in mon. These outputs are displayed on the TEST ALIGN meter when the
METER SELECT switch is at PCM IN.
c. Development of Test Tone Signal. The test tone signal is a 1,100-cps audio signal that can be applied to
double modem panels 1A2/2A2 for test purposes. The 1,100-cps test tone signal is generated by a resistancecapacitance phase-shift oscillator consisting of transistors Q2, Q3, and Q4. Oscillation is sustained by a
feedback circuit consisting of three resistance-capacitance networks which shift the phase by 180°. The
feedback signal is coupled from the emitter of transistor Q3 through the phase shifting network and transistor
Q4 to the base of transistor Q2. The bias for the base of transistor Q2 is provided by a voltage divider
consisting of resistors R5 and R6. When power is first applied, the surge of current through resistors R5 and
R6 starts the circuit oscillating. Transistor Q3 acts as a buffer to isolate transistor Q2 from the output circuit.
The output circuit from the emitter of transistor Q3 contains a lowpass filter, consisting of inductors L1 and L2
and capacitor C5, which removes any harmonies that might be in the output of transistor Q3. The output is
applied to terminal 31 of jack J7 and is designated as the test tone signal. From terminal 31, the signal is
applied to OSC ADJUST potentiometer R1 located on the service facility panel of the multiplexer. The signal is
taken from the arm of the potentiometer and applied back to panel 1A16/2A16 as the test tone adjust signal at
terminal 25 of jack J7. This adjusted test tone signal is applied through buffer transistor Q5 to the primary
winding of transformer T1 and to a monitoring circuit. The secondary winding of transformer T1 is applied to
terminals 14 and 19 of jack J7 and designated test tone out No. 1 and test tone out No. 2, respectively. The
monitoring circuits consists of capacitors C11 and C12, diodes CR2 and CR3, and resistor R18. The
monitoring signal is applied from resistor R18 to terminal 20 and designated test tone monitoring.
d. Development of Alarm and Relay Signals. When the unit drops out of frame because of faulty circuits or
loss of the pcm signal, this panel develops signals that control visual (FRAME indicator) and audio (buzzer)
alarm circuits. A squelch signal is generated simultaneously to prevent objectionable noise from reaching the
output circuits. These control signals are developed from the alarm timing and alarm control signals applied to
terminals 9 and 8, respectively, of jack J7. The circuit basically consists of a three-input OR gate difference
amplifier and a flip-flop circuit. The difference amplifier consists of transistors Q11 Q12, and Q13. The input to
the base of transistor Q13 is a constant signal of approximately -2.0 volts. This signal is supplied by a voltage
divider consisting of resistors R33 and R34, and allows transistor Q13 to conduct. The alarm control signal
applies a -4.5-volt signal to the base of transistor Q12. This keeps transistor Q12 cut off when the alarm control
signal is present. The alarm timing signal is applied through a peak detector, consisting of capacitor C26 and
diodes CR8 and CR9, to the base of Q11. This keeps transistor Q11 cut off when the alarm timing signal is
present. During normal operation, both alarm control and alarm timing signals are always present and only
transistor Q13 conducts. Transistor Q13 therefore applies a negative potential to flip-flop transistor Q10 which,
in turn, conducts and produces a +10-volt signal at its collector. This signal is applied to terminal 10 as the
alarm 0 signal and to terminal 11 as the squelch signal. Since transistor Q10 is conducting, flip-flop transistor
Q9 is cut off and therefore applies a 0-volt signal, through driver transistor Q6, to terminal 17 as the converter
lockout relay signal and, through driver transistors Q7 and Q8, to terminal 18 as the alarm relay signal. The
alarm on signal at terminal 16 is not used. When the alarm control and alarm timing signals go to 0 volt,
indicating that the unit is out of frame, transistors Q12 and Q11 conduct. Transistor Q13 is therefore cut off
and the flip-flop reverses state so that a 0-volt potential is now applied to terminals 10 and 11 and a +10-volt
potential is applied to terminals 17 and 18.
e. Development of Detected Audio Measure Signal. Selection of the particular audio output channel to be
monitored is determined by the positions of the SERV SEL and CHAN 1-12 selector switches on the TD-352/U,
and by the SERV SEL, EVEN CHAN, and ODD CHAN selector switches on the TD-353/U. These switches
route the output level measuring signals from the demodulator circuits on panel 1A2/2A2, through
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the 2 WIRE/4 WIRE control switch, to terminal 26 on jack J7 of panel 1A16/2A16. From this point, the signal,
termed audio measure, is applied to the primary winding of transformer T1 through buffer transistor Q17. The
signal across the secondary winding of transformer T1 is then applied to a peak detector consisting of diodes
CR10 and CR11 and capacitor C35. The positive charge stored by capacitor C35 is applied to terminal 15 of
jack J7, where the dc level is designated as the detected audio measure signal. This signal is displayed on the
front panel TEST ALIGN meter as required for monitoring, adjustment, and alignment purposes.
f. Talk-Monitor Circuits. The monitoring and alarm panel also provides earphone and microphone amplifier
circuits. When a headset microphone combination such as the H-91A/U is connected to the front panel TALK
MONITOR connector, the output of the microphone is connected to terminal 4 of jack J7. From this point, the
signal, termed mike, is applied to transistors Q14 and Q15 where it is amplified and then applied through buffer
transistor Q16 to transformer T2. Transformer T2 changes the unbalanced mike signal to the balanced signal
required by the modulator circuits of panels 1A2/2A2. The output of the transformer is applied through resistors
R46 and R47 to terminals 7 and 6, where the signals are designated mike out No. 1 and mike out No. 2,
respectively. Selection of the particular channel to be modulated by the mike output signal is determined by
the positions of the SERV SEL and CHAN 1-12 selector switches on the TD352/U, and by the SERV SEL,
EVEN CHAN. ODD CHAN, and MEASURE/PHONEODD/PHONE-EVEN selector switches on the TD-353/U.
In the receive traffic direction, a portion of any demodulated audio output I channel from panels 1A2/2A2 is
applied to l terminals 3 and 2 of jack J7 through the same selector switches. The signals appearing at terminals
3 and 2 are designated earphone ampl in No. 1 and earphone ampl in No. 2, respectively, and are connected
to matching transformer T4, which converts the balanced input signal to an unbalanced signal. The signal is
then coupled to amplifier transistor Q18 through capacitor C36, and the output of Q18 is applied through
capacitor C39 to terminal 1 of jack J7 where it is designated earphone ampl out. From terminal 1, the signal is
applied to the front panel TALK MONITOR connector.
2-55. Transmit Fault Locator, Panel 1A17
(fig. 6-83)
a. General. There are five fault locator circuits for the transmit section of the TD-353/U. Four of the
circuits (1A8 mon A,1A9 mon B. 1A10 mon C, and 1A9 mon D) are contained on panel 1A17 The fifth circuit
(1A7 mon E) is contained on receive fault locator panel 1A18 (para 2-57) but is operationally part of the
transmit fault locator system.
b. Development of 1A8 Mon A Signal.
(1) The fault locator circuit for panel 1A8 consists of four type 36 detector modules (para 2-29), each
containing two identical peak detector circuits. Eight signal outputs from panel 1A8 are applied to the
four detector modules, and the resulting dc outputs are combined in an AND gate. This produces one
output, termed 1A8 mon A, which is representative of the panel operation. This output is applied to
the SERV SEL switch from which it can be switched to the TEST ALIGN meter circuit for monitoring
purposes.
(2) When all eight input signals are present, the level of the 1A8 mon A signal is sufficiently high to cause
the TEST ALIGN meter pointer to register in the green area of the meter dial. The loss of one or more
input signals, however, results in a lower level 1A8 mon A signal. The TEST ALIGN meter will
indicate this faulty condition by registering out of the green area.
(3) Of the eight input signals applied to the 1A8 mon A circuit detectors, two signals (FF2B xmtr and FF3B
xmtr) are fed directly to their associated detectors 1,000-ohm resistors. The P1, reshaped clock,
sampling clock, and reset clock input signals are buffered before application to the detectors. The
timing out and sync out xmtr signals are buffered and then amplified to. a level which can be switched
for detection. The following is a summary of the input signals, their input terminals, the associated
buffer and amplifier stages (where applicable). And the pins to which the signals are applied.
Change 3
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Input signal

Appears at terminal

Buffered by
transistor

Amplified by
transistor

Applied to

P1 ----------------------

23

Q3 ---------------------

--------------------------

Pin 2, module Z2.

Reshaped clock-----

28

Q4 ---------------------

--------------------------

Pin 10, module Z2.

FF3B xmtr------------

24

-------------------------

--------------------------

Pin 2, module Z3.

FF2B xmtr------------

30

-------------------------

--------------------------

Pin 10 module Z3

Sampling clock------

25

Q5 ---------------------

--------------------------

Pin 2, module Z4.

Timing out------------

20

Q6 ---------------------

Q7 ----------------------

Pin 10, module Z4.

Sync out-xmr --------

18

Q9 ---------------------

Q10 --------------------

Pin 2, module Z5.

Reset clock ----------

17

Q8 ---------------------

--------------------------

Pin 10 module Z5.

c. Development of 1A9 Mon B Signal. There are two fault locator circuits for panel A 1A9 mon B and 1A9
mon D (e below). The 1A9 mon B circuit has a single input, which is the modem timing signal appearing at
terminal 7 of jack J21. This signal is first buffered and then applied through capacitor C19 to a peak detector
network consisting of diodes CR12 and CR13, and capacitor C20. The dc output of the detector is applied
through resistor R80 to terminal 8 of jack J21 where it is designated as the 1A9 mon B signal. This signal is
also switched into the TEST ALIGN meter circuit through the SERV SEL switch. When the 1A9 mon B output
signal is present (panel 1A9 good), it causes the meter pointer to register in- the green area; when this signal is
absent, the meter registers out of the green area, which is the panel-bad indication.
d. Development of 1A10 Mon C Signal. The TFF9 signal from panel 1A10 is monitored both for its
presence and correct frequency. The signal, appearing at terminal 27 of jack J21, has, a frequency of 8 kc and
is first applied to a narrow bandpass filter consisting of capacitor C4 and inductor L1. The filter removes any
frequencies other than 8 kc and passes the signal to a peak detector circuit consisting of diode CR5 and
capacitor C5. The resulting do level is applied through resistor R37 to terminal 16 of jack J21 where it is
designated as the 1A10 mon C signal. This signal is also switched into the TEST ALIGN meter circuit through
the SERV SEL switch as described for the foregoing fault locator output signals.
e. Development of 1A9 Mon D Signal. The 1A9 mon D signal is developed from the address pulse, xmtr
address timing. and aux address signals from panel 1A9. The address pulse, appearing at terminal 2 of jack
J21, is first buffered by transistor Q12 and then applied to flip-flop Z6 ( module 09, para 2-15). Flip-flop Z.
divides the frequency of the address pulse by 2 before application to pin 2 of detector module Z7. The xmtr
address timing signal appears at terminal 11 of jack J21 and is applied directly to pin 10 of module Z7. The
aux address signal appears at terminal 15 of jack J21 and is buffered by transistor Q8 and detected in module
Z1. The two outputs of module Z7 and one output of module Z1 are combined and appear at terminal 29 of
jack J21 as the IA, mon D signal. The level of this signal when all three signals are present is sufficient to
cause a green TEST ALIGN meter reading as described for the other transmit fault locator circuits. When one
signal is absent, the 1A9 mon D signal level decreases enough to cause the TEST ALIGN meter to read out of
the green area.
2-56. Transmit Fault Locator, Panel 2A17
(fig. 6-85)
a. General. There are five fault locator circuit for the transmit section of the T~352/U. Three of these
circuits (2A8 mon. A, 2A8 mon C, and 2A9 mon D) are contained on panel 2A17. The fourth and fifth circuits
(2A10 mon. B and 2A7 mon. E) are contained on receive fault locator panel 2A18 (para 2-58), but they are
operationally part of the transmit fault locator system.
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b. Development of 2A8 Mon A Signal.
(1) There are two fault locator circuits for panel 2A8: 2A8 mon A and 2A8 mon C (c below). The 2A8 mon
A circuit consists of three type 6-36) detector modules (para 2-29), each of which contains two
identical peak detector circuits. Six signal outputs from panel 2A18 are applied to the three detector
modules, and the resulting dc outputs are combined in an AND gate. This produces one output,
representative of all six input signals, which is termed the 2A8 mon A signal. This output is applied to
the SERV SEL switch from which it can be switched to the TEST ALIGN meter circuit for monitoring
purposes.
(2) When all six input signals are present, the level of the 2A8 mon A output signal is high enough to
cause the TEST ALIGN meter pointer to register in the green area of the meter dial. The loss of one
or more input signals causes a lower level output signal and- the TEST ALIGN meter indicates a faulty
panel by registering out of the green area.
(3) The inputs to the 2A8 mon A fault locator circuit are the T pulse clock, modem timing, TFF2, TFF2,
TFF3, and TFF12 signals. These appear at terminals 27, 28, 21, 30, 22, and 23, respectively, of jack
J21. The T pulse dock and modem timing signals are buffered by transistors Q1 and Q2 before
application to pins 2 and 10, respectively, of detectors module Z1. the TFF2 and TFF2 signals are
applied directly to pins 2 and 10, respectively, of detectors module Z3. The dc outputs of modules Z1,
Z2, and Z3 are combined and appear at terminal 31 of jack J21 where they are designated as the 2A8
mon A signal.
c. Development of 2A8 Mon C Signal. The second fault locator circuit for panel 2A8 is derived from three
input signals: parallel shift, shift 2, and decision pulses. These signals appear at terminals 4, 3, and 5,
respectively, of jack J21. Since the parallel shift and shift A signals are of insufficient duration to correctly
charge capacitor C2 in detector module Z5, the signals are first used to trigger intermediate flip-flop stage Z4.
When both signals are triggering flip-flop Z4, there will be an output signal of sufficient duration for detection in
module Z5. If one of the inputs to module Z4 is removed because of a fault in panel 2A8, the input to pin 2 of
module Z5 will be dc In this case, there will be no output from the detector circuit. The decision pulses signal is
applied to the second detector circuit in module Z5, and the outputs of both detectors are combined to form the
2A8 mon C signal which appears at terminal 6 of jack J21. This signal is applied to the TEST ALIGN meter
circuit through the SERV SEL switching facility. When all three input signals are present, the level of the 2A8
mon C signal is high enough to cause the TEST ALIGN meter to read in the green area. When one or more
signals are absent, the output signal level decreases enough to cause the TEST ALIGN meter to read out of the
green area.
d. Development of 2A9 Mon D Signal. The fault locator circuit for panel 2A9 is derived from six input
signals, five generated on panel 2A9 and one (8-kc aux) generated on panel 2A5. Although the 8-kc aux signal
circuit is physically contained on panel 2A5, it is actuary part of panel 2~ transmit timing circuits. The six input
signals are applied to detector modules Z6, Z7, and Z9. All signals are first buffered. The timing out, sync out
xmtr, and 8-kc Aux signals are also amplified to a level suitable for detection. The six outputs of modules Z6,
Z7, and Z9 are combined into the 2A9 mon D output which appears at terminal 29 of jack J1. This signal is
applied to the TEST ALIGN meter circuit through the SERV SKI' switch as described for the other monitoring
signals.
2-57. Receive Fault Locator, Panel 1A18
(fig. 6-87)
Receive fault locator panel 1A18 processes the receive signals of the TD-353/U for monitoring purposes the
same as transmit fault locator panel 1A17 processes the transmit signals (para 2-55). The only difference is
that in panel 1A1B, the coder pam mon signal applied to terminal 11 of jack J17 is applied to an amplifier
transistor (Q11) before application to a buffer transistor. There are 17 inputs to the panel, and 8 monitoring
signals are developed. The inputs, buffer and amplifier transistors, and detector modules used to develop the
various signals are given below.
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Input signal

Timing A ----------------Timing B ----------------Decoder Clock --------384 KC S. W ----------Sync out rcvr ----------FF2B --------------------Rcvr aux clock --------Address digit gate ----Timing C----------------Matrix FF ---------------Coder pam mon ------Skip FF -----------------RFF9 --------------------Skip Pulse--------------Pcm to aux--------------

Applied to
panel at
terminal

Detector module
and pin number

Buffer
transistor

24
28
25
30
20
21
18
17
12
13
11
8
27
2
4

Z1, pin 2 --------Z1, pin 10-------Z2, pin 2 --------Z2, pin 10-------Z3, pin 2 --------Z3, pin 10-------Z4, pin 2 --------Z4, pin 10-------Z6, pin 2 --------Z6, pin 10------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Q1 -----Q2 -----Q3 --------------Q4 --------------Q6 -----Q8 -----Q9 -----Q10----Q12-------------Q13----Q14----Q15-----

Amplifier
transistor

--------------------------------------------Q5 ------------------Q7 ----------------------------------------Q11---------------------------------------------------

Output signal

Output
terminal

1A13 MON H -----

29

1A13 MON K -----

9

1A7 MON E ------1A13 MON M----1A10 MON J-----1A12 MON L-----1A12 MON N -----

10
7
16
1
6

In addition to the components called out in the chart, there are two flip-flop modules (Z5 and Z7) which are
used to increase pulse duration to enable a peak detector to charge to a dc level.
2-58. Receive Fault Locator, Panel 2A18
(fig.6-89)
Receive fault locator panel 2A18 processes the receive signals of the TD-352/U for monitoring purposes the
same as the transmit fault locator, panel 2A17, processes the transmit signals. Since the description of this
panel is essentially the same as for panel 2A17, no detailed description is given. The detector, which monitors
the RFF9 signal on this panel, is used in both the receive and transmit circuits and the coder pam mon signal,
which is also monitored on this panel, is used in the transmit circuits only. There are 17 inputs to panel 2A18
which develop 7 monitoring signals. The inputs, buffer and amplifier transistors, and detector modules used to
develop the various signals are given in the chart, below. In addition to the components called out in the chart
there are two flip-flop modules (Z6 and Z7) which are used to increase pulse duration to enable a peak detector
to charge to a dc level. The coder pam mon signal is also applied through amplifier transistor Q15 before
application to its buffer transistor.
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Input signal

Applied to
panel at
terminal

Timing A ----------------Timing B ----------------Rcvr aux clock --------Sync out rcvr ----------Decoder clock ---------Modem timing ---------RFF2 --------------------Skip Pulse--------------Timing C----------------Address digit gate ----RFF9 --------------------Coder pam mon ------Alt pcm out-------------Pcm to aux

24
28
18
20
21
25
30
2
12
13
27
11
6
5

Detector module
and pin number

Buffer
transistor

Z1, pin 2--------Z1, pin 10 ------Z2, pin 2--------Z2, pin 10 ------Z3, pin 2--------Z3, pin 10 ------Z4, pin 2---------------------------Z8, pin 2--------Z8, pin 10 --------------------------------------------Z9, pin 2--------Z9, pin 10 -------

Q1------Q2------Q3------Q5----------------Q7----------------Q11 ----Q12 ----Q13 ----Q14 ----Q16 ----Q17 ----Q18 -----

Amplifier
transistor

----------------------Q4-------Q6------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Q15 ----------------------------

Output signal

Output
terminal

29
2A13 MON H-----

2A12 MON L ----2A13 MON K----2A10 MON B OR J
2A7 M0N E ------2A12 MON N-----

9
10
7
16
1
6

2-59. Unregulated Power Supply, Panel 1A19/2A19
(fig. 6-91)
a. General.
(1) Unregulated power supply panel 1A19/ 2A19 accepts 115-volt 0 ape power and converts it to
unregulated dc voltages and stepped-down ac voltages.. These voltages provide the power necessary
to operate Multiplexers TD-353/U and T-352/U.
(2) The chart below lists the loaded voltages provided by this power supply, the output terminals of jack J1
across which each voltage appears, and the use of each voltage.

Voltage

Positive terminals

Negative terminals

13.5 volts dc -------------7 volts dc -----------------7.5 volts dc --------------34 volts dc ---------------16 volts dc ---------------28 volts, 60 cps ---------39 volts, 60 cps ----------

9 and 22 -----------18 -------------------11 and 23 ---------7 and 25 -----------15 -------------------1,2,a and 19-------14 --------------------

8
17
10
6
13
3
16

a

Used to drive
+10-volt series voltage regulator.
-4.5-volt series voltage regulator.
+4.5-volt series voltage regulator.
+25-volt series voltage regulator.
-12-volt series voltage regulator.
Miscellaneous circuits.
-20-volt shunt-regulated supply and +10volt shunt-regulated supply.

Voltage is present at terminal 2, only when temperature rise causes thermal switch S1 to close.
(3) Breakdown diodes CR11, CR12, and CR13, mounted on the chassis of panel 1A19/2Al9, are shunt
regulators for external dc power supplies. The chassis of panel 1A19/2A19 provides heat dissipation
for these breakdown diodes; they have no functional relationship to panel 1A19/2A19 power supply.
b. Circuit Description.
(1) This power supply consists of B single power transformer having multiple secondary windings, feeding
five separate
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dc power supplies. Also, the secondary windings deliver 39-volt 60-cps and 28 volt 60-cps power to
external circuits.
(2) The dc power supplies are conventional, each consisting of a full-wave rectifier, filter, and a fused
output line. The dc power supplies that provide 7 volts and 16 volts have signal ground return. The
remaining three dc power supplies are floating.
c. Theory.
(1) Primary 115-volt 60-cps power, appearing across terminals 4 and 5 of jack J1, is applied to the
primary (terminals 1 and 2) of transformer T1. The power is coupled through transformer T1 and
appears across its five secondary windings, stepped down to various voltage values as shown in figure
6-90.
(2) A full-wave rectifier circuit, connected across each winding, rectifies the ac power and converts it to
negative dc voltages at the plates of each diode rectifier pair. These voltages are coupled through
separate filter networks which remove most of the ripple from the dc voltages. These voltages are
applied to external circuits through jack J1, as indicated in a(l) above.
(3) Thirty-nine-volt 60-cps and 34-volt cps power is obtained across separate secondary windings. The
latter voltage is reduced to 28 volts by resistors R1 and R2, before connection at jack J1.
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CHAPTER 3
DIRECT SUPPORT MAINTENANCE
Section I. TROUBLESHOOTING AT DIRECT SUPPORT
3-1. General
Some direct support maintenance may be performed while the units are operating in a system, but detailed
troubleshooting is usually performed with the unit removed to the test bench after the symptom has been
confirmed. Check all indications thoroughly to obtain a complete symptom before referencing the
troubleshooting charts.
3-2. Use of Troubleshooting Charts
a. The direct support troubleshooting charts for the TD-352/U and TD-353/U are given in paragraphs 3-6
and 3-7, respectively. They include symptoms and probable causes that may persist after corrective actions
such as panel substitution, fuse and lamp replacement, etc. have been tried at the organizational category.
Note. Although individual plug-in panels undergo troubleshooting procedures only at the general support
maintenance category, the multiplexer can be restored to operation at the organizational category by using
substitute panels. If this [ails, the direct support troubleshooting procedures will restore the multiplexers to full
operation because they include all unit circuitry except the plug-in panels.
b. Before using the direct support troubleshooting charts, check the following items thoroughly:
(1) Be sure that panels substituted at the organizational category were fully operational (that is, not
marginal) and that the identical trouble symptom persisted after installation of a substitute panel.
(2) If operation of the unit is marginal, check all adjustments authorized at the organizational category. If
marginal trouble persists, perform the direct support alignment procedures given in paragraphs 3-8
through 3-14. If realignment does not correct the trouble, proceed to the troubleshooting charts.
(3) Check for signs of obvious physical damage.
(a) Cut cable harness.
(b) Broken wiring connections.
(c) Damaged parts.
(4) Check the seating of plug-in panels in their mating connectors on the unit chassis.
c. After replacement of parts in direct support troubleshooting procedures, both organizational category
adjustments and direct support alignment must be performed.
d. When a procedure calls for the multiplexer to be looped-back, this means that one jumper cable must
be connected between the front panel pcm OUT and pcm IN connectors, and another cable between the
TIMING OUT and TIMING IN connectors. These connections are required for direct support troubleshooting on
the test bench. They are not necessary if the unit is being checked during operation in a system loop.
e. In some instances, the use of a modulated channel is required. This can be obtained using the internal
1,100-cps test tone and the switch settings described in TM 11-5805-367-12.
f. To check the operation of the various filters, waveforms must be presented on an oscilloscope. The
expected waveforms are shown at the Rcvr of this manual. The methods given for checking waveforms in the
general support maintenance procedures, chapter 4, are also applicable to the direct support procedures.
g. An electrical test panel (extender panel) will provide easy access to connectors on the unit chassis for
measurement purposes.
3-3. Continuity Checks
Warning: Failure to disable ac power to the unit during continuity checks also constitutes a hazard
to maintenance personnel and transistorized circuits.
a. If trouble is not corrected by any of the foregoing procedures, the wiring continuity must be checked.
To do this systematically, the operating principles of the multiplexer as discussed in chapter 2 must be
thoroughly understood.
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Otherwise, each lead in the chassis will have to be checked, even though most connections may not apply to
the trouble concerned.
b. Chassis wiring diagrams for Multiplexers and TD-353/U can be found at the rear of this manual (figs. 694 and 6-97).
3-4. Mechanical Maintenance
a. Mechanical adjustments and lubrication are not required on either unit. The locations of all chassismounted parts are shown in diagrams in chapter 6, and removal and replacement procedures are routine.
b. If an individual lead of the wiring harness is to be replaced because it is open, cut, burned, or too short to
resolder when broken from connection points, the new lead should be connected, properly routed, and laced
atop the existing wiring harness. Cut the old lead short and snub the ends into the harness. Do not attempt to
remove defective leads or undo harness lacing.
3-5. Test Equipment, Tools, and Materials Required
The following teat equipment and materials are required for direct support troubleshooting. This same
equipment can be used for the direct support alignment procedures given in paragraphs 3-8 through 3-14.
a. Test Equipment.
(1) Oscilloscope AN/USM-140A (or AN/USM-281C).
(2) Signal Generator SG-71/FCC.
(3) Multimeter TS-352/U.
(4) Voltmeter, Electronic ME-30B/U.
(5) Voltmeter TS-443/U.
(6) Multimeter ME-26B/U.
b. Materials.
(1) Capacitor, 0.1 FF nonpolar.
(2) Resistor, 600 ohms, 1%.
(3) Resistor, 91 ohms.
(4) Potentiometer, Precision, 2,000 ohms. |
(5) Electrical Test Panel.
c. Tools.
(1) Tool Kit, Electronic Equipment TK105/G.
(2) Tool Equipment TE-123 or Tool Kit, Radio Repair TK-115/G.
3-6. Multiplexer TD-352/U Troubleshooting Procedure
a. Troubleshooting Chart.
Item
No.
1

Symptom

Probable trouble

No 116 volt, 50-60 cps ac power a. Inductor open in FL1 ---------to
multiplexer
input b. S3 defective . ------------------connections
and
fuses
checked
good
at
organizational category).
Change 3
3-2

Correction

a. Check FL1.
b. Check S3.

Item
No.
1

2

3

4

Symptom
No 115 volt, 50-60 cps ac power
to multiplexer (input connections
and fuses checked good at
organizational category).
AC POWER fuses keep blowing,
all other sources of short
circuit eliminated (all panels
removed).
Ac
power
is
present
in
multiplexer, but replacement
indicator will not light.
Blower motor does not operate.

Probable trouble

Correction

a.Inducator open in FL1
b. S3 defective

a. Check FL1.
b. Check S3.

a. Feedthrough capacitors in
filter FL1 or FL8 short circuit
b. B1 short circuit ----------------c. C1 short circuit ----------------R3 in FL8 open circuit ------------

a. Check FL1 and FL8.
b. Check B1.
c. Check C1.
Check FL8.

a. C1 open circuit ----------------- a. Check C1.
b. B1 defective -------------------- b. Check B1.
Note. In items 5 through 10, the opened signal connectors must be terminated in a 91-ohm load.
5
Loss of pcm in input at terminal FL64 or FL65 open circuit
Check for signal at P3
14 of J32
(essentially pcm in signal
shown at terminal 14 on
panel 1A12/2A12).
If
present, check FL65 If
absent, check FL64.
6
No pcm out signal at J3
FF3B or FL69 open circuit
Check for signal at P11
(essentially pcm out signal
shown at terminal 1 on panel
1A3/2A3). If present, check
FL68. If absent, check FL69.
7
Loss of timing in input at terminal FL66 or FL67 open circuit
Check for signal at P7
2 of J33.
(essentially timing in signal
shown at terminal 2 on panel
2A13 If present, check FL67.
If absent, check FL66.
8
No timing out signal at J4
FL70 or FL71 open circuit
Check for signal at P15
(essentially timing out signal
shown at terminal 31 on
panel 2A9). If present, check
FL70. If absent, check FL71.
9
No alt pcm out signal at J5
FL72 or FL73 open circuit
Check for signal at P19
(essentially alt Pcm out
signal shown at terminal 1 on
panel 1A12/2A12).
If
present, check FL72.
If
absent, check FL73.
10
Loss of sync in input at terminal FL74 or FL75 open circuit
Check for signal at P23
17 of J25
(essentially sync in signal
shown at terminal 17 of panel
2A8).
If present, check
FL75. If absent, check FL74.
11
No earphone output signal at FL10 open circuit
Check FL10
terminal A of talk monitor
connector J12.
12
Loss of mike input signal at FL10 open circuit .
Check FL9.
terminal 4 of J37.
13
No reading on TEST ALIGN a. FL11 or FL12 open circuit.
a. Check FL11 and FL12.
meter for any position of b. M1 defective
b. Check M1.
METER SELECT switch.
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Item
No.
14
15
16
17

18
19

20

21

Symptom

Buzzer will not sound and
FRAME indicator will not light.
FRAME indicator lights, but
buzzer will not sound
+28 volt supply keeps blowing
fuses (all panels removed).
No test tone output from panel
1A16/2A16,
improper
or
erratic gain of output signal, or
gain is fixed and cannot be
adjusted.
No scope sync output at J42
Erroneous aux input signal at
terminal 31 of J35 and
terminal 9 of 736.
Erroneous audio measure signal
at terminal 26 of J37 when S6
is set to 2 WIRE position.
Loss of audio in or audio out
signals on any of 12 channels.

Probable trouble

Correction

K1 defective

Check K1.

a. DS5 defective

a. Check DS5.

b. S2 defective
Short circuit feed through
capacitor in FL13.
R1 defective

b. Check S2.
Check FL13.

R8 open circuit
R2 open circuit

Check R8.
Check R2.

R5 open circuit

Check R5.

One or more filters open circuit.

Check appropriate filters using
chart in b below.
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b. Audio Channel Input and Output Connections and Associated Filters.
Audio in No. 1
Measured at
Check
terminals1
filters
and 2 of
connector

Audio in No. 1
Measured at Check
terminals 3
filters
and 4 of
connector

Audio in No. 2
Measured at Check
terminals 30
filters
and 31 of
connector

Audio in No. 2
Measured at Check
terminals 28
filters
and 29 of
connector

1 -----------

J29

J29-----------

---------------

---------

---------------

---------

2 -----------

J17 -----------

3 -----------

----------------

FL51,
FL52
FL38,
FL39
--------

4 -----------

----------------

5 -----------

J30 -----------

6 -----------

J18 -----------

7 -----------

Channel
No.

---------------

---------

---------------

---------

----------------

FL53,
FL54
FL40,
FL41
---------

J29 ----------

J29

--------

----------------

---------

J17 ----------

J30-----------

---------------

---------------

---------------

---------

---------------

---------

----------------

FL57,
FL58
FL44,
FL45
---------

FL28,
FL29
FL16,
FL17
---------

----------------

FL55
FL56
FL42,
FL43
--------

FL26,
FL27
FL14,
FL15
---------

J30 ----------

J30

8 -----------

----------------

--------

----------------

---------

J18 ----------

9 -----------

J31 -----------

J31-----------

---------------

---------------

J19 -----------

---------------

---------

---------------

---------

11 ---------

----------------

----------------

FL61,
FL62
FL48,
FL49
---------

FL32,
FL33
FL20,
FL21
---------

10 ---------

FL59,
FL60
FL46,
FL47
--------

FL30,
FL31
FL18,
FL19
---------

J31 ----------

J31

12 ---------

----------------

--------

----------------

---------

J19 ----------

FL34,
FL35
FL22,
FL23

FL36,
FL37
FL24,
FL25

J17-----------

J18-----------

J19-----------
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3-7. Multiplexer T-353/U Troubleshooting Procedure
a. Troubleshooting Chart.
Item
No.
1

2

3

4

Symptom

No 115-volt, 50-60 cps ac power
to
multiplexer
(input
connections
and
fuses
checked good at organizational
category).
AC POWER fuses keep blowing,
all other sources of short
circuit eliminated (all panels
removed).
Ac power is present in
multiplexer, but replacement
indicator will not light.
Blower motor does not operate.

Probable trouble

Correction

a. Inductor open in FL1
b. S3 defective

a. Check FL1.
b. Check S3.

a. Feedthrough capacitors in
FL1 or FL8 short circuit.
b. B1 short circuit
c. C1 short circuit
R3 in FL8 open circuit

a. Check FL1 and FL8.
b. Check B1.
c. Check C1.
Check FL8.

a. C1 open circuit
a. Check C1.
b. B1 defective
b. Check B1.
Note. In items 4 through 9, the oened signal connections must be terminated n 91-ohm loads.
5
Loss of pcm in input at terminal FL212 or FL213 open circuit.
Check for signal at P3
(essentially pcm in signal
14 of J45.
shown at terminal 14 of panel
1A12/2A12). If present, check
FL213.
If absent, check
FL212.
6
No pcm out signal at J3
FL216 or FL217 open circuit.
Check for signal at P11
(essentially pcm out signal
shown at terminal 7 of panel
1A3/2A3). If present, check
FL216.
If absent, check
FL217.
7
Loss of timing in input at FL214 or FL215 open circuit.
Check for signal at P7
(essentially timing in signal
terminal 1 of J46.
shown at terminal 1 of panel
1A13 If present, check FL215.
If absent, check FL214.
8
No timing out signal at J4
FL218 or FL219 open circuit.
Check for signal at P15
(essentially timing out signal
shown at terminal 11 of panel
1A8). If present, check FL218.
If absent, check FL219.
9
Loss of sync in input at terminal FL220 or FL221 open
Check for signal at P19
(essentially sync in signal
29 of J29.circuit.
shown at terminal 29 of panel
1A8). If present, check FL221.
If absent, check FL220.
10
No earphone output signal at FL10 open circuit:
Check FL10.
terminal A of TALK MONITOR
connector J12.
11
Loss of mike input signal at FL9 open circuit
Check FL9.
terminal 4 of J50.
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Item
No.
12

13
14
15
16

17
18

19

20

Symptom
No reading on TEST ALIGN
meter for any position of
METER SELECT switch.
Buzzer will not sound and
FRAME indicator will not light.
FRAME indicator lights, but
buzzer will not sound.
+28-volt supply keeps blowing
fuses (all panels removed).
No test tone output from panel
1A16/2A16, improper or erratic
gain of output signal, or gain is
fixed and cannot be adjusted.
No SCOPE SYNC output at J62.
Erroneous aux input signal at
terminal 31 of J48 and
terminal 8 of J49.
Erroneous audio measure signal
at terminal 26 of J50 when S6
is set to 2 WIRE position.
Loss of audio in or audio out
signals on any of 48 channels.

Probable trouble

Correction

a. FL11 or FL12 open circuit
b. M1 defective

a. Check FL11 and FL12.
b. Check M1.

K1 defective

Check K1.

a. DS5 defective
b. S2 defective
Shorted feedthrough capacitor in
FL13.
R1 defective

a. Check DS5.
b. Check S2.
Check FL13.

R8 open circuit
R2 open circuit

Check R8.
Check R2.

R5 open circuit

Check R5.

One or more filters open circuit

Check appropriate filters using
chart in b below.
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Check R1.
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b. Audio Channel Input and Output Connections and Associated Filters.
Audio in No. 1
Measured at
Check
terminals1
filters
and 2 of
connector

Audio in No. 1
Measured at Check
terminals 3
filters
and 4 of
connector

Audio in No. 2
Measured at Check
terminals 30
filters
and 31 of
connector

Audio in No. 2
Measured at Check
terminals 28
filters
and 29 of
connector

1 -----------

J51 -----------

J51-----------

---------------

---------

---------------

----------

2 -----------

J30 -----------

3 -----------

----------------

FL120,
FL121
FL138,
FL139
--------

4 -----------

----------------

5 -----------

J52 -----------

6 -----------

J31 -----------

7 -----------

Channel
No.

---------------

---------

---------------

----------

----------------

FL118,
FL119
FL156,
FL157
--------

J51 -----------

J51-----------

--------

----------------

--------

J30 -----------

J52-----------

----------------

----------------

----------------

--------

----------------

---------

----------------

FL206
FL207
FL192
FL193
--------

FL154,
FL155
FL171,
FL172
---------

----------------

FL135
FL153
FL190
FL191
--------

FL116,
FL117
FL136,
FL137
--------

J52 -----------

J52-----------

8 -----------

----------------

--------

----------------

--------

J31 -----------

9 -----------

J53 -----------

J53-----------

----------------

----------------

J32 -----------

----------------

--------

----------------

---------

11 ---------

----------------

----------------

FL131
FL132
FL170
FL188
--------

FL210
FL211
FL172
FL173
---------

10 ---------

FL133
FL134
FL151
FL152
--------

FL208
FL209
FL174
FL175
--------

J53 -----------

J53-----------

12 ---------

----------------

--------

----------------

--------

J32 -----------

13 ---------

J54 -----------

J54-----------

----------------

----------------

J33 -----------

----------------

--------

----------------

---------

15 ---------

----------------

----------------

FL183,
FL201
FL186,
FL187
--------

FL129
FL130
FL164
FL165
---------

14 ---------

FL128,
FL146
FL184,
FL185
--------

FL149
FL150
FL147
FL148
--------

J54 -----------

J54-----------

16 ---------

----------------

--------

----------------

--------

J33 -----------

17 ---------

J55 -----------

J55-----------

----------------

----------------

J34 -----------

----------------

--------

----------------

---------

19 ---------

----------------

----------------

FL126,
FL127
FL180,
FL181
--------

FL204,
FL205
FL166,
FL167
---------

18 ---------

FL144,
FL145
FL182,
FL200
--------

FL202,
FL203
FL168,
FL169
--------

J55 -----------

J55-----------

20 ---------

----------------

--------

----------------

--------

J34 -----------

21 ---------

J56 -----------

J56-----------

----------------

----------------

J35 -----------

----------------

--------

----------------

---------

23 ---------

----------------

FL140,
FL141
FL178,
FL179
--------

FL106,
FL107
FL122,
FL123
---------

22 ---------

FL104,
FL105
FL160,
FL161
--------

FL108,
FL109
FL124,
FL125
--------

J56 -----------

FL158,
FL159

J56-----------

FL176,
FL177

J30-----------

J31-----------

J32-----------

J33-----------

J34-----------

J35--------------------------
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J30-----------

J31-----------

J32-----------

J33-----------

J34-----------

b. Audio Channel Input and Output Connections and Associated Filters-Continued
Audio in No. 1
Measured at
Check
terminals1
filters
and 2 of
connector

Audio in No. 1
Measured at Check
terminals 3
filters
and 4 of
connector

Audio in No. 2
Measured at Check
terminals 30
filters
and 31 of
connector

Audio in No. 2
Measured at Check
terminals 28
filters
and 29 of
connector

24 ---------

----------------

--------

----------------

--------

J35 -----------

J35-----------

25 ---------

J57 -----------

J57-----------

----------------

----------------

J36 -----------

----------------

--------

----------------

---------

27 ---------

----------------

----------------

FL28,
FL29
FL84,
FL85
--------

FL142,
FL143
---------

26 ---------

FL30,
FL31
FL66,
FL67
--------

FL162,
FL163
--------

J57 -----------

J57-----------

28 ---------

----------------

--------

----------------

--------

J36 -----------

29 ---------

J40 -----------

J40-----------

----------------

----------------

J19 -----------

----------------

--------

----------------

---------

31 ---------

----------------

----------------

FL80,
FL81
FL82,
FL83
--------

FL25,
FL43
FL46,
FL47
---------

30 ---------

FL44,
FL45
FL62,
FL63
--------

FL26,
FL27
FL64,
FL65
--------

J40 -----------

J40-----------

32 ---------

----------------

--------

----------------

--------

J19 -----------

33 ---------

J41 -----------

J41-----------

----------------

----------------

J20 -----------

----------------

--------

----------------

---------

35 ---------

----------------

----------------

FL41,
FL42
FL78,
FL79
--------

FL100
FL101
FL48
FL49
---------

34 ---------

FL23,
FL24
FL60,
FL61
--------

FL98,
FL99
FL102
FL103
--------

J41 -----------

J41-----------

36 ---------

----------------

--------

----------------

--------

J20 -----------

37 ---------

J42 -----------

J42-----------

----------------

----------------

J21 -----------

----------------

--------

----------------

---------

39 ---------

----------------

----------------

FL92,
FL93
FL94,
FL95
--------

FL39,
FL40
FL74,
FL75
---------

38 ---------

FL56,
FL57
FL112,
FL113
--------

FL21,
FL22
FL58,
FL59
--------

J42 -----------

J42-----------

40 ---------

----------------

--------

----------------

--------

J21 -----------

41 ---------

J43 -----------

J43-----------

----------------

----------------

J22 -----------

----------------

--------

----------------

---------

43 ---------

----------------

----------------

FL17,
FL18
FL54,
FL55
--------

FL114
FL115
FL76,
FL77
---------

42 ---------

FL19,
FL20
FL37,
FL38
--------

FL110
FL111
FL96,
FL97
--------

J43 -----------

J43-----------

44 ---------

----------------

--------

----------------

--------

J22 -----------

45 ---------

J44 -----------

J44-----------

----------------

----------------

FL14,
FL32
FL50,
FL51
---------

46 ---------

J23 -----------

FL33,
FL34
FL70,
FL71

FL15,
FL16
FL52,
FL53
--------

----------------

--------

----------------

---------

Channel
No.

J36-----------

J19-----------

J20-----------

J21-----------

J22-----------

J23-----------

FL68,
FL69
FL90,
FL91
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J36-----------

J19-----------

J20-----------

J21-----------

J22-----------

b. Audio Channel Input and Output Connections and Associated Filters-Continued
Audio in No. 1
Measured at
Check
terminals1
filters
and 2 of
connector

Audio in No. 1
Measured at Check
terminals 3
filters
and 4 of
connector

Audio in No. 2
Measured at Check
terminals 30
filters
and 31 of
connector

Audio in No. 2
Measured at Check
terminals 28
filters
and 29 of
connector

47 ---------

----------------

--------

----------------

--------

J44 -----------

J44-----------

48 ---------

----------------

--------

----------------

--------

J23 -----------

Channel
No.

FL86,
FL87
FL72,
FL73

J23-----------

FL88,
FL89
FL35,
FL36

Section II ALIGNMENT
3-8. General
a. Direct support alignment procedures involve adjustments accessible on the handles of certain plug-in
panels. There are two internal adjustments, one on panel 1Al/2A1 and one on panel 1A6/2A6, but these are
authorized only for general support maintenance.
b. The procedures listed below should be used for direct support maintenance as explained in paragraphs
3-1 through 3-7, but they must be used also after any general support maintenance, especially when parts have
been replaced in g. 1A6/2A6, 1A2/2A2, 1A7, 1A15 or 2A15.
c. Perform the alignment in the precise order given.
d. The alignment procedures are applicable both Multiplexers TD-352/U and TD-353/U, except where
differences in reference designations of adjustment controls have been given.
e. The following is a summary of the controls to be adjusted:
Multiplexer

Panel

Reference designator

TD-352/U and TD353/U

1A6/2A6---------------

R6 --------------------------R26-------------------------R1,R11 --------------------R19-------------------------R30-------------------------R16--------------------------

TD-352/U only ----TD-353/U only -----

1A2/2A2--------------2A15 ------------------1A7--------------------1A15 -------------------
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Nomenclature
CCL (common channel level adjust).
CA (compressor adjust).
PAM (pam level adjust).
CTR (pam center adjust).
ECL (even channel level adjust).
CTR (pam center adjust).
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3-9. Switch Settings and Preliminary Procedures
a. Operate the TD-352/U front panel switches as follows:
(1) METER SELECT: OFF.
(2) AC POWER: OFF.
(3) BUZZER: OFF.
b. Operate the TD-352/U or T-353/U side panel switches as follows:
(1) AUX: OUT.
(2) 2 WIRE-4 WIRE: 4 WIRE.
(3) ADDRESS: MASTER.
c. Remove noise generator panel 1A11/2A11.
d. Synchronize the oscilloscope; use the SCOPE SYNC output on the side panel of each multiplexer.
e. Loop-back the timing and pcm signals.
3-10. Preliminary Coder Adjustment (Panel 1A6/2A6)
a. Turn the test unit AC POWER switch OFF.
b. Use modified Coder Adjust Panel. NSN 6625-00-668-9418, or modify an extender panel as follows:
(1) Disconnect the leads to terminal 26 and 31.
(2) Connect a 0.1 uf, or larger, nonpolar capacitor between terminals 30 and 31.
(3) Connect one side of a 2,000-ohm potentiometer 2 watts +3% Lin +0.2% to terminal 19 (+4.5 volts) and
the other side to terminal 27 (-4.5 volts).
(4) Connect the center arm of the potentiometer to terminal 31. This provides a variable dc voltage input
of at least +2.5 volts to the coder pam input of panel 1A6/2A6.
c. Remove panel 1A6/2A6 from the test unit, insert the modified Coder Adjust Panel/modified extender
panel into the test unit, and then insert panel 1A6/2A6 into the extender panel.
d. Operate the test unit AC POWER switch to ON. Set switch S-1 on modified Coder Adjust Panel to the
CCL position, and adjust CCL as follows:
(1) Set the side panel switch of TD-352/U to dc
(2) Adjust the CCL for a green reading on front panel meter.
e. Adjust the oscilloscope for a horizontal sweep of 0.5 uSEC/CM.
f. Connect the oscilloscope probe to the pcm OUT connector on front panel of the test unit.
NOTE
The least significant digit (Isd) of a channel is the most active digit
observed when the potentiometer on the extender panel is rotated.
g. Set switch S-1 on modified Coder Adjust Panel to the CA position. Rotate the extender panel
potentiometer in both directions. AD levels should be observed on the oscilloscope as the coder pam input
voltage is varied from -2.5 to +2.5 volts. If levels 101111 (47) and 110000 (48) are missing, adjust
potentiometer R26 on panel 1A6/2A6 counterclockwise until they appear.
h. Check to see that levels 001111 (15) and 010000 (16) are not missing. (Overcompensation of
potentiometer R26 may cause loss of these two levels.) If levels 001111 (15) and 010000 (16) are missing,
rotate potentiometer R26 clockwise until they appeal.
i. Repeat the procedures given in g and h above until all levels are present. Set switch S-1 on modified
Coder Adjust Panel to CCL position, and check CCL adjustment again (paragraph 3-10d). Readjust if needed.
j. Operate the test unit AC POWER switch to OFF and remove both panel 1A6/2A6 and the extender panel.
3-11. Decoder Alignment (Panel 1A15 or 2A15)
The following adjustment positions center code levels 010000 (16) through 101111 (47) with respect to the
other levels.
a. Modify the extender panel as follows:
Change 4
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(1) Remove the capacitor from terminals 30 and 31.
(2) Remove the potentiometer from terminals 19,27, and 31.
(3) Leave terminals 26 and 31 disconnected.
b. Install panel 1A6/2A6 in the test unit; use this modified extender panel.
c. Operate the AC POWER switch to ON.
d. Apply a I,000-cps, 4.5 volt peak-to-peak sine wave across terminals 31 and 30 (ground). (If coder
alignment test panel is used, inject signal at terminals 26 and 30.)
e. Synchronize the oscilloscope with the 1,000-cps oscillator.
f. Connect the oscilloscope probe to receive pam output of the panel being aligned (jack J1 on either 1A15
or 2A15).
g. Adjust the pam center adjust (CTR) control of the panel being aligned (that is, R19 on 2A15, or R16 on
1A15 until the waveform presented on the oscilloscope has minimum discontinuity.
h. Operate the AC POWER switch to OFF and remove both panel 1A6/2A6 in the test unit.
i. Proceed with the pam level adjustment (para 3-12 or 3-13).
3-12. Multiplexer TD-352/U Pam Level Adjustment (Panda 1A2/2A2 and 1A6/2A6)
The TD-352/U pam level adjustment is made by adjusting PAM level potentiometers R1 and R11 on each
modem panel 1A2/2A2 and CCL (common channel level) potentiometer R6 on coder panel 1A6/2A6. There
are two modems per 1A2/2A2 panel. The potentiometers on the lower part of the panel handle are for the
lower numbered channel, and the potentiometers on the upper part of the handle are for the higher numbered
channel. For example, in the modem used for channels 2 and 4, the adjustments for channel 2 are on the
lower part of the handle; those for channel 4, are on the upper part of the handle.
a. Remove panel 2A7 and reinstall; use a standard extender panel.
b. Operate the TD-352/U test unit AC POWER switch to ON.
c. Connect the oscilloscope probe to terminal 23 on panel 2A7. Adjust the vertical deflection for 0.5
VOLT/CM or less and set the AC DC mode switch to dc
d. Adjust any channels that are not 0 volts dc to 0.0 A 0.025 volts by means of the PAM adjustment
potentiometers R1 and R11 on the 1A2/2A2 panels.
e. Check position G on the aide panel switch and move the CCL adjustment on coder panel 1A6/2A6 until
position G reads in the green region of the front panel meter. The meter indication should move up scale with
clockwise rotation of the CCL potentiometer and down scale with counterclockwise rotation.
f. Connect the oscilloscope probe to the pcm OUT connector on the front of the teat unit and adjust any
channel that is not between levels 011101 129) and 100010 134).
g. Check that levels 15 and 48 are present per paragraph 3-10.
h. Proceed with the final decoder alignment (para 3-14).
3-13. Multiplexer TD-353/U Pam Level Adjustment (Panels 1A1/2A1, 1A6/2A6, and 1A7)
The TD-358/U pam level adjustment is made by adjusting PAM level potentiometers R1 and R11 on each
modem panel 1A2/2A2, and the CCL potentiometer R6 on coder panel 1A6/2A6, and ECL potentiometer R30
on panel 1A7. There are two modems per 1A2/2A2 panel. The potentiometers on the lower part of the panel
handle are for the lower-numbered channel, and the potentiometers on the upper part of the handle are for the
higher numbered channel. For example, in the modem used for channels 2 and 4, the adjustments for channel
2 are on the lower part of the handle; those for channel 4, are on the upper part of the handle.
a. Remove panel 1A7 and reinstall; use a standard extender panel.
b. Adjust the TD-353/U test unit AC POWER switch to ON.
c. Connect the oscilloscope probe to terminal 25 in panel 1A7. Adjust the vertical deflection for 0.5 Volt/CM
or less and the AC DC mode switch to DC.
d. Adjust any even channels that are not 0 volts dc to 0.0 A 0.025 volts by means of the PAM adjustment
potentiometers R1 and R11 on the 1A2/2A2 panels.
e. Connect the oscilloscope probe to terminal 5 on panel 1A7. Adjust the vertical deflection for 0.5
VOLT/CM or less and the AC DC mode switch to DC.
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f. Adjust any odd channels as indicated in d above.
h. Connect the oscilloscope probe to terminal 22 on panel 1A7. Adjust ECL potentiometer R30 on 1A7. so
that the odd channels line up with the even channels to within +0.05 volts
g. Check position G on the side panel switch and move the CCL adjustment on coder panel 1A6/2A6 until
position G reads in the green region of the front panel meter. The meter indication should move up scale with
clockwise rotation of the CCL potentiometer and down scale with counter clockwise rotation.
i. Connect the oscilloscope probe to pcm OUT connector on the front of the test unit and adjust any channel
that is not between levels 011101 (29) and 100010 (34).
j. Check that levels 15 and 48 are present per paragraph 3-10.
i. Proceed with the final decoder alignment (para 3-14).
NOTE
Modem panel 1A2/2A2 or 1A2/2A2A gain adjustments are performed as part of
organizational maintenance (TM 11-5805-367-12).
3-14. Final Decoder Alignment (Panel 1A15 or 2A15)
a. Select a channel that has a code level of 011111 (31) or 100000 (32), and terminate the output of that
channel in a 600-ohm load.
b. Apply a 1,000-cps signal to the input of the selected channel, and adjust the input level of the audio
oscillator to -4 dbm.
c. Note the output of the selected channel as measured on an ac vtvm; this should be -4 dbm.
d. Reduce the level of the audio input signal to -30 dbm and note the output voltage. This should be
exactly 20 db down from the output obtained in c above. If not, adjust CTR (pam center adjust) potentiometer
R19 (for panel 2A15) or potentiometer R16 (for panel 1A15 to obtain the correct reading.
note. Any adjustment of potentiometer R19 or R16 should be very slight.
preliminary adjustment (para 3-10), and then repeat the final adjustment.
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CHAPTER 4
GENERAL SUPPORT MAINTENANCE
Section I. INTRODUCTION
Warning:: When troubleshooting or making repairs in this equipment, be careful not to contact 115voIt as connections. Use insulated test probes when making voltage measurements. Always
disconnect- the power cord from a unit before touching any of the internal parts .
4-1. Scope of General Support Maintenance Procedures
General support maintenance consists of troubleshooting, repairing, and testing defective plug-in panels
returned by organizational maintenance personnel. Troubleshooting procedures for each type of plug-in panel
of the TD-352/U and TD353/U are provided in paragraphs 4-6 through 4-32. Repair procedures are covered in
TB SIG 222. The testing of a repaired plug-in panel is accomplished by installing the plug-in panel in a TD352/U or TD-353/U and performing the appropriate performance test (para 5-5 or 5-7).
Caution: When making repairs on the 1A14A/2A14A pa A 1, A e the Desoldering TM 11-5805-367-35/3
(FSN 3439-907-5806).
4-2. Organization of Troubleshooting Procedure'
a. Sectionalization. Sectionalizing faults in the TD-352/U or TD-353/U consists of tracing the source of the
trouble to one or more plug-in panels, or to the unit chassis itself. This is normally done at the organizational
category and in accordance with the procedures contained in TM 115805-367-12. If panel substitution at the
organizational category does not sectionalize the trouble, the unit chassis must be subjected to the direct
support procedures given in chapter 3. When a fault is sectionalized to a panel, either at the organizational
category or as a result of further checks at the direct support maintenance that panel is sent to general support
maintenance for localization of any trouble.
b. Localization. Localization of faults on the panels concerns tracing the source of trouble to the defective
stage. This is done with the use of the troubleshooting charts (para s 4-5 through 431). A schematic diagram
for each panel is- included at the rear of this manual accompanied by waveforms for all points used to localize
any fault listed in the corresponding troubleshooting chart. The general conditions for use of the charts are
given in paragraph 4-3, and information relative to use of the waveforms is included in paragraph 4- 4.
c. Isolation. Isolation of a faulty part in a defective stage is accomplished by making voltage and waveform
measurements. A voltage and waveform chart is provided at the end of each panel troubleshooting chart.
Note. To isolate short circuits, it may be necessary to remove wires from terminals.
4-3. Use of Troubleshooting Charts
a. To localize a fault to a defective stage, install the panel on an electrical test panel (extender panel).
Remove the corresponding panel in a TD-352/U or TD-353/U, and insert the extender/ faulty panel combination
in place of the removed panel. The only exception to this procedure is the power supply panels, which require
the use of extender cables. It is important that the notes pertaining to troubleshooting dual-type panels (that is,
panels used in either the TD-352/U or TD-353/U, or used for transmit and receive functions) be strictly followed.
b. When a procedure calls for the bench test multiplexer to be looped-back, this means that one jumper
cable must be connected between the front panel pcm OUT and pcm IN connectors, and another cable
between the TIMING OUT and TIMING IN connectors.
c. In some instances the use of a modulated signal channel is required. This can be obtained using the
internal 1,100-cps test tone and switch settings as described in TM 11-5805-367-12.
d. The probable cause and corrective action listed for any given symptom assumes that all previous
symptoms are negative. This makes it unnecessary to list redundant information in each succeeding symptom.
For example, if a panel
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exhibits a symptom given as item 10, the symptoms of items 1 through 9 must be proved negative by test
before the corrective action recommended for item 10 is followed.
e. If a dual-unit panel is to be investigated for faults, it must be checked completely in both TD-352/U and
TD-353/U bench test units since differences exist in timing signal frequencies, input and output connections,
etc.
A, Only terminal numbers of panel connectors are listed in the charts. The connector designator is
stipulated to be that shown on the corresponding schematic diagram included at the rear of this manual.
g. Parts can be located by reference to the appropriate top panel view figure.
h. After replacement of any part, be sure that no other trouble exists.
i. When a panel is repaired, proceed as follows:
(1) Insert the panel in the TD-352/U or TD-353/U and check its alignment; use the procedures given in
chapter 3, section II. If type 1Al/2A1 or 1A6/2A6 panels have been repaired, their alignment must first
be checked (and adjusted, if necessary) in accordance with the procedures given in section III of this
chapter.
(2) Perform the performance tests given in chapter 5.
4-4. Use of Waveforms
a. The principal factors that affect the waveforms are the oscilloscope grid values: sweep time and
vertical sensitivity. Other conditions affecting the waveform obtained are given in the troubleshooting
charts where applicable, and include the teat requirements as listed in (1) through (4) below. These
requirements must be met to obtain the expected waveform.
(1) Modulating frequencies used.
(2) TD-352/U or TD-353/U connections.
(3) Oscilloscope synchronization requirements. (4) TD-352/U or TD-353/U control switch settings.
b. The waveforms obtained on the oscilloscope should be compared with the reference waveforms. When
a waveform is erroneous or absent, make a detailed check of the appropriate stage using the instructions given
in the troubleshooting chart. Supplementary voltage and waveform data for the modules and transistors of the
panel are also given after each chart for use in isolating faulty parts.
4-5. Test Equipment and Tools Required
a. Multiplexer TD-352/U (two required).
b. Multiplexer TD-353/U (two required).
c. Oscilloscope AN/USM-140A (or AN/USM-281C).
d. Multimeter TS-352/U.
e. Voltmeter, Electronic ME-30B/U.
f. Voltmeter TS-443/U.
g. Transistor Test Set TS-1836/U.
h. Headset-Microphone H-91A/U.
i. Signal Generator SO-71/FCC.
j. Multimeter ME-26B/U.
k. Tool Equipment TE-123.
I. Tool Kit, Electronic Equipment TK-105/G,
m. Cable Assembly, Radio Frequency CG-1040B/U (three required).
n. Extender Cable Assembly for panel 1A1/2A1 (fabricated as in fig. 4-1).
o. Extender Cable Assembly for panel 1A19/ 2A19 (fabricated as in fig. 4-1).
Section II. TROUBLESHOOTING AT GENERAL SUPPORT
4-6. Panel 1A1/2A1, Troubleshooting
a. Troubleshooting Chart Troubleshooting procedures for regulated power supply 1Al/2A1 are performed on
the bench, with an extender cable between the test unit and power supply.
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Fabricate the extender cable in accordance with figure 4-1. Connect the receptacle end of the cable to jack J1
on the rear of the power supply. When checking the power supply with the TD-352/U test unit, connect the plug
end of the extender cable into jack J41 in panel 1A1/2A1, compartment. When checking the power supply with
the TD353/U test unit, connect the plug end of the cable into jack J61 in panel 1A1 compartment.

CONNECTOR
RECEPTACLE

CABLE, 6 FOOT,
14-CONDUCTOR,
NO. 20 WIRE

CONNECTOR,
PLUG

(NOTE 1)

(NOTE 2)
NOTES
1. NSN 5935-00-687-2157
2. NSN 5935-00-577-0011
EL2RC001

Item
No.
1

Symptom

Panel causes fuse to blow in
unregulated power supply
1A19/2A19.

Figure 4-1. Extender cable assembly.
Probable trouble

Short circuit in regulator
circuit associated with
blown fuse.

Correction

a. Check for short in connector pins of
appropriate unregulated input and regulated
output terminals.
b. Check for emitter-to-collector short in
series-regulator transistors.

2

Regulated output voltage
high and cannot be adjusted.

Associated voltage
adjust circuit open.

c. Check for short circuits in other circuit
parts that are connected directly across
appropriate regulated output line and ground.
a. Check appropriate voltage adjust
potentiometer for open circuit.
b. Check for emitter-to-collector short in
differential amplifier transistor controlled by
voltage adjust potentiometer.
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Item
No.

Symptom

Probable trouble

Correction

3

Simultaneous loss of all
regulated output voltages.
(Fuses in unregulated power
supply are good.)

One or more individual
regulator circuits
defective.

Disconnect one end of the wire between1A1/2A1-E41 and 1A1/2A1-E7. This will
disable the short circuit protection circuit. All
output voltages except those from the
defective circuit will be restored. If all output
voltages are missing, the trouble is in the -12
volt circuit. Refer to Item No. 4.

4

Erroneous -12 volt regulated
output at terminal 20.

VR6, Q27, Q28, Q29, or
Q30 defective.

a. Check VR6 first. If good, proceed to b
below
b. Measure voltage at base of Q29 and Q30.
If voltages are equal, try adjusting R58. If
voltages remain equal, check continuity of
circuit from base of Q29, through R58, to -12
volts and ground sides of regulator circuit. 5)
Q29 and Q30 base voltages are not equal,
check Q29, Q28, and Q27 for voltages listed
in A below. If voltages are not approximately
as given, check appropriate transistor.
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Item
No.
5

Symptom

Probable trouble

Correction

Erroneous -4.5 volt
regulated output at terminal
22.

Q6, Q7, Q8, or Q9,
defective.

a. First, check VR2. If good, proceed to b
below.
b. Measure voltage at base of Q8 and Q9. If
voltages are equal, try adjusting R12. If
voltages remain equal, check continuity of
circuit from base of Q8 through R12, to -4.5
volts and ground sides of regulator circuit. If
Q8 and Q9 base voltages are not equal,
check Q8, Q7, and Q6 for voltages listed in c
below. If voltages are not approximately as
given, check appropriate transistor.

6

Erroneous +4.5 volt
regulated output at terminal
6.

VR3, Q11, Q12, Q13,
Q9 defective.

a. First, check VR3. If good, proceed to b
below.
b. Measure voltage at base of Q13 and Q14.
TM 11-5805-367-35/3 6. voltages are equal,
try adjusting R22. If voltages remain equal,
check continuity of circuit from base of Q13,
through R22, to +4.5 volt and ground sides of
regulator circuit. If Q13 and Q14 base
voltages are not equal, check Q13, Q12, and
Q11 for the voltages listed in d below. If
voltages are not approximately as given,
check appropriate transistor.

7

Erroneous +10 volt
regulated output at terminal
4.

VR1, Q1, Q2, Q3, or Q4
defective.

a. First, check VR1. If good, proceed to b
below.
b. Measure voltage at base of Q3 and Q4. A
`e If voltages are equal, try adjusting R1. If
voltages remain equal, check continuity of
circuit from base of Q3, through R1, to +10
volts and ground sides of regulator circuit. If
Q3 and Q4 base voltages are not equal,
check Q3, Q2, and Q1 for voltages listed in e
below. If voltages are not approximately as
given, check appropriate transistor.
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Item
No.

Symptom

Probable trouble

Correction

8

Erroneous +25 volt
regulated output at terminal
2.

VR4, Q16, Q17, Q18, or
Q19 defective.

9

Erroneous -5.2 volt
regulated output at terminal
24.

VR5, Q23, Q24, Q25, or
Q26 defective.

a. First, check VR4. If good, proceed to b
below.
b. Measure voltage at base of Q18 and Q19
If voltages are equal, try adjusting R32. If
voltages remain equal, check continuity of
circuit from base of Q18, through R32. to
+25 volt and ground sides of regulator circuit.
If Q18 and Q19 base voltages are not equal,
check Q18, Q17, and Q16 for voltages listed
in 1 below. If voltages are not approximately
as given, check appropriate transistor.
a. First, check VR6. If good, proceed to b
below.
b. Measure voltage at base of Q23 and Q24.
If equal, try adjusting R53. If voltages remain
equal, check continuity of circuit from base of
Q25, through R53, to -5.2 volts and ground
sides of regulator circuit. If Q23 and Q24
base voltages are not equal, check Q24,
Q25, and Q26 for voltages listed in g below.
If voltages are not approximately as given,
check appropriate transistor.

b.-12-Volt Regulator voltage with Respect to Ground.
Base of Q29 with respect
to base of Q30

Collector Q29

Emitter Q28

Positive ----------------------Negative ---------------------Equal --------------------------

-14 to -16 ---------------------6.0-----------------------------12.6 ---------------------------

-13.7 to -15.7 ---------------5.7 ----------------------------12.4 --------------------------

c.

Emitter Q27

-13.4 to -15.4
-5.4
-12.0

-4.5Volt Regulator Voltages with Respect to Ground

d.
e.
f.

.

Base of Q8 with respect
to base of Q9

Collector Q8

Emitter Q7

Positive ----------------------Negative ---------------------Equal --------------------------

-6 to -8 ------------------------3.0-----------------------------4.5-----------------------------

-5.7 to -7.7-------------------2.7 ----------------------------4.9 ----------------------------
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Emitter Q6

-5.4 to -7.4
-2.4
-4.5

d. +4.5-Volt Regulator Voltages with Respect to +4.5-volt Bus.
Base of Q13 with respect
to base of Q14

Collector Q13

Emitter Q12

Positive ----------------------Negative ---------------------Equal --------------------------

-6 to -8 ------------------------3.0-----------------------------5.1-----------------------------

-5.7 to -7.7-------------------2.7 ----------------------------4.8 ----------------------------

Emitter Q11

-5.4 to -7.4
-2.4
-4.3

e. +10-Volt Regulator Voltages with Respect, to +10-Volt Bus.
Base of Q3with respect to
base of Q4

Collector Q3

Emitter Q2

Positive ----------------------Negative ---------------------Equal --------------------------

-12 to -15 ---------------------6 -------------------------------10.6 ---------------------------

-11.7 to -14.7 ---------------5.7 ----------------------------10.3 --------------------------

Emitter Q1

-11.4 to -14.4
-5.4
-10.0

f. +26-Volt Regulator Voltages with Respect to +25-Volt Bus.
'
Base of Q18ith respect to
base of Q19

Collector Q18

Emitter Q17

Positive ----------------------Negative ---------------------Equal --------------------------

-28 to -32 ---------------------12------------------------------25.6 ---------------------------

-27.7 to -31.7 ---------------11.7 --------------------------25.3 --------------------------

Emitter Q16

-27.4 to -31.4
-11.4
-25.0

g. -5.2-Volt Regulator Voltages with Respect, to Ground.
Base of Q23with respect
to base of Q24

Collector Q24

Emitter Q25

Positive ----------------------Negative ---------------------Equal --------------------------

-7.1-----------------------------.6 ------------------------------5.5-----------------------------

-6.8 ----------------------------.3------------------------------5.4 ----------------------------

Emitter Q26

-6.5
0
-5.2

h. Transistor Terminal Voltages. The transistor terminal voltages listed below were measured with respect
to ground with the ME-26B/U under the following conditions:
(1) Test multiplexer connected for loop-back operation.
(2) One channel modulated with intern 1,100-cps test tone.
(3) ADDRESS switch at MASTER.
(4) AUX switch at OUT.
(5) 2 WIRE-4 WIRE switch at 4 WIRE.
(6) Voltage measurements are as follows:
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Transistor
Base
Q1---------Q2---------Q3---------Q4---------Q5---------Q6---------Q7---------Q8---------Q9---------Q10 -------Q11 -------Q12 -------Q13 -------Q14 -------Q15 -------Q16 --------

-0.3
-0.4
+3.8
+3.8
+4.9
-4.9
-5.0
-2.9
-2.9
0
-0.2
-0.3
+1.6
+1.6
+4.5
-0.32

Emitter
0
-0.3
+4.0
+4.0
+2.3
-4.5
-4.9
-2.8
-2.8
-1.0
0
-0.2
+1.7
+1.7
+2.3
0

Collector
-4.5
-11.3
+0.4
0
-12.6
-6.6
-11.8
-4.5
-4.5
-12.6
-2.5
-11.5
0
-0.3
-12.6
-7.3

Transistor
Q17---------Q18---------Q19---------Q20---------Q21---------Q22---------Q23---------Q24---------Q25---------Q26---------Q27---------Q28---------Q29---------Q30---------Q31----------

Base
+0.8
+19.0
+18.8
+10.0
+10.0
+9.5
0
0
-5.5
-5.4
-12.4
-12.6
-6.1
-6.2
0

Emitter
+1.0
+19.0
+19.0
+3.0
+3.0
+9.3
+0.2
+0.2
-5.4
-5.2
-12.0
-12.4
-6.0
-6.0
-6.9

Collector
+0.9
+0.8
0
-0.5
-12.6
+9.9
-5.2
-5.5
-5.7
-5.7
-15.2
-19.5
-12.6
-12.0
-12.6

4-7. Panel 1A2/2A2, Troubleshooting
a. Troubleshooting pam For the following procedures the TD-352/U and TD-353/U test units must be
looped-back and the channels modulated specifically as described for the individual symptoms. When parts
such as PAM (R1 and R11) and AG (R7 and R17) controls are replaced, the panel must be adjusted and
checked for nominal gain, using the internal test tone.
Item
No.
1

Symptom

No transmitter pam outputs or
erroneous transmit pam output
at terminal 9.

Probable trouble

One or both modulator circuits
defective.

4-8

Correction

a. Set test unit SERV SEL and
CHANNEL selector switches to
apply internal test tone signal to
first (lower-numbered) channel
of position in which panel is
being checked. (That is, if panel
is being tested in channel 1, 3
position, apply test tone to
channel 1first.)
b. Check transmit pam output at
terminal 9. If present and
correct, proceed to c below. If
absent, check Z1 and Z2. If
erroneous, check PAM
adjustment R1; check R2, Z2,
and T1 if trouble is not cleared.
c. Set test unit CHANNEL
selector switch to apply test tone
signal to second (highernumbered) channel of position in
which panel is being checked.
Check transmit pam output at
terminal 9. If absent, check Z7
and Z8. If erroneous, check
PAM adjustment R11; check
R12, and T3 if trouble is not
cleared.
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Item
No.
2

Symptom

No audio out No. 1 signal or
erroneous audio out No. 1 signal
across terminals 3 and 4 when
test unit is switched so that test
tone is modulating first (lowernumbered) channel of position in
which panel is being checked.

Probable trouble

a. Z5, Z6, or Q1 defective.

b. FL1 or R7 defective

c. Amplifier in Z4 defective.

d. Sampler in Z4 defective.

e. Z3 defective
3

No audio out No. 2 signal or
erroneous audio out No. 2 signal
across terminals 28 and 29 when
test unit is switched so that test
tone is modulating second
(higher-numbered) channel of
position in which panel is being
checked.

Correction

a. Check waveform at J3. If
absent, proceed to b below. If
absent, check Z5, Z6, and Q12 If
signal-is erroneous across
terminals 3 and 4, feedback loop
may be defective. An incorrect
audio frequency response or
high output level (defective AG
control R7) is a symptom of this
trouble. Check components in
emitter circuit of Q1. If test unit
audio gain adjustment procedure
indicates demodulator is good,
but there is still no output at
terminals 3 and 4 of the panel,
check R9 and T1.
b. Check waveform at J2. If
absent, proceed to e below. If
present and correct, check FL1
and AG adjustment R7.
c. Check waveform at pin 5 of
Z4. If present, check amplifier in
Z4. If absent, proceed to d
below.
d. Check waveform at pins 3
and/or 6 of Z4. If present, check
sampler in Z7. If absent,
proceed to e below.
e. Z3 defective

Note. Since both demodulator circuits are identical, the probable
troubles and corrective action for this symptom are identical with
those given under item 2. Refer to figure 6-45 and substitute the
appropriate parts reference designation numbers.
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b. Module Terminal Voltages. The module terminal voltages listed below were measured with respect to ground with the ME-26B/U and the figure
references are to waveform measurements with the scope under the following conditions:
(1) Test multiplexer connected for loop-back operation.
(2) Channel of interest modulated with internal 1,100-cps test tone
(3) ADDRESS switch at MASTER.
(4) AUX switch at OUT.
(5) 2 WIRE-4 WIRE switch at 4 WIRE.
(6) Module terminal voltages are as follows:
Module

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Z1 ----------

--------------

---------------

--------------

---------------

--------------

---------------

12, 13, fig.
6-46
18, 19, fig.
6-46
--------------

1, fig. 6-46

Z5 ---------Z6 ---------Z7 ----------

0---------------------------------------

---------------------------

+0.5
+2.5

---------------

--------------

---------------

Z10---------

20, 21, fig.
6-46
20, 21, fig.
6-46
--------------

--------------------------11, fig. 646
--------------

+0.5
---------------

Z8 ----------

--------------

---------------

12, 13, fig.
6-46
18, 19, fig.
6-46
--------------

1, fig. 6-46

Z11--------Z12---------

0--------------------------

14, 15, fig.
6-46
14, 15, fig.
6-46
22, 23 fig.
6-46
22, 23 fig.
6-46
----------------------------14, 15, fig.
6-46
14, 15, fig.
6-46
22, 23 fig.
6-46
22, 23 fig.
6-46
-----------------------------

11, fig. 646
--------------

Z4 ----------

20,21, fig.
6-46
20,21,
fig.6-46
--------------

9, 10, fig.
6-46
5, 6, fig. 646
5, 6, fig. 646
7, 8, fig. 646
-11.7 -------------------9, 10, fig.
6-46
5, 6, fig. 646
5, 6, fig. 646
7, 8, fig. 646
-11.7 --------------------

--------------

Z2 ----------

12,13, fig.
6-46
16,17, fig.
6-46
16,17, fig.
6-46
18,19, fig.
6-46
-6.7 ---------6.7 --------12,13, fig.
6-46
16,17, fig.
6-46
16,17, fig.
6-46
18,19, fig.
6-46
-6.7
-6.7

---------------------------

+0.5
---------------

---------------------------

+0.5
+2.5

Z3 ----------

Z9 ----------

--------------------------24, fig. 646
-11.7-----------------------------------------------------------24, fig. 646
-11.7---------------------

Change 3
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+1.4

+1.4
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4-8. Panel 1A3/2A3, Troubleshooting
a. Troubleshooting Chart. The following procedures must be performed with panel 1A3/2A3 installed in the
TD-352/U and TD-353/U test units. The test units must be looped-back and one channel modulated.
Item
No.
1

2

3

4

Symptom

Probable trouble

Correction

Loss of master (4 kc) address
only. (Test unit is giving a
FRAME alarm and TEST ALIGN
meter does not read in green
area with METER SELECT
switch set to F.)
Loss of slave (2 kc) address
only. (Test unit is giving a
FRAME alarm and TEST ALIGN
meter does not read in green
area with METER SELECT
switch set to F.)
No address (neither 2 kc nor 4
kc) in pcm out at terminal 1.
(Test unit giving FRAME alarm.)

Z2 defective

Check Z2.

Z1 defective

Check Z1.

Q4, CR6, CR8, CR9, Q9, or CR2
defective.

No pcm out or erroneous pcm
out at terminal 1. (TEST ALIGN
meter does not read in green
area with METER SELECT
switch set to PCM IN.)

CRT, Q1, CR4, Q2, Q3, CR12,
CR13, Q5, CR14 CR15, Q6, Z3~
Q7, or Q8 defective.

Check waveform at J2. If
absent, check Q4, CR8, and
CR9. If present, check CR6, Q9,
and CR2.
a. Check waveform at J1. If
absent, check CR1 and Q1. If
present, proceed to b below.
b. Check waveform at J3. If,
absent, check CR4, Q2, and Q3.
If present, proceed to c below.
c. Check waveforms at J9 and
J5. If J4 is absent, check CR12,
CR13, and Q5. If J5 is absent,
check CR14, CR15, and Q6. If
both waveforms are present,
check Z3, Q7, and Q8.

b. Transistor Terminal Voltages. The transistor terminal voltages listed below were measured with respect
to ground with the ME-26 B/U and the figure references are to waveform measurements with the oscilloscope
under the following conditions:
(1) Test multiplexer connected for loop-back operation.
(2) One channel modulated with internal 1,100-cps test tone.
(3) ADDRESS switch at MASTER unless instructed otherwise.
(4) Pcm output terminated in 91-ohm load.
(5) AUX A switch at OUT.
(6) 2 WIRE-4 WIRE switch at 4 WIRE.
(7) Transistor terminal voltages are as follows:
Change 3
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Transistor

Base

Emitter

Collector

Q1----------------------------Q2----------------------------Q3----------------------------Q4----------------------------Q5----------------------------Q6----------------------------Q7----------------------------Q8----------------------------Q9-----------------------------

1, 2, FIG. 6-48--------------19, 20, FIG. 6-48 ----------19, 20, FIG. 6-48 ----------3, 4, FIG. 6-48--------------7, 8, FIG. 6-48--------------9, 10, FIG. 6-48 ------------17, 18, FIG. 6-48 ----------17, 18, FIG. 6-48 ----------8, FIG. 6-42 -----------------5, FIG. 6-64 ------------------

1, 2, FIG. 6-48-------------19, 20, FIG. 6-48 ---------0-------------------------------3, 4, FIG. 6-48-------------7, 8, FIG. 6-48-------------9, 10, FIG. 6-48 -----------17, 18, FIG. 6-48 ---------11, 12, FIG. 6-48.

-4.5
-4.5
5, 6, FIG. 6-48
-4.5
-4.5
-4.5
-4.5

0--------------------------------

21, 22, FIG. 6-48

c. Module Terminal Voltages. The module terminal voltages listed below were measured with respect to
ground with the ME-26B/U and the figure references are to waveform measurements with the oscilloscope
under the following conditions:
(1) Test multiplexer connected for loop-back operation.
(2) One channel modulated with internal 1,100-cps test tone.
(3) ADDRESS switch at MASTER unless instructed otherwise.
(4) Pcm output terminated in 91-ohm load.
(5) AUX switch at OUT.
(6) 2 WIRE-4 WIRE switch at 4 WIRE.
(7) Module terminal voltages are as follows:
Module

1

2

Z1 ----------

-2.4----------

-2.4----------

Z2 ----------

-2.4----------

Z3 ----------

17, 18, fig.
6-48.

a

3

5

8

-2.1 -----

---------------

--------------

15, fig. 648.

15, fig. 648.

-2.4----------

15, fig. 648.

-2.1 ----------

-2.1a --------

15, fig. 648.

15, fig. 648.

17, 18, fig.
6-48.

7, 8, fig. 648

---------------

9, 10, fig.
6-48

Measured at terminal 24.

Change 3
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4-9. Panel 1A5, Troubleshooting

a. Troubleshooting Chart. Modulate one channel using internal test tone.
Item
No.

Symptom

Probable trouble

1

Simultaneous loss of all output
signals (dead panel).

Q1, Q2, Q3, or Q4 defective ----

2

No decision pulses output at
terminal 9, but coder clock
output at terminal 7 is present.
No coder clock output at terminal
7, but decision pulses output at
terminal 9 is present.
Erroneous coder clock and
decision pulses outputs.
Simultaneous loss of T1 through
T6, T6B, compander control, and
compander control output
signals.

R34 defective -----------------------

3

4
5

6

7

8

9

10
11

Simultaneous loss of T1, T3
through T6, pcm compander
control, and compander control
outputs. (T2 at terminal27
present.)
Simultaneous loss of T1, T4
through T6, T6B, compander
control, and compander control
outputs. (T2 at terminal 27 and
T. at terminal 26 both present.)
Simultaneous loss of T1, T5, T6,
T6B, compander control, and
compander control outputs. (T2
T3, and T4 outputs at terminals
.7. 26 and 25, respectively, all
present.)
Simultaneous loss of T1, T6,
pcm compander control, and
compander control outputs. (T2
T3, T4, and A outputs at
terminals 27, 26 25, and 24,
respectively, all present.)
Loss of T1 output at terminal 22
only.
Simultaneous loss of T6B
compander control outputs
(terminals 19, 15, and 17,
respectively). All other outputs
present.

Q5, Q5 or Q7 defective -----------

DL1 defective ----------------------a. Z1 or CR5 defective ----------b. Q8, CR4, CR12, or CR13
defective.

Correction

Check waveform at J2. If.
absent, check Q1 and Q2. If
present, check Q3 and Q4.
Check R34.

Check waveform at J3. If
absent, check Q5. If present,
check Q6 and Q7.
Check DL1.
a. Check waveform at emitter of
Q8. IF present, check Z1 and
CR5. If absent, proceed to b
below.

Z2 defective -------------------------

b. Check waveform at base of
Q8. If present, check Q8. If
absent, check CR4, CR12, and
CR13.
Check Z2.

Z3 defective -------------------------

Check Z3.

Z4 defective -------------------------

Check Z4.

Z5 defective -------------------------

Check Z5.

Z6 defective -------------------------

Check Z6.

Q9 or Q10 defective ---------------

Check Q9 and Q10

4-13

Item
No.
12

13
14
15

16
17

Symptom

Probable trouble

Correction

Simultaneous loss of compander
control output at terminal 15 and
compander control output at
terminal 17. All other outputs
present.
Loss of compander control
output at terminal 15 only.
Loss of compander control
output at terminal 17 only.
Loss of both compander control
output at terminal 17 and
compander control output at
terminal 15.
Loss of T6 output at terminal 23
only.
Loss of T2 output at terminal 27
only.

Z7 defective -------------------------

Check Z7.

Q16 defective -----------------------

Check Q16

Q15 defective -----------------------

Check Q15.

Q12 or Q11 defective -------------

Check Q11 and Q12.

Q14 defective -----------------------

Check Q14.

Q13 defective -----------------------

Check Q13.

b. Transistor Terminal Voltages. The transistor terminal voltages given in the chart below were measured
with respect to ground with the ME26B/U and the figure references are to waveform measurements with the
oscilloscope uncle the following conditions:
(1) Test multiplexer connected for loop back operation.
(2) One channel modulated with internal 1,100-cps test tone.
(3) ADDRESS switch at MASTER.
(4) AUX switch at OUT.
(5) 2 WIRE-4 WIRE switch at 4 WIRE.
(6) Transistor terminal voltages are as follows:

Change 3
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Transistor

Base

Emitter

Collector

Q1-----------------------------Q2-----------------------------Q3-----------------------------Q4-----------------------------Q5-----------------------------Q6-----------------------------Q7-----------------------------Q8-----------------------------Q9-----------------------------Q10 ---------------------------Q11 ---------------------------Q12 ---------------------------Q13 ---------------------------Q14 ---------------------------Q15 ---------------------------Q16 ----------------------------

-2.0-----------------------------1.6----------------------------+0.4 ---------------------------+0.4 ---------------------------+0.9 ---------------------------+0.9 ---------------------------+0.9 ---------------------------19, fig. 6-50 ------------------0.03 ---------------------------0.03 --------------------------18, fig. 6-50 -----------------17, fig. 6-50 ------------------4.0-----------------------------4.0----------------------------18, fig. 6-50 -----------------17, fig. 6-50 ------------------

-1.7 ----------------------------1.4 ---------------------------0--------------------------------2.1 ---------------------------+0.3 ---------------------------3.5 ----------------------------3.5 ---------------------------20, fig. 6-50 ----------------0--------------------------------0.9 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3.6 ----------------------------3.6 ---------------------------10, fig. 6-50 ----------------9, fig. 6-50 -------------------

-4.5
-4.5
-2.4
-4.5
-3.5
-4.5
+4.5
-4.5
-0.8
-4.5
10, fig. 6-50
9, fig. 6-50
-4.5
-4.5
+4.5
+4.5

c. Module Terminal Voltages. The module terminal voltages given in the chart below were measured with
respect to ground with the ME26B/U and the figure references are to waveform measurements with the
oscilloscope under the following conditions:
(1) Test multiplexer connected for loop-back operation.
(2) One channel modulated with internal 1,100-cps test tone.
(3) ADDRESS switch at MASTER.
(4) AUX switch at OUT.
(5) 2 WIRE-4 WIRE switch at 4 WIRE.
(6) Module terminal voltages are as follows:

Module
Z1---------------------Z2---------------------Z3---------------------Z4---------------------Z5---------------------Z6---------------------Z7----------------------

2

3

-4.0 ----------------------4.0 ----------------------4.0 ----------------------4.0 ----------------------4.0 ----------------------4.0 ---------------------17, FIG. 6-50

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------0.9 --------------------

CHANGE 3
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10
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
18, fig. 6-50

TM 11-5805-367-35/3
4-10. Panel 2A5, Troubleshooting
a. Troubleshooting Chart. Loop-back and modulate the TD-352/U test unit
Item
No.

Symptom

Probable trouble

Correction

1

No 8 kc aux output at terminal
18

Z7, Q5, Q6, or Q7 defective -----

2

Simultaneous loss of T6B output
at terminal 27, compander
control output at terminal 23,
and compander control output
at 29.
Loss of compander control
output at terminal 23 and
compander control output at
terminal 29.
(T6B output
present.)
No compander control output at
terminal 23 only (compander
control output present).
No compander control output at
terminal 29 (compander control
output present).
No pcm A or pcm B outputs at
terminals
1
and
13,
respectively.

Q1 or Q2 defective-----------------

Check waveform at base of Q7.
If present, check Q7. If absent,
check waveform at pin 10 of
Z7.
If still absent, check Z7.
If present, check Q5 and Q6.
Check Q1 and Q2

Z1, Q3, or Q4 defective ----------

Check Z1, Q3, and Q4

Q8 defective -------------------------

Check Q8

Q9 defective -------------------------

Check Q9

a. Z4 defective ---------------------

a. Check waveform at J4. If
absent, check Z4.
If
present, proceed to b below
b. Check waveform at J3. If
absent, check Z6.
If
present, check Z2, Z3, and
Z5.

3

4

5

6

b. Z2, Z3, Z5, or Z6 defective

b. Transistor Terminal Voltages. The transistor terminal voltages given in the chart below were measured
with respect to ground with the ME- 26B/U and the figure references are to waveform measurements with the
oscilloscope under the following conditions:
(1) Test multiplexer connected for loop-back operation.
(2) One Channel modulated with internal 1,100-cps test tone.
(3) ADDRESS switch at MASTER.
(4) AUX switch at OUT
(5) 2 WIRE-4 WIRE switch at A WIRE.
(6) Terminal 18 terminated in 91-ohm load.
(7) Transistor terminal volt are as follows:

Change 3
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Transistor

Base

Emitter

Collector

Q1------------------------------

10, fig. 6-52 -------------------

10, fig. 6-52 ---------------------------- -4.5.

Q2------------------------------

15, fig. 6 57 -------------------

0 ------------------------------------------- 10, fig. 6-52.

Q3------------------------------

11, fig. 6-52 -------------------

--------------------------------------------- 9, fig. 6 52.

Q4------------------------------

12, fig. 6-52 -------------------

--------------------------------------------- 1, fig. 6-52.

Q5------------------------------

19, fig. 6-52 -------------------

19, fig. 6-52 ---------------------------- -4.5.

Q6------------------------------

19, fig. 6-52 -------------------

19, fig. 6-52 ---------------------------- -4.5.

Q7------------------------------

19, fig. 6-52 -------------------

8, fig. 6-52 ------------------------------

Q8------------------------------

9, fig. 6-52 ---------------------

9, fig. 6-52 ------------------------------ +4.5.

Q9 -----------------------------

1, fig. 6-52 ---------------------

1, fig. 6-52 ------------------------------ +4.5.

c. Module Terminal Voltages. The module terminal voltages given in the chart below were measured with
respect to ground with the ME-26B/U and the figure references are to waveform measurements with the
oscilloscope under the following conditions:
(1)

Test multiplexer connected for loop-back operation.

(2)

One channel modulated with internal 1,100-cps test tone.

(3)

ADDRESS switch at MASTER.

(4)

AUX switch at OUT.

(5)

2 WIRE-4 WIRE switch at 4 WIRE.

(6)

Terminal 18 terminated in 91-ohm load.

(7)

Module terminal voltages area as follows:

Module

1

2

3

5

8

10

11

Z1 ------------------- ------------- 11, fig. 6-52 --- 10, fig. 6-52 ------- ------- 18, fig. 6-57 --- 12, fig. 6-52
Z2 ------------ 5, fig. 6-52. ---- 13, fig. 6-52. --- 18, fig. 6-60 ------- --------------- -----------14, fig. 6-52.---

6, fig. 6-52.

Z3 ------------ 3, fig. 6-52 ----- 15, fig. 6-52 --- 18, fig. 6-60 -- 15, fig. -- 15, fig. 6-60 --- 16, fig. 6-52 ---

17, fig. 6-52

6-60
Z4 ------------ 5, fig. 6-52 ------3, fig. 6-52 ---- 13, fig. 6-64 ------- --------------- ----------- 17, fig. 6-52 ---

6, fig. 6-52

Z5 ------------ 2, fig. 6-52 ------4, fig. 6-52 ---- 18, fig. 6-60 -- 15, fig. -- 15, fig. 6-60 ---- 7, fig. 6-52
6-60
Z6 ------------ 3, fig. 6-52 ------2, fig. 6-52 -----7, fig. 6-64 -------- --------------- ----------- 18, fig. 6-52 ---

17, fig. 6-52

Z7 ------------ 5, fig. 6-64 ------------- ------------4, fig. 6-64 -------- --------------- ----------- 15, fig. 6-52 ---

9, fig. 6-64
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4-11.

Panel 1A6/2A6, Troubleshooting
a. Troubleshooting Chart.

Item No.
1

Symptom
No. FF9- 1 OR pcm A
activity at terminal 2
(signal always at 0
volt or -4.3 volts).

Probable trouble
Analog section ,
a. Q1, Q2, or Q3
defective
b. Q6, Q7, or Q8
defective.

Correction
Modulate one channel using internal
1100 cps test tone.
a. Check waveform et J5.
If correct, check Q1, Q2, and Q3.
If incorrect, proceed to b below.
b. Check waveform at J2.
If correct, check Q6, Q7, and Q8.
If incorrect, proceed to c below.

Note. At the end of each coding cycle the network is reset to code level 100000 by the T6 and coder clock
gate signals and the information given in the correction column is based on these conditions. Use a dual-trace
oscilloscope, displaying the T6 signal as a reference on one trace and the signal under investigation on the
other trace. Check the signal level when the trailing edge of the T6 pulse occurs. The idealized waveforms
and timing relationships for the signals concerned are shown in figure 2-29.
Ladder Network
c. Z3 defective

c. Check waveform at J5. If level is 0
volt, proceed to d below; if not,
check Z3.

d. Q13, Q14 , CR36,
CR37, Q18, or Q19
defective.

d. Check at J7. If level is -5.0 volts,
proceed to e below; if not, check
waveform at J14. If level of signal
at J14 is 0 volt, check Q13 and
Q14 ; if not, check CR36, CR37,
C18, and C19,

e. Z4 defective

e. Check waveform at J8. If level is
-5.0 volts, proceed to f below; if
not, check Z4.

f. Z5 defective

f. Check waveform at J9. If level is
6.0 volts, proceed to g below.

g. Z6 defective

g. Check waveform at J10. If level is
-5.0 volts, proceed to h below; if
not, check Z6

h. Q21 or Q22 defective

h. Check waveform at J17. If level 0
volt, proceed to i below; if not,
check Q21 and Q22.

i. CR39, CR40, or Q20
defective.

i. See that when cathode of CR39
goes to 0 volt, pulses in the coder
clock signal at J16 are coincident
with coder clock pulses appearing
at terminal 9; if not, check CR39,
CR40, and Q20. If signal at J16 is
correct, proceed to j below.
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a. Troubleshooting Chart-continued
Item No.

Symptom

Probable trouble

Correction

j. Q12 or VR2 defective

j. Check waveform at base of Q12. If
erroneous, check Q12. If correct,
check cathode of VR2, which
should be 8 volts positive with
respect to emitter of Q12; if not,
check VR2. If both Q12 and VR2
check good, proceed to k below.

Amplifier-attenuator and
compandor control
circuits

Remove modulation and-

k. CR14, CR15, or
CR17 defective.

k. Check waveform at J3. If correct,
proceed to o below. If erroneous,
check voltage at junction of CR14,
CR15, and CR17 which should be
about +3.5 volts; if not, check
CR14, CR15, and CR17.
If
voltage is correct, proceed to I
below.

l. CR12, CR13, or
CR18 defective.

l. Check voltage at junction of CR12,
CR13 and CR18 which should be
about -4.9 volts; if not, check
CR12, CR13, and CR18.
If
voltage is comet, proceed to m
below.

m. CR7, CR8, or CR18
defective.

m. Check signal at junction of CR7,
CR8 and CR18 which should be
similar to that of J3 except that it
is shifted 0.8 volt in a positive
direction; if not, check CR7, CR8,
and CR18. If signal information
correct, proceed to n below.

n. CR9, CR10, or CR19
defective.

n. Check signal at junction of CR9,
CR10, and CR19 which should be
similar to that of J3 except that it
is shifted 0.8 volt in a negative
direction; if not, check CR9,
CR10, and CR19.
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a. Troubleshooting Chart-Continued
Item No.

Symptom

Probable trouble

Correction

Amplifier-attenuator and
compandor control
circuits-Continued
Reapply modulation ando. Q15, Q16, Q17, or
CR 30 through
CR 35 defective.

o. Check waveform at emitter of Q17,
which should be similar to wave
form of J8 except that it is shifted
0.3 volt in a positive direction. If
incorrect, check Q17. If correct,
check CR30 through CR35, Q15
and Q18. If these diodes and
transistors check good, proceed
with p below.

Decision circuit
p. Z2 defective

p. Check waveforms on pins 4 and 5
of Z1. If pulses are being presented to both pins, check Z2. If
pulses are being presented to pin
4 or 5 only, proceed to q below. If
there are no pulses at either pin 4
or 6, proceed to r below.

q. Q9. Q10, or Q11
defective

I. Check waveform at J4 which should
similar to that of J3 except that it
is shifted 0.8 volt in a negative
direction; if not, check Q9. If
correct check Q10 and Q11

r. Q4, Q5, CR4, CR5,
CR6, or Z1 defective.

r. Check waveform at pin 3 of Z1. If
incorrect, check Q4, Q6, CR4,
CR5, and CR8. If correct, check
Z1.

Note. To observe the following symptoms modulate one channel of the test multiplexer; use the internal
1,100-cps test tone and monitor the pcm output signal by connecting an oscilloscope to the front panel PCM
OUT connector. Synchronize the oscilloscope, from the 8-kc SCOPE SYNC output of the multiplexer. The
sequence of digits, from the lsd to the led information (7) follows:
2

No lsd activity (digit 0)

Q21 or Q22 defective

Check waveform at J17.
check Q21 and Q22.

3

No activity, digit 6

Z. or CR29 defective

Check waveform at pin 3 of Z6. If
correct, check Z6. If incorrect,
check CR29.
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a. Troubleshooting Chart- Continued
Item No.

Symptom

Probable trouble

Correction

4

No activity, digit 4

Z5 or CR27 defective

Check waveform at pin 3 of Z5. If
correct, check Z5. E incorrect,
check CR27.

5

No activity, digit 3

Z4 or CR25 defective

Check waveform at pin 3 of Z4. If
correct, check Z4. If incorrect,
check CR25

6

No activity, digit 2

Q13, Q14 , Q18, Q19,
CR36, or CR37
defective

Check waveform at J14. If correct,
check Q13 and Q14 . If incorrect,
Q18, Q18, Q19, and CR37.

7

No msd activity (digit 1)

Z3 defective

Check Z3.

8

Levels is 0 through 15
and 48 through 63
missing or incorrect
in palm out signal

a. Attenuator circuit
defective

a. Check waveform at J2. If in
check attenuator circuit
as given in item l b above. If
proceed to b below.

b. Amplifier-attenuator
control circuit
defective.

b. check amplifier-attenuator circuit
as given in items 1k and 1l above.
If circuit checks good, proceed to
c below.
c. Check compandor control circuit
as given in item 1o.

c. Compandor control.
- circuit defective.
9

Levels 16 and 17 missing
or incorrect in pcm
out signal

a. Amplifier circuit
defective

a. Check waveform at J5. E in
check amplifier circuit
given in item la above. If
correct, proceed to b below.

b. Amplifier-attenuator
control circuit dedefective

b. Check amplifier-attenuator control
circuit as given in items 1m and
above.

10

Transitions between
15 and 16, or 47 ant
48 missing from pcm
out signal.

Panel misaligned

Perform alignment of compressor
adjust control R26 as given in
chapter 3

11

Any level missing other
than those given in
items 8, 9, and 10.

Clamping flip-flop
circuits defective.

See that waveforms at J5 through
J10 and J17 are clamped to -5.2
volts and ground; if not, check
respective clamping circuits.
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b. Transistor Terminal Voltages. The transistor terminal voltages listed below were measured with respect
to ground with the ME-26B/U and the figure references are to waveform measurements with the oscilloscope
under the following conditions:
(1)

Test multiplexer connected for loop-back operation.

(2)

One channel modulated with internal 1,100-cps test tone.

(3)

ADDRESS switch at MASTER.

(4)

AUX switch at OUT.

(5)

2 WIRE-4 WIRE switch at 4 WIRE.

(6)

Transistor terminal voltages are as follows:

Transistor

Base

Emitter

Collector

Q1a
Q2

34, 40, fig. 6-54

9, 10, fig. 6-54.

Q3

8, 10, fig. 6-54

9, 10, fig. 6-54

+ 10.0.

Q4

48 channel:-2.1

45, 40, fig. 6-54

43, 44, fig. 6-54.

45, 46, fig. 6-54

47, 48, fig. 6-54.

12 channel: 13
fig. 6-60.
Q5

48 channel: +0.3
12 channel: +0.7.

a

Q1: Pin 1:39, 40, fig. 6-54.
Pin. 2: 0v.
Pin 6: 1, fig. 6-27; 21, fig. 6-57.
Pin 7: 41, 42, fig. 6-54.
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c.
Module

Module Terminal Voltages.
1

3

4

56, 56,
fig. 6-54.

47, 48,
fig. 6-54.

65, 66,
fig. 6-54.

Z2 -------------------------. 37, 38,
fig. 6-54.

65, 66,
fig. 6-54.

Z1 ------ 51, 52,
fig. 6-54.

2

5

6

7

8

10

11

65, 66,
fig. 6-54.

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 65, 66,
fig. 6-54.

29, 30,
fig. 6-54.

Z3 ------------------------------------------------------------------

25, 26,
fig. 6-54.

------------------ 21, 22,
fig. 6-54.

11, 12,
fig. 6-54.

---------------------------------- See note
1 below

Z4 ---------------------------------------------

See note
1 below

See note
2 below

---------------------------------- 15, 16,
fig. 6-54.

----------------------------------- See note
3 below

Z5 ---------------------------------------------

See note
1 below

See note
4 below

---------------------------------- 17, 18,
fig. 6-54.

----------------------------------- See note
5 below

Z6 ---------------------------------------------

See note
1 below

See note
6 below

---------------------------------- 37, 38,
fig. 6-54.

----------------------------------- See note
7 below

Notes
1. Check T6 and coder clock waveforms at terminals 14 and 9. If both are present and correct, input to pin 11 of Z3 and pin 3 of Z4, Z5, and Z6
can be considered correct.
2. Check T3 waveform at terminal 12 and waveform at emitter of Q20.
correct.

If both are present and correct, input to pin 4 of Z4 can be considered

3. Check T2 and coder clock waveform at terminals 11 and 9. If both are present and correct, input to pin 11 of Z4 can be considered correct.
4. Check T4 waveform at terminal 13 and waveform at emitter of Q20.
correct.

If both are present and correct, input to pin 4 of Z5 can be considered

5. Check T3 and coder clock waveforms at terminals 12 and 9. If both are present and correct, input to pin 11 of Z5 can be considered correct.
6. Check T5 waveform at terminal 16 and waveform at emitt er Q20 If both are present and correct, input to pin 4 of Z6 can be considered correct.
7. Check T4 and coder clock waveforms at terminals 13 and 9. If both are present and correct, input to pin 11 of Z6 can be considered correct.
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4-12. Panel 1A7, Troubleshooting
a. Troubleshooting Chart. Loop-back the TD-353/U test unit, and use the internal test tone to modulate
odd or even channels in accordance with the symptoms described. In addition to the troubles listed, this panel
can be a potential source of noise in the multiplexer system, which may be induced back into the voltage
supply lines through the various stages. If the panel has been rejected because it is causing noise in the
system, check all filtering components in the collector or emitter circuits of the applicable stages.
Item No.

Symptom

Probable trouble
CR11 or R37 defective

Correction

1

No noise gen mon output at
terminal 23.

Check CR11 and R37.

2

No coder pam output at
Q17, VR3, or Q18
terminal 22 with
defective
modulation applied to both
odd and even channels.

Check Q17 (specifically C31),
VR3, and Q18.

3

No coder pam output at
a. Q10 defective
terminal 22 with
modulation applied to
even channels, but output
Is present with modulation
applied to odd channels
b. Q5, Q6, or Q7
defective

a. Check waveform at J2.
If present, check Q10.
If absent, proceed to b
below.
b. Check waveform at base
of Q5. If present, check
Q5. If absent, check Q6
and Q7. If Q5 is good,
proceed to c below.

c. Q4 defective

c. Check waveform at base
of Q4. If present, check
Q4. If absent, proceed
to d below.

d. Q2 or Q3 defective

d. Check waveform at base
of Q2. If present, check
Q2 and Q3. If absent,
proceed to e below.

e. Q1 defective

e. Check waveform at emitter
of Q1. If absent, check
Q1. If present, proceed
to f below.

f. Q8, T1, CR1, CR2, ,
CR3 or CR4
defective.

f. Check waveform at emitter
of Q8. If absent, check
Q8. If present, check
T1 and CR1 through
CR4.
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Item No.
4

Symptom
No coder pam output at
terminal 22 withmodulation applied to odd
channels, but output is
present with modulation
applied to even channels.

Probable trouble

Correction

a. Q22 defective

a. Check waveform at J3.
present, check Q22.
If absent, proceed to b
below.

b. Q15, Q16, or Q19
defective

b. Check waveform at base of Q15.
If present, check Q15. If absent,
check Q16 and Q19. If Q15 is
good, proceed to c below.

c. Q14 defective

c. Check waveform at base of Q14 .
If present, check Q14. If absent,
proceed to d below.

d. Q12 or Q13 defective

d. Check waveform at base of Q12.
If present, check Q12 and Q13. If
absent, proceed to e below.

e. Q11 defective

e. Check waveform at emitter of Q11
If absent, check Q11 If present,
proceed to f below.

f. Q20, T2, CR12, CR13,
CR14, or CR15
defective.

f. Check waveform at emitter of Q20.
If absent, check Q20.
If present, check T1 and CR12
through CR15

5

Demodulated output of
multiplexer odd and even
channels distorted using
this panel.

R30 (even chan level adj)
out of adjustment.

Check R30. Perform pam
level adjustment.

6

Coder pam output of
multiplexer even
channels distorted.

Q9, R24 through R27,
VR1, CR9, or CR10.
defective

Check Q9, R24 through R27,
VR1, CR9, and CR10.

7

Coder pam output of
multiplexer odd
channels distorted.

Q21, R67 through R70,
VR2, CR20 or CR21.
defective

Check Q21, R67 through R70,
VR2, CR20, and CR21.

8

No coder pam mon output at R61 defective
terminal 26.
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b. Transistor Terminal Voltages.
(1) The transistor terminal voltages listed in (2) below were measured with respect to ground with the
ME-26B/U and the figure references are to waveform measurements with the oscilloscope under
the following conditions:
(a) Test multiplexer connected for loop back operation.
(b) One channel modulated with internal 1,100-cps test tone.
(c) ADDRESS switch at MASTER.
(d) AUX switch at OUT.
(e) 2 WIRE-4 WIRE switch at 4 WIRE.
(2) The transistor terminal voltages are as follows:
Transistor
Q1 -------Q2 -------Q3 -------Q4 -------Q5 -------Q6 -------Q7 -------Q8 -------Q9- ------Q10------Q11------a

Base
4, fig. 6-27-0.75 --------1.3----------2.0----------0.4---------+4.3 ---------2.4---------+1.9- --------1.9----------0.2---------4, fig. 6-27-

Emitter
-0.75----------1.3 -----------2.0 -----------3.0 -----------3.0 ----------+4.3-----------2.1 -----------2.1 ----------+1.6----------+0.5-----------0.75----------

Collector
+3.3.
+4.5.
+4.4.
-5.2.
-5.2.
-0.4.
-4.5.
0.
-4. 5.
+6.9.
+3.3.

Transistor
Q12 -------------Q13 -------------Q14 -------------Q15 -------------Q16 -------------Q17 a ------------Q18 -------------Q19 -------------Q20 -------------Q21 -------------Q22 --------------

Base
-0.75----------1.3 -----------2.0 -----------0.4 -----------+4.3 ------------------------+0.7 ---------2.4 ----------+1.9 ----------1.9 -----------0.2 -----------

Emitter
-1.3 ----------2.0 ----------3.0 ----------3.0 ---------+4.3------------------------1, fig. 6-27 -2.1 ---------+2.1 4- ------1.6 ---------+0.5----------

Collector
+4.5.
+4.4.
-6.2.
-5.2.
-0.4.
+4.2.
-4.5.
0.
-4.5.
+6.9.

Q17: Pin 1: +10
Pin 2:
0
Pin 3:
.7
Pin 5:
.7
Pin 6:
0
Pin 7: +6.7

4-13. Panel 2A7, Troubleshooting
a. Troubleshooting Chart. Loop back the TD-352/U test unit and modulate one channel: use the internal
test tone.
Item No.
1

2

Symptom
No coder clock output at
terminal 18.

No FF5B output at
terminal 16.

Probable trouble

Correction

a. Q3 or Q4 defective

a. Check waveform at collector
of Q2. If present, check Q3 and
Q4. If absent, proceed to b below.

b. Q2 or Q1 defective

b. Check waveform at emitter of Q1.
If present, check Q2. If absent,
check Q1.

Q20 or Q21 defective

Check Q20 and Q21.
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Item No.

Symptom

Probable trouble

Correction

3

T1 through T6 outputs at
terminals 9, 4, 6, 7, 8,
and 14, respectively,
simultaneously lost or
erroneous.

Z1, Z2, or Z3 defective

Check output at pins 2 and 10
of Z1, Z2, and Z3.

4

No T1 output at terminal 9
only.

Q7, Q8, or CR7 through
CR10 defective.

Check waveform at J4. If
present, check Q7 and Q8. If
absent, check CR7 through CR10

5

No T2 output at terminal 4
only.

Q5, Q6, or CR3 through
CR6 defective.

Check waveform at J8. If
present, check Q5 and Q6. If
absent, check CR3 through CR6.

6

No T3. output at terminal 6
only.

Q10, Q11 or CR13
through CR16
defective.

Check waveform at J6. If
present, check Q10 and Q11
If absent, check CR13
through CR16.

7

No T4 output at terminal 7
only.

Q12, Q13, or CR20
through CR23.
defective.

Check waveform at J10. If
present, check Q12 and Q13.
If absent, check CR20
through CR23.

8

No T5 output at terminal 8
only.

Q14, Q15, or CR26
through CR29.
defective.

Check waveform at J5. If
present, check Q14 and Q15.
If absent, check CR26
through CR29.

9

No. T6 output at terminal
14 only.

Q17, Q18, or CR30
through CR33.
defective.

Check waveform at J3. If
present, check Q17 and Q18.
If absent, check CR30 through
CR33.

10

No T1' output at terminal
15 only.

CR17, CR15 or Q9
defective.

Check signal at base of Q9.
If absent, check CR17 and CR18.
If present, check Q9.

11

No T6’output at terminal
14 only.

CR34, CR35, or Q16
defective.

Check signal at base of Q16.
If absent, check CR34 and CR35.
If present, check Q16.

12

No noise gen mon output at
terminal 21.

CR49 or R73 defective

Check CR49 and R73.

13

No, or incorrect, coder pam
output at terminal 31.

a. Q28, VR2, or Q24, defective.

a. Check waveform at J9
If present, check Q28, VR2, and
Q24, If absent, proceed to b
below.
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Item No.

Symptom

Probable trouble

Correction

b. Q25 or Q26 defective

b. Check waveform at base of Q25.
If present, check Q25 and Q26. If
absent, proceed to c below.

c. Q24, defective

c. Check waveform at emitter of
Q24,. If absent, check Q24, If
present, proceed to d below.

d. T1, C33, or CR43
through CR46.
defective.

d. Check waveform at J1.
E present, check T1, C33, and
CR43 through CR46. If absent,
proceed to e below.

e. Q22 or Q23 defective

e. Check waveform at base of Q23.
If present, check Q23.-If absent,
check Q22. If Q22 checks good,
proceed with f below.

f. CR12, CR26, CR39,
CR36, Q19, CR40, or
CR41 defective.

f. Check signal at base of Q19. If
If absent, check CR12, CR25,
CR39, and CR38, If present,
check Q19, CR40, and CR41.

14

Erroneous coder pam output Q27, R62 through R65,
at terminal 31.
VR1, CR47, or CR48
Defective

Check Q27, R62 through R65,
VR1, CR47, and CR48.

15

No coder pam mon output at R78 defective
terminal 28.

Check R78.

b. Transistor Terminal Voltages
(1) The transistor terminal voltages listed in (2) below were measured with respect to ground with the
ME-26B/U and the figure references are to waveform measurements using the oscilloscope
under the following conditions:
(a) Test multiplexer connected for loopback operation.
(b) One channel modulated with internal 1,100-cps test tone.
(c) ADDRESS switch at MASTER.
(d) AUX switch at OUT.
(e) 2 WIRE-4 WIRE switch at 4 WIRE.
(2) The transistor terminal voltages are as follows:
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Transistor
Q1-----------------------------Q2-----------------------------Q3-----------------------------Q4-----------------------------Q5-----------------------------Q6-----------------------------Q7-----------------------------Q8-----------------------------Q9-----------------------------Q10 ---------------------------Q11 ---------------------------Q12 ---------------------------Q13 ---------------------------Q14 ---------------------------Q15 ---------------------------Q16 ---------------------------Q17 ---------------------------Q18 ---------------------------Q19 ---------------------------Q20 ---------------------------Q21 ---------------------------Q22 ---------------------------Q23 ---------------------------Q24 ---------------------------Q25 ---------------------------Q26 ---------------------------Q27 ---------------------------Q28g --------------------------Q29 ---------------------------a
b
c
d
e
f

Base
-0.9 -----------------------------0.6 ----------------------------18, fig. 6-57 ----------------18, fig. 6-57 -----------------0.9a ---------------------------10, fig. 6-57 -----------------0.9b ---------------------------14, fig. 6-57 ----------------16, fig. 6-57 ----------------0.9c ----------------------------11, fig. 6-57 -----------------0.9d ---------------------------12, 6-57 ----------------------0.9e ---------------------------13, fig. 6-57 ----------------19, fig. 6-57 -----------------0.9f----------------------------15, fig. 6-57 --------------------------------------------------2.4 -----------------------------2.4 -----------------------------2.6 ----------------------------+1.2 ---------------------------0 -------------------------------+0.3 ---------------------------0.3 -----------------------------0.7 -------------------------------------------------------------+0.7 ---------------------------

Measure at J8.
Measure at J4.
Measure at J6
Measure at J10.
Measure at J5.
Measure at J3.

Emitter
-0.6-------------------------------------------------------------18, fig. 6-57 ---------------18, fig. 6-57 ----------------0 -------------------------------10, fig. 6-57 ---------------0 -------------------------------14, fig. 6-57 ----------------16, fig. 6-57 ----------------0 -------------------------------11, fig. 6-57 ----------------0 -------------------------------12, fig. 6-57 ----------------0 -------------------------------13, fig. 6-57 ----------------19, fig. 6-57 ----------------0 -------------------------------15, fig. 6-57 -----------------4.5-----------------------------2.6-----------------------------2.6-----------------------------2.3----------------------------+1.5---------------------------+0.3----------------------------0.3-----------------------------1.0-----------------------------0.4-------------------------------------------------------------0 -------------------------------g

Q28: Pin 1:
Pin 2:
Pin 3:
Pin 4:
Pin 5:
Pin 6:

Collector
-4.5.
18, fig. 6-57.
+4.5.
-4.5.
10,fig. 6-57.
-4.5.
14,fig. 6-57.
-4.5.
+4.5.
11, fig. 6 57.
-4.5.
12, fig. 6-57.
-4.5.
13, fig. 6-57
-4.5.
+4.5.
15, fig. 6-57.
-4.5.
-0.3
-4.5.
0.
-4.5.
0.
-3.3.
+4.5.
-4.3.
-4.5.
+9.2.

+10
0.
-0.07.
-0.07.
0.
+6.7.

c. Voltage Regulator VR1 Voltages
(1)

Anode:-3.1.

(2)

Cathode: +3.2.

d. Module Terminal Voltages.
(1)

The module terminal voltages listed in (2) below were measured with respect to ground with the
ME-26B/U under the following conditions:
(a) Test multiplexer connected for loopback operation.
(b) One channel modulated with internal 1,100 cps test tone.
(c) ADDRESS switch at MASTER.
(d) AUX switch at OUT.
(e) 2 WIRE-4 WIRE switch at 4 WIRE.
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(2) The module terminal voltages are as follows:
Module
Z1----------------------Z2----------------------Z3-----------------------

2

8
See note 1 below
See note 2 below
See note 3 below

2. 4
2. 4
2. 4

10
-2. 4
-2. 4
-2. 4

Notes
1. Measure at terminal 12 of panel:-2.4.
2. Measure at terminal 11 of panel:-2.4.
3. Measure at terminal 10 of panel:-2.4.
4-14. Panel 1A8, Troubleshooting
a. Troubleshooting Chart. There are two categories of faults within panel 1A8. The first is loss of, or
erroneous, timing output signals that occurred when the panel was used in a TD-353/U operated as a simple
48-channel terminal or in a TD-353/U operated as a master unit in a larger terminal. The second category is
synchronization troubles that were evident when the panel was used in a TD-353/U operated as a slave unit.
Items 1 through 13 in the troubleshooting chart below localize faults in the first category. Items 14 and 15 are
concerned with synchronization faults. Since a panel used in a slave unit may also have timing signal
generator circuit troubles, be sure that symptoms 1 through 13 are not present before proceeding to localize
any synchronization faults.
Item No.

Symptom
1 Dead panel (loss of all
timing output signals
including reset clock at
terminal 17).

Probable trouble
Z1, Q1, Q2, or Z2
defective

Correction
a. First try injecting the SYNC OUT
XMTR output of a second
TD-353/U test unit into SYNC IN
input of the TD-353/U in which this
panel is being checked.
b.

If any or all output signals are
restored, disconnect external sync
in signal to test unit and check Z1,
Q1, and Q2.

c. If panel is still dead with external
SYNC IN signal applied, check
sync in monitor waveform at
terminal 19. If present, check Z2.
d. If sync in monitor signal is
absent (and monitor signal
clamping circuit CR4, R9 checks
good) and sync in circuitry Q3
through Q6 is defective, proceed
to item 14.
(In this case,
corrections a through c above are
void and the 2,304-kc
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Item No.

Symptom

Probable trouble

Correction
master oscillator signal must be
traced from Z1 to the output of Z2,
stage-by-stage.)

2

Loss of a timing output
signals except reset clock
at terminal 17.
.

Q7, Q8, DL1, Q9, or Z3
defective.

3

Loss of reset clock output at Q12 defective
terminal 17 only.

Check Q12.

4

Loss of reshaped clock output at terminal 13 only.

Check Q11

5

Simultaneous loss of sync
Q10 or Z4 defective
out xmtr output at terminal
31, timing out output
at terminal 11, and
sampling clock output at
terminal 26

Check Q10 and Z4.

6

No sync out xmtr output at
terminal 31 only.

Q16 defective

Check Q16.

7

No timing out output at
terminal 11.

Q15 defective

Check Q15.

8

No sampling clock output at
terminal 26.

Q13 or Q14 defective

Check Q13 and Q14 .

9

Simultaneous loss of P1
Z7 or Z8 defective
output at terminal 25, FF2B
xmtr output at terminal 10
and FF3B xmtr output at
terminal 5.

Check waveform at J3.
If absent check Q17, then Z7.
If present, check Z6

10

No P1 output at terminal
25 only (FF2B xmtr and
FF3B xmtr good).

Z6 defective

Check Z6.

11

No FF2B xmtr output at
terminal 10 of (P1 and
FF3B xmtr good).

Q19 defective

Check Q19.

12

No FF3B xmtr output at
terminal 5 only (P1 and
FF2B xmtr good).

Q20 or Z. defective

Check Q20 and Z9.

Q11 defective
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Item No.
13

Symptom

Probable trouble

Erroneous FF2B xmtr signal Q18 or Z10 defective
at terminal 10 (576 kc)
and FF3B xmtr signal at
terminal 5 (288 kc).

Correction
Check Q18 and Z10.

Note. An external 2,304-kc signal is required to complete the remaining troubleshooting procedures for
panel 1A8. Obtain this signal from the SYNC OUT XMTR output of a second TD-353/U test unit. Also, you
must simultaneously monitor the SYNC IN input signal (terminal 29) and one of the timing output signals of the
panel on a dual-channel oscilloscope. The reset clock output (terminal 17) is recommended as the output
signal to monitor because it has a 2,304-kc pulse repetition rate. Synchronize the oscilloscope; use the
SCOPE SYNC output of the second TD-353/U test unit.
14

Timing output signals
drifting with respect to
phase of sync in signal at
terminal 29.

Sync in input circuit
inoperative.

Check CR5, Q5, and Q6, in that
order.

15

Incorrect frequency of reset
clock output signal at
terminal 17.

CR3, Q3, and/or Q4 Check sync in monitor signal at
defective. (Q2 not cut
terminal 19. If present, check Q3
off and both master
and CR3. If absent, first check
oscillator and sync in
CR4 and R9 (monitor signal
signal are driving
clamping circuit). If this circuit
timing circuits.)
is good, check Q4.

b. Transistor Terminal Voltages. The transistor terminal voltages listed below were measured with respect
to ground with the ME-26B/U and the figure references are to waveform measurements with the oscilloscope
under the following conditions:
(1)

Test multiplexer connected for loop-back operation.

(2)

One channel modulated with internal 1,100-cps test tone.

(3)

ADDRESS switch at MASTER.

(4)

AUX switch at OUT.

(5)

2 WIRE-4 WIRE switch at 4 WIRE.

(6)

Transistor terminal voltages are as follows:
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Transistor
Q1 -------Q2 -------Q3 a ------Q4 a ------Q5 a ------Q6 a ------Q7 -------Q8 -------Q9- ------Q10-------

Base

Emitter

+3.6 --------- +3.8----------+2.3 --------- +1.9-----------4.1---------- -4.5 ----------+1.4 --------- -0.1 ----------+1.5 --------- +1.4----------+4.2 --------- +4.5-----------3.3---------- -3.1 ----------+4.5 --------- +3.6----------10, fig. 6-28.10, fig. 6-28 ---2.3---------- -1.9 -----------

Collector

Transistor

+2.3.
Q11 --------------4.5.
Q12 --------------4.3.
Q13 --------------4.5.
Q14 --------------4.5.
Q15 b ------------+1.4.
Q16 c -------------4.5.
Q17 -------------10, fig. 6-28. Q18 --------------4.5.
Q19 --------------4.5.
Q20 --------------

Base
-2.3 -----------3.3 -----------3.3 -----------3.3 -----------1.8 ------------1.7 ----------1.5 -----------1.7 ----------1, fig. 6-28. -33 ------------

Emitter

Collector

-2.0 ----------3.2 -----------3.1 ----------3.1 ----------1.6 ---------1.6 ----------1.2 ----------1.3 -----------1.5 ---------1.4 ----------

-4.5.
-4.5.
+4.5.
-4.5.
-2.6.
-2.6.
-4.5.
-4.5.
-4.5.
-4.5.

a

Checked with sync in input of test multiplexer obtained from sync out xmtr output of second test
multiplexer. Oscilloscope synchronized from SYNC OUT connector of second test multiplexer.
b
Terminal 11 terminated in 91 ohm load.
c
Terminal 31 terminated In 91 ohm load.
c. Module Terminal Voltages. The module terminal voltages listed below were measured with respect to
ground with the ME-26B/U and the figure references are to waveform measurements with the AN/USM-140
under the following conditions:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Test multiplexer connected for loop-back operation.
One channel modulated with internal 1,100-cps test tone.
ADDRESS switch at MASTER.
AUX switch at OUT.
2 WIRE-4 WIRE switch at 4 WIRE.
Module terminal voltages are as follows:

Module
2
4
5
7
8
9
Z1 ----------------- ------------------------------------ -2.9------------- ------------------ ------------------4.4 ----------Z2 -----------------+2.1 ------------------------------ ------------------ -------------------3.5 --------------3.3 ---------Z3 -----------------2.4 -------------------------------- ------------------ ------------------ ---------------------------------Z4 -----------------1.9 -------------------------------- ------------------ ------------------3.6 --------------3.3 ----------Z6 ------------------2.3 -------------fig. 7, 6-28 -- ------------------ -------------------1.2 --------------1.5 ---------Z7 -----------------1.5 -------------------------------- ------------------ ------------------ ---------------------------------Z6 -----------------1.7 -------------------------------- ------------------ ------------------ ---------------------------------Z9 -----------------1.8 -------------------------------- ------------------ ------------------ ---------------------------------Z10-----------------1.7 ------------------------------- -1.3------------- -1.5 ------------- ----------------------------------

10

-2 3
-1.5.
1. 7.
1, fig. 6-28.
1.8.
-1.2.

4-15. Panel 2A8, Troubleshooting
a. Troubleshooting Chart. There are two categories of faults within panel 2A8. The first is loss of, or
erroneous, timing output signals that occurred when the panel was used in a TD-352/U operated as a simple
12-channel terminal or in a TD-352/U operated as a master unit in a larger terminal. The second category is
synchronization troubles that were evident when the panel was used in a TD-352/U operated as a slave unit.
Items 1 through 16 in the troubleshooting chart below localize faults in the first category. Items 17 through 19
are concerned with synchronization faults. Since a panel used in a slave unit may also have timing signal
generator circuit troubles, be sure that symptoms 1 through 16 are not present before proceeding to localize
any synchronization faults.
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Item No.

Symptom

Probable trouble

Correction

1

Dead panel (simultaneous
loss of all output signals).

Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4, Q24,Q30, Check waveform at J8. If present,
orZ1 defective.
check Q29, Q30, and Z1.
If
absent, or erroneous, check Q1,
Q2, and Q3.

2

Loss of TFF1 output at
terminal 20 only.

Q12 defective

Check Q12.

3

No coder decision output at
terminal 22.

Q27 and Q28 defective

Check Q27 and Q28.

4

Loss of TFF1 output at
terminal 1 only.

Q16 or Q25 defective

Check for presence of T-pulse clock
waveform at terminal 4.
If
present, check Q25. If absent,
check Q16.

5

No, or erroneous, T-pulse
clock output at terminal 4.

Q17, DL2, or Q18
defective

If no waveform, check Q17 and Q18.
If erroneous waveform, check DL2.

6

Simultaneous loss of TFF2 Z2 defective
(terminal 2),TFF2 (terminal
19), TFF3 (terminal
23), and TFF3 (terminal
21) outputs.

Check Z2.

7

Loss of TFF2 output at
terminal 19 only.

Q7 defective

Check Q7.

8

Loss of TFF2 output at
terminal 2 only.

Q8 defective

Check Q8.

9

Simultaneous loss of TFF3
(terminal 23) and TFF3
(terminal 21) outputs.

Z3 defective

Check Z3.

10

Erroneous TFF3 and TFF3
outputs (288-kc signals).

Z6 defective

Check Z6.

11

No TFF3 output at terminal
23 only.

Q5 defective

Check Q5.

12

No TFF3 output at terminal
21 only.

Q6 defective

Check Q6.

13

No modem timing output at
terminal 28 (J10).

Z9 or Q26 defective

Check Z9 or Q26.

14

No FF12 output at terminal
31 (J5).

Z7 defective

Check Z7.

15

No parallel shift output at
terminal 30.

Z6, Q21, Q22, Q23, or
Q24 defective.

Check waveform at J4. If
present, check Q23 and Q24. If
absent, check waveform at J4. If
signal is present at this point,
check Q21 and Q22; if absent,
check Z6.
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Item No.
16

Symptom
No shift 2 output at terminal
24.

Probable trouble
Q19 or Q20 defective

Correction
Check Q19 and Q20.

Note.
An external 576-kc SYNC IN signal is required to complete the remaining troubleshooting
procedures for panel 2A8. Obtain this signal from the SYNC 0UT XMTR output of a second TD-352/U test
unit. Also, simultaneously monitor in sync in input signal (terminal 17) and the selected timing output signal of
the panel on a dual-channel oscilloscope. TFF2, at terminal 2, is recommended as the output signal to monitor
since it has a pulse repetition rate of 576 kc. Synchronize the oscilloscope; use the SCOPE SYNC output of
the second TD-352/U test unit.
17

Timing output signals (TFF2) Master oscillator feedback Check waveform at J3. If
drift with respect to exterloop not inhibited by
present, check Q11, Q3,
nal sync in input signal at
sync in input circuitry.
CR1, and CR3. If absent,
terminal 17.
Master oscillator not
check Q10 and Z4. If Q10
being excited by
and Z4 are good, check Q9
sync in signal.
and CR2.

18

Timing output signals out of Delayed sync in signal
phase with respect to
circuit defective
external terminal sync in
input signal at terminal 17.

Check waveform at J1. If absent,
check back through Q15, CR5,
CR7, Q14 , DL1, and Q13.
If present, check waveforms at J6.
If this waveform is absent, check
Z5 and CR8; if present and only
TFF1 is out of phase, check CR9.
and CR10. Also, check CR11 and
CR12.

19

No sync in monitor output at Defective sync in signal
terminal 27.
detector circuit.

Check CR4 and CR6.
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b. Transistor Terminal Voltages. The transistor terminal voltages listed below were measured with respect
to ground with the 4- -26B/U and the figure references are to waveform measurements with the AN/USM-140
under the following conditions:
(1) Test multiplexer connected for loop-back operation.
(2) One channel modulated with internal 1,100-cps test tone.
(3) ADDRESS switch at MASTER.
(4) AUX switch at OUT
(5) 2 WIRE-4 WIRE switch at 4 WIRE.
(6) Transistor terminal voltages are as follows:
Translator
Q1-----------------------------Q2-----------------------------Q3-----------------------------Q3a ----------------------------Q4-----------------------------Q5-----------------------------Q6-----------------------------Q7-----------------------------Q8-----------------------------Q9a ---------------------------Q10a --------------------------Q11a --------------------------Q12a --------------------------Q13a --------------------------Q14a --------------------------Q15a --------------------------Q16 ---------------------------Q17 ---------------------------Q18 ---------------------------Q14 ---------------------------Q20 ---------------------------Q21 ---------------------------Q22 ---------------------------Q23 ---------------------------Q24 ---------------------------Q25 ---------------------------Q26 ---------------------------Q27 ---------------------------Q28 ---------------------------Q29 ---------------------------Q30 ----------------------------

Base

Emitter

+3.6 ----------------------------2.7 -----------------------------6.4 -----------------------------3.7 ----------------------------+1.5 ---------------------------14, fig. 6-60 -----------------12, fig. 6 00------------------18 4- --------------------------1.8 ----------------------------24, fig. 6-60 ----------------2, fig. 6-60 ------------------20, fig. 0-00 -----------------1.7 ----------------------------2, fig. 6-00 ------------------21, fig. 4--00 ---------------22, fig. 0-80 -----------------1.5 -----------------------------1.2 -----------------------------1.8 ---------------------------3, fig. 6-60 -------------------1.7 -----------------------------3.2 ----------------------------3, fig. 6-60 ------------------5, fig. 6-60 ------------------5, fig. 6-60 -------------------1.2 ----------------------------16, fig. 6-60 -----------------2.6 b ---------------------------1.5 ----------------------------0---------------------------------2.9 -----------------------------

+3.4----------------------------3.2-----------------------------4.5-----------------------------4.5----------------------------0 --------------------------------1.6-----------------------------1.6-----------------------------1.5-----------------------------1.5----------------------------24, fig. 6-60 ----------------2, fig. 6-60------------------20, fig. 6-60 -----------------1.5----------------------------2, fig. 6-60------------------21, fig. 6-60 ----------------0 --------------------------------1.2-----------------------------1.2-----------------------------0.9----------------------------3, fig. 6-60-------------------3.1-----------------------------3.8----------------------------5, fig. 6-60------------------5, fig. 6-60------------------5, fig. 6-60-------------------1.0----------------------------16, fig. 6-60 -----------------4.5----------------------------13, fig.6-60------------------0 --------------------------------2.6-----------------------------

a

Collector
-2.7.
-4.5.
-2.8.
-4.2.
-4.5.
-4.5.
-4.5.
-4.5.
-4.5.
-4.5.
-4.5.
-4.5.
-4.5.
-4.5.
-4.5.
1, fig. 6-60.
-4.5
-4.5
-4.5
-4.6
15, fig. 6-60.
5, fig. 0-00.
-4.5.
-4.5.
+4.5.
-4.5.
+4.5.
13, fig. 6-60.
-4.5.
-2.9.
-4.5.

Checked with sync in input of test multiplexer obtained from SYNC OUT XMTR output of second test
multiplexer. Oscilloscope synchronized from SYNC OUT connected OUT own of second test multiplexer.
b
Measured at terminal 29.
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c. Module Terminal Voltages. The module terminal voltages listed below were measured with respect to
ground with the ME--26B/U and the figure references are to waveform measurements using the oscilloscope
under the following conditions:

Module

(1)

Test multiplexer connected for loop-back operation.

(2)

One channel modulated with internal 1,100-cps test tone.

(3)

ADDRESS switch at MASTER.

(4)

AUX switch at OUT.

(5)

2 WIRE-4 WIRE switch at 4 WIRE.

(6)

Module terminal voltages are as follows:
1

2

3

5

7

8

9

10

11

Z1 -----------------------1.7
-2.6---------------------------------------------2.6
-1.5.
Z2 -----------------------1.8
-1.5---------------------------------------------1.5
-1.8.
Z3 ----------------------- 12, fig. 6-60
-1.8---------------------------------------------1.8
14, fig.6-60
Z4 a---------- 2, fig. 6-60 23, fig. 6-60 ------------------------------------------------------- 24, fig. 6 60
Z5 a----------------------------------- 1, fig. 6-60------------------------------------- 4, fig. 6-60
4, fig. 0.6
Z6 ----------------------- 14, fig. 6-60
-2.4
-1.6------------------------------------------1.5.
Z7 -------1.7
-1.7
-1.6 ---------------------------2.4 b -------------------------3.2
-3.2.
Z8 -----------------------1.5------------------------------------------ 3, fig. 6-60
3, fig. 6-60
Z9 ------------------------------------------ -1.6 --------------------------- 16, fig. 6-60 16.,fig. 6-60
a

. Checked with sync in input of test multiplexer obtained from sync out xmtr output of second test
multiplexer. Oscilloscope synchronized from SYNC OUT connector of second test multiplexer.
b

.

Measured at terminal 11 of panel.
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4-16. Panel 1A9, Troubleshooting
a. Troubleshooting Chart.
Item No.

Symptom

Probable trouble

Correction

1

No modem timing output at
terminal 22.

Z1 or Q1 defective

Check waveform at base of Q1.
If present, check Q1. If absent,
check Z1 (assert tally that of
modem timing at terminal 22).

2

No address pulse output at
terminal 14.

Z4 or Q6 defective

Check waveform at emitter of Q6.
(essentially that of reshaped clock
at terminal 3). If waveform
present, check Z4. If absent,
check Q6.

3

No aux address output or
low-amplitude aux address
output at terminal 18.

a. Q9, Q10, or Q11 defective

a. Check waveform at pin 10
Z5 (essentially that of aux
address output at terminal 18).
If present, check Q9, Q10, and
Q11. If absent, proceed to b
below.

b. Z5 defective

b. Check waveform at emitter of
Q8.
If absent or incorrect,
proceed to c below. If present,
check pin 4- of Z5.
If
waveform at pin 4- information
absent or incorrect, proceed to
d below. If present, check Z5.

c. Q8, CR11 or CR12
defective.

c. Check Q8, CR11, and CR12.

d. Q7, CR9, or CR10 defective..

d. Check Q7, CR9, and CR10.

4

No transmit pam output or
incorrect transmit pam
(even channels) output at
terminal 30.

Q12. or Q13 defective

Check Q12. and Q13.

5

No transmit pam output or
incorrect transmit pam
(odd channels) output at
terminal 31.

Q14 or Q15 defective

Check Q14 and Q15.

6

No transmit address timing
output at terminal 16.

Q16 defective

Check Q16.
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b. Transistor Terminal Voltages. The transistor terminal voltages listed below were measured with respect
to ground with the ME -26B/U and the figure references are to waveform measurements using the oscilloscope
under the following conditions:
(1) Test multiplexer connected for loop-back operation 4(2) Channels modulated with internal 1,100cps test tone as specified in chart.
(3) ADDRESS switch at MASTER.
(4) AUX switch at OUT.
(5) 2 WIRE-4 WIRE switch at 4 WIRE.
(6) Transistor terminal voltages are as follows:
Transistor

Base

Emitter

Collector

Transistor

Base

Emitter

Collector

Q1 --------

6, fig. 6-62

6, fig. 6-62

+4.5.

Q12 -------------- -2.4 ----------- -2.1 ---------- -4.5.

Q6 --------

-2.0----------

-1.7 ----------

-4.5.

Q13 b------------- + 1.2---------- 0 -------------- 8, fig. 6-62.

Q7 --------

9, fig. 6-62 -- 9, fig. 6-62-- -4.5.

Q8 --------

10, fig. 6-62

10, fig. 6-62

-4.5.

Q14 -------------- -2.4 ----------- -2.1-------------4.5.

Q9 --------

11, fig. 6-62

11, fig. 6-62

-4.5.

Q16 c ------------- -1.2 ----------- 0 -------------- 8, fig. 6-62

Q10-------

11, fig. 6-62

11, fig. 6-62

-4.5.

Q11 a ----

11, fig. 6-62

3, fig. 6-62. -

Q16 -------------- -2.4 ----------- -2.1-------------4.5.

c. Module Terminal Voltages. The module terminal voltages listed below were measured with respect to
ground with the ME-26B/U and the figure references are T6 waveform measurements using the oscilloscope
under the following conditions:
(1)

Test multiplexer connected for loop-back operation.

(2)

ADDRESS switch at MASTER.

(3)

AUX switch at OUT.

(4)

2 WIRE-4 WIRE switch at 4 WIRE.

(5)

Module terminal voltages are as follows:

Module
Z1 --------------

2
-1.6

Z4 --------------

5, fig. 6-62

3
5
8
------------------------------------------ -- 6, fig. 6-62
a

-----------------------

Z5 -------------------------------------- 10, fig. 6-62

b

-2.4

c

-1.7

9
6, fig. 6-62

10

---------------------

5, fig. 6-62.

----------------------------------------- 9, fig. 6-62

a

Waveform should be inverse of that shown.

b

Measure at terminal 2 of panel.

c

Measure at emitter of Q6.
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4-17.

Panel 2A9, Troubleshooting
a. Troubleshooting Chart.

Item No.

Symptom

Probable trouble

Correction

1

No shift No. 1 output at
terminal 24.

Z1, Z3, or Q1 defective

Check waveform at pin 10 of Z3.
If present, check Z1 and Q1.
If absent, check Z3.

2

Simultaneous loss of timing
out signal at terminal 31,
sync out xmtr signal at
terminal 7, and sampling
clock sign&1 at terminal 14.

Z2 or Q2 defective

Check Z2 and Q2.

3

Loss of timing out signal at
terminal 31 only.

Q3 defective

Check Q3.

4

Loss of sync out xmtr signal
at terminal 7 only.

Q4defective

Check Q4.

5

Loss of sampling clock signal Q8 or CR6 defective
at terminal 14 only.

Check Q8 and CR5.

6

No address pulse output or
incorrect address pulse
output at terminal 29.

a. Z4 defective

a. Check waveform at J1.
check Z4. If incorrect,
proceed to b below.

b. Q10 or Q11 defective

b. Check waveform at junction
of CR7 and CR9. If correct,
check Q10 and Q11. If
incorrect, proceed to c below.

c. Q9, Q28, CR7, CR8,
or CR9 defective.

c. Check waveform at collector of
Q9. If incorrect, check Q9.
If correct, check Q28, CR7,
CR8, and CR9.

7

No or incorrect 8-kc address Q24 or CR28 defective
output at terminal 26.
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b. Transistor Terminal Voltages. The transistor terminal voltages listed below were measured with respect
to ground with the ME-26B/4 and the figure references are to waveform measurements using the oscilloscope
under the following conditions:
(1)

Test multiplexer connected for loop-back operation.

(2)

One channel modulated with internal 1,100-cps test tone.

(3)

ADDRESS switch at MASTER.

(4)

AUX switch at OUT.

(5)

2 WIRE-4 WIRE switch at 4 WIRE.

(6)

Transistor terminal voltages are as follows:

Translator
Q1-----------------------------Q2-----------------------------Q3-----------------------------Q4-----------------------------Q8-----------------------------Q9-----------------------------Q10 ---------------------------Q11 ---------------------------Q24 ---------------------------Q28 -------- -------------------

Base

Emitter

-2.1 ----------------------------2, fig. 6-64 ------------------2, fig. 6-64 ------------------2, fig. 6-64 ------------------2, fig. 6-64 ------------------16, fig. 6-68 ----------------12, fig. 6-64 ----------------16, fig. 6-57 -----------------2.4 -----------------------------2.4 -----------------------------

Collector

-4.5----------------------------2, fig. 6-64------------------10, fig. 6-64
3, fig. 6-64
4, fig. 6-64------------------0 --------------------------------4.5----------------------------1, fig. 6-64-------------------2.1-----------------------------2.1-----------------------------

7, fig. 6-64.
+4.5.

-4.5.
-0.9.
1, fig. 6-64
-4.5.
-4.5.
-4.5.

Terminal 31 terminated in
c. Module Terminal. The module terminal voltages listed below were measured with respect to ground
with the ME-26B/U and the figure references are to waveform measurements made with the oscilloscope under
the following conditions:
(1)

Test multiplexer connected for loop-back operation.

(2)

One channel modulated with internal 1,100-cps test tone.

(3)

ADDRESS switch at MASTER.

(4)

AUX switch at OUT.

(5)

2 WIRE-4 WIRE switch at 4 WIRE.

(6)

Module terminal voltages are as follows:

Module

2

5

8

9

10

Z1 ---------------------------

-2.4-------------

-----------------

------------------ 7, fig. 6-64

Z2 ---------------------------

-2.4-------------

-----------------

2, fig. 6-64 --- 2, fig. 6-64

Z3 ---------------------------

-2.8-------------

19, fig. 6-57.-

16, fig. 6-57 --

------------------

-2.1.

Z4 ---------------------------

9, fig. 6-64----

18, fig. 6-59--

1, fig. 6-64 ----

------------------

5, fig. 6-64
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4-18. Panel 1A10, Troubleshooting
a. Troubleshooting Chart. Use a dual-channel oscilloscope for the following troubleshooting procedures,
and keep a constant check on the synchronization of the various' timing signals, with respect to the modem
timing signal at terminal 29.
Item No.

Symptom

Probable trouble

Correction

1

No FF4 output or erroneous
FF4 output at terminal 27
(J8) and/or FF4 output
at terminal 14.

Z1 defective

Check Z1.

2

No FF5 output or erroneous
FF5 output at terminal 20
(J5) and/or FF5 output
at terminal 17.

Q1, Q2, or Z2 defective

Check waveform at J3 which should
be in synchronization with modern
timing input (J2). If present check.
check Z2. If absent, check Q1
and Q2.

3

No FF5 output or erroneous
FF5 output at terminal 21
(J9).

a. Z3 defective

a. Check waveform at J1 which
should be in synchronization with
modem timing (J2), FF4 (J8), and
FF5 (J5) signals. If present, check
Z3. 'If absent, proceed to b below.

b. CRT, CR2, Q3, or Q4
defective.

b. Check waveform at base of Q4,
which should be essentially that of
FF5 (J5) gated with FF4 (J8). If
present, check Q4 and Q3. If
absent, check CR1 and CR2.

4

No M11 output at terminal
26.

Q1 in Z10 defective.
CR5, CR23, or CR1 in Z9
defective.

CR15 signal at pin 3 of Z10.
If present, replace Z10.
If absent, replace Z9.

5

No M13 output at terminal
25.

Q2 in Z10; CR11 CR21,
CR7, or CR2 in Z9; or
CR28 defective.

Check signal at pin 5 of Z10.
If present, replace Z10.
If absent, check CR28 first.
If CR28 checks good, replace Z9.

6

No M15 output at terminal
24.

Q3 in Z10; CR12, CR19,
CR6, or CR3 in Z9; or
CR27 defective.

Check signal at pin 8 of Z10.
If present, replace Z10.
If absent, check CR27 first.
If CR27 checks good, replace Z9.

7

No M17 output at terminal
22.

Q4 in Z10; CR13, CR9,
CR8 or CR4 in Z4;
or CR26 defective.

Check signal at pin 10 of Z10.
If present, replace Z10.
If absent, check CR26 first.
If CR26 checks good, replace Z9.
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Item No.

Symptom

Probable trouble

Correction

8

No M18 output at terminal
19.

Q4 in Z11; CR14, CR19,
CR8 or CR4 in Z9;
or CR25 defective.

Check signal at pin 10 of Z11.
If present, replace Z11.
If absent, check CR25 first.
If CR25 checks good, replace Z9.

9

No M16 output at terminal
18.

Q3 in Z11, CR15, CR20,
CR6 or CR3 in Z9;.
or CR29 defective.

Check signal at pin 8 of Z11.
If present, replace Z11.
If absent, check CR29. first.
If CR29. checks good, replace Z9.

10

No M14 output at terminal
16.

Q2 in Z11; CR15 CR22,
CR7 or CR2 in Z9;
or CR23 defective.

Check signal at pin 5 of Z11.
If present, replace Z11.
If absent, check CR23 first.
If CR23 checks good, replace Z9

11

No M12 output at terminal
15.

Q1 in Z11. or CR17, CR29. Check signal at pin 3 of Z11.
CR5, or CR1 in Z9
If present, replace Z11.
defective.
If absent, replace Z9.

12

No M11 output at terminal
3.

Z12 defective

Replace Z12.

13

No M12 output at terminal
6.

Z12 defective

Replace Z12.

14

FF4, FF5, and FF5 outputs
all good but simultaneous
loss of following:

a. Z4 defective

a. Check waveform at J4, which
should be in synchronization with
modem timing (J2), FF4 (J8),
FF5 (J5), and FF5 (J9) signals.
If present, check Z4. If absent,
proceed to b below.

FF8 output at terminal 5
FF9 output at terminal 9
FF9 output at terminal 11
M21 output at terminal 13
M22 output at terminal 1
M23 output at terminal 12
M24 output at terminal 4
M25 output at terminal 10
M26 output at terminal 7

b. CR3, CR4, CR5, Q5, or
Q6 defective.

b. Check waveform at base of Q6,
which should be essentially that
of FF5 (J9) gated with FF4 (J8)
(J8), FF5 (J5), and FF5 (J9).
If present, check Q6 and Q5.
If absent, check CR3, CR4, and
CR5.
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Item No.
15

16

Symptom
FF4, FF5, FF5, and FF8outputs all good but
simultaneous loss of:

Probable trouble
a. Z6 defective

Correction
a. Check waveform at J5, which
should be in synchronization
with modem timing (J2), FF4 (J8),
FF5 (J5), FF5 (J9), FF8 (J11), and
Z4 output (J10) signals.
If
present, check Z6.
If absent,
proceed to b below,

TFF9 output at terminal 9T or b. CR10, CR11, CR12,
RFF9 output at terminal 11
CR13, CR14, Q9, or
Q10 defective.
M21 output at terminal 13
M21 output at terminal 1
M23 output at terminal 12
M24 output at terminal 4
M25 output at terminal 10
M26 output at terminal 7.

b. Check waveform at base of Q10,
which should be essentially that
of FF8 (J11) gated with FF4 (J8),
FF5 (J5), FF5 (J9), FF8 (J11), and
Z4 output (J10). If present, check
Q10 and Q9. If absent, check
CR10 through CR14.

No FF8 output at terminal 5

a. Z6 defective

a. Check waveform at pin 3 of Z5,
which should be essentially as
shown
for
J10
and
in
synchronization
with
modem
timing (J2), FF4 (J8), FF5 (J5),
and FF5 (J9) signals. If present,
check Z5. If absent, proceed to b
below.

b. CR6, CR7, CR8, CR9,
Q7 or Q8 defective.

b. Check waveform at base of Q8,
which should be essentially that of
Z4 output (J10) gated with FF4
(J8), FF5 (J5), and FF5 (J9). If
present, check Q8 and Q7. If
absent, check CR5, through CR9.
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Item No.
17

Symptom
Erroneous FF8 output at
terminal 5, TFF9 output
at terminal 9, and to or
RFF9 output at terminal 11

Probable trouble

Correction

a. CR21, CR22, C7, C9,
R24, R25, R26, or
R27 defective.

a. Check waveform at J7,
which should be in synchronization
with modem timing (J2), FF4 (J8),
FF5 (J5), FF6 (J9), Z4 output
(J10) FF8 (J11) and FF9 (terminal
11) signals.
If any signal is
present '(even though erroneous)
check CR21, CR22, C7, C9, and
R24 through R27. If no signal at
J7, proceed to below.

b. CR15 through CR20,
b. Check waveform at base
Q11, or Q12 defective.
of Q12, which should be
essentially that of FF9 (terminal
11) gated with all preceding timing
signals as in previous items. If
the waveform is present, check
Q12 and Q11. If absent, check
CR15 through CR20.
18

No M21 output at terminal
13.

CR16, CR8, CR20, or.
CR29 in Z7 defective.
Q14 defective.

19

No M22 output at terminal
1.

Q1 in Z6 defective. CR15, Check signal at pin 1 of Z7.
CRT, CR29., or CR20
If present, replace Z6. If
in Z7 defective.
absent, replace Z7.

20

No M23 output at terminal
12.

CR7., CR18, or CR23 in
Z7defective. Q13
defective.

21

No M24 output at terminal
4.

Q2 in Z6 defective. CR3, Check signal at pin 3 of Z7.
CR19, or CR22 in Z7 If present, replace Z6.
defective.
If absent, replace Z7.

22

No M25 output at terminal
10.
Z7 defective.

Q4 in Z6 defective. CR5,
CR9, CR17, or CR21
in absent, replace Z7.

Check signal at pin 5 of Z7.
If present, replace Z6. If

23

No M26 output at terminal
7.

Q3 in Z6 defective. CR4,
CR10, CR17, or CR21 in
Z7 defective.

Check signal at pin 4 of Z7.
If present, replace Z6. If
absent, replace Z7.
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b. Transistor Terminal Voltages. The transistor terminal voltages listed below were measured with respect
to ground with the ME-26B/U and the figure references are to waveform measurements made with the
oscilloscope under the following conditions:
(1)

Test multiplexer connected for loop-back operation.

(2)

One channel modulated with internal 1,100-cps test tone.

(3)

ADDRESS switch at MASTER.

(4)

AUX switch at OUT.

(5)

2 WIRE-4 WIRE switch at 4 WIRE.

(6)

Transistor terminal voltages are as follows:

Translator
Q1-----------------------------Q2-----------------------------Q3-----------------------------Q4-----------------------------Q5-----------------------------Q6-----------------------------Q7-----------------------------Q8-----------------------------Q9-----------------------------Q10 ---------------------------Q11 ---------------------------Q12 ---------------------------Q13 ---------------------------Q14 ---------------------------

Base

Emitter

See note 1--------------------2.4 ----------------------------See note 1--------------------1.6 (see note 2) -----------See note 1--------------------1.0 (see note 3) -----------See note 1--------------------0.7 (see note 4) -----------See note 1--------------------0.45 (see note 5)----------See note 1--------------------0.45 (see note 6)-----------3.6 -----------------------------3.6 -----------------------------

14, fig. 6-66 -----------------4.5 ---------------------------1, fig. 6-66 ------------------4.5 ---------------------------3, fig. 6-66-------------------4.5 ---------------------------32, fig. 6-66 -----------------4.5 ---------------------------4, fig. 6-66-------------------4.5 ---------------------------5, fig. 6-66 ------------------4.5 ----------------------------4.3 ----------------------------4.2 ----------------------------

Collector
-4.5.
14, fig. 6 66.
-4.5.
1, fig. 6-66.
-4.5.
3, fig. 6-66.
-4.5.
32, fig. 6-66.
-4.5.
4, fig. 6-66.
-4.5.
5, fig. 6-66.
0.
0.

Notes
1. For 1A10 panels used in receive side of TD-353/U, refer to 26, figure 6-77, for waveform at base of
transistor. For 1A10 panels used in transmit side of TD-353/U, refer to 6, figure 6-62, for waveform at base of
transistor.
2. Measure at junction of CRT, CR2, and R6.
3. Measure at junction of CR4, CR5, and R9.
4. Measure at junction of CR7, CR8, CR9, and R12.
5. Measure at junction of CR10, CR12, CR13, CR14, and R15.
6. Measure at junction of CR15, CR10, CR17, CR18, CR19, CR20, and R18.
c. Module Terminal Voltages. The module terminal voltages listed below were measured with respect to
ground with the ME-26B1U and the figure references are to waveform measurements made with the
oscilloscope under the following conditions:
(1)

Test multiplexer connected for loop-back operation.

(2)

One channel modulated with internal 1,100-cps test tone.

(3)

ADDRESS switch at MASTER.

(4)

AUX switch at OUT.

(5)

2 WIRE-4 WIRE switch at 4 WIRE.

(6)

Module terminal voltages are as follows:
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Module

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12
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13
14
15

a

Z1 ----------- -2.4------ -2.4 ------( ) --------- ------------ ------------- ------------ ------------ -------------------------- -2.4---------2.4 ------ ------------ ---------- -------Z2 ----------- -2.4------ -2.4 ------14, fig. -- ------------ ------------- ------------ ------------ -------------------------- -2.4---------2.4 ------ ------------ ---------- -------6-66.
Z3 ----------- -2.4------ -2.4 ------1, fig. ----- ------------ ------------- ------------ ------------ -------------------------- -2.4---------2.4 ------ ------------ ---------- -------6-66.
Z4 ----------- -2.4------ -2.4 ------3, fig. ----- ------------ ------------- ------------ ------------ -------------------------- -2.4---------2.4 ------ ------------ ---------- -------6-66.
Z5 ----------- 16, fig.-- 16, fig. --32, fig. --- ------------ ------------- ------------ ------------ -------------------------- 29, fig.----29, fig. -- ------------ ---------- -------6-66.

6-66.

6-66.

6-66.

6-66.

Z6 ----------- -2.4------ -2.4 ------4, fig. ----- ------------ ------------- ------------ ------------ -------------------------- -2.4---------2.4 ------ ------------ ---------- -------6-66.
Z7 ----------- -3.6------ -------------3.6 ------- -3.6 ------- -3.6-------- ------------ -3.6------- -3.6 -------3.6 -------- -2.4-------- -----------21, fig. --- 29, fig. --2.4 --- -2.4
6-66.
6-66.
Z8 ----------- ----------- -4.2 -------3.6 ------- -4.2 ------- -3.6-------- ------------ -4.2------- -3.6 -------4.2 -------- -3.6-------- ----------- ------------ ---------- -------Z9 ----------- -3. 6----- -3.6 -------3.6 ------- -3.6 ------- -3.6---------3.6 ------- -2.4------- -3.6 -------2.4 -------- --------------2.4 -------2.4 ------- -2.4-----2.4 ---- -2.4
Z10---------- ----------- -4.3 -------3.6 ------- -4.3 ------- -2.4-------- ------------ -4.3------- -3.6 -------4.3 -------- -3.6-------- ----------- ------------ ---------- -------Z11.--------- ----------- -4.3 -------3.6 ------- -4.3 ------- -3.6-------- ------------ -4.3------- -3.6 -------4.3 -------- -3.6-------- ----------- ------------ ---------- -------Z12---------- ----------- -4.3 -------4.6 ------- ------------ ------------- ------------ ------------ -4.6 -------------------- -4.3-------- ----------- ------------ ---------- -------a

For 1A10 panels used in receive side of TD-353/U, refer to 26, figure 6-77 for waveform. For 1A10 panels used in transmit side of TD-353/U,
refer to 6, figure 6-62 for waveform.
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4-19. Panel 2A10, Troubleshooting
a. Troubleshooting Chart. Use a dual-channel oscilloscope for the following troubleshooting procedures,
and keep a constant check on the synchronization-of the various timing signals, with respect to the modem
timing signal at terminal 29.
Item No.

Symptom

Probable trouble

Correction

1

No T or FF4 output, or
Z1 defective
erroneous T or FF4 output
at terminal 27 (J8) and/ or T
or FF4 output at terminal 14.

Check Z1.

2

No T or RFF5 output, or
erroneous T or FF5 output at terminal 20 (J5)
and/or FF5 output at
terminal 17.

Q1, Q2, or Z2 defective

Check waveform at J3, which
should be in synchronization
with modem timing input (J2).
If present, check Z2. If absent,
check Q1 and Q2.

3

No T or FF5 output, or
erroneous T or FF5 output
at terminal 21 (J9)
and/or T or FF6 output
at terminal 19.

a. Z3 defective

a. Check waveform at J1, which
should be in synchronization
modem timing (J2), to or
FF4 (J8), and to or FF5
(J5) signals. If present, check Z3.
If absent, proceed to b below.

b. CRT, CR2, Q3, or
Q4 defective.

b. Check waveform at base of Q4,
which should be essentially that of
to or FF5 (J5) gated with to or FF4
(J8). If present, check Q4 and Q3.
If absent, check CR1 and CR2.

4

No M11 or D11 output at
terminal 24.

CR23, CR24. or Q14
defective.

Check CR23, CR29. and Q14 .

5

No M12 or D12 output at
terminal 25.

CR21, CR22, or Q13
defective.

Check CR21, CR22, and Q13.

6

FF4, FF5, and FF5 outputs
all good but simultaneous
loss of following:

a. Z4 defective

a. Check waveform at J4, which
should be in synchronization with
modem timing (J2), to or FF4 (J8),
to or FF5 (J5), and to or FF5 (J9)
signals. If present, check Z4. If
absent, proceed to b below.

T or FF8 output at
terminal 5.
T or FF9 output at
terminal 9.
T or FF9 output at
terminal 11.

b. CR3, CR4, CR5, Q5,
or Q6 defective.

b. Check waveform at base of
Q6, which should be essentially
that of T or RFF6 (J9)
gated with T or FF4 (J8),
to or FF5 (J5), and T or
RFF6 (J9). If present, check
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Item No.

Symptom

Probable trouble

M21 or D21 output at
terminal 13.
M22 or D22 output at
terminal 1.
M23 or D23 output at
terminal 12.
M24 or D24 output at
terminal 4.
M25 or D25 output at
terminal 10.
M26 or D26 output at
terminal 7.
7

T or FF4, T or FF5, T or
FF5, and T or FF8
outputs all good but
simultaneous loss of
following:
T or FF9 output at
terminal 9.
T or FF9 output at
terminal 11.

M21 or D21 output at
terminal 13.
M22
that of to or FF8 (J11)
terminal 1.
M23 or D23 output at
terminal 12.
M24 or D24 output at
terminal 4.
M25 or D25 output at
terminal 10.
M26 or D26 output at
terminal 7.
8

No T or FF8 output at
terminal 5.

Correction
Q6 and Q5. If absent,
check CR3, CR4, and CR5.

a. Z6 defective

a. Check waveform at J5, which
should be in synchronization
with modem timing (J2), to or
FF4 (J8), to or FF5 (J5), to
or FF5 (J9), to or FF8 (J11),
and Z4 output (J10) signals.
If present, check Z6. If
absent, proceed to b below.

b. CR10, CR11, CR12,
CR13, CR14, Q9, or
or D22 output at

b. Check waveform at base of
Q10, which should be assert
Q10 defective.
tally
gated with to or FF4 (J8),
to or FF5 (J5), to or FF5
(J9), to or FF8 (J11), and
Z4 output (J10). If present,
check Q10 and Q9. If absent
check CR10 through
CR14.

a. Z6 defective

a. Check waveform at pin 3 of Z5,
which should be in synchronization
with to or FF4 (J8), to or FF5 (J5),
to or FF5 (J9), and modem timing
(J2) signals. If present, check Z5.
If absent, proceed to b below.

b. CR6, CR7, CR8, CR9,
Q7, or Q8 defective.

b. Check waveform at base of Q8,
which should be essentially that of
Z4 output (J10) gated with T or
FF4 (J8),
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Item No.

Symptom

9

Erroneous to or FF8 output at terminal 5, to or
FF9 output at terminal
9, and to or FF9 output
at terminal 11.

10

No M21 or D21 output
at terminal 13.

11

No M23 or D22 output
at terminal 1.

12

No M23 or D23 output
at terminal 12.
No M24 or D24 output
at terminal 4.

13

14

No M25 or D25 output
at terminal 10.

15

No M26 or D26 output
at terminal 7.

Probable trouble

Correction

to or FF5 (J5), and to or
FF5 (J9). If present, check
Q8 and Q7. If absent,
check CR6 through CR9.
a. CR25, CR26, C15, C17, a. Check waveform at J7, which
R28, R29, R30, or
should be in synchronization
R31 defective.
with modem timing (J2), to
or FF4 (J8), to or FF5 (J5),
to or FF5 (J9), Z4 output (J10), T
or FF8 (J11), and T or FF9
(terminal 11) signals. If any signal
is
present
(even
though
erroneous), check CR25, CR20,
C15, C17, and R26 through R30.
If no signal at J7, proceed to b
below.
b. CR15, CR16, CR17,
b. Check waveform at base of
CR18, CR19, CR20,
Q12, which should be essentially
Q11, or Q12 defective.
that of to or FF9 (terminal 11)
gated with all preceding timing
signals as in previous items. If the
waveform is present, check Q12
and Q11. If absent, check CR15
through CR20.
CR15, CR8, CR20, or
Check Q15. If good, replace Z7.
CR29. in Z7 defective.
Q15 defective.
CR16, CRT, CR29., or
Check signal at pin 1 of Z7.
CR20 in Z7 defective.
If present, replace Z6. If
Q1 in Z6 defective.
absent, replace Z7.
CR7, CR18, or CR23 in Z7
Check Q16. If good, replace
defective. Q16 defective.
Z7.
CR3, CR19, or CR22 in
Check signal at pin 3 of Z7.
Z7 defective. Q2 in Z6
If present, replace Z6. If
defective.
absent, replace Z7.
Q4- in Z6 defective. CR5, Check signal at pin 5 of Z7.
CR9, CR17, or CR21
If present, replace Z6. If
in Z7 defective.
absent, replace Z7.
Q3 in Z6 defective. CR4, Check signal at pin 4 of Z7.
CR10, CR17, or CR21
If present, replace Z6. If
in Z7 defective.
absent, replace Z7.
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b. Transistor Terminal Voltages. The transistor terminal voltages listed below were measured with respect
to ground with the ME-26B/U and the figure references are to waveform measure meets made with the
oscilloscope under | the following conditions:
(1)

Test multiplexer connected for loop-back operation.

(2)

One channel modulated with internal 1,100-cps test tone.

(3)

ADDRESS switch at MASTER.

(4)

AUX switch at MASTER.

(5)

2 WIRE-4 WIRE switch at 4 WIRE.

(6)

Transistor terminal voltages are as follows:

Translator
Q1-----------------------------Q2-----------------------------Q3-----------------------------Q4-----------------------------Q5-----------------------------Q6-----------------------------Q7-----------------------------Q8-----------------------------Q9-----------------------------Q10 ---------------------------Q11 ---------------------------Q12 ---------------------------Q13 ---------------------------Q14 ---------------------------Q15 ---------------------------Q16 ----------------------------

Base
See note 1 below -----------2.4 ----------------------------See note 1 below -----------1.8 (see note 2) -----------See note 1 below ----------1.0 (see note 3) -----------See note 1--------------------0.7 (see note 4) -----------See note 1--------------------0.45 (see note 5)----------See note 1--------------------.
-0.45 (see note 6)-----------3.3 -----------------------------3.3 -----------------------------3.7 -----------------------------3.7 -----------------------------

Emitter
2, fig. 6-68-------------------4.5----------------------------1, fig. 6-68-------------------4.5----------------------------3, fig. 6-68-------------------4.5----------------------------24, fig. 6-68 -----------------4.5----------------------------4, fig. 6-68-------------------4.5----------------------------5, fig. 6-68-------------------4.5-----------------------------3.5-----------------------------3.5-----------------------------3.9-----------------------------3.9-----------------------------

Collector
-4. 5.
2, fig. 6 68.
-4.5.
1, fig. 6-68.
-4.5.
3, fig. 6-68.
-4.5.
24, fig. 6-68.
-4.5.
4, fig. 6-68.
-4.5.
5, fig. 6-68.
0.
0.
0.
0.

Notes
1. For 2A10 panels used in receive aide of TD-352/U, refer to 27, figure 6-?7 for waveform at base of
transistor. For 2A10 panels used in transmit side of TD-352/U, refer to 16, figure 6-60 for waveform at base of
transistor.
2. Measure at junction of CRT, CR7, and R6.
3. Measure out junction of CR3, CR4, CR6, and T9.
4. Measure at junction of CR6, CR7, CR8, CR9, and R12.
5. Measure at junction of CR10, CR12, CR13, CR14, and CR15.
6. Measure at junction of CR16, CR16, CR17, CR18, CR15 CR20, and R18.
c. Module Terminal Voltages. The module terminal voltages listed below were measured with respect to
ground with the ME-26B/U and the figure references are to waveform measurements made with the
oscilloscope under the following conditions:
(1)

Test multiplexer connected for loop-back operation.

(2)

One channel modulated with internal 1,100-cps test tone.

(3)

ADDRESS switch at MASTER.

(4)

AUX switch at OUT.

(5)

2 WIRE-4 WIRE switch at 4 WIRE.

(6)

Module terminal voltages are as follows:
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Module

1

2

3

4

5

7

8

9

10

11

12

13
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14
15

a

Z1 ----------- -2.4-----2.4 ---------( ) --------- ------------ ------------- ------------ ------------ -------------2.4 -------- -2.4-------- ----------- ------------ ---------Z2 ----------- -2.4-----2.4 ---------2, fig. ----- ------------ ------------- ------------ ------------ -------------2.4 -------- -2.4-------- ----------- ------------ ------------------------ --------- --------------6-68.
Z3 ----------- -2.4-----2.4 ---------1, fig. ----- ------------ ------------- ------------ ------------ -------------2.4 -------- -2.4-------- ----------- ------------ ------------------------ --------- --------------6-68.
Z4 ----------- -2.4-----2.4 ---------3, fig. ----- ------------ ------------- ------------ ------------ -------------2.4 -------- -2.4-------- ----------- ------------ ------------------------ --------- --------------6-68.
Z5 ----------- -2.4-----2.4 ---------24, fig. --- ------------ 5, fig. ----- ------------ ------------ -------------2.4 -------- -2.4-------- ----------- ------------ ------------------------ --------- --------------6-68.------ ------------ 6-68
Z6 ----------- -2.4-----2.4 ---------4, fig. ----- ------------ ------------- ------------ 5, fig. ---- -------------2.4 -------- -2.4-------- ----------- ------------ ------------------------ --------- --------------6-68.------ ------------ ------------- ------------ 6-68
Z7 ----------- -3.7---- ---------------3.7 ------- -3.7 ------- -3.7-------- ------------ -3.7------- -2.4 -------2.4 -------- -2.4---------2.4 -------2.4 ------- -2.4-----

-2.4

Z6 ----------- ----------4.3 ----------3.7 ------- -4.3 ------- -3.7---------4.3 ------- -3.7------- -4.3 -------3.7 -------- ------------- ----------- ------------ ----------

a

For 2A10 panels used in receive side of TD-352/U, refer to 27, fig. 6-77 for waveform. For 2A10 panels used in transmit side of TD-352/U,
refer to 16, fig. 6-60.
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4-20. Panel 1A11/2A11, Troubleshooting
a. Troubleshooting Chart.
Item No.
1

Symptom
No clipped noise output
at terminal 10. (No reading
on TEST ALIGN meter with
METER SELECT
switch set to NOISE GEN.)

Probable trouble

a. Noise source buffer
a. Check signal at J1. If present,
Q1; or voltage/ current
proceed to b below. If present
amplifier stage Q2/Q3,
but insufficient gain, proceed to
Q4/Q5, Q6/Q7, or
item 2. If absent, check Q1.
Q8/Q9 defective
Collect or Q1 will measure -12
volts if transistor is open, and
GEN.) volts if shorted. If Q1
checks good (collect or at -8
volts), check signal at emitters of
buffers Q3, Q5, and Q7. If signal
information absent at any emitter,
check transistor and preceding
amplifier.
Be sure to check
coupling capacitors C19 and C24,
and their protective diodes CR1
and CR2, respectively. If signal is
present up to emitter of Q7, check
Q8 and Q9.
b. Clipped noise output
circuit Q10, Q11, or
Q12 defective.

2

Low clipped noise output
at terminal 10.
(TEST ALIGN meter does
not read in green area with
METER SELECT
switch set to NOISE GEN.)

Correction

b. Check signal at J2. If absent,
check C29. If present, Check
signal at J3. If signal information
present, check Q12. If absent,
check Q11 and Q10.

Low gain in voltage/
Overall gain of amplifier should be
current amplifier stage
about 120 db and signal at J1
Q2/Q3, Q4/Q5, Q6/Q7,
(emitter of Q9). about 7 volts peak
or Q8/Q9
to-peak. Check signal at emitters
of Q7, Q5, and Q3 to isolate
defective voltage/current amplifier
stage, then both transistors of that
stage.
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b. Transistor Terminal Voltages. The transistor terminal voltages listed below were measured with respect
to ground with the ME-26B/U under the following conditions:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
Transistor

Test multiplexer connected for loop-back operation.
One channel modulated with internal 1,100-cps test tone.
ADDRESS switch at MASTER.
AUX switch at OUT.
2 WIRE-4 WIRE switch at 4 WIRE.
Transistor terminal voltages are as follows 4
Base

Emitter

Collector

Transistor

Base

Emitter

Collector

Q1 --------

>+1.4 ------- >1.7----------- -8.0.

Q7 ---------------- -5.1 ----------- -4.8 ---------- -11.4.

Q2 --------

0 ------------- +0.25 --------- -5.4.

Q8 ---------------- 0--------------- -0.30--------- -5.7.

Q3 --------

-5.4---------- -5.1 ----------- -11.4.

Q9-- -------------- -5.7 ----------- -5.4 ---------- -11.2.

Q4 --------

0 ------------- +0.25 --------- -2.5.

Q10 -------------- 0--------------- -1.8 ---------- -4.5.

Q5 --------

-2.5---------- -2.3 ----------- -11.4.

Q11 -------------- 0--------------- -1.8 ---------- -2.4.

Q6 --------

0 ------------- +0.25 --------- -5.1.

Q12 -------------- -2.4 ----------- -2.3 ---------- -4.5.

4-21. Panel 1A1 2/2A12 of 1A121 Troubleshooting.
a. Troubleshooting Chart.
Item No.
1

2
3
4

5
6
7
8

Symptom

Probable trouble

Correction

Simultaneous loss of sampled
pcm output at terminal 10
and pcm to AUX output at
terminal 4.
Loss of sampled palm output
at terminal 10 only.
Loss of pcm to AUX output at
terminal 4 only.
No alt pcm out at terminal 1

Q1, Z1, and/or Z2 defective Check waveform at J5.
, check Z2.
If absent, check Z1 and Q1.

No receive address output at
terminal 20.
No alarm timing output (2 kc
or 4 kc) at terminal 5.
No 4-kc alarm timing output
at terminal 5.
No 2-kc alarm timing output
at terminal 5.

Q26 or Q27 defective

a. Check waveform at J9. If
present, check Q8, Q9, and Q10.
If absent, proceed to b below.
b. Check waveform at J7. If present,
check Z4, Q7, and DL1. If absent,
check Z3 and Q6.
Check Q26 and Q27.

Q28 defective

Check Q28.

Z6 defective

Check Z6

Z7 defective

Check Z7.

Q4 defective

Check Q4.

Q2, Q3, and/or Q5
defective
Q6, Z3, Z4, Q7, DL1, Q8,
Q9 or Q10 defective.

Check Q2, Q3, and Q5.
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a. Troubleshooting Chart- Continued ..
Item No.
9

Symptom
Simultaneous loss of skip
pulse output at terminal 25
and alarm control output at
terminal 29.

Probable trouble

Correction

Defect in one or more of
the following circuits:
a. Pcm address (Q21, Z5, , a. Check waveform at J1. If
Z6 and/or Q22).
absent, check Q25. If present,
proceed to b below.
b. Reference address (Q25)

b. Check waveform at J8. If absent,
check Q21 and Z5. If present,
proceed to c below.

c. Address exclusive OR
gate (Q23, Q24,
and/or Q15).

c Check waveform at J3. If
absent, check Z6 and Q22. If
present, proceed to d below.

d Skip pulse generator (Q11, d. Check waveform at J4. If
Q12, Q13, and/or Q14 ).
absent, check Q11, Q12, and
Q13. If present, check Q14 . If
Q14 is good, check CR6, CR7,
C17, and Q16.
e. Skip pulse gate (CR6,
CR7, C17, Q16)
defective.

e. Check waveform at J10. If
absent, check Q23 and
Q24, If present, check Q15. If
Q15 checks good, proceed to f
below-.

f. Differential amplifier Q18,
Q19, and Q20 defective.

f. Check waveform at J2. If
absent, check Q18 and Q19. If
present, check Q20.

10

No skip pulse output at
terminal 25 (alarm control
output is good).

Q17 defective

Check Q17.

11

No alarm control output at
terminal 29 (skip pulse
output is good).

Q18, Q19, and/or Q20 defective.

Check waveform at J2.
If present, check Q20.
If absent, check Q18 and Q19.

b. Transistor Terminal Voltages. The transistor terminal voltages listed below were measured with respect
to ground with the ME-26B/U and the figure references are to waveform measurements made with the
oscilloscope under the I following conditions:
(1)

Test multiplexer connected for Loop back operation.

(2)

One channel modulated with internal l 1,100-cps test tone.

(3)

ADDRESS switch at MASTER.

(4)

AUX switch at OUT.

(5)

2 WIRE-4 WIRE switch at 4 WIRE.

(6)

Transistor terminal voltages are follows:
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Translator

Base

Emitter

Q1------------------------------ See note 1-------------------Q2------------------------------ 18, 19, fig. 6-71 ------------Q3------------------------------ 18, 19, fig. 6-71 ------------Q4------------------------------ 18, 16, fig. 6-71 ------------Q5 (see note b. ------------- 18, 16, fig. 6-71 ------------Q8------------------------------ See note 2-------------------Q7------------------------------ 33, 34, fig. 6-71 -------------Q8------------------------------ 10, 11, fig. 6-71 ------------Q9 ----------------------------- 10, 11, fig. 6-71 ------------Q10 (see note 7) ----------- 10, 11, fig. 6-71 ------------Q11 ---------------------------- -2.4 ----------------------------Q12 ---------------------------- -2.2 4--------------------------Q13 ---------------------------- 2.0 ---------------------------Q14 --------------------------- 4- 3, fig. 6-71 ---------------Q15 ---------------------------- -2.2 (see note 3) --------------------------------------------- +0.2 (see note 4)-----------Q10 ---------------------------- 27, fig. 0-71 -----------------Q17 ---------------------------- 22, fig. 6-71 -----------------Q18 ---------------------------- 4- 1.0 (see note 3)------------------------------------------- +2.7 (see note 4)-----------Q19 ---------------------------- +1.5 ------------------------------------------------------------- + 1.7 (see note 4)----------Q20 ---------------------------- -0.3 (see note 3) --------------------------------------------- 0 (see note 4)---------------Q21 ---------------------------- . 0--------------------------------Q22 ---------------------------- -1.1 (see note 3) --------------------------------------------- -0.6 (see note 4) -----------Q23 ---------------------------- -0.4 (see note 3) --------------------------------------------- +0.2 (see note 4).
Q24, --------------------------- 0 (see note 3)------------------------------------------------- 0.1 (see note 4) ------------Q26 ---------------------------- 9, fig. 6-71 ------------------Q27 ---------------------------- 0---------------------------------_
Q28 ---------------------------- --2.0--------------------------------

Collector

0 -------------------------------18, 19, fig. 6-71------------18,- 19, fig. 6-71 -----------16 19, fig. 6-71-------------14, 15, fig. 6-71
0 -------------------------------33, 34, fig. 6-71 ------------10, 11, fig. 6-71 ------------T6 1-1, fig. 6-71 -----------4- ------------------------------2.2-----------------------------2.0-----------------------------+0.3---------------------------3, fig. 6-71 ------------------4- -2.0 (see note 3) -------+0.2 (see note 4)'
0 -------------------------------22, fig. 6-71 -----------------+ 1.3 (see note 3) ---------+ 1.7 (see note 4).
+1.3 (see note 3) -----------1.9 (see note 4).
0 --------------------------------4.5 (see note 4).
28, fig. 6-71
-0.9 (see note 3)------------0,4 (see note 4).
-0.4-----------------------------

23, 24, fig. 6-71.
-4.5.
-4.5.
-4.5.

-0.9 (see note 3)------------0.4 (see note 4).
9, fig. 6-71 ------------------See note 6 -------------------1.8 4- -------------------------

-4.5.

1.

Notes
Input to base of Q1 is timing A signal at terminal 18.

2.

Input to base of Q. information timing a signal at terminal 2.

3.

Measured with palm IN connector removed (unit out of frame).

4.

Measured with palm IN connector replaced (unit in frame).

5.

Signal at emitter of Q27 is same as timing C signal at terminal 19.

6.

Terminal 4 germinated in 91-ohm load.

7.

Terminal 1 germinated in 91-ohm load.
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25, 26, fig. 6-71.
-4.5.
-4.5.
-4.5.
12, 13, fig. 6-71
-4;5.
-4.5.
3, fig. 6-71
-4.5.
-4.5.
22, fig. 6-71.
-4.5.
0.
-3.8 (see note 3).
0 (see note 3).

-4.5.
-4.5.

-4.5.
9, fig. 6-71
-4.5.
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c. Module Terminal Voltages. The module terminal voltages listed below were measured with respect to
ground with the ME-26B/U and the figure references are to waveform measurements made with the
oscilloscope under the following conditions:
(1) Test multiplexer connected for loop-back operation.
(2) One channel modulated with internal 1,100-cps test tone.
(3) ADDRESS switch at MASTER.
(4) AUX switch at OUT.
(5) 2 WIRE-4 WIRE switch at 4 WIRE.
(6) Module terminal voltages are as follows:
Module
Z1

2
23, 24, fig.
6-71.

Z2

3
.

5
29, 30, fig.
6-71.

8
20, 21, fig.
6-71.

29, 30, fig.
6-71.

Z3

25, 26, fig.
6-71.

Z4

31, 32, fig.
6-71.

28, fig. 671.

Z6
Z7
Z8

-2.0
-1.8
a
b
c

.
4, 5, fig.
6-71.

20, 21, fig.
6-71.

31, 32, fig.
6-71.

Z5

9

7, 8, fig.
6-71.
35, fig. 671.

20, 21, fig.
6-71.

6, fig. 6-71

35, fig. 6-71

9, fig. 6-71
17, fig. 6-71

9, fig. 6-71
17, fig. 6-71

10
4, 5, fig.
6-71.
18, is, fig.
6-71.
7, 8, fig.
6-71.
33, 34, fig.
6-71.
6, fig. 671.19,
a-1.8
b_ 3.5.
-2.0.

Measured with PAM IN connector removed (unit out of frame).
Measured with PCM IN connector replaced (unit in frame).
Checked with SYNC IN input of test multiplexer obtained from SYNC OUT XMTR output of second
test multiplexer. Oscilloscope synchronized from SYNC OUT connector of second test
multiplexer.

4-22. Panel 1A13, Troubleshooting
a. Troubleshooting Chart. The TD-353/U test unit must be looped-back for the following procedure. Jacks
J3 and J4 are major test points on the panel and are used to isolate trouble between the two principal circuits
(that is, the timing in pulse shaping and timing A/timing B signal gating circuit, and the timing signal countdown
circuit). Items 1 through 7 of the troubleshooting procedure cover those symptoms wherein there is a
simultaneous loss of outputs from both jack J3 and jack J4, and no, or erroneous, output from either jack J3 or
jack J4. When the timing A and timing B waveforms are present at jacks J3 and J4, respectively, any trouble in
the timing signal countdown circuit can then be isolated by referring sequentially to the symptoms given in
items 8 through 21. If the test unit still will not frame with the panel, the trouble is probably in the timing
A/timing B switching flip-flop Z2 or its associated skip pulse amplifier Z1 (item 22).
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Item No.
1

Symptom
No timing A or timing B
2,304-kc timing signal at
either J3 or J4 (with PCM
IN connector either conremoved).

Probable trouble
a. Q2 or Z3 defective

b. Z2 defective

Correction
a. Check waveform at J2,
which should be delayed
0.1 µs with respect to
timing in signal at terminal 1.
If correct, proceed to b below. If
absent, check Q2 and Z3.
b. Check voltages at pins 2 and 10 of
Z2. If pin 2 is positive (0 volt), pin
10 must be negative (-4.5 volts);
or if pin 2 is negative (-4.5 volts),
pin 10 must be positive (0 volt). If
any other condition exists, Z2 is
defective.

Note.
The symptoms given in items 2 and 3 below are probable when the voltages at pins 2 and 10 of
flip-flop Z2 are positive (0 volt) and negative (-4.5. volts), respectively.
2

No timing A signal at J3,
but timing B signal is
present at J4.

a. Z5 defective

a. Check waveform at pin 9
of Z5. If present, proceed to
correction Voltages. below. If
absent, check Z5.

b. Q6, Q7, CR9, CR10, or b. Check waveform at cathode of
CR11 defective.
CR11. If present, proceed to c
below. If
absent, check Q7 for
open circuit or Q6 for short circuit.
If Q6 and Q7 are good, check CR9,
CR10, and CR11
e. Q13 defective

e. Check waveform at base of Q14 If
present, proceed to d below. If
absent, check Q13.

d. Q14 or Z4 defective

d. Check waveform at pin 2of Z4. If
present, check Z4. If absent, check
Q14
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Item No.
3

Symptom
No timing B signal et J4,
but timing A signal is
present at J3.

Probable trouble

Correction

a. Q4, Q5, CR6, CR7, or
CR8 defective.

a. Check waveform at
cathode of CR8. If
present, proceed to b below. If
absent, check Q4 for open circuit
or Q5 for short
circuit. If Q4
and Q5 are good, check CR6,
CR7, and ORB.

b. Q16 or Z6 defective

b. Check waveform at pin 2 of Z6. If
present, check Z6. If absent,
check Q16.

Note.
The symptoms given in items 4 and 5 below are probable when the voltages at pins 2 and 10 of
flip-flop Z2 are negative (-4.5 volts) and positive (0 volt), respectively.
4

5

No timing B signal at J4,
but timing A signal is
present at J3.

No timing A signal at J3,
but timing B signal is
present at J4.

a. Z5 defective

a. Check waveform at pin 9
of Z5. If present, proceed to b
below. If absent, check Z5.

b. Q8, Q9, CR12, CR13,
or CR14 defective.

b. Check waveform at cathode of
CR14. If present, proceed to c
below. If absent, check Q8 for
open circuit or Q8 for short circuit.
If Q8 and Q9 are good, check
CR12, CR13, and CR14.

c. Q16 or Z6 defective

c. Check waveform at pin 2 of Z6. If
present, check Z6. If absent,
check Q16.

a. Q10, Q11, CR15, CR16, a. Check waveform at cathode of
or CR17 defective.
CR17. If present, proceed to b
below. If absent, check Q11 for
open circuit or Q10 for short
circuit. If Q10 and Q11 are good,
check CR15, CR16, and CR17.
b. Q13 defective

b. Check waveform at base of Q14 If
present, proceed to c below. If
absent, check Q13.

c. Q14 or Z4 defective

c. Check waveform at pin 2 of Z4. If
present, check Z4.
If absent,
checkQ14.
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Item No.

Symptom

Probable trouble

Correction

6

Erroneous undelayed 2,304- Q2, L3, L4, C28, or Z3
kc timing signal (obdefective.
served at J4 when pins 2
and 10 of Z2 are positive
(0 volt) and negative
(-4.5 volts) respectively,
or at J3 when pins 2 and
10 of Z2 are negative
(-4.5 volts) and positive
(0 volt) respectively).

Check waveform at J2 with
respect to timing in signal
at terminal 1. If timing
relationship is erroneous,
check Q2, L3, L4, and C28.
wave shape is erroneous,
check Z3.

7

Erroneous delayed 2,304-kc DL1 or Z5 defective
timing signal (observed at
J3 when pins 2 and 10 of
Z2 are positive (0 volt)
and negative (-4.5 volts)
respectively, or at J4
when pins 2 and 10 of Z2
are negative (-4.5 volts)
and positive (0 volt)
respectively).
erroneous, check DL1. If
wave shape is erroneous,
check Z5.

Check waveform at J3 (or J4
as applicable) with respect
to undelayed timing signal
at J2. The pulses in the
waveform at J3 (or J4)
should be delayed 0.2 us
and should fall approximately
midway between
those observed at J2. If
timing relationship is

8

No sync out rcvr output at
terminal 2.

Q17 defective

Check Q17.

9

No receive aux clock output
at terminal 18.

Q15 defective

Check Q15.

10

No timing in monitor output
at terminal 9.

Q1, CRT, or CR4 defective Check Q1, CR1, and CR4.

11

Simultaneous loss of:
Rcvr frame pulse (terminal
12)
FF2B (terminal 203
384-kc s.w. (terminal 21)
Matrix FF (terminal 23)
Address digit gate (terminal
24)
Timing C (terminal 30).

Z7 defective

Check Z7.

12

Timing C output at terminal
30 and rear frame pulse at
terminal 12 both erroneous
(outputs at terminals 20,
21, 23, and 24 present).

Q22 defective

Check Q22.
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Item No.

Symptom

Probable trouble

Correction

13

Simultaneous loss of FF
Z8 defective
output at terminal 20,
884-kc s.w.
output at
terminal 21, and address
digit gate output-at terminal
24 (outputs at terminals 12,
23, and 30 erroneous).

Check Z8.

14

Loss of FF2B output at
terminal 20 only.

Check Q24.

15

Simultaneous loss of 884-kc Q26 or Z9 defective
s.w. output at terminal 21
and address digit gate output
at terminal 24 (output at
terminal 20 is present;
outputs at terminals 12, 23,
and 30 are erroneous).

Check Q26 and Z9.

16

Following outputs all
simultaneously erroneous:

-a. Q23 defective

a. Check waveform at emitter of Q23
ter of Q23 (essentially that of pin 2
of Z7). If present proceed to b
below. If absent, check Q23.

Rcvr frame pulse (terminal
12)
FF2B (terminal 20)

b. Q27 or Z12 defective

b. Check for presence of 576
kc signal at emitter of
Q27. If no signal, check Q27. If
present, check Z12.

Q24 defective

884-kc s.w. (terminal 21)
Matrix FF (terminal 23)
Address digit gate (terminal
24)
Timing a (terminal 30).
17

Timing C output at terminal
30, Rcvr frame pulse output
at terminal 12, and matrix
FF output at terminal 23
simultaneously erroneous
(outputs at terminals 20,
21, and 24 are good).

Q25 defective

Check Q25.

18

Loss of timing C output at
terminal 30 and rcvr frame
pulse output at terminal
12 only (outputs at
terminals 20, 21, 23, and
24 all good).

Q28 or Z10 defective

Check Q28 and Z10.
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Item No.

Symptom

Probable trouble

Correction

19

No matrix FF output at
Z11 defective
terminal 23 only (outputs at
terminals 12, 20, 21, 23, and
24 all good).

Check Z11.

20

No address digit gate output Q18, CR23, or CR24
at terminal 24 (outputs at
defective.
terminals 12, 23, and 30
erroneous;
outputs
at
terminals 20 and 21 good).

-Check Q18, CR23, and
CR24.

21

No address digit gate output Q24, defective
at terminal 24 only (outputs
at terminals 12, 20, 21, 23,
and 30 all good).

Check Q24,

22

No rcvr frame pulse at
Q30 defective
terminal 12 (other outputs all
good).

Check Q30.

23

All timing signal outputs
Z1 or Z2 defective
present and apparently
good, but TD-353/U, test
unit will not frame with
this panel. (Timing A
and timing B signal condition
at J3 and J4 does not
interchange when PAM
IN connector is removed.)

With PAM IN connector
removed, check waveform
at J1. If absent or
erroneous, Check Z1. If
present, check Z2. The
polarity of the voltages
at pins 2 and 10 of Z2
should change each time a
skip pulse appears at J1.

24

No skip FF output at
Q12 defective
terminal 7. No TEST ALIGN
hairline meter reading with
SERV SEL switch set to M
and METER SELECT switch
set to SERV FAC.

Check Q12.
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b. Transistor Terminal Voltages. The transistor terminal voltages listed below were measured with respect
to ground with the ME-26B/U and the figure references are to waveform measured meets made with the
oscilloscope under I the following conditions:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
Transistor

Test multiplexer connected for loop-back operation Voltages. (0 Voltages. Voltages.
One channel modulated with internal 1,100-cps test tone.
ADDRESS switch at MASTER.
AUX switch at OUT.
2 WIRE-4 WIRE switch at 4 WIRE.
Transistor terminal voltages are as follows:
Base

Emitter

Collector

Transistor

Base

Emitter

Collector

Q1 --------

6, fig. 6-73- 6, fig. 6-73 -- -4.5.

Q15 b------------- -2.4------------ -1.7 ---------- -2.7.

Q2 --------

6, fig. 6-73 0 --------------- -1.4.

Q16 -------------- -1.0------------ -0.8 -----------1.7.

Q4 a -----------

-3.4---------- -3.7 ----------- -4.5.

Q17 c ------------ -1.8------------- -1 7 -----------2.7.

Q5 a -----------

-2.4---------- -3.3 ----------- -4.5.

Q18 -------------- 17, fig. 6-73 0 --------------5, fig. 6-73

Q6 a -----------

-2.4---------- -3.0 ----------- -4.6.

Q7 a -----------

-3.3---------- -3.7 ----------- -4.5.

Q22 --------------

-1.8 ---------- -1.5 ---------- -4.5.

Q8 a ------ -3.3 -------------- -3.7------------- -4.5.

Q23 --------------

-1.7 ---------- -1.4 -----------4.5.

Q9 a ------ -2.4 -------------- -3.5------------- -4.5.

Q24 --------------

-1.8 ---------- -1.5 -----------4.5.

Q10 a ----- -2.4 -------------- -3.3 ----------- -4.5.

Q25 --------------

-1.8 ---------- -1.5 -----------4.5.

Q11 a ----- -3.4 -------------- -3.7------------- -4.5.

Q28 -------------- -1.8 ----------- -1.5 -----------4.5.

Q12 a ----- -2.4 -------------- -2.1------------- -4.5.

Q27 -------------- -1.7 ----------- -1.4 ------------4.5.

Q13------- -1.0 -------------- --0.8 ----------- -1.7.

Q28 -------------- 16, fig. 6-73 16, fig. 6-73 --4.5.

Q14 ------ -1.7 -------------- -1.6------------- -4.5.

Q24,-------------- 5, fig. 6-73 - 15, fig. 6-73 --4.4.

a

PCM IN connector removed for these measurements (unit out Or frame).
Terminal 18 terminated In 91 ohm load.
c
Terminal 2 terminated in 91-ohm load.
c. Module Terminal Voltages. The module terminal voltages listed below were measured with respect to
ground with the ME-26B/U and the figure references are to waveform measurements made with the
oscilloscope under the following conditions:
(1) Test multiplexer connected for loop-back operation.
(2) One channel modulated with internal 1,100-cps test tone.
(3) ADDRESS switch at MASTER.
(4) AUX switch at OUT.
(5) 2 WIRE-4 WIRE switch at 4 WIRE.
(6) Module terminal voltages are as follows:
Change 3 4-63
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Module

1

Z1 (see note 1)

2

3

4

8

9

-- See note ----------------------------------------------------- 1, fig.
2.
6-73.

Z2 (see note 1) -2.4 -----

10
--------------

-2.4-------- 1, fig. ---------------------------------------------------------- -2.4 -------- -2.4.
6-73.

Z3 ------------------------------ -1 .4 --------- 1.2--------------------------

3.7 ----------- 3 .4------------------------

Z4 ------------------------------ -1.6 ---------- ------------------------------

3.8 ----------- 3.6 ------------------------

Z5 ------------------------------ 1 .0 ---------- ------------------------------

3 .6 ---------- 3 .3------------------------

Z6 ------------------------------ 1 .7 ---------- ------------------------------

3 .8 ---------- 3 .5------------------------

Z7 ------------------------------ -1 .7 --------- -3.5-------------------------------------------- -3.5 --------

-1.8

Z8 ------------------------------ 1.7 ----------- 1.7--------------------------------------------- 1.7 ---------

-1.8

Z9 ------------------------------ 1.8 ----------- 1.7--------------------------------------------- 1.7 ---------

-1.5

Z10 ---------------------------- -3.6 ------------------------- 16, fig. -----6-73.

-1.5 ------

Module

2

11

4

5

7

-1.5 ---------- -1.4 --------

8

Z11 -------------- -3.6------- -- 14, fig. -------------------------------------- -1.5 ----------6-73.
Z12 -------------- -1.7----------------------

-1.4

9

-1.4 --------- -1.5

-1.5 ----------------------------------------------

Notes
1.
PCM IN connector removed (unit out of frame).
2. Signal at pin 2 of Z1 is essentially the same as skip pulse input at terminal 15.
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10

-1.4

5, fig.
6-73.
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4-23. Panel 2A13, Troubleshooting
a. Troubleshooting Chart. The TD-352/U test unit must be looped-back for the following procedure and
one channel modulated with the internal test tone.
Item No.
1

Symptom
Simultaneous loss of all
timing output signals.
(TEST ALIGN meter
does not read in green
area for H and K
positions of SERV SEL
switch, and TD-352/U
test unit gives continuous
frame alarm.)

Probable trouble
a. Z2 defective

Correction
a. Check waveform at J2.
If present, check Z2.
If absent or erroneous, proceed
to b below.

b. DL1, Q1, Q2, DL2, Q3, b. Check waveform at J7. If absent
Q4, or Z1 defective.
or erroneous, check frequency
doubler circuit from input of DL1
through Q1, Q2, and DL2, to
output of inverter Q3.
If J7
waveform is present, check Z1; if
Z1 is good, check for shorted Q4.

2

No decoder clock output or Q6, DL3, or Q7 defective
erroneous decoder clock
output at terminal 31 only.

Check Q6, DL3, and Q7.

3

Simultaneous loss of RFF1 Q5 defective
output at terminal 29, timing
A output at terminal 30, and
Rcvr aux clock at terminal 11
only.

Check Q5.

4

No timing A output or
Z3 defective Check Z3.
erroneous timing A output at
terminal 30 only.

5

No Rcvr aux clock output at
terminal 11 only.

6

Rcvr aux clock output at
Q9 defective
terminal 11 will not squelch
when PAM IN connector is
removed.

Check Q. for short circuit.

7

Simultaneous loss of RFF1 Q12 defective
output at terminal 10,
modem timing output at
terminal 14, RFF2 output at
terminal 13, RFF2 output at
terminal 27, timing B output
at terminal 26, and sync out
rcvr output at terminal 28.

Check Q12.

Q9, Q8, CR9, or Q10 defective.
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Check Q10, Q8, CR8, and Q9.
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Item No.

Symptom

Probable trouble

Correction

8

Timing B output at terminal Z9 defective
26 and sync out rcvr output
at
terminal
28
simultaneously
lost
or
erroneous.

Check Z9.

9

No sync out rcvr output at
terminal 28 only.

Check Q21.

10

Simultaneous loss of modem Z7 defective
timing output at terminal 14,
RFF2 output at terminal 13,
and RFF2 output at terminal
27 only.

Check Z7.

11

No modem timing output or
erroneous modem timing
output at terminal 14 only.

Q14 or Q15 defective

Check waveform at J6. If present,
check Q15. If absent or
erroneous, check Q14

12

No RFF2 output at
terminal 13 only.

Q13 defective

Check Q13.

13

No RFF2 output at
terminal 27 only.

Q16 defective

Check Q16.

14

Modem timing output at
Z6 defective
terminal 14, RFF2 output at
terminal 14, RFF2 output at
terminal 27, and timing a
output
at
terminal
25
simultaneously erroneous.

Check Z6.

15

No address digit pulse output CR18, CR19, Q17,
at terminal 17.
or Q22 defective.

Check waveform at J4. If present,
check Q17 and Q22. If absent,
check CR18 and CR19.

16

No timing C output at
terminal 25.

CR15, CR16, CR17,
Check waveform at J5. If present
Q18, or Q19 defective.
check Q19. If absent, check Q18
and CR15 through CR17.

17

Erroneous timing C output
at terminal 25.

Z8 defective

Q21 defective
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Check Z8.

Item
No.

18

19

Symptom

TD-352/U test unit recovers
correctly when PCM IN
connector is removed and
then replaced, but there
is no monitoring M output
(skip-pulse activity) at
terminal 9. (No TEST
ALIGN meter reading
with SERV SEL switch
set to M and when PCM
IN connector is replaced.)
Audio output of TD-352/U
test unit is garbled using
this panel, although all
timing signal outputs are
apparently good; unit is
not giving a frame alarm;
and pcm activity is not
squelched. (In this symptom, test unit is, in fact,
out of frame due to defective timing signal skip circult in panel 2A13.)
open circuit. If no skip-

Probable trouble

C26, CR21, or Q20 defective

Check CR21, C26, and Q20.

a. Q4 defective

a. Set SERV SEL switch to
M and METER SELECT switch to SERV
FAC. Remove and then
replace PCM IN connector while observing
TEST ALIGN meter.
Skip -pulse activity
should be noted (meter
reading in green area).
If this observation is
correct, check Q4 for
pulse activity is observed
proceed to b below.
b. Remove and then replace
PCM IN connector while
checking waveform at J3.
(Synchronize oscilloscope
from J10 on panel
1A12/2A12 for this presentation.) If waveform
is erroneous, check Z4.
If absent, check Q11 and
Z4. If present and correct, check Z5.
Check C1, CRT, CR2, and
C2.

b. Z5, Z4, or Q11 defective

20

No timing in monitor output
at terminal 23. (TEST
ALIGN meter does not
read in green area with
METER SELECT switch
set to TIMING IN.)

Correction

C1, CR1, CR2, or C2 defective.
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b. Transistor Terminal Voltages. The transistor terminal voltages listed below were measured with respect
to ground with the ME-26B/U and the figure references are to waveform measurements made with the
oscilloscope under the following conditions:
(1) Test multiplexer connected for loop-back operation.
(2) One channel modulated with internal 1,100-cps test tone.
(3) ADDRESS switch at MASTER.
(4) AUX switch at OUT.
(5) 2 WIRE-4 WIRE switch at 4 WIRE.
(6) Transistor terminal voltages are as follows:

Transistor

Q1--------------------------Q2--------------------------Q3--------------------------Q4--------------------------Q5--------------------------Q6--------------------------Q7--------------------------Q8--------------------------Q9 -------------------------Q10 ------------------------Q11 ------------------------Q12 ------------------------Q13 ------------------------Q14 ------------------------Q15 ------------------------Q16 ------------------------Q17 ------------------------Q18 ------------------------Q19 ------------------------Q20 ------------------------Q21 ------------------------Q22 -------------------------

Base

Emitter

See note below ------20, fig. 6-75-----------21, fig. 6-75------------6.0 ----------------------1.8 ----------------------1.8 ----------------------1.6 ---------------------+0.1---------------------+0.3---------------------23, fig. 6-75-----------7, fig. 6-75 -------------2.0 ----------------------1.9 ---------------------10, fig. 6-75-----------11, fig. 6-75-----------15, fig. 6-75-----------3, fig. 6-75 ------------27, fig. 6-75-----------13, fig. 6-75-----------25, fig. 6-75-----------14, fig. 6-75-----------3, fig. 6-75 -------------

0----------------------------------------------------0.3 ----------------------4.5 ----------------------1.5 ----------------------1.6 ----------------------1.3 ---------------------22, fig. 6-75-----------0-------------------------9, fig. 6-75 ------------0--------------------------1.7 ---------------------10, fig. 6-75-----------+4.5---------------------11, fig. 6-75------------1.6 ---------------------3, fig. 6-75 -------------4.5 ----------------------4.5 ---------------------25, fig. 6-75-----------16, fig. 6-75-----------12, fig. 6-75------------

Collector

20, fig. 6-75.
21, fig. 6-75.
6, fig. 6-75.
1, fig. 6-75.
-4.5.
-4.5.
-4.5.
23, fig. 6-75.
+0.1.
24, fig. 6-75.
-4-5.
-4.5.
11, fig. 6-75.
+4.5.
-4.5.
0.
13, fig. 6-75.
13, fig. 6-75.
-4.5.
-4.5.

Note. Waveform at base of Q1 is essentially that of terminal 2 only delayed 0.2 µsec.

Change 3
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c. Module Terminal Voltages. module terminal voltages listed below were measured with respect to ground
with the M E-26B/U and the figure references are to waveform measurements made with the oscilloscope
under the following conditions:
(1) Test multiplexer connected for loop-back operation.
(2) One channel modulated with internal 1,100-cps test tone.
(3) ADDRESS switch at MASTER.
(4) AUX switch at OUT.
(5) 2 WIRE-4 WIRE switch at 4 WIRE.
(6) Module terminal voltages are as follows:

Module

Z1 ---------Z2 ----------Z3 ---------Z4 ----------Z5 ----------Z6 ---------Z7 ---------Z8 ---------Z9 ----------

2

3

6, fig. 6-75. ---------------20----------- 6, fig. 6-75.
-15----------- --------------24, fig.6-75 --------------26, fig.6-75 --------------15, fig.6-75. --------------15, fig.6-75 -1.7 ----------1.6---------- ---------------1.7---------- ---------------

5

7

8

--------------- ------------- 1, fig. 6-75 ---------------- ------------- ------------------------------- ------------- 18, fig. 6-75.
--------------- --------- --- ----------------2, fig. 6-75. ------------- 1, fig. 6-75.--2.4 ---------- -1.6-------- ------------------------------- ------------- ------------------------------- ------------- ------------------------------- ------------- 14, fig. 6-75.

Change 3
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9

1, fig 6-75. -6, fig. 6-75. 18, fig. 6-75.
2, fig. 6-75.
--------------------------------- 1.7----------13, fig. 6-75.
14, fig. 6-75.

10

-1.8.

25, fig. 6-75
-1.7.
-1.9.
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4-24. Panel 1A14/2A14, Troubleshooting
a. Troubleshooting Chart. This panel must be checked in both TD-352/U and TD-353/U test units. The units
must be looped-back and modulated, except as directed in item 5.

Item
No.

1

2

Symptom

Probable trouble

Simultaneous loss of dea. Q1, Q2, or Z2 defective
coder pam output at terminal 1; B and B outputs at terminals 2 and
5 respectively; and A
and A outputs at terminals 3 and 4, respectb. Z1 defective
lively.
c. Z14, Q3, or Q4 defective

No B or B outputs at
terminals 2 and 5,
respectively.

a. Q3, Q4, Z1, or Z12
defective.

b. Z6, defective

c. Z5 defective

d. Z3 or Z4 defective

3
4

No FFS or 384-kc s.w.
input at terminal 22.
No A or A outputs at
terminals 3 and 4,
respectively.

Z14, Q3 or Q4 defective
a. Z7, Z13, or Q9
defective.
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Correction

a. Check waveform at J2. If absent,
check Q1 and Q2. If present,
check waveform at J1. If
this waveform is absent, check
Z2. If present, proceed to b
b. Check Z1. If good, proceed to
c below.
c. Check Z14, Q3, and Q4. If good
trouble is either in serial or
parallel shift registers;
proceed with item 2.
a. Check waveforms at J8, J6,
and J9. If all present check
Z12. If waveforms are
present at J8 and J9, but
not at J6, proceed with b
below. If waveform at J8
is absent, check for presence
of ht modem timing output
at terminal 22. If this
waveform is present, check
Q3 and Q4; if absent, proceed with item 3. If wave form at J9 is absent, check
Z1.
b. Check waveform at J5. If
present, check Z6. If absent, proceed with c below.
c. Check waveform at J4. If
present, check Z5. If absent, proceed with d below.
d. Check waveform at J3. If
present, check Z4. If
absent, check Z3.
Check Z14, Q3, and Q4.
a. Check waveform at J7. If
present, check Z13 and Q9.
If absent, check Z7. If Z7
checks good, proceed with b
below

TM 11-5805-367-35/3

Item
No.

Symptom

Probable trouble

b. Z11 defective

c. Z10 defective

d. Z9 defective

e. Z8 defective.

f. Q7 and/or Q8 defective
5

6

Low level 2- or 4-kc tone
in channel 12. (4-kc
tone if ADDRESS
switch is in MASTER
position; 2-kc tone if
ADDRESS switch is in
SLAVE position.)
Panel checks apparently
good, but demodulated
output of multiplexer is
still distorted.

Q5, Q6, Q7, Q8, or Z8
defective.

One or more flip-flop
modules have marginal
defect.
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Correction

b. Check waveform at pin 7
of Z11 If absent, check Z11.
If present, proceed with c
below.
c. Check waveform at pin 7 of
Z10. If absent, check Z10.
If present, proceed with d
below.
d. Check waveform at pin 7
of Z7. If absent, check Z9.
If present, proceed to e
below.
e. Check waveform at pin 7
of Z8. If absent, check Z8.
If present, proceed to f
below.
f. See that led is at -4.5 volts.
If not, check Q7 and Q8.
Check waveform at emitter of
Q6. If absent, check Q5, Q6,
Q7, and Q8. If present, check
Q8.

Remove internal modulation
from test unit and insert varying dc levels into coder pam
input of panel 1A6/2A6. Using
a dual-channel oscilloscope,
monitor signal at terminal 31
and J1 of panel 1A14/2A14.
Signal at J1 should follow that
at terminal 31, with appropriate
delay. If not, replace Z1. If
signal at J1 checks good, repeat this procedure for J3, J4,
J5, J6, and J7, replacing any
module with marginal operation. If Z2 through Z7 check
good, see that output (pin 7)
of Z8 through Z13 clamps to
-5.0 and 0 volts.
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b. Transistor Terminal Voltages. The transistor terminal voltages listed below were measured with respect
to ground with the ME-26B/U and the figure references are to waveform measurements made with the
oscilloscope under the following conditions:
(1) Test multiplexer connected for loop-back
operation
(2) One channel modulated with internal 1,100 cps test tone.
(3) ADDRESS switch at MASTER.
(4) AUX switch at OUT.
(5) 2 WIRE-4 WIRE switch at 4 WIRE.
(6) Transistor terminal voltages are as follows:

Transistor

Q1--------------------------- .
Q2--------------------------Q3--------------------------Q4--------------------------Q5--------------------------Q6--------------------------Q7--------------------------Q8--------------------------Q9 --------------------------

Base

Emitter

0 -------------------------+ 0.2 --------------------26, 27, fig. 6-77 -----26, 27, fig. 6-77 -----6, fig. 6-79 -----------3, fig. 6-81
26, 27, fig. 6 - 77 ---5, fig. 6-79 -----------6, fig. 6-81
26, 27, fig. 6 - 77 ---22, 40, fig. 6 - 77 ----

Collector

28, 29, fig. 6-77-----0-------------------------26, 27, fig. 6-77-----26, 27, fig. 6 - 77 ----4.5 ----------------------

28, 30, fig. 6-77.
0.
-4.5.
-4.5.
31, 32, fig. 6-77.

31, 32, fig. 6 - 77 ----4.5 ----------------------

-4.5.
33, 34, fig. 6-77.

33, 34, fig. 6-77------5.2 ----------------------

-4.5.
23, 40, fig. 6 - 77.

c. Module Terminal Voltages. The module terminal voltages listed below were measured with respect to
ground with the ME-26B/U and the figure references are to waveform measurements made with the
oscilloscope under the following conditions:
(1) Test multiplexer connected for loop-back operation.
(2) One channel modulated with internal 1,100-cps test tone.
(3) ADDRESS switch at MASTER.
(4) AUX switch at OUT.
(5) 2 WIRE-4 WIRE switch at 4 WIRE.
(6) Module terminal voltages are as follows:

Change 3
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Module

1

2

3

4

6

7

Z1 ------

------------

-1.3 ------

---------

--------------

----------

------------

Z2 ------

------------

---------

--------------

----------

------------

Z3 ------

See note
1 below.
5, 6, fig. 6-77.

--------------

----------

--------------

Z5 ------

7, 8, fig. 6-77.

Z6 ------

9, 10, fig.
6-77.

Z7 ------

Z8 ------

11, 12,--fig. 677.
------------

See note 1 below.
See note
2 below.
See note
3 below.
See note
4 below.
See note
5 below.
See note
6 beLow.
------------

Z9 ------

------------

------------

17, 18,
fig. 677.
17, 18,
fig. 677.
17, 18,
fig. 677.
17, 18,
fig. 677.
17, 18,
fig. 677.
32 33 -fig. 677.
---------

Z10-----

------------

------------

---------

Z11-----

------------

------------

---------

Z4 ------

8

9

10

11

17, 18, --fig. 677.
3, 4, fig. 6-77.

17, 18,
fig. 677.
--------------

------------

------------

--------------

5, 6, fig. 6-77.

1, 2, fig.
6-77.

----------

------------

------------

--------------

--------------

----------

------------

------------

--------------

7, 8, fig. fig. 677.
9, 10, fig.
6-77.

--------------

----------

------------

------------

--------------

--------------

----------

------------

------------

--------------

See note--7 below.
See note--10 below.
See note--13 below.
See note--16 below.

See note
9 below.
See note
12 below.
See note
15 below.
See note
18 below.

35, 36, --fig. 677.
37, 40, --fig. 677.
38, 40, --fig. 677.
39, 40, --fig. 6- a
77.

------------

--------------

11, 12, -fig. 677.
13, 14, -fig. 677.
------------

------------

--------------

------------

------------

--------------

------------

------------

--------------

------------

See note
2 below.
See note
3 below.
See note
4 below.
See note
5 below.
See note
8 below.
See note
11 below.
See note
14 below.
See note
17 below.
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Module

1

2

3

4

6

7

8

24, 25, -fig. 677.
------------

26, 27,
fig. 677.
---------

--------------

----------

------------

------------

--------------

Z13-----

11, 12,--fig. 677.
------------

-2.4 ------

---------

22, 40, --fig. 677.
------------

--------------

------------

See note
21 below.
----------

------------

Z14----- -

See note--19 below.
--------------

26, 27, --fig. 677.

26, 27
fig. 677.

Z12-----

9

10

11

20, 21, -fig. 677.
------------

See note
5 be-,
low.
See note
20 be"
low.

Notes
1. Waveform is same as that shown for Z2: pin 10 except that it is of
opposite polarity.
2. Waveform is same as that shown for Z3: pin 10 except that it is of
opposite polarity.
3. Waveform is same as that shown for Z4: pin 10 except that it is of
opposite polarity.
4. Waveform is same as that shown for Z5: pin 10 except that it is of
opposite polarity.
5. Waveform is same as that shown for Z6: pin 10 except that it is of
opposite polarity.
6. Waveform is same as that shown for Z7: pin 10 except that it is of
opposite polarity.
7. Input to Z8: pin 4 can be considered correct if signals at Z2: pin 10 and
collector of Q5 are correct.
8. Input to Z8: pin 11 can be considered correct if signals at Z2: pin 2
and collector of Q5 are correct.
9. Waveform is same as that shown for Z8: pin 7 except that it is of
opposite polarity.
10. Input to Z9: pin 4 can be considered correct if signals at Z3: pin 2 and
emitter of Q3 are correct.
11. Input to Z9: pin 11 can be considered correct if signals at Z3: pin 10
and emitter of Q3 are correct.

12. Waveform is same as that shown for Z9: pin 7 except that it is of
opposite polarity.
13. Input to Z10: pin 4 can be considered correct if. signals at Z4: pin 2
and emitter of Q3 are correct.
14. Input to Z10: pin 11 can be considered correct if. signals at Z4: pin 10
and emitter of Q3 are correct.
15. Waveform is same as that shown for Z10: pin 7 except that it is of
opposite polarity.
16. Input to Z11 pin 4 can be considered correct if signals at Z5: pin 2
and emitter of Q3 are correct.
17. Input to Z11 pin 11 can be considered correct if signals at Z5: pin 10
and emitter of Q3 are correct.
18. Waveform is same as that shown for Z11 pin 7 except that it is of
opposite polarity.
19. Input to Z13: pin 4 can be considered correct if signals at Z7: pin 2
and emitter of Q3 are correct.
20. Input to Z13: pin 11 can be considered correct if signals at Z7: pin 10
and emitter of Q3 are correct.
21. Waveform is same as that shown for Z13: pin 7 except that it is of
opposite polarity.
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4-24.1 Panel 1A14A/2A14A Troubleshooting
a. Trobleshooting Chart. This panel must be checked in both the TD-352/U and the TD-353/U test units The
units must be looped back and one channel modulated. In the TD-353/U, operate switch S1 on panel
1A14A/2A14A to HT, and to MT for the TD-352/U. Make certain variable resistors R5 and R106 are adjusted
per paragraph 4-36.
Item No.

Symptom

Probable trouble

1.

Simultaneous loss of
decoder pam output
at terminal 1, B
and B outputs at
terminals 2 and 5
respectively, A and
A outputs at terminals 3 and 4 respectively, and HT modem timing at terminal 21.

Q10, Q11, Z15, Z15, Z26, Z28
CR11, CR12, or S1 defective.

2

Simultaneous loss of
decoder pam output
at terminal 1, B
and B outputs at
terminals 2 and 5
respectively, and
A and A outputs at
terminals 3 and 4
respectively.

a. Q5, Q6, CR3, Q9, Z9, Z10,
Z12, or Z13 defective.

b. Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4, Z1, or Z2
defective.

4-74.1

Correction
Check waveform at pin 8 of
Z15. If present, check Z28.
If absent, check waveform
at pin 10 of Z16, If present,
check the inverter at pin 8
of Z15. If absent, check
waveform at pin 9 of Z16,
If present, check Z16, If absent check waveform at collector of Q11. If present and
switch S1 is in MT position,
check switch S1. If present
and switch S1 is in HT position, check Z26 and switch
S1. If absent, check Q10, Q11,
CR11, and CR12.
a. Check waveform at pin 7
of Z10. If present, proceed to b below. If absent, check waveform at
pins 9 and 10 of Z10. If
both waveforms are absent, check Q5, Q6, CR3,
and the pin 2 inverter in
Z12. If the waveform at
pin 10 of Z10 only is absent, check Z13; if the
waveform at pin 9 of
Z10 only is absent, check
Z9 and the pin 4 inverter
in Z12. If waveforms are
present at pins 9 and 10
of Z10, check squelch
stage Q9.
b. Check waveform at J3. If
present, proceed to next
step. If absent, check
waveform at pin 10 of
Z2. If present, check Q8
and Q4. If absent, check
waveform at pin 10 of
Z1. If present, check Z2.

C2, TM 11-5805-367-35/3

Item No.

3

4

5

Symptom

Simultaneous loss of
B and B outputs at
terminals 2 and 5
respectively, A and
A outputs at terminals 8 and 4 respectively, and an
incorrect decoder
pam output at
terminal 1.
Loss of A and A outputs at terminals
3 and 4 respectively, and an incorrect decoder
pam output at
terminal 1.
Incorrect decoder
pam output at
terminal 1; distort
tion.

Probable trouble

Z3, Z4, Z5, or Z5, defective

Correction
If absent, check waveform at the collector of
Q2. If present, check Z1.
If absent, check Q1 and
Q2.
Check for waveform at pin 3
of Z6, Z5, Z4 and Z3, in that
order. When waveform is
first recovered, check flip.
flop driven by that output.

Z7 or Z26 defective

Check waveform at J2. If
present, check Z26. If abcheck Z7.

a. Z26, Q25, Q26 defective

a. Check pins 2 and 9 of Z265
for pcm waveform and
find modulated channel.
Trigger pulse at pin 10
will fall within the first
bit of the PCM channel
and will cause output at
pins 8 and 8 to vary be
tween 0 and -5. volts
for 2.6 µsec (H. T.), or
10.4 µsec (M. T.). If no
signal is present at pins
8 or 8, check Z26. If
signals at pins 8 and 3
are not clamping to
ground, check Q26 and
Q26 respectively.
b. Check pins 2 and 9 of Z24,
Z23, Z22 for PCM waveform and find modulated
channel. Trigger pulse at
pin 10 will fall within the
third bit of the PCM
channel at Z24, within
the fourth bit at Z28,
within the fifth bit at

b. Z11, Z23, Z24, Q22, Q23,
and Q24 defective.
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Item No.

Symptom

Probable trouble

c. Z21, Z27, Z17, Q16, Q17,
Q18 detective.

6

Distortion at low
signal levels.

Z19, Z20, Z11, Z14, Z15, Z17,
Z27, Q19, Q20 defective.

4-74.3

Correction

Z22, and will cause the
respective outputs at pin
3 to vary between 0 and
-6.2 volts for 2.6 µsec
(H. T.) or 10.6 µsec
(M. T.). If no signal
is present at pin 3 of respective module, check
that module. If signal at
pin 3 of module is not
clamping to ground,
check the respective
clamping transistors
Q24, Q23, or Q22.
c. Check pins 2 and 9 of Z21
for PCM waveform and
find modulated channel.
Check pin 10 for trigger
pulse which will fall
within the sixth bit of
the modulated PCM
channel; if present, it
will cause a signal at pin
3 to vary between 0 and
-5.2 volts for 2.6 µsec
(H. T.) or 10.4 µsec
(M. T.). If no signal is
present at pin 3, check
Z21. If signal at pin 3 is
not clamping to ground,
check Q21.
If signal is absent at pin
10 of Z21, check pin 3 of
Z27. If present at pin 3
of Z27, check pin 3 gated
Z27; if absent, check pin
7 of Z17. If present at
pin 7 of Z17, check pin 8
of Z17; if present, check
pin 10 gate of Z17. If
signal is absent at pin 8
of Z17, check Q16, Q17,
and Q18.
Place coder panel 1A6/2A6 on
extension panel; disconnect
PAM to coder lead and insert dc into coder. DC level
should be variable between

C 2, TM 11-5805-367-35/3

Item No

Symptom

Probable trouble

Correction
+2.5 and -2.5 volts. Connect
one oscilloscope probe to PCM
OUT at front panel of unit and
vary dc level into coder over
total coder level range. Adjust
CA potentiometer on 1A6/2A6 if
level 15 or 48 is missing, then
check the following. For any
PCM code except 15, pin 3 of
Z19 shall be at 0 volts; for code
15, pin 3 of Z19 shall be at -5.2
volts. If pin 3 of Z19 does not
clamp to 0 volts, check Q19. If
Z19 does not change state,
check pins 10, 2, and 9 of Z19.
If no signal is present at pin 10,
check pin 9 of Z27; if absent,
check pin 10 gate of Z27; if this
signal is absent, check pin 3 of
Z17. If signal is present at pin 3
of Z17, check pin 2 gate of Z17;
if absent, check pin 4 gate of
Z15. If signal is present at pin
10 of Z19, check pins 2 and 9.
At code 15, pin 9 will have a
negative going pulse between 0
volts and - 4.5 volts
approximately 1 bit wide, and
signal at pin 10 will coincide
within the time period of this
pulse. Pin 2 will have the
inverse of the pulse at pin 9. If
described pulse is absent at pin
9 of Z19, check Z11, CR7, and
CR8. If pulse is present at pin 9
of Z19 but absent at pin 2, check
pin 2 gate of Z15. For any PCM
code except 48, pin 3 of Z20
shall be at -5.2 volts; for code
48, it shall be at 0 volts. If pin 3
of Z20 does not clamp to 0 volts,
check Q20. If Z20 does not
change state, check pins 2 and
9. At code 48, pin
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Item No.

7

8

9

10

Symptom

LOSS of A or A outputs at terminals
3 and 4 respectively.
Loss of B and B outputs at terminals
2 and 5 respectively.
Loss of HT modem
timing output at
terminal 21.
Low level 2 or 4 kc
tone in channel 48
(channel 12). (4
kc tone if ADDRESS switch is in
MASTER position;
2 kc tone if ADDRESS switch is
in SLAVE position.)

Probable trouble

Correction

Z12 defective

2 will have a negative going
pulse between 0 volts and
-4.5 volts approximately 1
bit wide, and signal at pin
10 will coincide within the
time period of this pulse.
Pin 9 will have the inverse
of this pulse at pin 2. If
described pulse is absent at
pin 2 of Z19, check Z14,
CR5, and CR6. If pulse is
present at pin 2 of Z20 but
absent at pin 9, check pin 10
gate of Z15.
Check Z12.

Z8 defective

Check Z8.

Q15; or Z18 defective

Check Q16 or Z18.

a. Q12, Z15, or Z17 defective

a. Check waveform at pins 10
and 4 of Z21. If both are
incorrect, proceed to c
below. If waveform at
pin 10 only is poor,
proceed to b below .If
waveform at pin
4 only is poor, check
waveform at pin 2 of
Z17; if correct, check
Q12. If poor, check waveform at pin 3 of Z17; if
correct, check the pin 2
gate of Z17. If incorrect,
check the pin 4 inverter
in Z15.
b. Check pin 10 gate in Z17.
c. Check waveform at base of
Q18. If correct, check
Q18. If incorrect, check
Q16 and Q17.

b. Z17 defective
c. Q16, Q17, or Q18 defective

b. Transistor Terminal Voltages. The transistor voltages listed below were measured with respect to ground
with ME-26B/U; the figure references are to waveform measurements with
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the oscilloscope made under the following conditions:
(1) Test-multiplexer connected for loopback operation.
(2) One channel modulated with internal 1100-cps test tone..
(3) ADDRESS switch at MASTER.
(4) AUX switch at OUT.
(5) 2 WIRE-4 WIRE switch at 4 WIRE.
(6) Transistor terminal voltages as follows:
Transistor

Base

Emitter

Collector

Q1

65, 66, fig. 6-77.2, or
0.0

67, 68, fig. 6-77.2, or
-0.37 ± 0.03

-4.5

Q2

0.0

67, 68, fig. 6-77.2, or
-0.37 ± 0.03

69, 70, fig. 6-77.2 or
-1.8 ± 0.3

Q3

82, 83, fig. 6-77.2, or
-3.8 ± 0.2

82, 83, fig. 6-77.2,
or -3.8 ± 0.2

-4.16 ± 0.15

Q4

82, 83, fig. 6-77.2, or
-3.8 ± 0.2

82, 83, fig. 6-77.2,
or -3.8 ±0.2

+4.4

Q5

1, 2, fig. 6-77.2

3, 4, fig. 6-77.2

-4.5

Q6

0.0

-------------------------

5, 6, fig. 6-77.2

Q9

-3.7

-4.5

-4.3

Q10

73, 74, fig. 6-77.2; or
-2.1 ± 0.4

75, 76, fig. 6-77.2, or
-2.0 ± 0.3

-4.5

Q11

0.0

77, 78, fig. 6-77.2, or
0.87 ± 0.32

79, 80, fig. 6-77.2, or
-2.3

Q12

25, 26, fig. 6-77.2

25, 26, fig. 6-77.2

+4.5

Q15

49, 50, fig. 6-77.2

49, 50, fig. 6-77.2

+4.5

Q16

51, 52, fig. 6-77.2, or
+0.5

53, 54, fig. 6-77.2, or 0.1

-4.5

Q17

0.0

53, 54, fig. 6-77.2, or
+0.1

55, 56, fig. 6-77.2, or
-0.2

Q18

55, 56, fig. 6-77.2, or
-0.2

55, 56, fig. 6-77.2, or 0.0

-4.5

Q19

39, 40, fig. 6-77.2

0.0

35. 36, fig. 6-77.2

Q20

41, 42, fig. 6-77.2

0.0

37, 38, fig. 6-77.2

Q21

57, 58, fig. 6-77.2

0.0

43, 44, fig. 6-77.2

Q22

59, 60, fig. 6-77.2

0.0

45, 46, fig, 6-77.2

Q23

59, 60, fig. 6-77.2

0.0

45, 46, fig. 6-77.2

Q24

59, 60, fig. 6 -77.2

0.0

45, 46, fig. 6-77.2

Q25

59, 60, fig. 6-77.2

0.0

45, 46, fig. 6-77.2

Q26

59, 60, fig. 6-77.2

0.0

45, 46, fig. 6-77.2

Change 3
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c. Module Terminal Voltages. The module terminal voltages listed below were measured with respect to
ground with the ME-26B/U; the figure references are to waveform measurements made with the oscilloscope
under the following conditions:
(1) Test multiplexer connected for loop back operation.
(2) One channel modulated with internal 1100-cps test tone.
(3) ADDRESS switch at MASTER.
(4) AUX switch at OUT.
(5) 2 WIRE-4 WIRE switch at 4 WIRE.
(6) Module terminal voltages as follows:

Change 3
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Z or Q
NUMBER

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Z1

-4.5

----------

-3.0±0.2

----------

-6.2

0

----------

----------

69, 70, fig.
6-77.2, or
-1.8 ± 0.8

71, 72, fig.
6-77.2. or
-8.6 ± 0.3

Z2

-4.5

----------

-3.0

----------

-6.2

0

----------

----------

69, 70, fig.
6-77.2, or
-1.8 ± 0.3

82, 83 fig..
6-77.2. or
-3.8 ± 0.2

Z3

-4.5

INVERSE OF
13,14, fig.
6-77.2

16, 14, fig. ---------6-77.2

-6.2

0

----------

INVERSE OF
16,, 14, fig.
6-77.2

13,14, fig.
6-77.2

82, 83, fig..
6-77.2, or
-3.8±0.2

Z4

-4.5

INVERSE OF
13, 14, fig.
6-77.2

16, 14, fig. ---------6-77.2

-6.2

0

----------

INVERSE OF
13,14, fig.
6-77.2

13, 14, fig.
6-77.2

82, 83, fig.
6-77.2, or
-3.8 ± 0.2

Z5

-4.5

INVERSE OF
13, 14 fig.
6.77.2

16. 14, fig. ---------6-77.2

-6.2

0

----------

INVERSE OF
16, 14, fig.
6-77.2

13, 14, fig.
6-77.2

82, 83, fig..
6-77.2, or
-3.8±0.2

Z6

-4.5

INVERSE OF
13, 14, fig.
6-77.2

16, 14, fig. ---------6-77.2

-6.2

0

----------

INVERSE OF
16, 14, fig.
6-77.2

13, 14, fig.
6-77.2

82, 83, fig.
6-77.2, or
-3.8 ± 0.2

Z7

-4.5

INVERSE OF
13, 14, fig.
6-77.2

16, 14, fig. ---------6-77.2

-6.2

0

----------

INVERSE OF
16, 14, fig.
6-77.2

13, 14, fig.
6-77.2

82, 83, fig.
6-77.2, or
--3.8 ± 0.2

Z8

-5.2

INVERSE OF
13, 14, fig.
6-77.2

15, 16, fig. ---------6-77.2

-6.2

0

----------

INVERSE OF
15, 16, fig.
6-77.2

13, 14, fig.
6-77.2

31, 32, fig..
6-77.2

Z9

-4.5

----------

----------

----------

-6.2

0

----------

----------

INVERSE OF 11, 12, fig.
7, 8, fig.
6-77.2
6-77.2

Z10

-4.5

-4.3

13, 14,, fig. ---------6-77.2

-6.2

0

13, 14, fig.
6-77.2

-4.3

11, 12, fig.
6-77.2

11, 12, fig.
6-77.2

Z11

-4.5

17, 18. fig.
6-77.2

19, 20, fig. ---------6-77.2

-6.2

0

13, 14, fig.
6-77.2

13, 14 fig.
6-77.2

13, 14 fig.
6-77.2

13, 14 fig.
6-77.2

Z12

-4.5

7, 8, fig.
6-77.2

5, 6, fig.
6-77.2

7, 8, fig.
6-77.2

0

----------

9, 10. fig.
6-77.2

----------

9, 10, fig.
6-77.2

INVERSE OF
7, 8. fig.
6-77.2
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Z13

-4.5

----------

----------

----------

-6.2

0

----------

----------

7, 8, fig.
6-77.2

Z14

-4.5

17, 18, fig.
6-77.2

19, 20, fig. ---------6-77 2

-6.2

0

INVERSE OF
13, 14, fig.
6-77.2

INVERSE OF
13, 14, fig.
6-77.2

INVERSE OF13, 14, fig.
13, 14, fig. 6-77.2
6-77.2

Z15

-4.5

21, 22, fig.
6-77.2

19, 20, fig. 23, 24, fig.
6-77.2
6-77.2

55, 56, fig. 0
6-77.2

47, 48 fig.
6-77.2

61, 62, fig.
6-77.2

19, 20, fig.
6-77.2

21, 22, fig.
6-77.2

Z16

-4.5

----------

----------

-6.2

0

----------

----------

79, 80, fig.
6-77.2

47, 48, fig.
6-77.2

Z17

-4.5

25, 26, fig..
6-77.2

23, 24, fig. 31, 32, fig.
6-77.2
6-77.2

----------

0

31, 32, fig.
6-77.2

55, 56, fig.
77.2, or 0.0

----------

27, 28, fig.
6-77.2

Z18

---------

31, 32, fig.
6-77.2

----------

----------

+10

+4.5

49. 60, fig.
6-77.2

49, 50, fig.
6-77.2

-4.5

Z19

-5.2

21, 22, fig.
6-77.2

35, 36, fig. ---------6-77.2

-5.2

0

----------

----------

19. 20, fig.
6-77.2

29, 30, fig..
6-77.2

Z20

-5.2

19, 20, fig.
6-77.2

3, 38, fig.
6-77.2

-5.2

0

----------

----------

21, 22, fig.
6-77.2

29, 30 fig.
6-77.2

Z21

-5.2

82, 88, fig.
6-77.2, or
-8.8±0.2

43, 44, fig. 25, 26, fig.
6-77.2
6-77.2

-5.2

0

----------

----------

13, 14, fig.
6-77.2

33, 34, fig.
6-77.2

Z22

-5.2

INVERSE OF
13, 14, fig.
6-77.2

46, 46, fig. ---------6-77.2

-5.2

0

----------

----------

13, 14, fig.
6-77.2

33, 34 fig.
6-77.2

Z23

-5.2

INVERSE OF
13, 14, fig.
6-77.2

45, 46, fig. ---------6-77.2

-5.2

0

----------

----------

13, 14, fig.
6-77.2

33, 34, fig.
6-77.2

Z24

-5.2

INVERSE OF
18, 14, fig.
6-77.2

45, 46, fig. ---------6-77.2

-5.2

0

----------

----------

13, 14, fig..
6-77.2

33, 34. fig.
6-77.2

Z25

-5.2

INVERSE OF
13, 14, fig.
6-77.2

45, 46, fig. ---------6-77.2

-5.2

0

----------

INVERSE OF
13, 14, fig.
6-77.2

13, 14, fig.
6-77.2

33, 34, fig.
6-77.2

Z26

-4.5

----------

----------

-6.2

0

----------

----------

13, 14, fig.
6-77.2

81, fig.
6-77.2

Z27

-4.5

33, 34, fig.
6-77.2

27, 28, fig. ---------6-77.2

----------

0

----------

27, 28, fig.
6-77.2

25, 26, fig.
6-77.2

29, 30, fig.
6-77.2

Z28

-4.5

----------

31, 32, fig.
6-77.2

-6.2

0

----------

61, 62, fig.
6-77.2

----------

----------

----------

----------

----------

----------

4-74.9

11, 12. fig.
6-77.2
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4-25. Panel 1A15, Troubleshooting
a. Troubleshooting Chart. Loop-back and modulate the TD-353/U test unit for this procedure.
Item.
No.

1
2
3

Symptom

Probable trouble

No main pcm output at
Q20 defective
terminal 1.
Erroneous main pcm out- DL2 defective
put at terminal 1.
No 384-kc modem gate Q16, Q17, or Q18 defective
timing output at terminal 20.

4

No pcm from aux monitor Q19 or CR20 defective
output at terminal 9.

5

No address inhibit 1 out- Q13, Q14, or Q15 defective
put at terminal 7 or
address inhibit 2 output
at terminal 6.
Erroneous address inhibit DL1 defective
1 and 2 outputs at terminals 7 and 6, respectively.
No receive pam output at a. Q12 defective
terminal 23.

6

7

b. Q6 and/or Q11 defective

c. Q19 Q2, Q7, and/or Q8
defective.
d.. Q3, Q4, or Q5 defective
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Correction

Check Q20.
Check DL2.
Check waveform at emitter of
Q18. If absent, check Q18
If present, check flip-flop Q16,
Q17.
Check waveform at emitter of
Q19, If absent, check Q19,
If present, check CR20.
Check waveform at emitter of
Q13, If absent, check Q13,
If present, check Q14 and Q15
Check DL1.

a. Check waveform at J2. If
present, check Q12 If absent, proceed to b below.
b. Check waveform at base of Q6
and Q11. If no waveform at
either base, check waveform
at J7. If no waveform at J7,
proceed to c below. If waveform is present at J7 and
also at base of Q11 (but not
at base of Q6), proceed to d
below. If waveform is present at J7 and also at base of
Q6 (but not at base of
Q11 proceed to e below.
If waveforms appear good at
bases of both Q6 and Q19 l
but not at J2, check Q6 and
Q11
c. Check operation of A-A/B-B
gate circuit Q19 Q2, Q7, and
Q8.
d. Check waveform at collector of
Q3. If present, cheek Q4
and Q5. If absent. check Q3.

TM 11-5805-367-35/3
a. Troubleshooting Chart -Continued

Item.
No.

8

Symptom

Probable trouble

Correction

e. Q9 or Q10 defective
Dc level of receive pam
VR1, VR2, VR3, or R16
output at terminal 23
defective.
does not shift when
CTR pam center adjust) potentiometer R16
is adjusted.

e. Check Q9 and Q10.
Check for +18 volts at terminal 1
of R16. If present, check R16.
If absent, check VR1, VR2,
and VR3.

b. Transistor Terminal Voltage. The transistor terminal voltages listed below were measured with respect to
ground with the ME-26B/4 and the figure references are to waveform measurements made with the
oscilloscope under the following conditions:
(1) Test multiplexer connected for loop-back operation.
(2) One channel modulated with internal 1,100-cps test tone.
(3) ADDRESS switch at MASTER.
(4) AUX switch at OUT.
(5) 2 WIRE-4 WIRE switch at 4 WIRE.
(6) Transistor terminal voltages are as follows:

Transistor

Q1--------------------------Q2--------------------------Q3--------------------------Q4--------------------------Q5--------------------------Q6--------------------------Q7--------------------------Q8--------------------------Q9 - -----------------------Q10 ------------------------Q11 ------------------------Q12 ------------------------Q13 ------------------------Q14 ------------------------Q 15 -----------------------Q 16 -----------------------Q17 ------------------------Q18 ------------------------Q l 9 -----------------------Q20 -------------------------

Base

Emitter

12, fig. 6-79-----------11, fig. 6-79-----------14, fig. 6-79-----------15, fig. 6-79-----------17, fig. 6-79-----------16, fig. 6-79-----------13, fig. 6-79-----------10, fig. 6-79-----------20, fig. 6-79-----------21, fig. 6-79-----------21, fig. 6-79-----------2, fig. 6-82 ------------22, fig. 6-79-----------22, fig. 6 79 -----------0 -------------------------7, fig. 6-79 ------------14, fig. 6 73 -----------14, fig. 6-73--------------------------------------23, fig. 6-79------------

18, fig. 6-79-----------19, fig. 6-79-----------+4.5---------------------+4.5---------------------16, fig. 6-79-----------2, fig. 6-79 ------------4.5 ---------------------4.5 --------------------+.4.5 -------------------21, fig. 6-79-----------2, fig. 6-79 -----------1, fig. 6-79 ------------22, fig. 6-79 --------------------------------------------------------------0 ------------------------0 ------------------------14, fig. 6-73-------------------------------------23, fig. 6-79------------

Change 3
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Collector

3, fig. 6-79.
3, fig. 6-79.
15, fig. 6-79.
16, fig. 6-79.
+4.5.
-4.5.
18, fig. 6-79.
19, fig. 6-79.
21, fig. 6-79.
+4.5.
-4.5.
-4.5.
-4.5.
6, fig. 6-79.
5, fig . 6-79.
8, fig. 6-79.
8, fig. 6-79.
-4.5.
-4.5.
-4.5.
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4-26. Panel 2A15, Troubleshooting
a. Troubleshooting Chart. Loop-back and modulate the TD-352/U test unit for this procedure.

Item.
No.
1
2
3
4

5

6

7

Symptom

No main pcm output at
terminal 6.
Erroneous main pcm output at terminal 6.
No rcvr aux address output at terminal 15.
No pcm from aux monitor
output at terminal 10.

Probable trouble

Correction

Q21 defective

Check Q21.

DL2 defective

Check DL2.

Q18 defective

Check Q18.

Q20 or CR11 defective

Check waveform at emitter of
Q20. If absent, check Q20.
If present, check CR11
Check waveform at emitter of
Q13. If absent, check Q13.
If present, check Q14 and Q15.

No address inhibit I outQ13, Q14, or Q15 defective
put at terminal 1 or
address inhibit 2 output
at Terminal 8.
Erroneous address inhibit 1 DL1 defective
and 2 outputs at terminals 1 and 8,
respectively.
No receive pam output at
a. Q12 defective
terminal 23.
b. Q10 and/or Q11 defective.

c. Q1, Q2, Q3, and/or Q4
defective.
d. Q5, Q6, or Q7 defective

e. Q8 or Q9 defective
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Check DL1.

a. Check waveform at J2. If
present, check Q12. If
absent, proceed to b below.
b. Check waveform at base of
Q10 and Q11 If no waveform at either base, check
waveform at J7. If no
waveform at J7, proceed to
c below. If waveform is
present at J7 and also at
base of Q11 (but not at base
of Q10), proceed to d below.
If waveform is present at J7
and also at base of Q10 (but
not at base of Q11), proceed
to e below. If waveforms
appear good at bases of both
Q10 and Q11 but not at J2,
check Q10 and Q11
c. Check operation of A-A/B-B
gate circuit Q1, Q2, Q3, and
Q4.
d. Check waveform at collector
of Q5. If present, check Q6
and Q7. If absent, check
Q5.
e. Check Q8 and Q9.

TM 11-5805-367-35/3
a. Troubleshooting Chart-Continued

Item.
No.
8

Symptom

Probable trouble

Dc level of receive pam
output at terminal 23
does not shift when
CTR (pam center
adjust) potentiometer
R19 is adjusted.

VR1, VR2, VR3, or R19
defective.

Correction

Check for +18 volts at terminal
1 of R19. If present, check
R19. If absent, check VR1,
VR2, and VR3.

b. Transistor Terminal Voltages. The transistor terminal voltages listed below were measured with respect
to ground with the ME-26B/U and the figure references are to waveform measurements made with the
oscilloscope under the following conditions:
(1) Test multiplexer connected for loop-back operation.
(2) One channel modulated with internal 1,100-cps test tone.
(3) ADDRESS switch at MASTER.
(4) AUX switch to OUT.
(5) 2 WIRE-4 WIRE switch to 4 WIRE:.
(6) Transistor terminal voltages are as follows:

Transistor

Q1--------------------------Q2--------------------------Q3--------------------------Q4--------------------------Q5--------------------------Q6--------------------------Q7--------------------------Q8--------------------------Q9--------------------------Q10 ------------------------Q11 ------------------------Q12 ------------------------Q13 ------------------------Q14 ------------------------Q15 ------------------------Q18 ------------------------Q20 ------------------------Q21 -------------------------

Base

Emitter

11, fig. 6-81------------.
13, fig. 6-81-----------14, fig. 6-81-----------10, fig. 6-81-----------17, fig. 6-81-----------18, fig. 6-81-----------20, fig. 6-81-----------21, fig. 6-81-----------9, fig. 6-81 ------------19, fig. 6-81-----------22, fig. 6-81-----------1, fig. 6-81 ------------23, fig. 6-81-----------23, fig. 6-81 ----------0 -------------------------8, fig. 6-81 ------------+0.3---------------------25, fig. 6-81------------

15, fig. 6-81-----------16, fig. 6-81------------4.5 ----------------------4.5 ---------------------+4.5 , -------------------+4.5---------------------19, fig. 6-81-----------+4.5---------------------22, fig. 6-81-----------19, fig. 6-81-----------22, fig. 6-81-----------12, fig. 6-81-----------23, fig. 6-81-----------24, fig. 6-81-----------24, fig. 6-81-----------7, fig. 6-81 ------------+0.6---------------------25, fig. 6-81------------

Collector

2, fig. 6-81.
2, fig. 6-81
15, fig. 6-81
16, fig. 6-81
18, fig. 6-81
19, fig. 6-81
+4.5.
22, fig. 6-81
+4.5.
-4.5.
-4.5.
-4.5.
-4.5.
6, fig. 6-81
3, fig. 6-81
-----------------------4.5.
-4.5.

4-27. Panel 1A16/2A16, Troubleshooting
a. Troubleshooting Chart. The following procedures must be performed with panel 1A16/2A16 installed in
both TD-352/U and TD-353/U test units. The test units must be looped-back (except for items 10 and 11) and
one channel modulated.
Change 3
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Item.
No.
1

2

3

4

5

6
7

Symptom

Probable trouble

Correction

No h traffic pcm in mon output at terminal 29 and no
med traffic pcm in mon
output at terminal 30.
(TEST ALIGN meter on
both TD-352/U and
TD-353/U test units do
not read in green area
with METER SELECT
switches set to PCM IN.)
Simultaneous loss of test
tone out across terminals
14 (No.1) and 19 (No.2),
and test tone monitoring
output at terminal 20.

Q1, C1, or CR1 defective

Check waveform at J4. If
absent, check Q1. If
present, check C1 and CR1

Q2, Q3, Q4 and/or Q5
defective.

Loss of test tone monitoring
output at terminal 20
only.
Loss of test tone out across
terminal) 14 (No. 1) and
19 (No. 2) only.
No detected audio measure
output at terminal 15.

Detector circuit defective

Check waveform at J6. If
present, check Q5. If
absent, check waveform at
J1. If waveform at this
point is absent, check Q2,
Q3, and Q4. If J1 waveform is present, check R19.
C5, R11, L1, C6, L2,
and R12.
Check C11, CR2, CR3, C12,
and R18.

No earphone ampl out at
terminal 1.
No mike out across terminals 7 (No. 1) and 6
(No. 2).

Q18 or T4 defective

T1 defective

Check T1.

Q17 detector circuit defective

Check C34 CR10, CR11
C35, and R49. If good,
check Q17 and C33. If
trouble persists, check T1.
Check Q18, and if trouble
persists, T4.
Check waveform at J2. If
absent, check Q14, Q15, and
Q16. If present, check
C32, CR12, and R45. If
trouble persists, check T2.

Q14, Q15, Q16, or T2
defective.

Note. Disconnect the pcm in to the test units for the following procedure.

8

No alarm relay output at
terminal 18, alarm off output at terminal 10, and
squelch output at terminal 11. (FRAME
alarm buzzer and indicator lamp either always
On or always off.)

Q11 Q12, Q13, Q9, or Q10
defective.
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Check waveform at J2. If
incorrect, check Q11 and
Q12. If correct, check
waveform at J3. If this
signal is incorrect check
Q13. If Q11, Q12, and Q13
are good, check Q9 and 010.

TM 11-5805-367-35/3

Item.
No.
9

Symptom

Loss of alarm relay output
at terminal 18 only.
(Buzzer always on or
always off.)

Probable trouble

Q7 or Q8 defective

Correction

Check Q7 and Q8.

b. Transistor Terminal Voltages. The transistor terminal voltages listed below were measured with respect
to ground with the ME -26B/U and the figure references are to waveform measurements made with the
oscilloscope under the following conditions:
(1) Test multiplexer connected for loop-back operation.
(2) One channel modulated with internal 1,100-cps test tone.
(3) ADDRESS switch at MASTER.
(4) AUX switch at OUT.
(5) 2 WIRE-4 WIRE switch at 4 WIRE.
(6) Transistor terminal voltages are as follows:

Transistor

Q1-------Q2-------Q3-------Q4-------Q5. ------Q6-------Q7-------Q8-------Q9--------

Base

Emitter

1, fig. 6-30 1, fig. 6-30
+6.0-----+6.3---+0.3-----+0.6---+0.1-----+0.35 -0 ---------+0.3---+1.5-----+1.8---+1.9-----+2.2---+2.2-----+2.5---+16---------------

Collector

Transistor

Base

Emitter

-4.5. ----+0.3.-----4.6. -----4.5. -----4.5. ----0. --------0. --------0. --------+1.5.-----

Q10--------Q11-----------Q12--------Q13--------Q14--------Q15--------Q16--------Q17--------Q18---------

+9.5 --------3.1 --------4.5 ---------2.1 --------0.-----------+5.4 --------3.3 -------+0.1 ------+2.6 -------

+9.8--------2.3---------2.3---------2.3---------0.7--------+5.7--------3.0--------+0.4-------+2.9--------

Collector

+2.7.
+25.0.
+25.0.
-2.3.
+5.4.
-3.3.
-12.0.
-4.5.
+1.6.

a Remove panel 1A8 or 2A8 (as applicable) for this measurement..

4-28. Panel 1A17, Troubleshooting
a. Troubleshooting Chart. In the following procedure, a faulty type 36 module can be detected by
measuring the voltage at pins 4 and 8 (approximately +2 volts dc) and at the emitters of transistors Q1 and Q2
(greater than 1.5 volts).

Change 3
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Item.
No.
1

2

Symptom

With TEST ALIGN
meter disconnected
(METER SELECT
switch set to any position except SERV
FAC), 1A8 mon A output at terminal 31 or
1A9 mon D output at
terminal 29 remain at
+1.1 volts when panels
1A8 and 1A9 are removed from the test
unit to simulate faults
in those panels.
Note. + 1.1 volt at terminals 31 and 29 is the correct
condition to obtain a good
panel (green) indication
with TEST ALIGN meter
connected and SERV SEL
switch in A and D positions.
(However, the +1.1-volt
reading must be measured
with TEST ALIGN meter
out of the circuit.) With
this symptom, panel 1A17
is providing a good panel
output even though panels
1A8 and 1A9 have been
simulated faulty by their
removal.
With TEST ALIGN meter disconnected (METER SELECT switch
set to any position except SERV FAC),
1A8 mon A output at
terminal 31 is less than
+ 1.1 volts with a good
panel 1A8 installed in
TD-353/U test unit.
(When TEST ALIGN
meter is connected it
does not read in green
area with SERV SEL

Probable trouble

Defective 1A8 mon A output circuit CR2, or
defective 1A9 mon D
output circuit CR6.

Correction

Check CR2 or CR6.

Note: If only one detector
circuit were working (and
output circuit were good)
the voltage at terminal 31
or 29 would decrease to
provide a bad panel indication on the TEST ALIGN
meter.

One or more defective detector circuits Z2
throughZ5 and/or associated buffer or inverter stages.
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a. Check waveform at J10. If
absent, check Q3. If
present, check applicable
side of Z2. If this side
checks good, proceed to b
below.
b. Check waveform at J9. If
absent, check Q4. If
present, check applicable
side of Z2. If this side
checks good, proceed to c
below.
c. Check waveform at J12. If
absent, check R12. If

TM 11-5805-367-35/3

Item.
No.

Symptom

Probable trouble

switch in A position.
Therefore, panel 1A17 is
providing a bad panel
output when panel 1A8
is good.)

Correction

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

3

With TEST ALIGN meter
disconnected (METER
SELECT switch set to
any position except
SERV FAC), 1A9 mon
D output at terminal 29
is less than +1.1 volts
with a good 1A9 panel
installed in TD-353/U
test unit. (When TEST
ALIGN meter is connected it does not read
in green area with
SERV SEL switch-in
D position. Therefore,

Detector circuits Z1, Z7,
and/or associated buffer,
inverter, and flip-flop
stages defective.

a.

b.

c.
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present, check applicable
side of Z3. If this side
checks good, proceed to d
below.
Check waveform at J11. If
absent, check R13. If
present, check applicable
side of Z3. If this side also
checks good, proceed to e
below.
Check waveform at J14. If
absent, check Q5. If
present, check applicable
side of Z4. If this side
checks good, proceed to f
below.
Check waveform at J13. If
absent, check Q7 and Q6,
If present, check applicable
side of Z4. If this side also
checks good, proceed to g
below.
Check waveform at J3. If
absent, check Q10 and Q9.
If present, check applicable
aide of Z5, If this side
checks good, proceed to h
below.
Check waveform at J1. If
absent, check Q8. If present,
check applicable side of Z5,
Check waveform at J2. If
absent, check Q2 and Q1.
If present, check applicable
side of Z1. If Z1 checks
good proceed to b below.
Check waveform at J5. If
absent, check Z6 and Q12
If present, check applicable
side of Z7. If this side
checks good, proceed to c
below
Check waveform at J7. If
absent, check R38. If
present, check applicable
Side of Z7.

TM 11-5805-367-35/3

Item.
No.

4

5

Symptom

Probable trouble

panel 1A17 is providing
a bad panel output when
panel 1A9 is good.)
No 1A10 mon C output at
terminal 16. (TEST
ALIGN meter does not
read in green area with
SERV SEL switch in C
position.)
No 1A9 mon B output at
terminal 8. (TEST
ALIGN meter does not
read in green area with
SERV SEL switch in B
position.)

Correction

CR5 or Q11 defective

Check CR5 and Q11.

CR12, CR13, or Q22
defective.

Check CR12, CR13, and Q22.

b. Transistor Terminal Voltages. The transistor terminal voltages listed below were measured with respect
to ground with the ME-26B/U and the figure references are to waveform measurements made with the
oscilloscope under the following conditions:
(1) Test multiplexer connected for loop-back operation.
(2) One channel modulated with internal 1,100-cps test tone.
(3) ADDRESS switch at MASTER.
(4) AUX switch at OUT.
(5) 2 WIRE-4 WIRE switch at 4 WIRE.
(6) Transistor terminal voltages are as follows:

Transistor

Q1 c,e ----------------------Q2 c,e ----------------------Q3 a------------------------Q4 a------------------------Q5 a------------------------Q6 a------------------------Q7 a------------------------Q8 a------------------------Q9 a,f ---------------------10 a ------------------------Q11 b ----------------------Q12 c ----------------------Q22d ------------------------

Base

Emitter

15, fig. 6-84-----------15, fig. 6-84-----------19, fig. 6-84------------2.1 ----------------------3.1 ----------------------1.6 ----------------------1.7 ----------------------3.2 ---------------------17, fig. 6-84------------1. 7---------------------12, fig. 6-84-----------14, fig. 6-84-----------13, fig. 6-84------------

15, fig. 6-84-----------0-------------------------19, fig. 6-84------------2.0 ----------------------3.0 ----------------------1.7 ---------------------0--------------------------2.7 ---------------------17, fig. 6-84-----------0-------------------------12, fig. 6-84-----------14, fig. 6-84-----------13, fig. 6-84------------

a SERV SEL switch at A; METER SELECT switch at SERV FAC.
b SERV SEL switch at C; METER SELECT switch at SERV FAC.
c SERV SEL switch at D; METER SELECT switch at SERV FAC.

Change 3

Collector

-4.5.
2, fig. 6-84.
+4.5.
+ 4.5.
+4.5.
+4.5.
-1.2.
+4.5.
+4.5.
-1.2.
-4.5.
+4.5.
+4.5.

d SERV SEL switch at B; METER SELECT switch d SERV FAC.
e Terminal 15 terminated in 9 Fohm load.
f Terminal 18 terminated in 91-ohm load.
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c. Module Terminal Voltages. The module terminal voltages listed below were measured with respect to
ground with the ME-26B/U and the figure references are to waveform measurements TD-352/U made with the
oscilloscope under the following conditions:
(1) Test multiplexer connected for loop-back operation.
(2) One channel modulated with internal 1,100cps test tone.
(3) ADDRESS switch at MASTER.
(4) AUX switch at OUT.
(5) 2 WIRE-4 WIRE switch at 4 WIRE.
(6) Module terminal voltages are as follows:
Module
Z1 b -----------Z2 c -----------Z3 c -----------Z4 c -----------Z5 c -----------Z6 b -----------Z7 b --------

2

3

2, fig. 6-84- --------------19, fig. 6-84 ---------------1.5---------- ---------------3.0---------- ---------------1.2---------- ----------------------------- 14, fig. 6-84
-2.0---------- ---------------

6

7

<+1.0 a ----<+1.0 a ------------------<+1.0 a ----<+1.0 a ------------------<+1.0 a -----

------------<+1.0 a--------------<+1.0 a--<+1.0 a--------------<+1.0 a----

9
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------14, fig. 6-84 -----------------

10

-2.0.
-1.5.
-1.2.
-2.7.
-2.0.
-2.0.

a All inputs present and correct.
b SERV SEL switch at D; METER SELECT at SERV FAC.
c SERV SEL switch at A: METER SELECT at SERV FAC.

4-29. Panel 2A17, Troubleshooting
a. Troubleshooting Chart. In the following procedure, a faulty type 36 module can be detected by
measuring the voltage at pins 4 and 8 (approximately +2 volts dc and at the emitters of transistors Q1 and Q2
(greater than 1.5 volt).
Item.
No.
1

Symptom

Probable trouble

With TEST ALIGN meter
Defective 2A9 mon D
disconnected (METER
output circuit CR7,
SELECT switch set to
2A8 mon A output
any position except SERV
circuit CRT, and/or
FAC), 2A9 mon D output
2A3 mon C output
at terminal 29, 2A8 mon A
circuit CR4.
output at terminal 31, or
2A8 mon C output at terminal 6 remain at +1.1
volt when panels 2A9 and
2A8 are removed from the
test unit to simulate faults
in those panels.
Note. + 1.1 volt at termiNote. If only one denals 29, 31 and 6 is the correct
tector circuit were working
condition to obtain a good
(and output circuits were
panel (green) indication with
good), the voltages at terTEST ALIGN meter connected
minals 29, 31, and/or 6
and SERV SEL switch set to
would decrease to provide
D, A, and/or C. (However,
a panel-bad indication on
the 1.1-volt reading must be
the TEST ALIGN meter.
Change 3
4-84

Correction
Check CR7, CR1, or CR4.

TM 11-5805-367-35/3

Item.
No.

2

Symptom

measured with TEST ALIGN
meter out of the circuit.) With
this symptom, panel 2A17 is
providing a good panel output
even though panels 2A9 and
2A8 have been simulated faulty
by their removal.
With TEST ALIGN meter
disconnected (METER
SELECT switch set to any
position except SERV
FAC), 2A9 mon D output
at terminal 29 is less than
+1.1 volts with a good
2A9 panel installed in
TD-352/U test unit.
(When TEST ALIGN
meter is connected it does
not read in green area
with SERV SEL switch
set to D. Therefore,
panel 2A17 is providing a
bad panel output when
panel 2A9 is good.)

Probable trouble

One or more defective
detector circuits Z6,
Z9, Z7 and/or associated buffer or inverter stages.
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Correction

a. Check waveform at J17. If
absent, check Q4 and Q3.
If present, check applicable
side of Z6, If this side
checks good, proceed to b
below.
b. Check waveform at J18. If
absent, check Q6 and Q5.
If present, check applicable
side of Z6, If this side is
also good, proceed to c below.
c. Check waveform at J5. If absent, check Q15. If present,
check applicable side of Z9.
If this side checks good,
proceed to d below.
d. Check waveform at J20. If
absent, check Q14 and Q13.
If present, check applicable
side of Z9. If this side also
checks good, proceed to e
below.
e. Check waveform at J3. If
absent, check Q7. If present,
check applicable side of Z7.
If this side checks good,
proceed to f below.
f. Check waveform at J4. If
absent, check Q8. If present,
check applicable side of Z7.

TM 11-5805-367-35/3

Item.
No.

Symptom

Probable trouble

3

With TEST ALIGN meter
disconnected (METER
SELECT switch set to
any position except SERV
FAC), 2A8 mon A output
at terminal 31 is less than
+ 1.1 volt with a good
2A8 panel installed in
TD-352/U test unit.
(When TEST ALIGN
meter is connected, it
does not read in green
area with SERV SEL
switch set to A. Panel
2A17 provides a bad
panel output when panel
2A8 is good.)

Detector circuits Z1, Z2,
Z3, and/or associated
buffers defective.

4

With TEST ALIGN meter
disconnected (METER
SELECT switch set to any
position except SERV
FAC), 2A8 mon C output
at terminal 6 is less than
+ 1.1 volts with a good
panel 2A8 installed in
TD-352/U test unit.
(TEST ALIGN meter
does not read in green area
with SERV SEL switch
set to C. Therefore, panel
2A17 is providing a bad
panel output when panel
2A8 is good.)

Detector circuit Z5 and/or
associated flip-flop Z4
defective.
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Correction

a. Check waveform at J9. If
absent, check Q1. If present, check applicable side of
Z1. If this side checks
good, proceed to b below.
b. Check waveform at J10. If
absent, check R8 and Q2.
If present, check applicable
side of Z1. If this side also
checks good, proceed to c
below.
c. Check waveform at J11. If
absent, check R9. If present, check applicable side of
Z2. If this side checks good,
proceed to d below.
d. Check waveform at J12. If
absent, check R19. If
present, check applicable
side of Z2. If this side also
checks good, proceed to e
below.
e. Check waveform at J13. If
absent, check R16. If present, check applicable side of
Z3. If this side checks good,
proceed to f below.
f. Check waveform at J14. If
absent, check R17. If present, check applicable side
of Z3
a. Check waveform at J16. If
absent, check Z4. If present, check R25 and applicable side of Z5. If this side
checks good, proceed to b
below
b. Check waveform at J15. If
absent, check R24, R26. If
present, check applicable
side of Z5.
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b. Transistor Voltages. The transistor terminal voltages listed below were measured with respect to ground
with the ME-26B/U and the figure references are to waveform measurements made with the oscilloscope under
the following conditions:
(1) Test multiplexer connected for loop-back operation.
(2) One channel modulated with internal 1,100-cps test tone.
(3) ADDRESS switch at MASTER.
(4) AUX switch at OUT.
(5) 2 WIRE-4 WIRE switch at 4 WIRE.
(6) Transistor terminal voltages are as follows:
Transistor

Base

Q1a-------------------------Q2a-------------------------Q3b ------------------------Q4b ------------------------Q5b ------------------------Q6b ------------------------Q7b ------------------------Q8b ------------------------Q13b -----------------------Q14b -----------------------Q15b ------------------------

Emitter

0.9 ----------------------5, fig. 6-86 ------------21, fig. 6-86-----------21, fig. 6-86-----------20, fig. 6-86-----------20, fig. 6-86-----------1, fig. 6-86 ------------17, fig. 6-86-----------19, fig. 6-86-----------19, fig. 6-86-----------15, fig. 6-86------------

Collector

-1.0. --------------------5, fig. 6-86 ------------21, fig. 6-86-----------0-------------------------20, fig. 6-86-----------0-------------------------1, fig. 6-86 ------------2, fig. 6-86 ------------19, fig. 6-86-----------0-------------------------3, fig. 6-86 -------------

a SERV SEL switch at A; METER SELECT switch at SERV FAC.

+ 4.5.
+4.5.
+4.5.
12, fig. 6-86
+4.5.
13, fig. 6-86.
+4.6.
+4.5.
-4.5.
14, fig. 6-86.
+4.5.

b SERV SEL switch at D; METER SELECT switch at SERV FAC.

c. Module Terminal Voltages. The module terminal voltages listed below were measured with respect to
ground with the ME-26B/U and the figure references are to waveform measurements made with the
oscilloscope under the following conditions:
(1) Test multiplexer connected for loop-back operation.
(2) One channel modulated with internal 1,100-cps test tone.
(3) ADDRESS switch at MASTER.
(4) AUX switch at OUT.
(5) 2 WIRE-4 WIRE switch at 4 WIRE.
(6) Module terminal voltages are as follows:
Module
Z1b ---------Z2b ---------Z3b ---------Z4d ---------Z5d ---------Z6c ---------Z7c ---------Z9c ---------

2

5

-1.0---------- ---------------1.5---------- ---------------1.6---------- ---------------1.7---------- 16, fig. 6-86
-3.4---------- --------------12, fig. 6-86 --------------1, fig. 6-86- --------------3, fig. 6-86- ---------------

6
<+1.0a -----<+1.0a -----<+1.0a -------------------<+1.0a -----<+1.0a -----< + 1.0a ---<+1.0a ------

a All Inputs to panel present and correct.
b SERV SEL switch at A; METER SELECT switch at SERV FAC.

Change 3

7

10

<+1.0a --<+1.0a --<+1.0a --------------<+1.0a --<+1.0a --<+1.0a --<+1.0a ---

5, fig. 6-86.
-1.5.
-3.2.
-3.4.
10, fig. 6-86.
13, fig. 6-86
2, fig. 6-86.
14,fig. 6-86

c SERV SEL switch at D; METER SELECT switch at SERV FAC.
d SERV SEL switch at C: METER SELECT switch at SERV FAC.
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4-30. Panel 1A18, Troubleshooting
a. Troubleshooting Chart. In the following procedure, a faulty type 36 module can be detected by
measuring the voltage at pins 4 and 8 (approximately +2 volts dc and at the emitters of transistors Q1 and Q2
(greater than 1.5 volt).

Item.
No.
1

2

Symptom

With TEST ALIGN meter
disconnected (METER
SELECT switch set to
any position except SERV
FAC), 1A13 mon H output
at terminal 29 or 1A13
mon K output at terminal
9 remain at +1.1 volt
when panel 1A13 is removed from the test unit
to simulate a fault in that
panel.
Note. + 1.1 volt at terminals
29 and/or 9 is the correct condition to obtain a good panel
(green) indication with TEST
ALIGN meter connected and
SERV SEL switch set to H
and/or K. (However, the 1.1volt reading must be measured
with TEST ALIGN meter out
of the circuit.) With this
symptom, panel 1A18 is providing a good panel output
even though panel 1A13 has
been simulated faulty by its
removal.
With TEST ALIGN meter
disconnected (METER
SELECT switch set to
any position except SERV
FAC), 1A13 mon H output
at terminal 29 is less than
+1.1 volt with a good
panel 1A13 installed in
TD-353/U test unit.
(When TEST ALIGN
meter is connected, it does
not read in green area
with SERV SEL switch at
H. Therefore, panel 1A18

Probable trouble

Defective 1A13 mon H output circuit CR1, or defective 1A13 mon K
output circuit CR4.

Correction

Check CR1 or CR4.

Note. If only one of above
mentioned detector circuit
were working (and output
circuits were also good), the
voltage at terminal 29 and/or
9 would decrease to provide
a 1A13 bad panel indication
on the TEST ALIGN meter.

One or more defective
detector circuits Z1
through Z4 and/or associated buffer or inverter
stages.
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a. Check waveform at J10. If
absent, check Q1. If present, check applicable side
of Z1. If this side of Z1
checks good, proceed to b
below.
b. Check waveform at J9. If
absent, check Q2. If present, check applicable side
of Z1. If this side checks
good, proceed to c below.
c. Check waveform at J16. If
absent, check Q3. If present, check applicable side

TM 11-5805-367-35/3

Item.
No.

Symptom

Probable trouble

is providing a bad panel
output when panel 1A13
is good.)

Correction

d.

e.

f.

g.

3

4

With TEST ALIGN meter
disconnected (METER
SELECT switch set to
any position except SERV
FAC), 1A13 mon K output at terminal 9 is less
than +1.1 volt with a
good panel 1A13 installed
in TD-353/U test unit.
(When TEST ALIGN
meter is connected, it
does not read in green
area with SERV SEL
switch at K. Therefore,
panel 1A18 is providing
a bad panel output when
panel 1A13 is good.)
No 1A7 mon E output at
terminal 10. (TEST
ALIGN meter does not
read in green area with
SERV SEL switch at E.)

Detector circuits Z4, Z6,
and/or associated buffer
and flip-flop stages
defective

a.

b.

c.

Peak detector CR5,
CR6, or preceding
amplifier Q11 and/or
buffer Q12 stages
defective.
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of Z2. If this side checks
good, proceed to d below.
Cheek waveform at J11. If
absent, check R9. If present, check applicable side
of Z2. If this side checks
good, proceed to e below.
Check waveform at J13. If
absent, check Q5 and Q4.
If present check applicable
side of Z3. If this side
checks good proceed to f
below.
Check waveform at J12. If
absent, check R19. If
present, check applicable
side of Z3. If this side
also checks good, proceed
to g below.
Check waveform at J4. If
absent, check Q7 and Q6.
If present, check applicable side of Z4.
Check waveform at J1. If
absent, check Q8. If
present, check applicable
side of Z4. If this side
cheeks good, proceed to
b below.
Check waveform at J5. If
absent, check Z5 and/or
Q9. If present, check
applicable side of Z6, If
this side checks good,
proceed to c below.
Check waveform at J7. If
absent, check Q10 If
present, check applicable
side of Z6.

Check waveform at J15. If
present, check CR5, CR6, and
associated parts. If absent,
check Q12 and Q11
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Item.
No.
5

6

7

8

Symptom

No 1A13 mon M output at
terminal 7. (TEST
ALIGN meter does not
read in green area with
SERV SEL switch at M.)
No 1A10 mon J output at
terminal 16. (TEST
ALIGN meter does not
read in green area with
SERV SEL switch at J.)
No 1A12 mon L output at
terminal 1. (TEST
ALIGN meter does not
read in green area with
SERV SEL switch at L.)
No 1A12 mon N output at
terminal 6. (TEST
ALIGN meter does not
read in green area with
SERV SEL switch at N.)

Probable trouble

Correction

CR7, R45, R46, or C13
defective.

Check CR7, R45, R46, and C13.

CR8 or Q13 defective

Check CR8 and Q13.

Peak detector CR9,
CR10, or preceding
flip-flop Z7, and/or
buffer Q14 defective.

Check waveform at J6. If
present, check CR9, CR10,
and associated parts. If absent, check Z7 and Q14.

Peak detector CR11,
CR12, or buffer Q15
defective.

Check CR11, CR12, and Q15.

b. Transistor Terminal Voltages. The transistor terminal voltages listed below were measured with respect
to ground with the ME-26B/U and the figure references were to waveform- measurements made with the
oscilloscope under the following conditions:
(1) Test multiplexer connected for loop-back operation.
(2) One channel modulated with internal 1,100-cps test tone.
(3) ADDRESS switch at MASTER.
(4) AUX switch at OUT.
(5) 2 WIRE TD-352/U WIRE switch at 4 WIRE.
(6) Transistor terminal voltages are as follows:

Change 3
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Transistor

Base

Q1 a------------------------Q2 a------------------------Q3 a------------------------Q4 a------------------------Q5 a------------------------Q6 a------------------------Q7 a------------------------Q8 b------------------------Q9 b------------------------Q10 b ----------------------Q11 c ---------------------Q12 c ---------------------Q13 d ----------------------Q14 e ----------------------Q15 f------------------------

Emitter

-3.6 ----------------------3.6 ----------------------1.6 ----------------------1.7 -------------------------------------------------1.7 -------------------------------------------------20, fig. 6-88-----------18, fig. 6-88-----------19,fig. 6-86------------+0.3----------------------6.0 ---------------------12,fig. 6-88------------15, fig. 6-88-----------16, fig. 6-88------------

Collector

-3.59---------------------3.5 ----------------------1.7 ----------------------1.8 ---------------------0-------------------------1.8 ----------------------0-------------------------1, fig. 6-88 ------------18, fig. 6-88-----------5, fig. 6-88 ------------+1.7---------------------5.8 ---------------------12, fig. 6-88-----------15, fig. 6-88-----------6, fig. 6-88 -------------

a SERV SEL switch of H; METER SELECT switch at SERV FAC.
b SERV SEL switch at K; METER SELECT switch at SERV FAC
c SERV SEL switch at E; METER SELECT switch at SERV FAC.

+4.5.
+4.5.
+4.5.
+4.5.
-1.2.
+4.5.
-1.4.
+4.5.
+4.5.
+4.5.
-6.0.
-12.0.
-4.5.
-4.5.
-4.5

d SERV SEL switch at J; METER SELECT switch at SERV FAC.
e SERV SEL switch at L; METER SELECT switch at SERV FAC.
f SERV SEL switch at N; METER SELECT switch at SERV FAC.

c. Module Terminal Voltages. The module terminal voltages listed below were measured with respect to
ground with the ME-26B/U and the figure references are to waveform measurements made with the
oscilloscope under the following conditions:
(1) Test multiplexer connected for loop-back operation.
(2) One channel modulated with internal 1,100-cps test tone.
(3) ADDRESS switch at MASTER.
(4) AUX switch at OUT.
(5) 2 WIRE-4 WIRE switch at 4 WIRE.
(6) Module terminal voltages are as follows:
Module
Z1 ----------Z2 ----------Z3 ----------Z4 ----------Z5 ----------Z6 ----------Z7 -----------

2

3

-3.59 -------- ---------------1.7---------- ---------------1.2---------- ---------------1.4---------- ----------------------------- 18, fig. 6-88 -3, fig. 6-88- ----------------------------- 15, fig. 6-88 --

6

7

9

+2.2a --------- +2.2 -------- ----------------+2;2a --------- +2.2 -------- ----------------+2.2a --------- +2.2 -------- ----------------+2.2a --------- ------------- -------------------------------- ------------- 18, fig. 6-88 ---------------- ------------- -------------------------------- ------------- 15, fig. 6-88 -

a Inputs to panel present and correct..

Change 3
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10
-3.5.
-1.5.
-1.6.
1, fig. 6 88.
3, fig. 6-88
5, fig. 6-88
4, fig. 6-88
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4-31. Panel 2A18, Troubleshooting
a. Troubleshooting Chart. In the following procedure, a faulty type 36 module can be detected by
measuring the voltage at pins 4 and 8 (approximately +2 volts dc) and at the emitters of transistors Q1 and Q2
(greater than 1.5 volts).

Item.
No.
1

2

Symptom

With TEST ALIGN meter
disconnected (METER
SELECT switch set to
any position except SERV
FAC), 2A13 mon H output at terminal 31, 2A13
mon K output at terminal
10, or 2A12 mon N output
at terminal 3 remain at
+ 1.1 volt when panels
2A13 and 2A12 are removed from the test unit
to simulate faults in those
panels.
Note. + 1.1 volt at terminals 31,10, and 3 is the correct condition to obtain a good
panel (green) indication with
TEST ALIGN meter connected and SERV SEL switch
set to H, K, and/or N. (However, the 1.1-volt reading must
be measured with TEST
ALIGN meter out of the circuit.) With this symptom,
panel 2A18 is providing good
panel output even though
panels 2A13 and 2A12 have
been simulated faulty by their
removal.
With TEST ALIGN meter
disconnected (METER
SELECT switch set to
any position except SERV
FAC), 2A13 mon H output
at terminal 31 is less than
+1.1 volt with a good
2A13 panel installed in
TD-352/U test unit.
(When TEST ALIGN
meter is connected, it does
not read in green area

Probable trouble

Defective 2A13 mon H
output circuit CR1,
2A13 mon K output
circuit CR9, or 2A12
mon N output circuit
CR13.

Correction

Check CR1, CR9, and/or CR13.

Note. If only one of
above mentioned detector
circuits were working (and
output circuits were good)
the voltage at terminal 31,
10, and/or 3 would decrease
to provide a bad panel indication on the TEST ALIGN
meter.

One or more defective desector circuits Z1 through
Z4 and/or associated
buffer or inverter stages.

Change 4
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a. Check waveform at J10. If
absent, check Q1. If
present, check applicable
side of Z1. If this side
checks good, proceed to b
below.
b. Check waveform at J9. If
absent, check Q2. If
present, check applicable
side of Z1. If this side
also checks good, proceed
to c below.

TM 11-5805-367-35/3

Item.
No.

Symptom

Probable trouble

with SERV SEL switch at
H. Therefore, panel 2A18
is providing a bad panel
output when panel 2A13 is
good.)

3

With TEST ALIGN meter
disconnected (METER
SELECT switch set to any
position except SERV
FAC), 2A13 mon K output at terminal 10 is less
than +1.1 volt with a
good 2A13 panel installed
in TD-352/U test unit.
(When TEST ALIGN meter is connected, it does
not read in green area
with SERV SEL switch
set to K. Therefore,
panel 2A18 is providing a
panel-bad output when
panel 2A13 is good.)

Detector circuit Z8 and/or
associated flip-flop and
buffer circuits defective.
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Correction

c. Check waveform at J4. If
absent, check Q4 and Q3.
If present, check applicable
side of Z2. If this side
checks good, proceed to d
below.
d. Check waveform at J16. If
absent, check Q6 and Q5.
If present, check applicable
side of Z2. If this side
also checks good, proceed
to e below.
e. Check waveform at J12. If
absent, check R20. If
present, check applicable
side of Z3. If this side
checks good, proceed to f
below.
f. Check waveform at J11. If
absent, check Q7. If
present, check applicable
side of Z3. If this side is
also good, proceed to g
below.
g. Check waveform at J13. If
absent, check R26. If
present, check applicable
side of Z4.
a. Check waveform at J5. If
absent, check Z7 and Q12.
If present, check applicable side of Z8. If this
side checks good, proceed
to b below.
b. Check waveform at J7. If
absent, check Q13. If
present, check applicable
side of Z8.
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Item.
No.
4

5

6

7

Symptom

With TEST ALIGN meter
disconnected (METER
SELECT switch set to any
position except SERV
FAC), 2A12 mon N output at terminal 3 is less
than +1.1 volt with a
good 2A12 panel installed
in TD-352/U test unit.
(When TEST ALIGN meter is connected, it does
not read in green area with
SERV SEL switch set to
N. Therefore, panel
2A18 is providing a panel
bad output when panel
2A12 is good.)
No 2A12 mon L output at
terminal 1. (TEST
ALIGN meter reads in
green area with SERV
SEL switch set to L.)
No 2A10 mon B or J output at terminal 16.
(TEST ALIGN meter
does not read in green
area with SERV SEL
switch set to B or J.)
NOTE. Approximately
+0.29 volt at terminal 16 is
the current condition to obtain in a good panel (green)
indication with test align
meter connected and SERV
SEL switch set to B. (However 0.29 volt reading must
be measured with test align
meter out of the circuit.)
With this condition, panel
2A18 is provided good
panel output even though
panel 2A10 has been simulated faulty by its removal.
No 2A7 mon E output at
terminal 9. (TEST
ALIGN mEter does not
read in green area with
SERV SEL switch set
to E.)

Probable trouble

Correction

Detector circuit Z9 and/or
associated buffer stages
defective.

a. Check waveform at J8. If
absent, check Q17. If
present, check applicable
side of Z9. If this side
checks good, proceed to b
below.
b. Check waveform at J17. If
absent, check Q18. If
present, check applicable
side of Z9.

Peak detector CR7, CR8,
flip-flop Z6, or buffer
Q11 defective.

Check waveform at J6. If
present, check CR7 and
CR8. If absent, check Z6,
and Q11.

CR10 or Q14 defective

Check CR10 and Q14.

NOTE. CR 10. defective
(NSN 5805-00-916-5964).

Peak detector CR12,
CR11 and/or amplifier
Q15, Q16, defective.

Change 4
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Check waveform at J15. If
present, check CR12 and
CR11. If absent, check
Q15 and Q16.
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b. Transistor Terminal Voltages. The transistor terminal voltages listed below were measured with respect
to ground with the ME-26B/U and the figure references are to waveform measurements with the AN/USM-140
under the following conditions:
(1) Test multiplexer connected for loop-back operation.
(2) One channel modulated with internal 1,100-cps test tone.
(3) ADDRESS switch at MASTER.
(4) AUX switch at OUT.
(5) 2 WIRE-4 WIRE switch at 4 WIRE.
(6) Transistor terminal voltages are as follows:
Transistor
Q1a ------------------------Q2a-------------------------Q3a ------------------------Q4a-------------------------Q5a.------------------------Q6a.. -----------------------Q7a-------------------------Q11b -----------------------Q12c -----------------------Q13c -----------------------Q14d -----------------------Q15e ----------------------Q16e ----------------------Q17fg ----------------------Q18fh -----------------------

Base
7, fig. 6-90 ------------6, fig. 6-90 ------------18, fig. 6-90-----------18, fig. 6-90-----------12, fig. 6-90-----------12, fig. 6-90-----------20, fig. 6-90-----------15, fig. 6-90-----------17, fig. 6-90-----------4, fig. 6-90 ------------11, fig. 6-90-----------+ 0.4 --------------------+ 0.7 --------------------5, fig. 6-90 ------------14, fig. 6-90------------

Emitter
7, fig. 6-90 ------------6, fig. 6-90 ------------18, fig. 6-90-----------0-------------------------12, fig. 6-90-----------0-------------------------8, fig. 6-90 ------------15, fig. 6-90-----------17, fig. 6-90-----------4, fig. 6-90 ------------11, fig. 6-90-----------+ 0.7--------------------- 0.7 --------------------5, fig. 6-90 ------------14, fig. 6-90 -----------

a SERV SEL switch at H; METER SELECT switch at a SERV
FAC.
b PCM IN connector removed (unit out of frame). SERV SEL
switch at L; METER SELECT switch at a SERV FAC.
c SERV SEL switch at K; METER SELECT switch at SERV FAC.

Collector
+4.5.
+4.5.
+4.5.
1, fig. 6-90
+4.5.
13, fig. 6-90
+4.5.
-4.5.
-4.5.
+4.5.
-4.5.
-1.0.
-12.0.
+4.5.
+4.5.

d SERV SEL switch at J; METER SELECT switch at SERV FAC.
e SERV SEL switch at E; METER SELECT switch at SERV FAC.
f SERV SEL switch at N; METER SELECT switch at SERV FAC.
g Terminal 6 terminated In 91 ohm load.
h Terminal 6 terminated in 91-ohm load.
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c. Module Terminal Voltages. The module terminal voltages listed below were measured with respect to
ground with the ME-26B/U and the figure references are to waveform measurements made with the
oscilloscope under the following conditions:
(1) Test multiplexer connected for loop-back operation.
(2) One channel modulated with internal 1,100-cps test tone.
(3) ADDRESS switch at MASTER.
(4) AUX switch at OUT.
(5) 2 WIRE-4 WIRE switch at 4 WIRE.
(6) Module terminal voltages are as follows:
Module
Z1b ---------Z2b --------Z3b --------Z4b --------Z6c ---------Z7d ---------Z8d ---------Z9e ----------

2

3

7, fig. 6-90- --------------18, fig. 6-90 ---------------1.3---------- ---------------1.6---------- ----------------------------- 15, fig. 6-90
--------------- 17, fig. 6-90
2, fig. 6-90- --------------5, fig. 6-90- ---------------

6

7

9

<+1.0 a------- <+1.0 a ---- ----------------<+1.0 a------- <+1.0 a ---- ----------------<+1.0 a------- <+1.0 a ----- ----------------<+1.0 a---------------------- ------------- 15, fig. 6-90 ---------------- ------------- 17, fig. 6-90 <+1.0 a------- <+1.0 a ---- ----------------<+1.0 a------- <+1.0 a ---- -----------------

a All Inputs to panel present and correct.
b SERV SEL switch at H; METER SELECT switch at SERV FAC.
c SERV SEL switch at L; METER SELECT switch at SERV FAC.

10
6, fig. 6-90
13, fig. 6-90
8, fig. 6-90.
-2.0.
-2.0.
4, fig. 6-90.
14, fig. 6-90

PCM IN connector removed (unit out of frame).
d SERV SEL switch at K; METER SELECT switch at SERV FAC.
e SERV SEL switch at N; METER SELECT switch at SERV FAC.

4-32. Panel 1A19/2A19, Troubleshooting
a. Troubleshooting Chart. To troubleshoot unregulated power supply 1A19/2A19, connect the receptacle
end of the extender cable (fig. 4-1) to jack J1 on the rear of the power supply and connect the plug end of the
extender cable into jack J40 in the panel 2A19 compartment of the TD-352/U or jack J60 in the panel 1A19
compartment of the TD-353/U.

Change 3
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Item.
No.

Symptom

Probable trouble

1

Power supply causes AC
POWER fuses on front
panel of test unit to blow.

Short circuit across primary winding of power
transformer T1, or one or
more shorted rectifier
circuit diodes.
Open primary winding on
T1.

2

Simultaneous loss of all output voltages (AC POWER
fuses good).

3

One or more rectified output
line fuses keep blowing.

Short circuit across output
terminals of inoperative
line.

4

No output from one or more
rectified output lines.

Associated secondary winding of T1, rectifier diodes,
or filter choke winding
open.

Correction

a. Check 115-volt ac power input terminals 4 and 5 for
shorted connector pins.
b. Check rectifier diodes.
Check dc resistance across terminals 1 and 2 of T1. If
reading exceeds about 1 ohm,
winding is defective.
a. Check for shorted connector
pins of appropriate
terminals.
b. Check filter capacitors.
Check dc resistance of chokes
and T1 secondary windings
with values given in b below.

b. Dc Resistance of T1 Secondary Windings and Chokes.
Part

T1

L1

Measure across
terminals
1 and 2
3 and 5
6 and 8
9 and 11
12 and 14
15 and 17
1 and 2
3 and 4
5 and 6
7 and 8
9 and 10
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Dc resistance
in ohms
0.8
1.0
.5
.2
.4
.2
1.57
.75
.75
.55
.27
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Section III. ALIGNMENT
4-33. General
a. General support alignment procedures for the TD-352/U and TD-353/U involve the following four internal
adjustments on the multiplexer panels.
Adjustment

Panel

-5.2V
Phase adjust C1
Phase adjust R5
Phase adjust R06

1A1/2A1
1A6/2A6
1A14A/2A14A
1A14A/2A14A

b. The procedures given in paragraph 4-34 must be used after repair of either panel 1A1/2A1 or 1A6/2A6.
The procedures given in paragraph 4-36 should be performed befor and after repair of panel 1A14A/2A14A.
Note. After making these adjustments and before proceeding to the unit performance test, the direct support alignment procedure must be
performed.

4-34. Panel 1A1/2A1,-5.2-Volt Regulated Output Voltage Adjustment
a. Remove panel 1A1/2A1 from the test unit, and place it on the bench.
b. Connect the extender cable (fig. 4-1) between jack J1 on the panel and jack J41 (TD-362/U test unit) or
jack J61 (TD-353/U test unit).
c. Remove the button plug on the left side of panel 1A1/2A1. This provides access to the -5.2-volt
adjustment, potentiometer R53.
d. Connect the TS-443/U between the front panel -5.2-volt test point ( - ) and terminal 10 of jack J1
(ground).
e. Adjust the TS-443/U to the range giving the highest scale reading for -5.2 volts.
f. Adjust potentiometer R53 for -5.2 ± 0.01 volts dc output.
g. Perform the direct support alignment procedures given in paragraph 3-10.
4-35. Panel 1A6/2A6, Capacitor C1 Adjustment
a. Install panel 1A6/2A6 on the extender panel.
b. Connect the oscilloscope probe to jack J5 and ground the probe to terminal 30 of panel 1A6/2A6.
c. Adjust PAM potentiometer R1 or R11, of one modem panel 1A2/2A2 to provide a positive going pulse at
J5.
d. Adjust capacitor C1 on 1A6/2A6 to give minimum ringing on leading edge of pam pulse without lowering
the risetime of the pulse.
e. Perform the complete direct support alignment procedure given in chapter 3.
4-36. Panel 1A14A/2A14A Adjustments
Adjust resistors R5 and R106 as follows.
a. Install 15, 1A14A/2A14A on panel.
b. Connect one channel of the AN/USM-140 to terminal 26 of J8 and the other channel to jack J3. Ground
the AN/USM-140 probes to terminal 6 or J8.
c. Adjust R5 so that the signal at J3 trails the signal at terminal 26 of J8 by 340 ± 10 ns in the TD-352/U, or
320 ns in the TD-353/U. The delay between the signals is measured on their negative going edges at the 50 %
point of their peak-to-peak amplitude.
d. Connect one channel of the AN/USM-140 to terminal 22 of J8 and the other channel to J7.
e. Operate switch S1 on the 1A14A/2A14A panel to N.T.
f. Adjust R106 so that the signal at J7 trails the signal at terminal 22 of J8 by 360 ± 10 ns in the TD-352/U or
TD/353/U. The delay between the signals is measured on their negative going edges at the 50% point of their
peak-to-peak amplitude.
Change 3
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CHAPTER 5
GENERAL SUPPORT TESTING PROCEDURES
5-1. General
a. These testing procedures are prepared for use by Electronics Field Maintenance Shops and Electronics
Service Organizations responsible for general support maintenance of electronic equipment to determine the
acceptability of repaired electronic equipment. These procedures set forth specific requirements that repaired
electronic equipment must meet before it is returned to the using organization. The testing procedures may
also be used as a guide for the testing of equipment that kiss been repaired at direct support if the proper tools
and test equipment are available. Perform the physical test and inspection (para 5-4) on the TD-352/U or TD353/U. Refer to paragraphs 5-5 and 5-6 to perform the unit performance test on the TD-352/U. Refer to pam
graphs 5-7 and 5-8 to perform the unit performance test on the TD-353/U.
b. Each test depends on the preceding test for certain operating procedures. Comply with the instructions
preceding each chart before proceeding to the chart. Perform each teat in sequence. Do not vary the
sequence. For each step, perform all the actions required in the Control settings columns; then perform each
specific test procedure, and verify it against its performance standard.
5-2. Test Equipment, Materials, and Other Equipment
a. General. All test equipment, materials, and other equipment required to perform the testing procedures
given in this section are listed in the following charts and were authorized under TA 11-17 and TA 11-100(1117).
b. Test Equipment.
Nomenclature
Multiplexer TD-352/U a
(two reqd).
Multiplexer TD-353/U b
(two reqd).
Signal Generator
SG-71/FCC.
Headset-Micro phone
H-91A/U.
Headset HS-33/U
a
b

Federal stock No.

Technical manual

5805-900-8199

TM 11-5805-367-12.

5805-900-8200

TM 11-5805-367-12.

6625-669-0255.

TM 11-5088.

5965-699-6871.

TM 11-5805-367-12.

5965-170-4814.

TD-352/U test only.
TD-353/U test only.

c. Materials.
Materials
Cable Assembly, Radio Frequency CG-1040B/U (5 at
(three reqd).
22 AWG wire ----------------Resistor, 600 ohms, 1%

Federal stock No.
5995-913-0509

d. Other Equipment. Electric Light Assembly MX-1292/PAQ, FSN 6695-537-4470, TM 11-5540.
5-3. Modification Work Orders
The performance standards listed in the tests (para 5-5 and 5-7) assume that no modification work orders have
been performed. A listing of current modification work orders will be found in DA Pam 310-1.
Change 4

5-1
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5-4. Physical Tests and Inspections
a. Test Equipment and Materials. Electric Light Assembly MX-1292/PAQ.
b. Test Connections and Conditions.
(1) Do not make any connections to the equipment.
(2) When repairs are completed and before reassembly of the equipment, perform the checks given in c below.
(3) Connect the MX-1292/PAQ to a 115-volt, 60-cps source, and install the wide band transmission filter.
c. Test Procedure.
Control settings
Step
No.

1

.

Test procedure
Test equipment

N/A-------------------

Performance standard

Equipment under test

Controls may be in
any position.

a. Inspect front panel for evidence of physical damage,
loose or missing parts,
screws, or panel fasteners.
b. Inspect connectors and plugs
for cleanliness and evidence
of physical damage.
c. Remove and check all fuses
for proper size and amperage rating.
d. Check all filter capacitors for
evidence of overheating.
e. Check all resistors for evidence
of overheating.
f. Inspect all wiring and cabling
for worn or frayed insulation.
g. Inspect all metal surfaces for
conditions of finish.
Note. Touchup paint is recommended instead of refinishing
whenever practical (TB SIG 364).
5-2

a. Front panel is complete and
not damaged.

b. Connectors and plugs are clean
and not damaged.
c. Fuses are properly sized and
rated as indicated on panel
markings.
d. Capacitors show no evidence
of leakage.
e. Resistors show no signs of discoloration due to overheating.
f. Wiring and cabling are free of
cuts and frays.
g. All metal surfaces intended to
be painted do not show bare
metal. Panel lettering is
legible.
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2

N/A

Controls may be in
any position.

Check the equipment for applicable modification work orders.
(Refer to DA Pam 310-4 for a
list of MWO's.)

If MWO is performed, MWO
number appears on equipment.

Controls may be in any
position.

a. Expose equipment to direct
rays of MK-1292/PAQ, and
inspect condition of moisture-fungiproofing epoxy.

a. All components, wiring, and
chassis surfaces are completely covered with moisture-fungiproofing epoxy
with no evidence of it on
connectors or switch contacts.
Note. Do not apply moisturefungiproofing or epoxy to parts
not originally treated with it.

MX-1292/PAQ
3

245V FOR M.V. LAMP:
ON.

Note. Moisture-fungiproofing
appears blue-green under rays of
MX-1292/PAQ. Epoxy appears
milky-white, but blue-gray if
defective.
b. Operate MX-1292/PAQ 245V
FOR M.V. LAMP switch to
OFF.

5-3

b. None.
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5-5. Performance Tests (TD-352/U)
(fig. 5-1)
a. Test Equipment and Materials.
(1) Multiplexer TD-352/U (two required).
(6) Voltmeter Meter ME-30B/U.
(2) Signal Generator SG-71/FCC.
(3) Headset-Microphone H-91A/U.
(4) Headset HS-33/U
(5) Cable Assembly, Radio Frequency, CG-1040B/U (three required).
b. Test Connections and Conditions. Loop-back the TD-352/U pcm and timing connections as shown in figure 15, Do not connect the second TD352/U test unit, SG-71/FCC, or H-91A/U. until told to do so.
Note 1. When testing panel 1A2/2A2, always install panel 1A2/2A2 in channel 1, 3 position.
Note 2. When testing panel 2A10, the procedures in steps 1 and 2 must be performed twice; once with panel 2A10 in the receive side of the TD-352/U and once with panel 2A10 in the transmit
side of the TD-352/U.

c. Test Procedures.
Control settings
Step
No.

1

Test procedure
Test equipment

TD-352/U test unit:
AC POWER: OFF Install
1A6/2A6 coder panel in the
coder align panel. Turn
TD-352/U AC Power ON.

Performance standard

Equipment under test

Transmit timing and transmit
timing fault locator tests.
a. Adjust oscilloscope a horizontal
swap of 0.5 µsec/cm and a vertical deflection of 2.0 V/cm.
b. Connect oscilloscope probe
to PCM OUT connector on
front panel of test unit, and
connect oscilloscope external
trigger to Scope Sync connector
on test unit.
c. Adjust coder align panel potentiometer from -2.5 to
+2.5 VDC.

d. Turn TD-352/U test unit AC
POWER to OFF. Remove
coder align panel and reinstall
1A6/2A6 panel in test unit. Turn
test unit AC Power ON.
Change 4
5-5

a. None

b. None.

c. Verify on oscilloscope a binary
count from 0(000000) thru 63
(111111). If binary count is
missing, assume 1A6/2A6 panel
is inoperative.
d. None
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c. Test Procedure-Continued
Control settings
Step
No.

1.1

Test procedure
Test equipment

TD-352/U test unit:
AC POWER: ON
METER SELECT:
SERV FAC
ADDRESS: MASTER
AUX: OUT
2 WIRE-4 WIRE: 4
WIRE
CHAN I-12: OFF
Second TD-352/U:
AC POWER: OFF

Performance standard

Equipment under test

a. Set SERV SEL switch (primary TD-352/U) to A.
b. Set SERV SEL switch to Cc. Connect SYNC OUT XMTR
output of second TD-352/U
to SYNC IN input of
primary TD-352/U test
unit.
d. Set AC POWER switch of
second TD-352/U to ON.
e. Set METER SELECT switch
(primary TD-352/U) to
SYNC IN.
f. Set METER SELECT switch
to SERV FAC.
g. Set SERV SEL switch to A
h. Set SERV SEL switch to C
i. Set AC POWER switch of
second TD-352/U to OFF.
j. Set SERV SEL switch (primary TD-352/U) to D.
k. Set METER SELECT
switch to TIMING IN.
l. Connect SYNC OUT XMTR
output of primary TD-352/
if test unit to SYNC IN
input of second TD-352/U.
m. Set AC POWER switch of
second TD-352/U to ON.
Change 4
5-6

a. TEST ALIGN meter reads in
green area.
b. TEST ALIGN meter reads in
green area.
c. None.

d. None.
e. TEST ALIGN meter reads in
green area.
f. None.
g. TEST ALIGN meter reads in
green area.
h. TEST ALIGN meter reads in
green area.
i. None.
j. TEST ALIGN meter reads
in green area.
k. TEST ALIGN meter reads
in green area.
l. None.

m. None.
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c. Test Procedures-Continued
Control settings
Step
No.

Test procedure
Test equipment

Performance standard

Equipment under test

n. Set METER SELECT switch
of second TD-352/U to
SYNC IN.
o. Set AC POWER switch of
second TD-352/U to OFF.
p. Set METER SELECT switch
(primary TD-352/U) to
SERV FAC.
q. Set SERV SEL switch to B
r. Set SERV SEL switch to
OSC.
s. Adjust OSC ADJUST control for hairline indication
on TEST ALIGN meter.
t. Set SERV SEL switch to
CHAN 1-12 position.

Change 4

5-6.1/(5-6.2 blank)

n. TEST ALIGN meter of second
TD-352/U reads in green
area.
o. None.
p. None.

q. TEST ALIGN meter reads
in green area.
r. None.
s. None.

t. None.

c. Test Procedures-Continued
Step
No

2
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Control settings
Test equipment

No changes required

Test procedure
u. In sequence, set CHAN 1-12
switch to positions 1 through
12, observing TEST ALIGN
meterreading for each
position.
r. Set CHAN 1-12 switch to 1
Receive timing and receive timing
fault locator tests
a. Set SERV SEL switch (primary
TD-352/U) to H.
b. Set SERV SEL switch to K
c. Set SERV SEL switch to J.
d. Disconnect CG-1040B/U from
PCM IN connector.
e. Set SERV SEL switch to M
f. Reconnect CG-1040B/U to PCM
IN connector.

g. Set METER SELECT switch to
TIMING IN.
h. Connect SYNC OUT RCVR
output of primary TD-352/U
test unit to SYNC IN input of
second TD-352/U.
i. See that METER SELECT switch
of second TD-352/U is set to
SYNC IN.
j. Set AC POWER switch of second
TD-352/U to ON.
k. Set AC POWER switch of
second TD-352/U to OFF

CHANGE 4

Performance standard

Equipment under test

5-7

u. TEST ALIGN meter reads on or
near hairline for each channel.

r. None.

a. TEST ALIGN meter reads in
green area.
b. TEST ALIGN meter reads in
green area.
c. TEST ALIGN meter reads in
green area.
d. Buzzer sounds and FRAME
indicator lights.
e. TEST ALIGN meter reads in
green area.
f. Buzzer stops, FRAME indicator
extinguishes, and TEST
ALIGN meter reading drops to
left of green area.
g. TEST ALIGN meter reads in
green area.
h. None.

i. None.

j. TEST ALIGN meter of second TD352/U reads in green area.
k. None.

c. Test Procedures-Continued
Step
No
3

Control settings
Test equipment
Same as step 1 except:
SG-71/FCC
Power ON: ON
RANGE: X10
Tuning vernier: 110
AMPLITUDE:-4
dbm
MOD. BAL.BAL.
UNBAL
BAL.
Note. Precise setting of 1,100
cps not critical. (Dial setting is
sufficient; frequency measurement not necessary.)

4
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No changes required.

Test procedure

Performance standard

Equipment under test
Modulator, sample and store,
coder timing, coder pam monitor,
noise generator, and noise
generator monitor tests
a. Set CHAN 1-12 switch to
OFF and connect 1,100 cps
BAL. OUTPUT of SG-71/
FCC to pins A and B of
AUDIO CHAN connector
1-4 (audio in 1 for channel 1).
b. Set METER SELECT switch
to SERV FAC.
c. Set SERV SEL switch to E.
d. Remove 1,100-cps tone.
e. Reconnect 1,100-cps tone.
f. Set METER SELECT switch
to NOISE GEN.
g. Connect 1,100-cps BAL. OUTPUT of SG-71/FCC to pins
E and F of AUDIO CHAN
connector 1-4 (audio in 2 for
channel 3).
h. Set METER SELECT switch
to SERV FAC.
i. See that SERV SEL switch is
set to E.
Pcm in traffic detector, coder, pcm
output, and transmit and receive
address tests

5-8

a. None.

b. None.
c. TEST ALIGN meter reads in
green area.
d. TEST ALIGN meter reads
out of green area.
e. None.
f. TEST ALIGN meter reads in
green area.
g. None.

h. None.
i. TEST ALIGN meter reads in
green area.

a. Set METER SELECT switch
to PCM IN.
b. Disconnect CG-1040B/U from
PCM IN connector.
c. Reconnect CG-1040B/U to PCM
IN connector.
d. Set ADDRESS switch to
SLAVE.

e. Set METER SELECT switch
to SERV FAC.
f. Set SERV SEL switch to F

5

No changes required.

g. Connect Headset HS-33/U to
pins G and H of AUDIO
CHAN connector 1-4 (audio
out 2 for channel 3) and
listen to 1-100-cps tone.
h. Remove modulation and listen
to channel.
i. Reconnect modulation to pins
A and B of AUDIO CHAN
connector 1-4 (audio in 1
for channel 1).
Pcm input and pcm monitoring
tests
a. Set SERV SEL switch to L
b. Disconnect CG-1040B/U from
PCM IN connector.

Change 4

5-9
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a. TEST ALIGN meter reads in
green area.
b. No reading on TEST ALIGN
meter.
c. None.
d. Test unit frames-in on SLAVE
(2 kc) address; TEST ALIGN
meter reads in green area Unit
may go into alarm, but only
momentarily.
e. None.

f. TEST ALIGN meter reads in
green area.
g. 1,100-cps tone is clear and free
of distortion.

h. Channel is free of random clicks.
i. None.

a. None.
b. TEST ALIGNMENT meter reads
in green area, buzzer sounds,
and FRAME indicator lights.

c. Test Procedures-Continued
Step
No

TM 11-5805-367-35/3

Control settings
Test equipment

Test procedure
c. Reconnect CG-1040B/U to PCM
IN connector.
d. Set SERV SEL switch to N.

6

Adjust output of Sg71/FCC to -4.0 dbm
for steps b and f.

Performance standard

Equipment under test

Decoder, demodulator, and audio
measure tests
a. Set SERV SEL switch to CHAN
1-12.
b. Set CHAN 1-12 switch to OFF.
c. Reconnect ME-30B/U and 600
ohm resistor to pins C and D
of AUDIO CHAN connector 14 (AUDIO OUT-1 for channel
1).

d. Reconnect Headset HS-33/U to
pins C and D of AUDIO CHAN
connector 1-4 and listen to
1,100 Hz tone.
e. Remove 1100 Hz input to pins A
and B and Headset HS-33/U
from pins C and D of AUDIO
CHAN connector 1-4.

Change 4

5-10

c. Buzzer stops, FRAME indicator
extinguishes, and no reading
on TEST ALIGN meter.
d. TEST ALIGN meter reads in
green area.

a. None.
b. None.
c. ME-30B/U to read -4±1 dbm
Note. Performance is affected by
setting of demodulator gain control. Test
unit demodulators should be set to give
hairline readings on TEST ALIGN meter
in loop-back condition. If a type 1A2/2A2
panel is being checked after repair, its
gain setting may not give hairline reading
under loop-back conditions.

d. Audio tone is clear and free of
distortion.

e. ME-30B/U reads less than -20
dbm

c. Test Procedures-Continued
Step
No

TM 11-5805-367-35/3

Control settings
Test equipment

Test procedure

Performance standard

Equipment under test
f. Connect 1100 Hz input
to pins E and F of AUDIO
CHAN connector 14 (AUDIO
IN-2 for Channel 3)
g. Reconnect ME-30B/U and 600
ohm resistor to pins G and H of
AUDIO CHAN connector 1-4
AUDIO OUT-2 for Channel 3).
h. None.
i. Reconnect Headset
HS-33/U to pins G and H of
AUDIO CHAN connector 14
and listen to 1100 Hz tone
j. Remove 1 100 Hz input to
pins E and F and Headset
HS-33/U from pins G and H
of AUDIO CHAN connector
1-4.

Change 4

5-10.1/(5-10.2 blank)

f. None

g. ME-30B/U reads 4+ I dbm

h. None.
i. Audio tone is clear and free
of distortion.

j. ME-30B/U reads less than.
-20 dbm

c. Test Procedures-Continued
Step
No

7

8
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Control settings
Test equipment

Test procedure

Performance standard

Equipment under test
NOTE: Before performing this test,
insure that the TEST ALIGN meter
indicates within the green area
when SERV SEL switch is in
position-G; if the meter does not
indicate within the green area
adjust common channel level
potentiometer (R6) on panel
1A6/2A6.
Pcm from aux monitoring tests
a. Disconnect loop-back cable
between PCM IN and PCM
OUT connectors.
b. Connect lead between PCM
OUT connector and pin C
on the TO AUX connector.
c. Set METER SELECT switch
to PCM FROM AUX.
d. Reconnect PCM IN to PCM
OUT connector.

No changes required.

No changes required.

Frame alarm and squelch tests
a. Disconnect CG-1040B/U from
PCM IN connector.
b. Depress BUZZER OFF switch.

c. Reconnect CG-1040B/U to
PCM IN connector.
d. Depress BUZZER OFF switch
again.

CHANGE 4
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a. None.

b. None.

c. TEST ALIGN meter reads
in green area.
d. None.

a. FRAME indicator lights,
buzzer sounds, and 1,100cps tone on channel 1 ceases.
b. Buzzer ceases, but FRAME
indicator stays lighted, and
tone stays off.
c. FRAME indicator extinguishes and 1,100-cps tone
resumes.
d. Buzzer does not sound.

c. Test Procedures-Continued
Step
No
9

10
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Control settings
Test equipment
Same as step 1, except
second TD-352/U not
required.

No changes required.

Test procedure

Performance standard

Equipment under test
Test tone and test tone monitor
tests
a. Disconnect SG-71/FCC Headset HS-33/U ME-30B/U, and
600 ohm resistor from AUDIO
CHAN 1-4 connector.
b. Set SERV SEL switch to OSC.
c. Set METER SELECT switch to
SERV FAC.
d. Adjust OSC ADJUST control for
hairline indication on TEST
ALIGN meter.
e. Reset SERV SEL switch to
CHAN 1-12 position.
f. Set CHAN 1-12 switch to
position 1.

a. None.

b. None.
c. None.
d. Meter pointer of TEST ALIGN
meter can be set for hairline
reading.
e. None.
f. TEST ALIGN meter reads on or
near hairline. See note in step
6c above.

Microphone and earphone amplifier
tests
a. Connect Headset-Microphone H- a. None.
91A/U to Talk MONITOR
connector.
b. 1,100-cps tone can be heard
b. Listen for internal 1,100-cps
clear and undistorted on
tone.
headset.
c. Disconnect ME-30B/U from SGc. Set SERV SEL switch to
71/FCC. Reconnect MEPHONE and hum or speak into
30B/U to AUDIO CHAN 1-4,
microphone of H-91A/U.
pins A and B. Observe pointer
fluctuation on ME-30B/U while
speaking into microphone of
H-91A/U.

Change 4

5-12
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TD-352/U test unit:
AC POWER: ON
METER SELECT:
SERV FAC
ADDRESS:
MASTER
AUX: OUT
Second TD-352/U:
AC POWER: ON

Channel gain adjustment
Note: Each panel 1A2/2A2 in the
TD-352/U (TD-353/U) contains two
channels. The channel number
assigned to a panel are located on
the frame below each panel. The
lower number channel and its
associated controls are physically
located on the bottom half of the
panel.
a. Establish order-wire
communication through the link
(TM 11-5805-367-12, para 3-6).
b. Adjust the TD-352/U OSC
ADJUST control at both terminals
for a center hairline indication on
the TEST ALIGN meter.
c. Operate the TD-352/U SERV SEL
switch at both terminals to CHAN
1-12 (vertical up)
Note. The procedures given in
(d) through (g) below must be
performed simultaneously at both
terminals. This is necessary
because the signal used for the
adjustment at one end of the link is
generated at the other end of the
link.
d. Operate the TD-352/U 2 WIRE-4
WIRE switch at both terminals to
the position corresponding to the
type of line or trunk (2- or 4-wire)
connected to channel 1.
e. Operate the TD-352/U CHAN 112 switch at both ends of the link
to 1.

Change 4

5-12.1

c. Test Procedures-Continued
Step
No
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Control settings
Test equipment

Test procedure

Performance standard

Equipment under test
f. Adjust the TD-352/U AG control
for channel 1 at both ends of
the link for a center hairline
indication on the TEST ALIGN
meter.
g. Perform the procedures given
in (d) through (f) above for
each channel of the TD352/U's.
h. Perform cross-talk check in
paragraph 5-5, step 12, a
through e.

12

No changes required.

Cross-talk check .
Note. This check is performed on
the TD-352/U after each
installation, prior to any operation,
once each 24 hours of operation,
and immediately after replacement
of panel assemblies.
a. Perform procedures in step 11,
above prior to proceeding to
next step.
b. Operate the TD-352/U CHAN 112 switch at both ends of link
to 1.
c. Perform procedure b above for
each channel of the TD-352/U.

Change 4

5-12.2

b. Audio tone is clear on channel 1.
No audio tone on other
channels at both terminals.
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d. If cross talk is heard, loosen
plug-in panel retaining bars
(TM 11-5805-367-35/3, fig. 310, 3-11), reseat all plug-in
panels, then tighten plug-in
panel retaining bars.
e. Repeat step b. If cross talk is
still present, remove the TD352/U from system and return
it to next higher level
maintenance.

Change 4

5-12.3/(5-12.4 blank)
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5-6. Summary of Performance Standard (TD-352/U)
Step No.
Description

1a
1b
1e
1g
1h
1j
1k
1n

1q
1u

2a
2b
2c
2d
2e
2f

2g
2j

Performance standard

Transmit timing and transmit timing fault
locator tests
Panel 2A8 timing signals (SERV SEL
switch: A). ' area.
Panel 2A8 timing signals (SERV SEL
switch: C). area.
Panel 2A8 external sync in monitor
(METER SELECT: SYNC IN).
Panel 2A8 timing signals using external
sync input (SERV SEL switch: A).
Panel 2A8 timing signals using external
sync input (SERV SEL switch: C).
Panel 2A9 timing signals (SERV SEL
switch: D).
Panel 2A9 TIMING: OUT signal (METER
SELECT switch: TIMING OUT).
Panel 2A9 SYNC OUT XMTR signal
(METER SELECT switch of second TD352/U set to SYNC IN).
Panel 2A10 timing signals (SERV SEL
switch: B).
Panel 2A10 modem timing signals (all
channels modulated).
Receive timing and receive timing fault locator tests
Panel 2A13 timing signals (SERV SEL
switch: H).
Panel 2A13 timing signals (SERV SEL
switch: K).
Panel 2A10 timing signals (SERV SEL
switch: J).
Panel 2A13 skip pulse activity -----------------Panel 2A13 skip pulse monitoring (SERV
SEL switch: M).
Panel 2A13 framing -------------------------------

Panel 2A13 TIMING IN monitor (METER
SELECT switch: TIMING IN).
Panel 2A13 SYNC OUT RCVR
output(METER SELECT switch of
second TD-352/U set to SYNC IN).

TEST ALIGN meter reads in green area.
TEST ALIGN meter reads in green area.
TEST ALIGN meter reeds in green area.
TEST ALIGN meter reads in green area.
TEST ALIGN meter reads in green area.
TEST ALIGN meter reads in green area.
TEST ALIGN meter reads in green area.
TEST ALIGN meter (of second TD-352/U)
reads in green area.
TEST ALIGN meter reads in green area.
TEST ALIGN meter reads on or near
hairline.

TEST ALIGN meter reads in green areas.
TEST ALIGN meter reads in green area.
TEST ALIGN meter reads in green area.
Buzzer sounds and FRAME indicator
lights.
TEST ALIGN meter reads in green area.
Buzzer stops, FRAME indicator extinguishes, no reading on TEST ALIGN
meter.
TEST ALIGN meter reads in green area.
TEST ALIGN meter (of second TD-352/U)
reads in green area.

5-13

Test data
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Step No.

3c

3d
3f
3i

4a

4b
4d

4f
4g
4h

5b

5c

5d

Description

Performance standard

Modulator, sample and store, coder timing,
coder pam monitor, noise generator, and
noise generator monitor tests
Panel 1A2/2A2 modulator channel 1, panel
2A7 coder pam monitor (SERV SEL
switch: E).
Panel 2A18 coder pam fault detector
(modulation removed).
Panel 1A11/2A11 noise generator (METER
SELECT switch: NOISE GEN).
Panel 1A2/2A2 modulator channel 3 (SERV
SEL: E).
Pcm in traffic detector coder, pcm output,
and transmit and receive address tests
Panel 1A6/2A6 pam to pcm converter,
panel 2A5 pcm retiming and comparator
control, and panel 1A3/2A3 pcm output
(METER SELECT: PCM IN).
Panel 1A16/2A16 pcm in traffic detector
Panel 1A3/2A3 address insertion and panel
1A12/2A12 address detection
(ADDRESS switch from MASTER to
SLAVE).
Panel 1A3/2A3 transmit address monitor
(SERV-SEL switch: F).
Panel 1A6/2A6 pam-pcm conversion
(modulated channel).
Panel 1A6/2A6 pam-pcm conversion
(unmodulated channel).
Pcm input and pcm input monitoring test
Panel 1A12/2A12 skip-pulse generator
(PCM IN connector removed, SERV
SEL switch: L).
Panel 1A12/2A12 framing

Panel 1A12/2A12 pcm input (SERV SEL
switch: IN).

TEST ALIGN meter reads in green area.

TEST ALIGN meter reads out of green
area.
TEST ALIGN meter reads in green area.
TEST ALIGN meter reads in green area.

TEST ALIGN meter reads in green area.

No reading on TEST ALIGN meter.
Test unit frames in TEST ALIGN meter
reads in green area. Unit may go into
alarm, but only momentarily.
TEST ALIGN meter reads in green area.
Test tone is clear and free of distortion.
Channel is free of random clicks.

TEST ALIGN meter reads in green area.
Buzzer sounds. FRAME indicator
lights.
Buzzer stops. FRAME indicator
extinguishes. No reading on TEST
ALIGN meter.
TEST ALIGN meter reads in green area.
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Test data

TM 11-5805-367-35/3
Step No.

6c
6d

6e
6i
6j

Description

Performance standard

Decoder, demodulator, and audio measure
circuits
Panel 1A16/2A16 audio measure detector,
channel 1.
Panel 1A14/2A14 pcm to pam converter,
panel 2A15 expander circuit, and panel
1A2/2A2 demodulator circuit
(demodulated audio output monitored at
AUDIO CHAN connector, channel 1).
Panel 1A16/2A16 audio measure detector
(modulating tone removed).
Panel 1A2/2A2 audio measure, channel 3

8a

Panel 1A2/2A2 demodulated audio output
monitored at AUDIO CHAN connector,
channel 3.
Pcm from aux monitoring test
Panel 2A15 pcm from aux monitor (METER
SELECT switch: PCM FROM AUX).
Frame alarm and squelch test
Panel 1A16/2A16 alarm and squelch circuit.

8b

Depress BUZZER OFF switch

8c

PCM IN signal connected

8d

Depress BUZZER OFF switch again
Test tone and test tone monitor test
Panel 1A16/2A16 test tone oscillator (OSC
ADJUST control adjusted).
Panel 1A16/2A16 test tone monitor (CHAN
1-12 switch: 1).
Microphone and earphone amplifier test
Panel 1A16/2A16 earphone amplifier
(internal tone monitored).
Panel 1A16/2A16 microphone amplifier
(demodulated speech monitored on
TEST ALIGN meter).

7c

9d
9f

10b
10c

TEST ALIGN meter reads on or near
hairline.
Audio tone is clear and free of distortion.

No reading on TEST ALIGN meter.
TEST ALIGN meter reads on or near
hairline.
Audio tone is clear and free of distortion.

TEST ALIGN meter reeds in green area.

FRAME indicator lights, buzzer sounds,
1,100-cps tone ceases.
Buzzer ceases, FRAME indicator remains
lighted, and tone stays off.
FRAME indicator extinguishes and 1,100cps tone resumes.
Buzzer does not sound.
TEST ALIGN meter pointer can be set for
hairline reading.
TEST ALIGN meter reads on or near
hairline.
1,100-cps tone is clear and undistorted.
TEST ALIGN meter pointer fluctuates
between no and green area reading.
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C2
5-7. Performance Tests (TD-353/U)
(fig. 5-2)
a. Test Equipment and Materials.
(1) Multiplexer TD-353/U (two required).
(2) Signal Generator SG-71/FCC.
(3) Headset-Microphone H-91A/U.
(4) Headset HS-33/U.
(5) Cable Assembly, Radio Frequency, type CG-1040B/U (three required).
b. Test Connections and Conditions. Loop-back the TD-353/U pcm and timing connections as shown in figure 5-2. Do not connect the second TD-353/U test
unit, SG-71/FCC, or H-91A/U until told to do so.
Note 1. When testing panel 1A2/2A2, always install panel 1A2/2A2 in channel 1, 3 position.
Note 2. When testing panel 1A10, the procedures in steps 1 and 2 must be performed twice; once with panel 1A10, in the receive side of the TD-353/U and once with panel
1A10, in the transmit side of the TD-353/U.

c. Test Procedures.
Control settings
Step
No.
1

Test equipment

TD-353/U test unit:
AC POWER: ON
METER SELECT:
SERV FAC
ADDRESS: MASTER
AUX: OUT
2 WIRE-4 WIRE: 4
WIRE
Second TD-353/U:
AC POWER: OFF

Test procedure

Performance standard

Equipment under test

Transmit timing and transmit timing
fault locator tests
a. Set SERV SEL switch (primary TD353/U) to A.
b. Connect SYNC OUT XMTR output
of second TD-353/U to SYNC IN
input of primary TD-353/U test unit.
c. Set AC POWER switch of second
TD-353/U to ON.
d. Set METER SELECT switch(primary
TD-353/U) to SYNC IN.
e. Set METER SELECT switch to
SERV FAC.
f. Set SERV SEL switch to A
g. Set AC POWER switch of second
TD-352/U to OFF.
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a. TEST ALIGN meter reads in
green area.
b. None.

c. None.
d. TEST ALIGN meter reads in
green area.
e. None.
f. TEST ALIGN meter reads in
green area.
g. None.

TM 11-5805-367-35/3
C2
c. Test Procedures-Continued
Control settings
Step
No.

Test equipment

Test procedure

Performance standard

Equipment under test

h. Set SERV SEL switch to B -----------i. Set SERV SEL switch to D -----------j. Set METER SELECT switch to
TIMING IN.
k. Connect SYNC OUT XMTR output
of primary TD-353/U test unit to
SYNC IN input of second TD-353/U.
l. Set AC POWER switch of second
TD-353/U to ON.
m. Set METER SELECT switch of
second TD-353/U to SYNC IN.
n. Set AC POWER switch of second
TD-353/U to OFF.
o. Set METER SELECT switch to
SERV FAC.
p. Set SERV SEL switch to C -----------q. Set SERV SEL switch to OSC
r. Adjust OSC ADJUST control for
hairline indication on TEST ALIGN
meter.
s. Set MEASURE-PHONE ODDPHONE EVEN switch to
MEASURE.
t. Set SERV SEL switch to ODD CHAN
position.
u. In sequence, set ODD CHAN switch
to positions 1 through 47, observing
TEST ALIGN
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h. TEST ALIGN meter reads in green
area.
i. TEST ALIGN meter reads in green
area.
j. TEST ALIGN meter reads in green
area.
k. None.

l. None.
m. TEST ALIGN meter of second TD353/U reads in green area.
n. None.
o. None.
p. TEST ALIGN meter reads in green
area.
q. None.
r. None.

s. None.

t. None.
u. TEST ALIGN meter reads on or near
hairline for each channel.

TM 11-5805-367-35/3

2

No changes required.

meter reading for each position.
v. Set SERV SEL switch to EVEN
CHAN position.
w. In sequence, set EVEN CHAN
switch to positions 2 through48,
observe TEST ALIGN meter
reading for each position.
Receive timing and receive timing fault
locator tests
a. Set SERV SEL switch to H
b. Set SERV SEL switch to K
c. Set SERV SEL switch to J.
d. Disconnect CG-1040B/U from PCM
IN connector.
e. Set SERV SEL switch to M
f. Reconnect CG-1040B/U to PCM IN
connector.
g. Set METER SELECT switch to
TIMING IN.
h. Connect SYNC OUT RCVR output
of primary TD-353/U test unit to
SYNC IN input of second TD353/U.
i. See that METER SELECT switch of
second TD-353/U is set to SYNC
IN.
j. Set-AC POWER switch of second
TD-353/U to ON.

Change 3
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v. None.
w. TEST ALIGN meter reads on or
near hairline for each channel.

a. TEST ALIGN meter reads in green
area.
b. TEST ALIGN meter reads in green
area.
c. TEST ALIGN meter reads in green
area.
d. Buzzer sounds and FRAME indicator
lights.
e. TEST ALIGN meter reads in green
area.
f. Buzzer stops, FRAME indicator out,
TEST ALIGN meter reading drops
to left of green area.
g. TEST ALIGN meter reads in green
area.
h. None.

i. None.

j. TEST ALIGN meter of second TD353/U reads in green area.

TM 11-5805-367-35/3
Test Procedures-Continued
Control settings
Step
No.

3

Test equipment

Same as step 1 except:
SG-71/FCC
Power ON: ON
RANGE: X10
Tuning Vernier: 110
AMPLITUDE: -4
dbm
MOD. BAL.-BAL.
UNBAL. BAL
Note. Precise setting of 1,100 cps
not critical. (Dial setting is sufficient;
frequency measurement not
necessary.)

Test procedure

Performance standard

Equipment under test
k. Set AC POWER switch of second
TD-353/U to OFF.
Modulator, sample and store, coder
timing, coder pam monitor, noise
generator, and noise generator
monitor tests
a.
Connect 1,100 cps
BAL. OUTPUT of SG-71/FCC to
pins A and B of AUDIO CHAN
connector1-8 (audio in 1 for
channel 1).
b. Set METER SELECT switch to
SERV FAC.
c. Set SERV SEL switch to E
d. Remove 1,100-cps tone
e. Reconnect 1,100 cps tone
f. Set METER SELECT switch to
NOISE GEN.
g Repeat steps a through f for channels
2 through 24.
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k. None.

a. None.

b. None.
c. TEST ALIGN meter reads in green
area.
d. TEST ALIGN meter reads out of
green area.
e. None.
f. TEST ALIGN meter reads in green
area.

TM 11-5805-367-35/3
4

No changes required.

Pcm in traffic detector, coder, pcm
output and transmit and receive
address tests
a. Set METER SELECT switch to PCM
IN.
b. Disconnect CG-1040B/U from PCM
IN connector.
c. Reconnect CG-1040B/U to PCM IN
connector.
d. Set ADDRESS switch to SLAVE.

e. Set METER SELECT switch to
SERV FAC.
f. Set SERV SEL switch to F.
g. Connect Headset HS-33/U to pins G
and H of AUDIO CHAN connector
1-8(audio out 2 for channel 3) and
listen to 1,100-cps tone.
h. Remove modulation and listen to
channel.
i. Reconnect modulation to pins A and
B of AUDIO CHAN connector 1-8
(audio in 1 for channel 1).
j. Reconnect Headset HS-33/U to pins
C and D of AUDIO CHAN
connector 1-8 (audio out 1 for
channel 1).
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a. TEST ALIGN meter reads in green
area.
b. No reading on TEST ALIGN meter.
c. None.
d. Test unit frames in on SLAVE(2 Kc)
address; TEST ALIGN meter
reads in green area. Unit may go
into alarm, but only momentarily.
e. None.
f. TEST ALIGN meter reads in green
area.
g. 1,100-cps tone is clear and free of
distortion.

h. Channel is free of random clicks.
i. None.

j. None.

TM 11-5805-367-35/3
C2
Test Procedures-Continued
Control settings
Step
No
5

Test equipment

No changes required.

Test procedure
Equipment under test

Pcm input and pcm input monitoring
tests
a. Set SERV SEL switch to L.
b. Disconnect CG-1040B/U from PCM
IN connector.
c. Reconnect CG-1040B/U to PCM IN
connector.
d. Set SERV SEL switch to N..

6

No changes required.

Performance standard

Decoder, demodulator, and audio
measure tests
a. Set SERV SEL switch to ODD
CHAN position.
b. Turn OSC ADJUST control fully
counterclockwise (off).
c. Set ODD CHAN switch to 1
MEASURE-PHONE ODD-PHONE
EVEN switch to PHONE ODD.

a. None.
b. TEST ALIGN meter reads in green
area, buzzer sounds and FRAME
indicator lights.
c. Buzzer stops, FRAME indicator
extinguishes, and no reading on
TEST ALIGN meter.
d. TEST ALIGN meter reads in green
area.

a. None.
b. None.
c. TEST ALIGN meter reads on or near
hairline.
Note. Performance is affected by
setting of demodulator gain control.
Test unit demodulators should be set to
give hairline readings on TEST ALIGN
meter in loop-back condition. If a type
1A2/2A2 panel is being checked after
repair, its gain setting may not give
hairline reading under loop-back
conditions.

d. Listen to 1,100-cps tone on Headset
HS-33/U
e. Remove modulation
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d. Audio tone is clear and free of
distortion.
e. No reading on TEST ALIGN meter.

TM 11-5805-367-35/3
f. Reconnect modulation
g. Reconnect 1,100-cps BAL OUTPUT
of SO-71/FCC to pins E and F of
AUDIO CHAN connector 1-8
(audio in 2 for channel 3).
h. Reconnect Headset HS-33/U to pins
G and H of AUDIO CHAN
connector 1-8 (audio out 2 for
channel 3).
i. Set ODD CHAN switch to 3

j. Listen to 1,100-cps tone on headset.
7

8

No changes required.

No changes required.

Pcm from aux monitoring tests
a. Disconnect loop-back cable between
PCM IN and PCM OUT
connectors.
b. Connect lead between PCM OUT
connector and pin C on the TO
AUX connector.
c. Set METER SELECT switch to PCM
FROM AUX.
d. Reconnect PCM IN to PCM OUT
connector.
Frame alarm and squelch circuits
a. Disconnect C-G1040B/U from PCM
IN connector.
b. Depress BUZZER OFF switch.
c. Reconnect CG-1040B/U to PCM IN
connector.
d.. Depress BUZZER OFF switch
again.
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f. None.
g. None.

h. None.

i. TEST ALIGN meter reads on or near
hairline. (See also note, step c
above.)
j. Audio tone is clear and free of
distortion.
a. None.

b. None.

c. TEST ALIGN meter reads in green
area.
d. None.

a. FRAME indicator lights, buzzer
sounds, and 1,100-cps tone on
channel 1 ceases.
b. Buzzer ceases, but FRAME indicator
stays lighted and tone stays off.
c. FRAME indicator extinguishes and
1,100-cps tone resumes.
d. Buzzer does not sound.

TM 11-5805-367-35/3
c. Test Procedures-Continued

Step
No.
9

Control settings
Test equipment
Equipment under
test
Same as step 1,
except second TD353/U not required.

Test procedure
Test tone and test tone monitor tests.

a. Disconnect SG-71/FCC and Headset HS-33/U
from AUDIO CHAN connector.
b. Set SERV SEL switch to OSC
c. Set METER SELECT switch to SERV FAC.
d. Adjust OSC ADJUST control for hairline
indication on TEST ALIGN meter.
e. Set MEASURE-PHONE ODD-PHONE EVEN
switch to MEASURE, and SERV SEL switch
to ODD CHAN position.
f. Set ODD. CHAN switch to position 1.
10

No changes required.

Performance standard

Microphone and earphone amplifier tests
a. Connect Headset-Microphone H-91A/U to
TALK MONITOR connector.
b. Set MEASURE-PHONE ODD-PHONE EVEN
switch to PHONE ODD and hum or speak
into microphone.
c. Connect SG-71/FCC to pins A and B of
AUDIO CHANNELS 1-8.
d. Listen for internal 1,100 cps tone.

Change 4
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a. None.
b. None.
c. None.
d. Meter pointer of TEST ALIGN meter can be set
for hairline reading.
e. None.

f. TEST ALIGN meter reads on or near hairline.
See note in step 6c above.
a. None.
b. None.

c. TEST ALIGN meter pointer fluctuates between
no and green area reading.
d. 1,100-cps tone can be heard clear and
undistorted on headset.

TM 11-5805-367-35/3
5-8. Summary of Performance Standard (TD-353/U)
Step
No.

1a
1d
1f
1h
1i
1j
1m

1p
1u
1w

2a
2b
2c
2d
2e
2f

2g

Description

Performance standard

Transmit timing and transmit timing fault
locator tests
Panel 1A8 timing signals (SERV SEL switch: TEST ALIGN meter reads in green
area.
A).
Panel 1A8 external sync in monitor (METER
TEST ALIGN meter reads in green
SELECT: SYNC IN).
area.
Panel 1A8 timing signals using external sync TEST ALIGN meter reads in green
input (SERV SEL switch: A).
area.
Panel 1A9 timing signals (SERV SEL switch: TEST ALIGN meter reads in green
B).
area.
Panel 1A9 timing signals (SERV SEL switch: TEST ALIGN meter reads in green
D).
area.
Panel 1A9 timing out signal (METER
TEST ALIGN meter reads in green
SELECT switch: TIMING OUT).
area.
Panel 1A9 sync out xmtr signal (METER
TEST ALIGN meter (of second TDSELECT switch of second TD-353/U set
353/U) reads in green area.
to SYNC IN).
Panel 1A10, timing signals (SERV SEL
TEST ALIGN meter reads in green
switch: C).
area.
Panel 1A10, modem timing signals (all odd
TEST ALIGN meter reads on or near
channels modulated).
hairline.
TEST ALIGN meter reads on or near
Panel 1A10, modem timing signals (all even
hairline.
channels modulated).
Receive timing and receive timing fault
locator tests
Panel 1A13 timing signals (SERV SEL
TEST ALIGN meter reads in green
switch: H).
area.
Panel 1A13 timing signals (SERV SEL
TEST ALIGN meter reads in green
switch: E).
area.
Panel 1A10, timing signals (SERV SEL
TEST ALIGN meter reads in green
switch: J).
area.
Panel 1A13 skip-pulse activity ----------------------------Buzzer sounds, FRAME indicator
lights.
Panel 1A13 skip-pulse monitoring (SERV
TEST ALIGN meter reads in green
SEL switch: M).
area.
Panel 1A13 framing -------------------------------------------Buzzer stops, FRAME indicator
extinguishes, no reading on TEST
ALIGN meter.
Panel 1A13 timing in monitor (METER
TEST ALIGN meter reads in green
SELECT switch: TIMING IN).
area.
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Test data

.
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5-8. Summary of Performance Standard (TD-353/U)-Continued
Step
No.
2j

3c

3d
3f
3i

4a

4b
4d

4f
4g
4h

5b

5c

5d

Description

Performance standard

Panel 1A13 sync out rcvr output (METER
SELECT switch of second TD-353/U set to
SYNC IN).
Modulator, sample and store, coder timing,
coder pam monitor, noise generator, and
noise generator monitor tests
Panel 1A2/2A2 modulator channel 1, panel
1A7 coder pam monitor (SERV SEL
switch: E).
Panel 1A18 coder pam fault detector
(modulation removed).
Panel 1A11/2A11 noise generator (METER
SELECT switch: NOISE GEN).
Panel 1A2/2A2 modulator channel 3 (SERV
SEL: E).
Pcm in traffic detector, coder, pcm output,
and transmit and receive address tests
Panel 1A6/2A6 pam to pcm converter, panel
1A5 pcm retiming and comparator control,
and panel 1A3/2A3 pcm output (METER
SELECT: PCM IN).
Panel 1A16/2A16 pcm in traffic detector
Panel 1A3/2A3 address insertion and Test
unit frames in; panel 1A12/2A12 address
detection (ADDRESS switch from
MASTER to SLAVE).

TEST ALIGN meter (of second TD353/U) reads in green area.

Panel 1A3/2A3 transmit address monitor
(SERV SEL switch: F).
Panel 1A6/2A6 pam-pcm conversion
(modulated channel).
Panel 1A6/2A6 pam-pcm conversion
(unmodulated channel).
Pcm input and pcm input monitoring test
Panel 1A12/2A12 skip-pulse generator (SERV
SEL switch: L).

TEST ALIGN meter reads in green area.

TEST ALIGN meter reads in green area.

TEST ALIGN meter reads out of green
area.
TEST ALIGN meter reads out of green
area.
TEST ALIGN meter reads in green area.

TEST ALIGN meter reads in green area.

No reading on TEST ALIGN meter.
TEST ALIGN meter reeds in green area.
Unit may go into alarm, but only
momentarily.

Test tone is clear and free of distortion.
Channel is free of random clicks.

TEST ALIGN meter reads in green area.
Buzzer sounds. FRAME indicator
lights.
Panel 1A12/2A12 framing ---------------------------------------Buzzer stops. FRAME indicator extinguishes. No reading on TEST
ALIGN meter.
Panel 1A12/2A12 pcm input (SERV SEL
TEST ALIGN meter reads in green area.
switch: N).
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5-8. Summary of Performance Standard (TD-353/U)-Continued
Step
No.

6c
6d

6e
6i
6j

Description
Decoder, demodulator, and audio measure
circuits
Panel 1A16/2A16 audio measure detector,
channel 1.
Panel 1A14/2A14 pcm to pam converter,
panel 1A15 expander circuit, and panel
1A2/2A2 demodulator circuit (demodulated audio output monitored at AUDIO
CHAN connector, channel 1).
Panel 1A16/2A16 audio measure detector
(modulating tone removed).
Panel 1A2/2A2 audio measure, channel 3

8a

Panel 1A2/2A2 demodulated audio output
monitored at AUDIO CHAN connector,
channel 3.
Pcm from aux monitoring test
Panel 1A15 pcm from aux monitor (METER
SELECT switch: PCM FROM AUX).
Frame alarm and squelch test
Panel 1A16/2A16 alarm and squelch circuit.

8b

Depress BUZZER OFF switch

8c

PCM IN signal connected

8d

Depress BUZZER OFF switch again
Test tone and test tone monitor test
Panel 1A16/2A16 test tone oscillator (OSC
ADJUST control adjusted).
Panel 1A16/2A16 test tone monitor (ODD
CHAN switch: 1).
Microphone and earphone amplifier test
Panel 1A16/2A16 earphone amplifier (internal
tone monitored).
Panel 1A16/2A16 microphone amplifier
(demodulated speech monitored on TEST
ALIGN meter).

7c

9d
9f

10b
10c

Performance standard

TEST ALIGN meter reads on or near
hairline.
Audio tone is clear and free of distortion.

No reading on TEST ALIGN meter
TEST ALIGN meter reads on or near
hairline.
Audio tone is clear and free of distortion.

TEST ALIGN meter reeds in green area.

FRAME indicator lights, buzzer sounds,
1,100-cps tone stops.
Buzzer ceases, FRAME indicator
remains lighted, and tone stays off.
FRAME indicator extinguishes and
1,100-cps tone resumes.
Buzzer does not sound
TEST ALIGN meter pointer can be set
for hairline reading.
TEST ALIGN meter reads on or near
hairline.

1,100-cps tone is clear and undistorted
TEST ALIGN meter pointer fluctuates
between no and green area reading.
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CHAPTER 6
DEPOT OVERHAUL STANDARDS

Refer to DMWR 11-5805-367/3 for depot repair and overhaul procedures.

Change 5

6-1

TM 11-5805-367-35/3

TM5805-367-35/3-44
Figure 6-1. Panel 1A2/2A2, top view.
Change 5

6-2

TM 11-5805-367-35/3

TM5805-367-35/3-47
Figure 6-2. Panel 1A3/2A3, top view.
6-3

TM 11-5805-367-35/3

TM5805-367-35/3-50
Figure 6-3. Panel 1A5, top view.
6-4

TM 11-5805-367-35/3

TM5805-367-35/3-53
Figure 6-4. Panel 2A5, top view.
6-5

TM 11-5805-367-35/3

NOTE: WHEN REPLACING CAPACITOR C1 INSTALL A 3/8" BY 1/2" SPACER
BETWEEN THE CAPACITOR AND THE LAND AREA.
Figure 6-5. Panel 1A6/2A6, top view.
Change 3 6-6
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TM5805-367-35/3-59
Figure 6-6. Panel 1A7, top view.
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TM 11-5805-367-35/3

TM5805-367-35/3-62
Figure 6-7. Panel 2A7, top view.
6-8

TM 11-5805-367-35/3

TM5806-367-35/3-65
Figure 6-8. Panel 1A8, top view.
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TM 11-5805-367-35/3

TM5805-367-35/3-C1-1
Figure 6-9. Panel 2-8, top view.
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TM 11-5805-367-35/3

TM5805-367-35/3-72
Figure 6-10. Panel 1A9, top view.
6-11

TM 11-5805-367-35/3

TM5805-367-35/3-77
Figure 6-11. Panel 2A9, top view.
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TM 11-5805-367-35/3
C1

TM5805-367-35/3-80
Figure 6-12. Panel 1A10, top view.
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TM 11-5805-367-35/3

TM5805-367-35/3-83
Figure 6-13. Panel 2A10, top view.
6-14

TM 11-5805-367-35/3

TM5805-367-35/3-86
Figure 6-14. Panel 1A11/2A11, top view.
6-15

TM 11-5805-367-35/3

TM5805-367-35/3-89
Figure 6-15. Panel 1A12/2A12, top view.
6-16
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TM5805-367-35/3-C2-11
Figure 6-16. Panel 1A13, top view.
6-17

TM 11-5805-367-35/3

TM5805-367-35/3-96
Figure 6-17. Panel 2A13, top view.
6-18

TM 11-5805-367-35/3

TM5805-367-35/3-99
Figure 6-18. Panel 1A14/2A14, top view.
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TM5805-367-35/3-C2-12
Figure 6-18.1. Panel 1A14A/2A14A, top view
6-18.1
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TM5805-367-35/3-102
Figure 6-19. Panel 1A15, top view.
6-20
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TM 5805-367-35/3-105
Figure 6-20. Panel 2A15, top view.
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TM5805-367-35/3-108
Figure 6-21. Panel 1A16/2A16, top view.
6-22

TM 11-5805-367-35/3

TM5805-367-35/3-111
Figure 6-22. Panel 1A17, top view.
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TM5805-367-35/3-114
Figure 6-23. Panel 2A17, top view.
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TM5805-367-35/3-117
Figure 6-24. Panel 1A18, top view.
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TM5805-367-35/3-120
Figure 6-25. Panel 2A18, top view.
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TM5805-367-35/3-123
Figure 6-26. Panel 1A19/2A19, top view.
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C1, TM 11-5805-367-35/3

TM5805-367-35/3-C1-2

Figure 6-26.1. Panel 1A20/2A20, top view.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

CONDITIONS FOR OBTAINING WAVEFORM PRESENTATIONS
TEST MULTIPLEXER CONNECTED FOR LOOP-BACK OPERATION.
ONE CHANNEL MODULATED USING INTERNAL 1100 CPS TEST TONE.
OSCILLOSCOPE SYNCHRONIZED FROM SCOPE SYNC OUTPUT OF TEST MULTIPLEXER.
ADDRESS SWITCH AT MASTER.
AUX SWITCH AT OUT.
2 WIRE-4 WIRE SWITCH AT 4 WIRE.
TM5805-367-35/3-61

Figure 6-27. Panel 1A7, troubleshooting waveforms.
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CONDITIONS FOR OBTAINING WAVEFORM PRESENTATIONS
TEST MULTIPLEXER CONNECTED FOR LOOP-BACK OPERATION.
ONE CHANNEL MODULATED USING INTERNAL 1100 CPS TEST TONE.
OSCILLOSCOPE SYNCHRONIZED FROM SCOPE SYNC OUTPUT OF TEST MULTIPLEXER.
ADDRESS SWITCH AT MASTER.
AUX SWITCH AT OUT.
2 WIRE-4 WIRE SWITCH AT 4 WIRE.
TM5805-367-35/3-88

Figure 6-29. Panel 1A11/2A11, troubleshooting waveforms.
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CONDITIONS FOR OBTAINING WAVEFORM PRESENTATIONS
TEST MULTIPLEXER CONNECTED FOR LOOP-BACK OPERATION.
ONE CHANNEL MODULATED USING INTERNAL 1100 CPS TEST TONE.
OSCILLOSCOPE SYNCHRONIZED FROM SCOPE SYNC OUTPUT OF TEST MULTIPLEXER.
ADDRESS SWITCH AT MASTER.
AUX SWITCH AT OUT.
2 WIRE-4 WIRE SWITCH AT 4 WIRE.
TM5805-367-35/3-110

Figure 6-30. Panel 1A16/2A16, troubleshooting waveforms.
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APPENDIX A
REFERENCES
DA Pam 310-1

Consolidated Index of Army Publications and Blank Forms

TB SIG 222

Solder and Soldering

TB SIG 355-1

Depot Inspection, Standard for Repaired Signal Equipment

TB SIG 355-2

Depot Inspection, Standard for Refinishing Repaired Signal Equipment

TB SIG 355-3

Depot Inspection, Standard for Moisture and Fungus Resistant Treatment

TM 11-664

Theory and Use of Electronic Test Equipment

TM 11-4000

Troubleshooting and Repair of Radio Equipment

TM 11-6625-366-10

Operator's Manual for Multimeter TS-352B/U (NSN 6625-00-553-0142)

TM 11-5540

Electric Light Assembly MX-1292/PAQ (NSN 6995-00-378-5449)

TM 11-5805-367-12

Operator's and Organizational Maintenance Manual Multiplexers, TD-202/U
(NSN 5805-00-884-2176), TD-203/U (5805 00-884-2177), TD-204/U
(5805-00-900-8200), TD-352/U (5805-00-900-8199) and TD-353/U
(5805-00-985-9153) Restorers, Pulse Form, TD-206/G (5805-00-868-8078)
and TD-206B/G (5805-01-020-2251) and Converters, Telephone Signal,
CV-1548/G (5805-00-069-8795) and CV-1548A/G (5805-00-069-8795)

TM 11-5805-367-20P-3

Organizational Maintenance Repair Parts and Special Tool Lists;
Multiplexers TD-352/U and TD-353/U (NSN 5805-00-900-8199 and
5805-00-985-9153)

TM 11-5805-367-34P-3

Direct Support and General Support Maintenance Repair Parts and Special
Tools Lists (Including Depot Maintenance Repair Parts and Special
Tools) for Multiplexers TD-352/U and TD-353/U (NSN 5805-00-900-8199
and 5805-00-985-9153)

TM 11-6625-200-15

Operator's, Organizational, Direct Support, General Support, and Depot
Maintenance Manual: Multimeters ME-26A/U (NSN 6625-00-360-2493),
ME-26B/U, ME-26C/U (6625-00-646-9409), ME-26D/U, (6625-00-913-9781)

TM 11-6625-320-12

Operator's and Organizational Maintenance Manual: Voltmeter, Meter ME-30A/U
and Voltmeters, Electronic ME-30B/U, ME-30C/U, and ME-30E/U

TM 11-6625-414-50

Depot Maintenance Manual: Voltmeter TS-443/U

TM 11-6625-535-15

Operator's, Organizational, Direct Support, General Support and Depot
Maintenance Manual: Oscilloscope AN/USM-140A

TM 11-6625-539-15

Operator's Organizational, Field and Depot Maintenance Manual:
Transistor Set, TS-1836/U

TM 11-6625-648-12

Operator's and Organizational Maintenance Manual: Test Set, Telephone,
AN/PTM-7 (NSN 6625-00-902-7574)

DMWR 11-5805-367/3

Depot Maintenance Work Requirement Multiplexers TD-352/U (NSN
5805-00-900-8199) and TD-353/U (NSN 5805-00-985-9153)
Change 5 A-1/(A-2 blank)

TM 11-5805-367-35/3
C2

TM5805-367-35/3-128
Figure 5-1. Multiplexer TD-352/U, performance test setup.

TM 11-5805-367-35/3

TM5805-367-35/3-129
Figure 5-2. Multiplexer TD-353/U, performance test setup.
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CONDITIONS FOR OBTAINING WAVEFORM PRESENTATIONS
1. TEST MULTIPLEXER CONNECTED FOR LOOP-BACK OPERATION.
2. ONE CHANNEL MODULATED USING INTERNAL 1100 CPS TEST TONE.
3. OSCILLOSCOPE SYNCHRONIZED FROM SCOPE SYNC OUTPUT OF TEST MULTIPLEXER.
4. ADDRESS SWITCH AT MASTER.
5. AUX SWITCH AT OUT.
6. 2 WIRE-4 WIRE SWITCH AT 4 WIRE.

Figure 6-28. Panel 1A8, troubleshooting waveforms.
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TM 11-5805-367-35/3

ESC -FM 913-73
Figure 6-32. Color code markings for MIL STD resistors, inductors.

Change 3

TM 11-5805-367-35/3

TM5805-367-35/3-3
Figure 6-33. Multiplexer TD-352/U transmit circuits, block diagram.

TM 11-5805-367-35/3

TM5805-367-35/3-4
Figure 6-34. Multiplexer TD-352/U transmit timing, idealized waveforms.

TM 11-5805-367-35/3

TM5805-367-35/3-5
Figure 6-35. Multiplexer TD-352/U receive circuits, block diagram.

TM 11-5805-367-35/3

TM5805-367-35/3-6
Figure 6-36. Multiplexer TD-352/U receive timing, idealized waveforms.

TM 11-5805-367-35/3

EL2RC002
Figure 6-37. Multiplexer TD-352/U monitor and alarm circuits, block diagram.
Change 3
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TM5805-367-35/3-11
PUB NO TM 11-5805-367-35/3
Fig No. 6-38
Figure 6-38. Multiplexer TD-353/U transmit circuits, block diagram.
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TM5805-367-35/3-12
Figure 6-39. Multiplexer TD-353/U transmit timing, idealized waveforms.
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TM5805-367-35/3-13
Figure 6-40. Multiplexer TD-353/U receive circuits, block diagram.
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TM5805-367-35/3-14
Figure 6-41. Multiplexer TD-353/U receive timing, idealized waveforms.
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EL2RC003
Figure 6-42. Multiplexer TD-353/U, monitor and alarm circuits, block diagram.
Change 3
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TM5805-367-35/3-40
Figure 6-43. Panel 1A1/2A1, top view.
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TM5805-367-35/3-41
Figure 6-44. Panel 1A1/2A1, schematic diagram.
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TM5805-367-35/3-45
Figure 6-45. Panel 1A2/2A2, schematic diagram.
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EL0DR001
Figure 6-45.1 Panel 1A2A/2A2A, Schematic Diagram.
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TM5805-367-35/3-46

Figure 6-46. Panel 1A2/2A2, troubleshooting waveforms.

TM 11-5805-367-35/3

EL2RC004
Figure 6-47. Panel 1A3/2A3, schematic diagram
Change 3
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CONDITIONS FOR OBTAINING WAVEFORM PRESENTATION
A GENERAL.
THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS ARE APPLICABLE TO ALL WAVEFORMS SHOWN ON THIS
ILLUSTRATION. CHECK ALSO ANY REFERENCES GIVEN BENEATH THE WAVEFORM.
THESE REFERENCES PERTAIN TO SPECIAL CONDITIONS LISTED BELOW AND WHICH ARE
ALSO REQUIRED TO OBTAIN THE WAVEFORM SHOWN.
1. TEST MULTIPEXER CONNECTED FOR LOOP-BACK SHOWN.
2. ONE CHANNEL MODULATED USING INTERNAL 1100 CPS TEST TONE.
3. OSCILLOSCOPE SYNCHRONIZED FROM SCOPE SYNC OUTPUT OF TEST MULTIPLEXER.
4. TEST MULTIPLEXER ADDRESS SWITCH SET TO MASTER UNLESS INSTRUCTED OTHERWISE.
5. AUX SWITCH SET TO OUT.
6. 2 WIRE-4 WIRE SWITCH SET TO 4 WIRE..
B. SPECIAL
7. TEST MULTIPLEXER ADDRESS SWITCH SET TO SLAVE.
8. PCM OUTPUT TERMINATED IN 91-OHM LOAD..

TM5805-367-35/3-49
Figure 6-48. Panel 1A3/2A3, troubleshooting waveforms.
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TM5805-367-35/3-51
Figure 6-49. Panel 1A5, schematic diagram.
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CONDITIONS FOR OBTAINING WAVEFORM PRESENTATIONS
1. TEST MULTIPEXER CONNECTED FOR LOOP-BACK SHOWN.
2. ONE CHANNEL MODULATED USING INTERNAL 1100 CPS TEST TONE.
3. OSCILLOSCOPE SYNCHRONIZED FROM SCOPE SYNC OUTPUT OF TEST MULTIPLEXER.
4. ADDRESS SWITCH AT MASTER
5. AUX SWITCH SET TO OUT.
6. 2 WIRE-4 WIRE SWITCH SET TO 4 WIRE.

TM5805-367-35/3-52

Figure 6-50. Panel 1A5, troubleshooting waveforms.

TM 11-5805-367-35/3

TM5805-367-35/3-54
Figure 6-51. Panel 2A5, schematic diagram.
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CONDITIONS FOR OBTAINING WAVEFORM PRESENTATIONS
A GENERAL.
THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS ARE APPLICABLE TO ALL WAVEFORMS SHOWN ON THIS
ILLUSTRATION. CHECK ALSO ANY REFERENCES WITH THE WAVEFORM. THESE
REFERENCES PERTAIN TO SPECIAL CONDITIONS LISTED BELOW AND WHICH ARE
ALSO REQUIRED TO OBTAIN THE WAVEFORM SHOWN.
1. TEST MULTIPEXER CONNECTED FOR LOOP-BACK SHOWN.
2. ONE CHANNEL MODULATED USING INTERNAL 1100 CPS TEST TONE.
3. OSCILLOSCOPE SYNCHRONIZED FROM SCOPE SYNC OUTPUT OF TEST MULTIPLEXER.
4. ADDRESS SWITCH SET TO MASTER
5. AUX SWITCH SET TO OUT.
6. 2 WIRE-4 WIRE SWITCH SET TO 4 WIRE.
B SPECIAL
7. TERMINAL 18 TERMINATED IN 91-OHM LOAD.

TM5805-367-35/3-55

Figure 6-52. Panel 2A5, troubleshooting waveforms.
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TM5805-367-35/3-57
Figure 6-53. Panel 1A6/2A6, schematic diagram.
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C5

EL0DR002
Figure 6-53.1 Panel 1A6A/2A6A, schematic diagram
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TM5805-367-35/3-58
Figure 6-54 . Panel 1A6/2A6, troubleshooting waveforms (part 1 of 3).
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TM5805-367-35/3-58
Figure 6-54 . Panel 1A6/2A6, troubleshooting waveforms (part 2 of 3).
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TM5805-367-35/3-58
Figure 6-54 . Panel 1A6/2A6, troubleshooting waveforms (part 3 of 3).
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Figure 6-55. Panel 1A7, schematic diagram.

Figure 6-56. Panel 2A7, schematic diagram.
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Figure 6-57. Panel 2A7, troubleshooting waveforms.
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Figure 6-58. Panel 1A8, schematic diagram.
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Figure 6-59. Panel 2A8, schematic diagram.

Figure 6-60. Panel 2A8, troubleshooting waveforms.
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Figure 6-61. Panel 1A9, schematic diagram.

TM 11-5805-367-35/3

Figure 6-62. Panel 1A9, troubleshooting waveforms.
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Figure 6-63. Panel 2A9, schematic diagram.
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Figure 6-64. Panel 2A9, troubleshooting waveforms.
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Figure 6-65. Panel 1A10, schematic diagram.
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Figure 6-66. Panel 2A10, troubleshooting waveforms.
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Figure 6-67. Panel 2A10, schematic diagram.
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Figure 6-68. Panel 2a10, troubleshooting waveforms.
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Figure 6-69. Panel 1A11/2A11, schematic diagram.
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TM5805-367-35/3-90
Figure 6-70. Panel 1A12/2A12, schematic diagram.
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TM5805-367-35/3-C2-13
Figure 6-70.1. Panel 1A121, schematic diagram.
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TM5805-367-35/3-91

Figure 6-71 . Panel 1A12/2A12, troubleshooting waveforms (part 1 of 2).

TM 11-5805-367-35/3

TM5805-367-35/3-91

Figure 6-71 . Panel 1A12/2A12, troubleshooting waveforms (part 2 of 2).
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TM5805-367-35/3-C2-19
Figure 6-72. Panel 1A13, schematic diagram.
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TM5805-367-35/3-94

Figure 6-73. Panel 1A13, troubleshooting waveforms.
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TM5805-367-35/3-97
Figure 6-74. Panel 2A13, schematic diagram.
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TM5805-367-35/3-98
Figure 6-75. Panel 2A13, troubleshooting waveforms.
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TM5805-367-35/3-100
Figure 6-76. Panel 1A14/2A14, schematic diagram.
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TM5805-367-35/3-C2-14
Figure 6-77.1. Panel 1A14A/2A14A, schematic diagram.
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TM5805-367-35/3-101

Figure 6-77 . Panel 1A14/2A14, troubleshooting waveforms.
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TM5805-367-35/3-101
Figure 6-77 . Panel 1A14/2A14, troubleshooting waveforms.
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TM5805-367-35/3-C2-15
Figure 6-77.2 . (Sheet 1 of 3) Panel 1A14A/2A14A, troubleshooting waveforms.
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C2

TM5805-367-35/3-C2-15
Figure 6-77.2

(Sheet 2 of 3). Panel 1A14A/2A14A, troubleshooting waveforms.
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TM5805-367-35/3-C2-15
Figure 6-77.2 (Sheet 3 of 3). Panel 1A14A/2A14A, troubleshooting waveforms.
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Figure 6-78. Panel 1A15, schematic diagram.
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Figure 6-79. Panel 1A15, troubleshooting waveforms.
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Figure 6-80. Panel 2A15, schematic diagram.

Figure 6-81. Panel 2A15, troubleshooting waveforms.

TM 11-5805-367-35/3 C 1

Figure 6-82. Panel 1A16/@a16, schematic diagram.
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Figure 6-83. Panel 1A17, schematic diagram.
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Figure 6-84. Panel 1A17, troubleshooting waveforms.
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Figure 6-85. Panel 2A17, schematic diagram.
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Figure 6-86. Panel 2A17, troubleshooting waveforms.
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Figure 6-87. PANEL 1A18. Schematic diagram.
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Figure 6-88. Panel 1A18, troubleshooting waveform.

TM 11-5805-367-35/3 C 1

Figure 6-89. Panel 2A18, schematic diagram.

TM 11-5805-367-35/35 C2

Figure 6-89. Panel 2A18, schematic diagram.
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Figure 6-90. Panel 2A18, troubleshooting waveforms.

TM 11-5805-367-35/3 C1

Figure 6-91. Panel 1A19/2A19, schematic diagram.

TM 11-5805-367-35/3 C2

Figure 6-92 . Multiplexer TD-352/U, location of parts (part 1 of 3).
Panel 1A18, schematic diagram.

Figure 6-92 . Multiplexer TD-352/U,location of parts (part 2 of 3).
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Figure 6-92 . Multiplexer TD-352/U, location or parts (part 3 of 3).
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Figure 6-93 . Multiplexer TD-352/U, schematic diagram (part 1 of 3).
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Figure 6-93 . Multiplexer TD-352/U, schematic diagram (part 2 of 3).
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Figure 6-93 . Multiplexer TD-352/U, schematic diagram (part 3 of 3).
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Figure 6-94 . Multiplexer TD-352/U, wiring diagram (part 2 of 4).
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Figure 6-94 . Multiplexer TD-352/U, wiring diagram (part 3 of 4).
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Figure 6-94 . Multiplexer TD-352/U, wiring diagram (part 4 of 4).
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Figure 6-95 . Multiplexer TD-353/U, location of parts (part 1 of 3).
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Figure 6-95 . Multiplexer TD-353/U, location of parts (part 2 of 3).

Figure 6-95

. Multiplexer TD-353/U, location of parts (part 3 of 3).

Figure 6-96

. Multiplexer TD-353/U, schematic diagram (part 1 of 5).

Figure 6-96

. Multiplexer TD-353/U, schematic diagram (part 2 of 5).

TM-11-5805-367-35/3 C1

Figure 6-96 . Multiplexer TD-353/u, schematic diagram (part 3 of 5).
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TM5805-367-35/3-134
Figure 6-96 . Multiplexer TD-353/U, schematic diagram (part 4 of 5).
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TM5805-367-35/3-134
Figure 6-96 . Multiplexer TD-353/U, schematic diagram (part 5 of 5).

C1, TM 11-5805-367-35/3

TM5805-367-35/3-C1-8
Figure 6-97 . Multiplexer TD-353/U, wiring diagram (part 1 of 8).
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C2

FRONT VIEW WITH FRONT PANEL REMOVED

Figure 6-97 . Multiplexer TD-353/U, wiring diagram (part 2 of 8).

TM5805-367-35/3-135
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TM5805-367-35/3-135

Figure 6-97 . Multiplexer TD-353/U, wiring diagram (part 3 of 8).
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TM5805-367-35/3-135

Figure 6-97 . Multiplexer TD-353/U, wiring diagram (part 4 of 8).
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TM5805-367-35/3-135
Figure 6-97 . Multiplexer TD-353/U, wiring diagram (part 5 of 8).
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TM5805-367-35/3-135
Figure 6-97 . Multiplexer TD-353/U, wiring diagram (part 6 of 8).
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TM5805-367-35/3-135

Figure 6-97 . Multiplexer TD-353/U, wiring diagram (part 7 of 8).
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TM5805-367-35/3-138
Figure 6-97 . Multiplexer TD-353/U, wiring diagram (part 8 of 8).
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TM5805-367-35/3-136

Figure 6-98. Panel 1A1/2A1, wiring diagram.
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TM5805-367-35/3-137
Figure 6-99. Panel 1A19/2A19, wiring diagram.
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